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Preface

The conceptual category of ecosystem service was pioneered in the 1970s by articles that

identified connections between the life quality of human settlements and the social and economic

positive effects of ecosystems. Thenceforward, several studies have identified ecosystem services

as important public goods and, as a consequence, the concept of ecosystem service has progressively

gained relevance with regard to the ecological, economic, and spatial planning scientific and technical

profiles.

A significant general research question is to consider ecosystem services as value-generating

resources and to assess their use within the implementation of public policies. From this standpoint,

ecosystem services can be associated with the benefits that human settlements, either directly

or indirectly, enjoy from nature, and to the support offered by the natural environment to the

enhancement of the life quality of human societies. At the outset of the 21st Century, the Millennium

Ecosystem Assessment defined a relevant taxonomy of ecosystem services. Thereafter, a number of

classifications have been proposed by several international bodies and discussed in many studies.

Outstanding comprehensive scientific and technical issues in the spatial planning debate can be

identified by the analysis and assessment of trade-offs between the protection of nature and economic

growth and between the provisions of different kinds of ecosystem services.

The conceptual category of green infrastructure is strictly related to ecosystem services,

according to the European Commission definition. This entails that, according to the European

Commission, environmental conservation and improvement are closely connected to the quality of

green infrastructure as a provider of ecosystem services, and that public policies should give priority

to management, enhancement, and monitoring of green infrastructure as an ecological network that

not only supplies multiple ecosystem services but also implements their spatial connectivity.

The conceptual category of nature-based solutions is also strictly linked to ecosystem services.

Nature-based solutions are policy measures, which build on nature and natural resources, designed

and implemented to recover and improve ecosystems’ quality, and to support human societies in

order to increase their resilience to climate change. Nature-based solutions are generally aimed

at decreasing water run-offs, land surface, and air temperature in highly urbanized areas, and at

generating positive impacts on environmental, economic, and social spatial contexts. Nature-based

solutions identify a conceptual framework which embeds a number of methodologies addressing

many spatial issues. Important among these are the approaches based on selection and management

of ecosystem services and green infrastructure, planning and governance of spatial processes aimed at

supplying ecosystem services, measures to increase water holding capacity and purification in natural

environments, and policies related to afforestation, reforestation, and sustainable management

of forests and woodland. Nature-based solutions are increasingly being embedded into the

international, national, and local policies that address the negative impacts of climate change and

related environmental hazards thereof, although these issues imply relevant technical expertise

and insights in order to make nature-based solutions fully operational with regard to the thematic

questions and spatial contexts at stake.

This Special Issue focuses on ecosystem services, green infrastructure, and nature-based

solutions as important reference points for spatial planning, related to urban and rural contexts, with

particular reference to the definition and implementation of planning policies aimed at protecting

nature and natural resources.

Sabrina Lai and Corrado Zoppi

Editors
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In the last decade, ecosystem services, that is, the goods and benefits provided by
ecosystems to people, have gained significant importance in the planning domain, as
a consequence of the growing scholarly awareness about, and interest in, the complex
relationship between human well-being and nature. On the one hand, human life is
sustained by, and depends upon, healthy ecosystems; on the other hand, spatial plans
struggle to keep up with the needs and demands of ever-increasing urban populations and
to allocate land uses in such a way to prevent biodiversity loss and ecosystem degradation.
It is therefore not surprising that the integration of ecosystem services into spatial planning,
and especially into planning practices, has been advocated as a means to strike a balance
between these two contrasting issues and to deliver urban environments that are more
sustainable and fairer to all kinds of living things, not just human beings.

In this vein, several researchers have been investigating how the spatially explicit
assessment of ecosystem services can be put to good use to ground spatial plans and policies,
what types of contribution they can bring in the different stages of plan-making processes,
or which ecosystem service indicators would better fit and integrate into consolidated
spatial planning practices and decision-making processes. Worth mentioning are also newer
streams of research concerning the spatial mismatches between ecosystem service providing
and demanding areas, the implications of synergies and tradeoffs in ecosystem service
provision on the choice between alternative planning scenarios, or the interdependence
between climate change effects and ecosystem service provision.

This fast and impressive research growth has, so far, not been accompanied by an equal
growth in planning practices, although there is evidence of pioneer urban and regional plans
that explicitly assess and integrate nature’s contributions. Such limited consideration in
planning practice calls for addressing those hurdles that limit ecosystem service integration
in real plan-making processes, such as planners’ unfamiliarity with the concept and lack
of technical skills required to run assessment models and understand assumptions and
limitations, availability of data having an appropriate spatial and temporal resolution, and
broad mistrust in assessment methods and, consequently, in their outcomes. To address
these gaps, more applied science and reflection on the effectiveness of ongoing spatial
planning strategies that integrate ecosystem service consideration would be required,
but also, improved exchange and collaboration between researchers, practitioners, and
policymakers is needed.

Intrinsically polysemic, the concept of green infrastructure can take different meanings,
encompassing not only networks of green areas that are purposefully designed, planned
and managed to deliver multiple ecosystem services [1], but also those green technologies
and artificial vegetative systems that provide benefits especially in urban environments [2]
and which are next referred to as nature-based solutions.

The first, and wider, meaning proposed by the European Commission provides a
conceptual framework whereby a green infrastructure is used as a strategic tool allowing
for the integration of ecosystem services in spatial planning at various scales, and for

Sustainability 2024, 16, 2591. https://doi.org/10.3390/su16062591 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability1
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developing a unitary discourse around public and private green areas, natural protected
areas, water bodies, and even agricultural land. In urban areas, the focus is especially
on the delivery of cultural ecosystem services, such as recreation or health benefits (both
physical and psychological), and on regulation of negative or extreme phenomena, such
as heat waves, flood, geological instability, air pollution, or soil contamination. However,
when planning for wider spaces and landscapes, issues of climate regulation, habitats for
wildlife, water supply and purification, or even provisioning ecosystem services become
extremely relevant. The green infrastructure concept, when integrated into spatial planning,
is therefore instrumental in addressing social, economic, and environmental issues and in
strengthening ecological resilience and supporting climate adaptation.

Against the numerous pros, some debated issues and questions arise, of which only
three are next mentioned, calling for further research on the integration of green infrastruc-
tures in planning practice. A prominent one, particularly relevant in densely populated
areas, concerns the tension between, on the one hand, greener cities and, on the other hand,
urban spaces that can meet the demands of urbanization, which, in turn, raises the issue
of green gentrification and inequitable accessibility to green infrastructures for diverse
urban populations. A second one, which especially applies to densely built-up urban
areas showing vast predominance of sealed soils, is associated with how to conceptualize
and implement the physical and functional connection between green areas that, besides
translating the “network” idea conveyed in the definition provided by the European Com-
mission, also provide urban ecological corridors (paralleling the study in this Special Issue
carried out by Isola, Lai, Leone, Zoppi at the regional scale), hence enabling animal species
to better move around, hunt for food, and ultimately survive in urban areas. Finally, a third
one relates to the need for deeper quantitative and evidence-based understanding of green
infrastructures’ long-term effectiveness in fostering climate adaptation.

Nature-based solutions are infrastructures, artifacts, and works that make effective use
of ecosystem services to address and resolve negative situations encountered in the spatial
organization of environments [3], especially in relation to adaptation to climate change and
the reduction of associated environmental risk [4].

Climate-related hazard conditions are generally mitigated by increased resilience
generated by reduced exposure and economic and social sensitivity to the negative impacts
of climate-related events, and improved adaptive capacity [5]. Decreased exposure can,
for example, result from the ability of ecosystems to act as a shield against extreme events.
In this context, increased flood resilience can be fostered through nature-based solutions
aimed at reducing flood damage through maintenance of riverbanks and riverbeds. In-
creasing green areas in urban areas reduces heat island damage [6]. The sensitivity of
the quality of life of local communities to the negative impacts of climate change can be
improved through appropriate diversification of land use, which allows them to manage,
effectively, the unpredictability of climate-related phenomena [3]. For example, it is more
cost-effective to use tree species and crops that are more resistant to water scarcity, both in
forest and agricultural production, to diversify income streams. This implies a growth of
local communities’ skills in production management, geared toward the integration and
development of practices based on climate change adaptation and mitigation of negative
climate-related impacts [7].

There are multiple approaches to implementing nature-based solutions aimed at re-
ducing exposure and sensitivity to climate-related hazards. To increase adaptive capacity
to such situations, some approaches can be adopted, such as conservation and restoration
of natural ecosystems in places of particular relevance to climate change adaptation, or
management geared toward resilience to climate impacts of ecosystems that provide differ-
ent services, such as agricultural areas and forests, if managed appropriately to diversify
these services. In addition, it is possible to create from scratch natural ecosystems that
provide services related to climate change adaptation, such as green roofs and walls and
hybrid solutions for coastal zone management [8].
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Within this conceptual, cultural, scientific, and technical framework, the studies pub-
lished in this Special Issue relate to three main issues, which can be highlighted as follows.
A first issue focuses on the relationships between the definition and development of spatial
planning processes, both local and supra-local and regional, and ecosystem services, both
with reference to their spatial organization and in relation to the recognition of the supply
dimension and opportunities for improvement, both qualitative and quantitative. Fistola’s
study emphasizes the general terms of the inclusion of ecosystem services issues in urban
planning, as this implies the integrated reading and interpretation of two complex systems,
nature and the city, whose field of interactions and interdependencies highlights open
issues that are difficult to address, both from a theoretical and technical and application
perspective. In this perspective, the Special Issue opens up some significant avenues to
follow, basically based on proposals for the implementation of plan processes based on
the exploitation of services offered by ecosystems. This is the case of the study by Cattani,
Montaldi, Di Pietro and Zullo, which describes and discusses the role of habitat quality and
carbon capture and storage as ecosystem services to be leveraged in the urban planning of
the municipalities of the earthquake crater of Umbria, in the post-earthquake time. In this
perspective is, also, the article by La Riccia, Assumma, Bottero, Dell’Anna, and Voghera,
which explores the issue of the use of the ecosystem services paradigm for the management
of cork oak forests in the regional context of Sardinia, proposing an economic evaluation
through a methodological approach based on contingent valuation. The issues of ecosys-
tem services related to water resource management in spatial planning are addressed, in
the study, with a strong theoretical connotation, by Patano and Camarda, who propose
a knowledge organization and management system to be implemented in a multiagent
context.

A second thematic order of the Special Issue is represented by some studies aimed
at defining the spatial structure of green infrastructures, and the conditions to be put in
place for them to operate effectively as spatial networks aimed at the qualified provision
of ecosystem services. Within this conceptual framework is the article by Ladu, Battino,
Balletto, and Amaro Garcia, which proposes a methodological approach for assessing the
feasibility of a project aimed at the implementation of slow mobility of pedestrians and
bikers in the context of a bridleway, as an enhancement of the ecosystem services offered by
a green infrastructure located in the Sulcis-Iglesiente-Guspinese Bioregion, in the regional
context of Sardinia. The study by Pristeri, Di Martino, Ronchi, Salata, Mazza, Benedini, and
Arcidiacono defines a green infrastructure in the territorial context of the Alpine Subregion
of Media Valtellina, in which the cognitive elements structuring the spatial network are
identified in the Landscape Plan, from which prescriptive and guiding contents are also
derived. Isola, Lai, Leone, and Zoppi define and implement a methodological approach for
mapping a regional green infrastructure, referring to Sardinia, based on the assessment of
the spatial organization of multiple ecosystem services, including habitat quality, outdoor
recreation, and agricultural production, and a network of ecological corridors identified
through the taxonomy of species movement resistance. The article by Isola, Leone, and
Zoppi discusses the relationship between ecological corridors and the spatial taxonomy of
landscape components, as identified by the Regional Landscape Plan of Sardinia, to assess
whether, and to what extent, current regional land use zoning can be used as a basis for
implementing regulations aimed at protecting ecological corridors.

Finally, the third thematic order of the Special Issue focuses on green infrastructure
aimed at climate change adaptation. With this in mind, Gargiulo and Zucaro identify, as
foundational elements of a green infrastructure in the urban area of Naples, the restoration,
enhancement, and maintenance of an integrated network of green and open spaces, which
constitute a valuable asset in which the definition of nature-based solutions to address the
local impacts of climate change is integrated. La Rosa and Junxiang Li analyze the various
factors and constraints, related to the urban morphology and the social and economic
characteristics of the urban environment, that influence the location of new greening
scenarios, generating significant benefits related to decreasing atmospheric temperature. In

3
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the last article of the Special Issue, Ledda, Kubacka, Calia, Bródka, Serra, and De Montis
propose a comparative analysis of the spatial planning practice of Italy and Poland, in
relation to the use of green infrastructure in the context of climate change adaptation
policies, with reference to the regional contexts of Sardinia and Wielkopolska.
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Ecosystem Services for the City as a Complex System: A
Methodological Proposal

Romano Fistola

DICEA—Department of Civil, Building and Environmental Engineering, University of Naples—“Federico II”,
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Abstract: Originating from the main theories on the interpretation of the city as a system, this paper

calls attention to the need to build a new theoretical framework. This framework would be able

to support actions related to the consideration of ecosystem services in the activities governing

urban and territorial transformations. By adopting the systemic interpretation of the city, it may be

possible to more readily identify the ecosystem services related to each of the urban subsystems, and

promote a new and different consideration of them when defining urban policies on the sustainable

management of urban and territorial systems. This reflection describes a new approach to the problem,

by indicating mainly the theoretical references and methodological connections to be considered

in the development of a new dimension of territorial government. This dimension would be, by

necessity, built upon issues that characterize the current historical phase, such as ecological transition,

and the new potential of technological innovation that, if properly reconsidered, could contribute to

substantially redefining the field of traditional urban planning.

Keywords: ecosystem services; city as a system; spatial planning

1. Introduction

The research on the theme of ecosystem services (ESs) and the relationships among
them has now reached a mature extent, such that one can find a consistent number of
studies in the international literature [1]. For over thirty years, the consideration of ESs as
an essential support for the survival of the human species within anthropic contexts has
generated numerous reflections, in various fields of scientific research. Significant insights
have been developed regarding the role of ESs in biological, economic, natural resource
management, and biodiversity contexts [2]. As early as the late 1990s, there were studies
in the field of urban planning and land management which examined ESs in relation to
the regeneration of abandoned and disused areas. In this context, we adopt the definition
provided by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment in 2005, which classifies ESs into the
following categories: supply, which includes products obtained from ecosystems such as
food, clean water, fibers, fuel, and medicines; regulation, where benefits are derived from
the regulation of ecosystem processes, such as climate, water regimes, and the control of
pathogens; cultural, which refers to non-material benefits obtained from ecosystems, such
as spiritual, ethical, recreational, aesthetic values, and social relationships; and support,
which encompasses the services necessary for the production of all the other ESs, such
as soil formation, nutrient cycling, and primary biomass production [3]. The relevance
of this field of research is further substantiated by the particular moment of global crisis
that the planet is experiencing. This crisis can be traced back to universal phenomena
such as climate change, taking into consideration all of the side effects that such upheaval
entails, and area phenomena, circumscribable in specific territorial contexts, and generally
referring to the presence and action of humans.

There is no doubt that the new sustainable development perspective implied by ecosys-
tem services requires a substantial change in approach, even toward those activities that

Sustainability 2023, 15, 9318. https://doi.org/10.3390/su15129318 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability5
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suggest spatial arrangements which can be traced back to the management of territorial
transformation. In light of the above, it appears useful to fully define the theoretical–
methodological and interpretive approach that can allow us innovative insights into the
evaluation of ecosystem services, and their transfer flow from the natural to the anthropic
context. In order to provide a first hypothesis to frame the methodological background, it
appears necessary to consider the nature of ecosystem services as complex systems, regard-
ing which it is appropriate to refer to specific interpretive approaches [4]. Considering ESs
through a systemic approach allows the establishment of a common ground between these
services and the city, which is interpreted as a dynamically complex system [5].

Ecosystems are incredibly complex and dynamic systems that are constantly changing
and adapting in response to various internal and external factors. Due to this complexity, it
is often necessary to develop multiple classification systems, to help us better understand
and manage these ecosystems [6].

Starting from this concept, it appears appropriate to attempt to propose a new vision,
useful in the process of urban planning, which relates ecosystem services to the city
interpreted as a system, and to the urban subsystems [7].

In other words, in the development of future urban planning policies/actions, we
should consider which ecosystem services urban subsystems need (at a minimum) to
activate a metabolic process capable of ensuring the survival and correct evolution of the
urban system. Such components will need to be identified and quantified as a priority,
without which erroneous predictions are likely to generate high levels of urban entropy. We
aim to attempt a theoretical homogenization between the systemic approach to the study
of urban phenomena, and the reflection on ecosystem services that are, in any case, part of
this approach.

Finally, one of the most important objectives is to redefine, within the tools for ter-
ritorial governance, the urban planning rules that regulate the definition of land use, by
considering the ESs associated with each urban zone, while also taking into account the
trend toward mixité fonctionnelle, and the overcoming of single-land-use designation. Fur-
ther in-depth analysis is required for such a classification, but it appears that this could be
a path to be explored.

The ultimate goal is to reach a new perspective on urban planning which, considering
the rapid changes underway, must innovate, to define new, effective policies for sustainable
territorial governance.

2. Materials and Methods: The Need for a New Approach

The dynamic and complex nature of cities poses significant challenges for traditional
town-planning methods, which often rely on static and closed forecasts of future urban
layouts. These methods may fail to take into account the unpredictability and adaptability
of urban systems, leading to inefficient or unsustainable outcomes. To address these chal-
lenges, new theories of town planning are needed, that embrace the systemic nature of cities,
and consider their evolution over time. This requires a shift toward more adaptive and
flexible planning approaches that can respond to changing circumstances and uncertainties.

Overall, the adoption of a systemic paradigm for urban planning is essential to ad-
dressing the challenges posed by the complexity, and dynamic evolution, of cities. By
embracing a more adaptive and flexible approach to town and country planning, we can
help create more sustainable, livable, and resilient urban environments that meet the needs
of present and future generations. The interpretation of the city as a dynamically complex
system is now widely shared. This started with the first studies conducted in this field by
J.B. McLoughlin, J. Regulsky, and others [8,9].

Considering the city as a dynamic and complex system, articulated into interrelated
subsystems [10], represents the most useful model for establishing a direct relationship
with ES. If the city is interpreted as a complex system, it is consequently possible to identify
a certain number of subsystems that ensure urban survival, and to prioritize them over
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others. From a large number of urban subsystems, we can identify five main ones that can
be considered the most significant.

As proposed in other studies [11], the urban system can be seen as a complex and
dynamic interplay of these five subsystems, each of which contributes to the evolution and
transformation of the city over time.

Understanding the interactions between these subsystems is essential for effective
urban planning and management. These are the five main urban subsystems that have
been identified: the geo-morphological, the anthropic/human, the physical/spatial, the
functional, and the psycho-perceptive. These subsystems interact with each other, but are
interdependent, meaning that changes in one subsystem can have an impact on the others.
Therefore, a holistic approach is necessary for urban planning and design, taking into
account the complex dynamics of these subsystems and their interrelationships (Figure 1).

ff

 

ffFigure 1. A conceptual scheme of the urban system and its different subsystems. The geo-

morphological system and the anthropic/human one (social system) are to be considered “gen-

erative” subsystems, because they allow the generation of the urban system as a whole. Furthermore,

the functional system and the physical system, as well as the perceptive one, must be considered

“generated” systems.

The physical system provides the physical support for the functional system, which in
turn represents the activities occurring in the urban space, or running through the area. The
functional system includes various elements, such as transportation, commerce, housing,
and services, which interact and influence each other in complex ways.

The functional system of the city includes all the human activities that take place
within the physical spaces of the urban environment, as well as the relationships and
interactions that occur between these activities. This system is responsible for the flow of
goods, services, and information throughout the city, and is a critical component of the
urban infrastructure. It is often studied in the field of urban planning and design, as well
as in related disciplines such as transportation engineering, and public policy.

The psycho-perceptive system, on the other hand, represents the subjective experience
of the city by its inhabitants. This system includes elements such as urban image, sense of
belonging, and emotional attachment to the urban environment. It is shaped by a variety
of factors, such as culture, history, and personal experience.

The physical system and the functional system can be regarded as “generated” systems
that arise from the presence of, or interaction between, generative systems. As previously
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mentioned, each system consists of elements that constitute its systemic architecture: the
elements and the relationships. The relationships among elements, as a whole, represent
the “structure” of the system. In the case of the physical system, the components are the
constructed spaces of the city, such as buildings, squares, infrastructure, and urban sites.
The relationships, on the other hand, are the physical channels that connect these spaces,
facilitating the flow of functional activities. These channels can be seen as the supportive
framework for functional flows.

The psycho-perceptive system is important in the evolution of urban systems, because
it influences how individuals perceive and interact with the city. This system is closely
related to the physical and functional systems, as the material spaces and human activities
within the city contribute to shaping the image and perception of the city [12]. The concept
of “memory of places” refers to the emotional and cultural connections that individuals
have with specific locations within the city, which can have a significant impact on urban
planning and development. This system is included within the other subsystems that make
up the urban system, but will not be addressed specifically here.

The geo-morphological system consists of the territorial and environmental substrate
of the ecosystem, for which the parts can be identified in territorial areas, however defined
(continents, nations, hydrographic basins, macro-regions, municipal territories, etc.), and
the relationships in the infrastructure of physical connection between them (roads, railways,
canals, energy networks, etc.).

The anthropic/human system, also known as the “social system”, encompasses the
“biocenotic” aspect of the city, referring to the community that gives meaning to the space.
Within this system, the elements consist of human aggregations that operate within urban
spaces. These aggregations include individuals and groups who interact with one another,
working toward the development and progress of the city. The actors (citizens) and their
relationships form the core elements of this social system, driving the dynamics of the
urban environment [13].

Ecosystem Services and Urban Sub-Systems

Following a classification [14], it is possible to assert that the studies carried out
on ecosystem services have mainly concerned three major thematic areas. The first one
considers the articulation of ESs according to the specific field of study, and the different
measurement methods. The second area focuses on the study of the flows (ESFs) through
which ESs are transferred through the territorial base.

The last thematic area is strongly related to the adoption of ESs in order to achieve
sustainable development of the city and territory. The first-mentioned thematic area finds
its main reference in the classification and the need to quantify these resources, in order to
subsequently calculate their balance in the metabolism processes of human settlements.

The second topic area has been developed in many interesting studies, from which it
appears that consistent and standardized definitions and measurement methods for ESFs
are essential for effective policy-making and decision-making.

Regarding the demand for ecosystem services, some studies define ESFs based on the
actual use or delivery of ecosystem services to people, while others focus on the potential
demand for ecosystem services based on the characteristics of the beneficiaries. Spatially,
ESFs can be measured by the distance or accessibility between ecosystem services’ supply
and demand, or by the spatial pattern of ecosystem services’ supply and demand in a
certain area. In terms of the flow process, ESFs can be measured by the amount, direction
and speed of ES flow between ecosystems and people. Without a clear and consistent
understanding of ESFs, it is difficult to accurately measure, monitor, and manage ecosystem
services. This could lead to ineffective policies, and decisions that do not fully consider the
importance of ecosystem services for human wellbeing and the environment.

There is still a need for more standardized and widely accepted definitions and
measurement methods for ESF. The last thematic area is the one closest to the debate on
new forms of urban planning, and how urban-development planning cannot ignore the
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consideration and formalization of available resources. As highlighted in the diagram
reproduced in Figure 2, in order for ecosystem services to produce positive effects, the
presence of sets of capital is necessary: social, built, human, all included in natural capital,
which can easily refer to the subsystems of the urban system.

ff

ff

 

Figure 2. The interaction between built, social, human, and natural capital required to produce

human wellbeing (source: Costanza et al., “Changes in the global value of ecosystem services” [15]).

In this sense, it is possible to state that there is a relationship between the subsystems
of the city and the ecosystem services, and that the ecosystem services can be connected to
the urban subsystems in defining a sustainable future for the city (Figure 3).

ff

ff

Figure 3. A reinterpretation of the Costanza diagram, considering urban subsystems.

In other words, the appropriate identification of such relationships allows for the
minimization of entropic production [16] attributable to systemic evolution that uses energy
for its progression over time and space. This energy can be referred to as the production of
energy fluid produced by ecosystem services.

Where ESs are identified and properly considered in the planning process, urban entropy
is fully metabolized by the urban system, and the “ecosystemic fluid” becomes available
within the range of variation of the urban system, determining its sustainable development.

The diagram in (Figure 4) aims to describe this concept by considering the path of the
urban system that has to be maintained inside the range of evolution, where possible, to
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assure sustainable development for it. On the X axis is the time for the system’s evolution,
and on the Y axis are the resources useful for its sustainable development. If the resources
are not able to produce sufficient ecosystemic fluid, the system can fall into the entropic
zones, which are very dangerous areas for its development. To return from these zones, it
is necessary to use many more resources than before. In other words, the figure aims to
represent, in a conceptual way, the nature of the development of the urban system in time
and space, and aims to underline the way that this development is strongly related to the
amount of ecosystem fluid available inside the range of urban evolution.

t

ffi

 

ff

Figure 4. The urban system evolution, in the range of sustainable development filled with the

ES fluid.

Another idea that brings out a relevant analogy between the urban system and ecosys-
tem services (which is briefly mentioned here for future research), is complex systems’
property of containing subsystems, and of being contained in meta-systems [17].

In a way, it is possible to say that the meta-systems of the two compared systems
correspond. In fact, by going up a level with respect to the urban system, it is possible to
identify the territorial meta-system, and then the environmental meta-system, and then the
planetary meta-system, and so on. On the other hand, going down in level, one observes
how the two systems are characterized differently, as cities and ecosystems, but retain
mutual relations that are of great importance for the development of spatial governance
policies, and that will be described in the following section.

3. Systemic Analogies and Sub-Systemic Relationships

It is true that in recent years, there has been an increase in knowledge about main-
stream approaches to spatial planning that incorporate ecosystem services. However, many
of these proposals remain limited in scope, and do not fully integrate ecosystem services
into the planning process. While tools and technical procedures are essential for improving
the knowledge system, they alone cannot effectively impact the planning process. Instead,
operational frameworks that fully integrate ecosystem services into the planning process
are needed. Unfortunately, such frameworks are still in their infancy, and the full inclusion
of ecosystem services in spatial planning has been precluded as a result. To address this
issue, further research into, and development of, operational frameworks that can integrate
ecosystem services into the planning process are necessary. This will require collaboration
between planners, policymakers, and scientists, as well as engagement with local com-
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munities and stakeholders to ensure the effective implementation of such frameworks.
Reflection on ecosystem services, their taxonomy, their fundamental role in the survival of
human contexts, and also the need for management activities in territorial transformations
to consider them as a founding element of the planning process [18], has certainly reached
a consistent level of maturity, through many contributions present in the various scientific
literature related to the study of territorial phenomena [19].

Along with this assumption, the extreme instability of human behavior with respect to
the consideration of environmental resources must be considered, particularly that which
is determined by geopolitical arrangements and imbalances. In this sense, one can think of
the Russian–Ukrainian conflict, which has determined, in a short time, an unacceptable
loss of human life, and a global energy crisis, and the reconsideration of the restoration
of energy sources, such as coal, which is well known for its environmental impact, and a
compromise in the natural assets that generate ecosystem services.

Furthermore, if the conflict aims at the direct destruction of urban contexts and, con-
sequently, physical, functional, and other subsystems, any discussion about the need to
identify and preserve environments that generate ESs appears futile. However, studies
aimed at building a new perspective, that also sees ESs as being at the center of considera-
tion for urban decision-makers, should not be abandoned.

Referring to the definitions of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, mentioned
before, and subsequent reflections [20], it can be stated that soil, as a fundamental part
of the geomorphological system, is of particular importance in generating ecosystem
services and, as such, represents a component directly affected by territorial-transformation
processes, and the entropic side effects attributable to consumption (and waste), pollution,
impermeabilization, etc. It has been shown that the possibility of linking ecosystem services
to urban subsystems also derives from the ability to model the energy flows capable of
powering the systems themselves. In this sense, it appears useful to recall the studies
of Odum, and his conceptual diagrams related to a system capable of using renewable
resources [21].

In particular, we refer to the diagram in Figure 5, which describes a renewable resource
whose source is indicated by the letter S. The arrow from the source indicates the energy
flow J, toward the system with a part Jr that is dissipated. The arrow R indicates the part
of the energy actually converted, to form a stock QR. All the quantities in the system
depend on interactions with QR. In more detail, it is possible to state that the system X
polarizes the energy and processes it, before transfer to the meta-system QR. The arrow E
indicates the part of the resource leaving the stock as entropic output. By reinterpreting
this diagram, it is possible to identify S as an ecosystem service that transfers its energy
flow (resource), which is processed by the urban subsystem X, which, in turn, transfers the
elaborated resource to the urban system QR. QR uses the resource for its own survival and
development, dispersing a part of it in evolutionary entropy.

t

ff

Figure 5. A reinterpretation of Odum’s diagram on the use of a renewable resource (source: Pulselli

R., and Tiezzi E., “Città fuori dal caos”, p. 62 [22]).
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Through this reinterpretation, we can connect ecosystem services to urban subsystems.

4. Results: The Relationships among ESs and Urban Subsystems

Following the reasoning developed so far, and recalling the diagram in Figure 1, it
is possible to propose a conceptual framework that directly relates ESs to urban subsys-
tems (Figure 6). This diagram highlights the different phases in the process of managing
territorial and urban transformation by adopting the systemic approach.

t

ff

Figure 6. A conceptual scheme demonstrating the relationships among ESs and the urban subsystems.

This process, starting from the systemic modeling of the city, identifies the relevant
urban subsystems, mentioned earlier, and the ESs connected to them that need to be
prioritized for conservation.

This set of relationships could inform the urban planning of cities, allowing a new
vision for the management of territorial transformations.

This new perspective could represent a useful element in the theoretical definition of
the relationship between ecosystem services and urban planning, managing to determine
which elements must be taken into consideration when defining the organization of territo-
rial transformations. In particular, it is therefore possible to directly identify which ecosystem
services need to be safeguarded in the systemic approach to city planning (Figure 7). Depending
on the subsystems intended to guide the new urban arrangement, the ecosystem service to
be considered and prioritized can be identified, along with all others that are crucial to the
survival of the urban system.
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t

t

Figure 7. The conceptual scheme demonstrating the relationships among ESs and the urban subsys-

tems, highlighting the contribution (expressed through the arrows) to the government of territorial

transformations (GTT).

5. Discussion

Attempting to build a theoretical background for the vast subject of ecosystem services
may seem ambitious, and lacking in real usefulness. However, it should be noted that
much of today’s debate on the topic is focused on the formalization and monetization of
ecosystem services, with the aim of obtaining a quantification to consider in territorial
policy evaluations and urban planning.

As mentioned earlier, by the late 1990s, a focus on the role of ecosystem services within
urban systems had already produced interesting studies. Specifically, attention was given
to the capacity of “urban ecosystems” (green and blue infrastructure) within the city to
generate ecosystem services for the community in an endogenous manner. More recently,
starting from the observation of the entropic impacts caused by increasing urbanization,
the effects on the degradation of ecosystem services within spatial contexts have been eval-
uated [23]. However, referring to the systemic nature, and bringing it back to the modeling
of the city as a dynamically complex system, can lead to new research contributions that
can complete the treatment of the topic, and provide a concrete disciplinary dimension. The
proposal of a new methodological approach requires the generation of a discussion among
scholars and, consequently, a specific literature on the subject. In essence, the proposed
reflection aims to stimulate discussion among scholars, and foster the exchange of ideas.
As is often the case in scientific research, it is sometimes necessary to pause and consider
the conceptual and methodological framework that can be applied to a specific practice or
action. In the case of ecosystem services and their actual consideration in the governance
processes of urban system transformations, it is useful to begin outlining a background
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methodological landscape that, despite limited literature presence, can contribute to shap-
ing new areas of knowledge. The need for a theoretical reference is recognized by scholars
of urban phenomena who pay particular attention to the necessity of defining shared
procedures for the adoption of ecosystem services in urban planning processes, with the
aim of promoting the governance and sustainable evolution of the urban system [24]. This
is probably the most interesting working hypothesis that can be catalyzed by reflection,
leading to future in-depth studies that could go beyond the technical dimension that is
prevalent in the literature.

6. Conclusions

Undoubtedly, this is only the beginning of defining this possible theoretical construc-
tion, to be considered prior to operational actions toward ecosystem services that are
involved in urban planning processes. In other words, this conceptual definition represents
an initial step toward a complete theoretical–methodological advancement, which requires
further reflection to frame a real reference theory.

This consideration, placed at the beginning of the conclusions, is useful in highlighting
the main limitation of this paper, but emphasizing, at the same time, its specific contribution
in indicating the need for a change in perspective. Another limitation lies in the inability to
conduct a comparative analysis of the literature on the topic, mainly because the adoption
of a systemic approach, aiming to create a common field of reflection, and naturally
identify connections between systems, is still relatively unexplored. A final limitation
is the inability to provide specific guidelines and operational actions for professionals
involved in territorial transformations. Nonetheless, the objective is to eventually define
guidelines, possibly even regulations, within Italian urban planning, that can align with
the approach described.

However, highlighting the systemic common denominator, and the connections that
can be identified between ecosystem services and urban subsystems, can be particularly
useful in urban planning, as it can configure a new dimension of territorial transformation
governance, originating from the need to safeguard resource generators and minimize
anthropic entropy. This type of consideration appears particularly relevant today, in relation
to the scarcity of available resources, the sudden and increasingly impactful changes that
are occurring, and in particular, the increasing anthropic entropy that causes increasing
degradation, and a high level of uninhabitability, within urban systems.

The thinking that has been proposed in this paper could also be a further contribu-
tion to the transition process from Smart City to Eco City, and could contribute to the
field of sustainable urbanism [25]. The development of approaches, methods, and pro-
cedures that support this evolution should be a common commitment of researchers of
urban phenomena.

This reflection fits into the broader consideration that should characterize scientific
research activities and, more generally, the task of scholars in every discipline: to share
perspectives toward the progress of humanity, in order to overcome the climatic crisis and
the self-destructive inversion of the human species. Scientific research must envision and
formalize methods and procedures to define a new balance between humans and the envi-
ronment. The human species constitutes only 2% of the living organisms on planet Earth,
yet it is the only species that pollutes its own habitat, and employs a significant portion
of its intelligence—which is unique among living beings—in developing technologies of
destruction for use in war events oriented toward mutual elimination. Currently, there are
over 13,000 nuclear weapons and warheads in the world, and an annual production expense
of about two trillion dollars on devices to be employed in conflict. Engaging in defining
theories and methods useful to generating a new consideration of the values of nature,
and the services it provides to humankind to ensure its survival, such as ES, represents an
attempt to contribute to constructing a new awareness of “respectful development”. This
awareness, in some ways, even goes beyond the concept of sustainable development.
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The future of humanity will be decided in cities. We can no longer ignore the ne-
cessity to develop policies and actions to ensure that cities can develop in balance with
available resources.
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Abstract: The earthquake in central Italy in 2016 led to a profound urban and natural landscape

transformation. The role of territorial planning in this kind of situation is extremely important

because it allows the orientation of future settlement choices through appropriate interpretative keys

of the existing territorial dynamics. This work aims to analyze the effects of the planning choices

made in the post-earthquake period in the seismic crater municipalities of the Umbria region. Using

the InVEST models, these studies regard the comparison of the effects of in-force plans on ecosystem

services such as habitat quality and carbon storage. The data about the mosaic of the municipal urban

planning tools are derived from specific actions produced under two LIFE projects (SUNLIFE and

IMAGINE). The comparison makes it possible to identify how and to what extent the transformative

scenarios, linked to the new condition, change the spatial planning compared to the previous one

and the effects on the provision of ecosystem services. The knowledge of the latter aspect allows

optimization of the methods of urban transformation that will be implemented. Moreover, this

process of optimizing the provision of essential ecosystem services could certainly play a key role in

the enhancement and economic recovery of these areas.

Keywords: ecosystem services; spatial planning; performance-based planning

1. Introduction

Among the most seismically dangerous areas in Europe, the Italian Apennines have,
in recent years, been affected by numerous seismic events of significant intensity [1,2]. The
seismic events caused significant damage to the historical centers, and consequently, a
reorganization of urban structures [3,4]. This reorganization was highly dependent on the
demographic and urban dimensions of the municipalities involved. It has had an internal
structural component (aimed at rebuilding the damaged heritage) and a functional external
one (both assigning new roles to the centers and recreating relationships). Both processes
are still ongoing and have led to a new urban geography of the inner areas of central
Italy. The earthquakes that occurred from 2009 to 2016 affected several important urban
centers (L’Aquila 2009; Amatrice 2016; Norcia 2017) located in four different Italian regions
(Umbria, Abruzzo, Lazio, and Marche) [5]. Following each earthquake, several regulative
measures were issued with the aim of defining the municipalities concerned within which
the reconstruction processes were defined. The effects of the earthquake directly affected
economic activities, housing stock, and local communities, and also, the indirect effects
on the environmental system were not negligible. There were effects such as: landscape
fragmentation, the loss of crops and food resources, deteriorating water quality and water
availability, soil erosion that led to the future reduction in agricultural production, the
loss or deterioration of natural habitat, and threatened or reduced biodiversity [6–9]. The
regulations issued in the various seismic craters have generated an important consumption
of soil related to the construction in different areas of “temporary” housing, much of
which today needs indispensable support from recovery operations (e.g., project C.A.S.E.
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(Sustainable and Eco-friendly Seismic Complexes) and the S.A.E. (Housing Solutions in
Emergency)), and also for the possibility of providing their own accommodation [10]. Many
of these achievements largely escaped the control of spatial planning and contributed to
an increase in the pre-existing dispersed configuration that characterized these areas [11].
Often many of these buildings were built in areas at risk (landslides, floods) and without
considering the environmental component. For example, little attention has been paid
to the effects on the environmental system in terms of the loss of ecosystem services,
environmental fragmentation, habitat degradation, and habitat loss [12–14]. Figure 1 shows
that the central Apennines represents an extremely important reservoir of biodiversity in
the national and European context. There are in fact several National Parks and Natura 2000
network sites. As for the Umbria region, the protected territory corresponds to 19% of the
entire regional area, which consists of a National Park, seven Regional Parks, and numerous
areas of the Natura 2000 network. This paper focuses on the urban transformations that
have affected the municipalities of the 2016 earthquake crater in the Umbria region with the
aim of evaluating the effects of these changes on the ecosystem services (carbon storage and
sequestration and habitat quality) while analyzing whether, in the municipalities that have
updated their urban plan, the important aspect of the ecological value of these territories
has been considered.

Figure 1. Geographical view of the seismic crater with areas under environmental protection.

2. Study Area

The study area concerns the 15 municipalities of the Umbria region included in the
seismic crater of 2016 (Figure 1). A first list was compiled with the Decree-Law No. 189 of
17 October 2016 inserting 62 centers distributed over 4 regions. This list was then updated
with Decree-Law No. 205 of 11 November 2016 following the earthquake of 30 October
2016, before arriving at the final list of the 69 municipalities included in the seismic crater
described in Annex 2 of Law No. 229 of 15 December 2016. In summary, the 2016 earthquake
involved 4 regions, 10 provinces, and 138 municipalities [15]. The studied area covers an
area of 1400 km2 (17% of the regional area). In these municipalities, the population in 2021
was about 55,000 inhabitants (6.4% of the regional population). This value is lower than the
2016 population which was 57,560 inhabitants, equal to 6.5% of the regional population [16].
From an environmental point of view, 5% of the study area is covered by protected areas
and some of the municipalities involved fall within the boundaries of the Monti Sibillini
National Park (Preci and Norcia) and the Nera River Regional Park (Arrone, Ferentillo,
Montefranco, Polino). There are several Natura 2000 sites and protected areas; for this
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reason, this area is important in the environmental context of central Italy, for the system of
connections between areas with different degrees of protection.

3. Materials and Methods

The analysis was conducted using data from different sources. First, a survey of
municipal urban plans was carried out considering the 2015–2021 timeframe. The main
reason for this research was to verify which municipalities had updated their urban plans
following the earthquake in 2016. In this way, it was possible to reconstruct the framework
of the transformations planned by the municipalities before and after the earthquake. This
allowed verification of the behavior adopted by individual municipalities to respond to
the seismic emergency. As already described in previous works [17–19], the synoptic
descriptions associated with the allowed transformative types are extremely different
between the various entities. To analyze the regulatory framework of new urbanization,
the mosaic of municipal plans (Planning Tool Mosaic, PTM) was created for the study
area (Figure 2). The PTM required the retrieval of plans at the institutional portals of the
individual municipalities, a pre-elaboration (georeferencing, digitization, elaboration of
the union framework) and the reclassification according to the homogeneous territorial
zones defined by Ministerial Decree 2 April 1968, No. 1444. This process involves a certain
discretion in the zonal attribution; however, this is a reversible process because the original
description of the area is always preserved in the database. The territorial zones are thus
defined as:

(A) parts of the territory concerned by urban agglomerations that have a historical, artis-
tic character and of particular environmental value or portions of them, including
surrounding areas, which may be considered to be an integral part, for those charac-
teristics, of the agglomerations themselves;

(B) parts of the territory that have been totally or partially built up, other than (A) zones:
partially built up are those areas in which the covered area of existing buildings is
not less than 12.5% of the buildable area and in which the territorial density exceeds
1.5 m3/m2;

(C) parts of the territory intended for new settlement complexes, which are unbuilt or in
which the pre-existing building does not reach the limits of surface area and density
referred to in point (B);

(D) parts of the territory intended for new settlements for industrial installations or
similar;

(F) parts of the territory intended for equipment and installation of general interest,
public spaces, or spaces reserved for collective activities, public green, or parking,
with the exclusion of spaces intended for road locations.

The ecosystem services analysis was conducted through the open-source software
InVEST (Integrated Assessment of Ecosystem Services and Tradeoffs) version: “InVEST
3.11.0 Workbench”, which is a suite of models, including that of Carbon Storage and
Sequestration (CSS) and that of Habitat Quality (HQ). These two models were used in this
study. The methodologies used for the evaluation of models follow the flowchart already
tested in other geographical areas [20], and were customized for this work as shown in
Figure 3.

The ISPRA (Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale) data on
land use were used for the assessment of these ecosystem services. The data used can be
found at the following link https://www.isprambiente.gov.it/it/banche-dati/banche-dati-
folder/suolo-e-territorio/uso-del-suolo (accessed on 15 September 2022). Two years were
considered: 2012 (the one closest to the date of the earthquake) and 2021. The geometric
resolution of the data is 10 m/pixel. The analysis of the amount of carbon stored was
carried out using the Carbon Storage and Sequestration model. The model (based on
the IPCC guidelines [21]) requires four types of carbon pools: epigeal biomass, hypogeal
biomass, soil and dead organic matter. Input data for land use were derived from the
SimulSoil database using the different sources [22–24] and adjusting the legend to the one
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in the ISPRA land cover data. SimulSoil is a computer application that allows to perform
balances of ecosystem functions of the territory. The tool allows downloading a land use
data package at the national level [25].

 

Figure 2. Geographical view of the study area with Planning Tool Mosaic. Detail of PTM on the right.

Figure 3. Flowchart of used analysis methodology.
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The economic value of the seized carbon (expressed in EUR/ton) was derived from
Trading Economics (carbon price from the ETS (Emission Trading Systems) market on
15 September 2022 https://tradingeconomics.com/commodity/carbon (accessed on 15
September 2022). Moreover, the assessment of habitat quality input data refers to the
same two chrono sections as previously indicated, using the SimulSoil database for the
adaptation of the legends for inclusion in the relevant InVEST model. Parameters relating
to habitat suitability and threats present in the investigated territory were also included in
the input [20].

The sensitivity of the habitat to the threats considers the interferences of the an-
thropized system and the agricultural areas, and therefore is classified as follows:

Urban: codes 3 and 4 of the ISPRA legend (Table 1), both for the 2012 scenario and for
the 2021 scenario;

Table 1. Legend of ISPRA land uses for the study area.

ISPRA Legend

CODE Description

2 Forest use

3 Quarries and mines

4 Urban and similar areas

5 Water uses

11 Arable crops

12 Forage

13 Permanent crops

14 Agro-forestry areas

16 Other agricultural uses

61 Wetland areas

62 Other non-economic uses

Agricultural: codes 11, 12, 13, 14, 16 ISPRA legend (Table 1), both for the 2012 scenario
and for the 2021 scenario.

For this type of model, a buffer of 1 km was made on the boundary of the study area;
in this way, it is possible to consider the edge effect caused by Habitat Quality in the model
of InVEST. Edge effects refer to changes in the biological and physical conditions that occur
at a patch boundary and within adjacent patches. The identification of the hotspots and
coldspots related to the losses of ecosystem services investigated in output to the InVEST
model was evaluated through the Kernel analysis with a bandwidth of 5000 m. This
distance results from an iterative process aimed at identifying the distance at which such
concentrations emerge clearly. We used the QGIS v.3.16 tool “Kernel Density Estimation”
choosing as Kernel shape “Epanechnikov”.

4. Results

As shown in Figure 4a, 9 of the 15 municipalities analyzed have an urban plan that
was updated after 2010, of which 7 updated their instrument after the earthquake of 2016.
The analysis was carried out by studying changes in urban plans and their effects on
the territory in terms of the loss of ability to provide the ecosystem services previously
mentioned. The updated plans, when compared with the previous ones, show an increase
in areas destined for urban completion, together with those destined for services (Figure 4b).
For the same period, the demographic trend analysis reveals a demographic decline for
all the municipalities. This phenomenon is typical of the Italian inland areas and it is now
accentuated by the recent earthquakes. On the other hand, the excessive oversize of the
transformative forecasts of the plans emerges. In fact, despite the demographic decline, the
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sizing of the plans is widened. Their full implementation would have significant effects on
the environmental system.

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Information about municipal urban plans in force in the study area: (a) Updating period of

municipal planning tools. (b) Comparison of the territorial zones between municipal urban plans in

force before 2015 and currently in force.

Moreover, many of these predictions are still out of date. As shown in Figure 5,
planned but not yet urbanized areas of most municipalities are very high. Residential areas
(zones B and C) in most of the analyzed territories do not exceed 50% of the implemented
areas. Lower percentages are found both for production areas (D zones) and for areas
intended for services (S zones).

Regarding the assessment of the ecosystem services, the first analysis carried out
concerned changes linked to land use changes between 2012 and 2021. This allows both
evaluation of the geographical location of the variations (positive and negative) and to
understand which were the drivers that led to this new arrangement. The lack of carbon
sink amounts to about 950 Mg, and is more concentrated in the municipality of Norcia,
and in the municipality of Monteleone di Spoleto (Figure 6). In the latter case, these are
losses linked to changes in land use that are not particularly linked to the urbanization
processes resulting from the earthquake but rather to different types of use. In the case of
the municipality of Norcia, as shown in Figure 7 the aspects related to the first response
to the housing emergency have played a major role in the loss of the ability of the soils to
store carbon. Moreover, in the municipality of Norcia, and in particular in the territory
bordering the Marche and Lazio Regions, the abandonment of some agricultural areas has
led to an increase in the capacity of these soils to store carbon (in green in Figure 6). The
same condition was found in the territories between the municipalities of Montefranco and
Spoleto. In economic terms, the total loss of these changes amounts to around 8000 EUR/y.

As previously mentioned, in this work, the effects of plan choices on two ecosystem
services are highlighted. Specifically, the scenarios obtained from the urban forecasts of
the pre- and post-earthquake plans are compared. Using InVEST models shows that the
capacity to store carbon in 2021 was over 16 million Mg of carbon. The hypothetical scenario
derived from the implementation of the settlement forecasts, contained in the plans, was
constructed through the overlap of the PTM to land uses of 2021. In other words, it was
assumed that the current uses were entirely replaced by urban ones as provided by the
plans. The data output of this process was used as data input into InVEST to verify the loss
of capacity to store carbon of the soil involved. There was a difference of about 132,000 Mg
of carbon equivalent to an economic loss of about EUR 10 million. The municipalities in
which the loss of carbon storage is greatest are Spoleto (67,122 Mg), Norcia (14,900 Mg),
and Cascia (12,980 Mg). For the municipalities that updated their plans, the 2016 urban
forecasts were compared with the ones of 2021. Significant negative variations in carbon
storage capacity were detected in the municipalities of Norcia and Poggiodomo. For the
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municipality of Cascia, the removal of several residential and productive areas has had a
positive impact in terms of soil storage capacity.

 

Figure 5. Geographical view of the study area with Planning Tool Mosaic. Detail of PTM on the right.
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Figure 6. Variation in carbon sequestration between 2012 and 2021 in plans of municipalities that

updated the urban plans.

 

Figure 7. Comparison between the pre-earthquake and post-earthquake geography of the main

urban area of the municipality of Norcia.

The effects of land use variations on the quality of habitats are shown in Figure 8.
Additionally, in this case, a kernel analysis was carried out using a 5000 m bandwidth. A
significant increase in degradation of the habitat quality was found in the municipality of
Spoleto, specifically in the hamlet of San Giovanni di Baiano and San Martino in Trignano.
This phenomenon is mainly due to the increase in agricultural activity with the loss of
forest areas. Additionally, in Norcia, the situation was similar but linked to the construction
of new urban areas resulting from the earthquake. Conversely, increases in the habitat
quality were found in the municipality of Spoleto (hamlets of Cortaccione and Eggi). The
reasons for this occurrence are linked to both the increase in forest areas and to changes in
crop typologies.

Moreover, this ecosystem service was carried out as an analysis to evaluate the effect
of the implementation of the plans’ forecasts. The image in Figure 9 and Table 2 show
the results obtained. Currently, more than 22 km2 of the transformative forecasts of the
plans remain to be implemented, most of which are intended for services (9.8 km2) and
residential use (9.1 km2). The greatest impact in terms of habitat degradation would be
in the municipality of Spoleto, which alone concentrates 45% of the areas for residential
use not yet implemented and about 60% of those intended for services. The area between
the municipalities of Norcia and Cascia, as already highlighted above, could potentially
suffer further negative effects linked to the implementation of the forecasts, which, as
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shown in Table 2, still have outdated percentages higher than 50% of the zonal destinations
considered.

Figure 8. Increasing and decreasing changes in habitat quality in the area surveyed between 2012

and 2021. The variations are a function of land use changes.

Figure 9. Effects on the quality of the habitats linked to the possible implementation of all the

settlement forecasts contained in existing municipal urban plans.

Table 2. Total and percentage planning forecasts not yet implemented for each zone type in the

municipalities investigated.

Municipalities

B + C Zones D Zones S Zones

Surface
(ha)

Planned
but Not

Urbanized
Areas (%)

Surface
(ha)

Planned
but Not

Urbanized
Areas (%)

Surface
(ha)

Planned
but Not

Urbanized
Areas (%)

Arrone 75.0 52.4 26.8 52.9 48.9 77.3
Cascia 182.8 56.7 10.1 43.0 85.3 75.0

Cerreto di Spoleto 65.3 68.4 10.7 67.4 41.9 88.7
Ferentillo 50.8 63.7 11.9 69.1 10.5 70.5

Montefranco 24.2 42.5 6.7 94.0 5.2 68.1
Monteleone di Spoleto 42.5 61.4 2.0 78.4 13.4 90.6

Norcia 200.9 44.1 43.2 32.4 173.7 72.8
Poggiodomo 15.3 53.6 0.0 0.0 7.9 84.4

Polino 19.0 76.1 5.3 89.3 2.4 88.4
Preci 110.0 67.8 100.2 77.1 1.6 72.0

Sant’Anatolia di Narco 20.9 57.1 12.0 72.8 31.1 84.8
Scheggino 10.6 64.4 5.0 64.8 11.9 57.1

Sellano 66.9 47.6 6.0 83.1 44.3 62.5
Spoleto 795.6 51.4 363.6 53.9 754.4 83.2

Vallo di Nera 22.0 60.6 3.0 54.6 3.0 48.9

Total 1701.8 53.8 606.5 58.1 1235.7 80.0
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Even in the municipality of Preci, there is over 150 ha of land with urban destinations
not yet implemented, and that would lead to a depletion in the quality of habitats in
an area of high ecological value affected by the Sibillini Mountains National Park. The
rugged morphology that marks the border between Umbria and the Marche that affects
the municipalities of Norcia and Preci, together with the presence of the National Park,
represent the reasons for the high quality of the habitats found in this area.

5. Discussion

This work is part of a research project that analyses the effects of urban change and
land use on ecosystem services. Specifically, there are several works that analyze these
issues. Nowadays, ecosystem services (ES) mapping is attracting growing interest from
landscape and urban planning, but its operationalization in actual decision making is still
limited. The mapping of ES capacity, flow, and demand can contribute to the successful
integration of the ES approach in landscape and urban planning because it provides a
comprehensive picture of the ES delivery process, considering both ecological and social
underlying factors [26,27]. The theme of ecosystem services (SE) in support of urban
planning practices becomes fundamental for the preliminary assessment of environmental
effects and the consequent economic and social consequences of urbanization [28]. The
environmental approach to land use planning is mainly referred to in the bureaucratic
procedure of plans’ approval rather than the construction of a knowledge system embedded
within the strategic environmental assessment procedure. Notably, a great number of skills
are required to improve the technical framework for land use sustainability considering its
practical application [29]. Urban planning practices should integrate soil quality evaluation
procedures to achieve rational urban planning with regard to soil consumption and to
ensure less destructive methods with regard to the capacity of the soil to perform its
environmental functions. The methods should facilitate effective soil evaluation, and enable
planners to recognise the environmental quality of soil, its properties, spatial location, and
extent in urban and suburban areas. The outputs of the methods should be developed to
the level where they can be easily integrated into existing planning procedures and used in
local communities with little adaptation by local experts [27,30].

In this specific case study, the highest limit is linked to the territorial scale. In fact, the
study area is small to correctly evaluate some ecosystem services, but, at the same time,
it is necessary to work at this scale to fully understand the changes in land use induced
by the earthquake. These transformations occurred in a very short time compared to
non-emergency periods.

The results of the work clearly show the effects in terms of the loss of the ability of soils
to store carbon and those related to changes in habitat quality. The study also quantified the
economic damage due to the possible implementation of all the urban planning forecasts, a
loss that amounts to about EUR 10 million /y. The consumption of land that occurred in the
considered period is linked in large part to the construction of both the S.A.E. concentrated
mainly in the municipalities of Norcia, Preci, and Cascia and of private interventions
to respond to the housing emergency caused by the earthquake [31]. The laws refer to
temporary structures but not to the restoration of the original soil condition at the end of
the emergency. This happened also in L’Aquila, after the 2009 earthquake.

As proof of the above, the municipalities that have updated the urban plan after the
earthquake of 2016 indicated these areas in the plan as “Aree per la gestione dell’emergenza
Sisma 2016” (Regional Law No.8/2018 of the Umbria region), which are areas for the man-
agement of the emergency after the earthquake. For these areas, after the emergency, this is
preventing the maintenance and recovery of existing buildings, equipment, technological
systems, and open spaces during the emergency period. At the end of this phase, however,
restoration of the previous conditions is not foreseen, but the predictions of urban reuse are
in accordance with what is stated in Art. 26 of the Regional Law No.8/2018 of the Umbria
region. In essence, for these areas, the legislation attributes a large panel of possibilities
for reuse. These areas could therefore be used for: areas equipped or to be equipped for
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recreational–tourist–sports use, public facilities, civil protection functions, residential set-
tlements, settlements for activities and services—tourism, sport, leisure, hospitality, reuse
of reception equipment—tourism, settlement for activities and services, and areas for any
relocation of functions and services. If on the one hand, the pre-existing ecosystem services
will barely be recovered, it is true that their geographical position is felt to integrate the
existing building fabric. In fact, the S.A.E. are in areas adjacent to the already urbanized
territory and this has contained land consumption (e.g.: construction of new ancillary
and connecting roads) and made these areas, as mentioned, potentially integrable in the
pre-existing urban context.

On the contrary, the criteria used for the localization choices of the interventions in
the earthquake of L’Aquila in 2009 did not foresee this possibility at all [32,33] as these are
mainly aimed at limiting hydrogeological risk. Moreover, it should be stressed that none of
the residential areas (B and C) of the old urban plan (1975) of the capital of the Abruzzo
region have been affected by the emergency interventions of public initiatives (project
C.A.S.E. and M.A.P. (temporary housing modules)) [34] with the result of creating, in fact,
new parts of the cities in areas mainly for agricultural use, without consequent planning of
the necessary services. The recovery for many of these areas and their re-functionalization
in the urban context, already heavily dispersed, seems extremely difficult and complex [35].

6. Conclusions

This work on the one hand highlights the effects on the environmental system (ecosys-
tem services) linked to the 2016 earthquake emergency, and on the other shows the differ-
ences with the L’Aquila earthquake (2009) in terms of urban transformation management.
As underlined in this work, these differences require different approaches in view of the
restoration/improvement of both the ecosystem services provision and the urban dynamics
management. In this sense, the assessment of the ecosystem services before and after
the earthquake provides a clear framework of the losses generated by the urban trans-
formations induced by the emergency. In addition, this analysis provides a view of the
environmental potential of these territories. An important novelty of the work is that
relating to the assessment of the change in the provision of ecosystem services in an area
affected by a large-scale calamitous event that triggered a series of social, environmental,
and urban changes that in normal conditions would have involved a certainly wider time
interval.

Indeed, the earthquake of 2016 that affected the central Italian Apennines profoundly
upset the social, urban, and environmental dynamics of the centers involved. The pro-
cesses of demographical desertification [36,37], already underway in some of the areas
investigated, were further intensified, in particular in the hamlets, some of which suffered
profound structural damage to the housing stock. Often they were houses used only in
particular periods of the year, and for this reason, it is highly unlikely that they will be
rebuilt in the near future, mainly because of legislative restrictions.

In these areas, the transformative energies that were in sharp decline left room for
the resumption of natural processes and ecosystem services associated with a consequent
increase in ecological value. The earthquake of 2016, as often happens in these cases,
marked a point break in the existing equilibrium in the area. In the larger municipalities
such as Cascia and Norcia, the realization of the S.A.E. has generated new land consumption
in the immediate area from before where it was used for agricultural purposes or where
the vegetational aspect prevailed.

As mentioned, these areas represent new parts of the future city settlement, which
will be strongly integrated into the existing fabric. In the new plan of Norcia, the issue
of the containment of land consumption has been one of the objectives and the actions
taken move in this direction, favoring the recomposition of the urban margins and limiting
the settlement’s dispersion. Moreover, for the municipality of Cascia, the positive effects
of both carbon sinks and habitat quality are attributable to the new zoning plan that has
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essentially removed many of the areas with urban destinations not implemented in the
previous instrument.

The same act approved by the Umbria region, with which a specific measure of the
Decree-law for the earthquake is implemented (Art. 14 D.L. No. 8 of 9 February 2017,
published in the Official Gazette No. 33 of 9 February 2017), provided that the regional
authority could buy housing as an alternative measure to the S.A.E., thus encouraging the
reuse of existing housing assets not damaged by the earthquake. These buildings then
became part of the public housing stock and were used for the public response to the
housing emergency. While this issue has nevertheless been addressed in the urban plans
approved after 2015 and in the regional measures, none of these focus on ecosystem services.
An attempt has been made to provide an immediate response to the housing emergency
without considering at the same time the potential loss of eco-systemic services. This work,
however, highlights both the effects of the territorial dynamics induced by the earthquake
on ecosystem services and the possible loss resulting from the implementation of the
transformative predictions present today in the plans. If in the first case, it is not possible
to go back, much can be carried out in the second. Many of these plans are oversized in
the forecasts and not related to the real demographic dynamics of the territories to which
they refer. Re-linking the urban forecast with demographic trends would allow a secure
land saving as well as it being in line with target 11.3 of the Agenda 2030 (by 2030 enhance
inclusive and sustainable urbanization and capacities for participatory, integrated, and
sustainable human settlement planning and management in all countries) [38]. Knowledge
of the ecosystem services provided by the soil, together with the current urban planning
would allow planners to geographically position the new parts of the built area so as to
maximize performance in terms of services and minimize the environmental impacts. It
is clear that a limit is linked to the reduced territorial scale of investigation, which could
lead to non-exhaustive assessments of the ecosystem services. The future research lines,
as also indicated in the LIFE IMAGINE project, intend to extend these assessments to the
entire regional territory to provide an overall framework of the environmental potential.
This could allow orientation of the future urban plan in an ecosystem, safeguarding the
potential of the territories and also in anticipation of future emergencies.
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Abstract: The paper develops a model through a contingent valuation approach to support public

authorities in the exploration and assessment of ecosystem services (ESs) generated by forest and

woodlands (FOWLs). This approach is employed to the cork oak forests of the Sardinia region (Italy)

due to their ability in the provision and regulation of cultural and recreational values to society. The

paper describes the economic valuation of cultural ESs through the contingent valuation method

(CVM) with the purpose to explore residents and tourists’ willingness to pay (WTP) preferences

towards conservation, valorisation, and the management of Goceano’s cork oak forests in Sardinia.

The approach may help retain suitable support for DMs, planners, technicians, and operators for

a better understanding of the ESs’ role in policy decisions, leading FOWLs towards a learning

process between the environment, human beings, and landscape to promote and develop a proactive

landscape and forest planning and management within the region.

Keywords: stated preferences; willingness to pay (WTP); ecosystem services (ESs); forest and woodlands

(FOWLs); landscape assessment

1. Introduction

Over the last several decades, the environment and its components have become ever
more transversal in policy decisions, especially those dealing with urban and territorial
transformations. The increasing uncertainty and ambiguity due, on the one hand, to climate
change (e.g., droughts, or run-off alterations) and, on the other hand, to man-made factors
(e.g., unmanaged fires, lack of forest management, or abandonment of rural and inner
areas) require a radical action for a trend reversal from recent worrying predictions [1].
The latest United Nations Conference on Climate Change held in Glasgow [2] stressed the
urgency to reduce emissions to nought by 2050, limit the increase in temperatures, and also
reduce deforestation by protecting and recovering ecosystems.

The forest and woodlands (FOWLs) are the keepers of habitats and microhabitats
where autochthonous flora and fauna species live in. These produce biological energy
through the ecological connectivity of the biotopes that compose an environmental system
and interact with neighbouring systems across different scales [3–5]. The environmental
system’s health mirrors environmental quality, social well-being, landscape value, and the
economic attractiveness of that territory. Each of these features are the components for
indirectly measuring the resilience of that system [6–8]. The Sustainable Development Goals
of “Building sustainable and resilient cities and communities”, “Climate Action”, and “Life
on Land” (SDGs 11, 13 and 15) clarify the need for protection, recovery, and enhancement
to ensure a more sustainable accessibility of terrestrial ecosystems with the purpose of
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arresting soil degradation and losses of ecosystem services (ESs) [9,10]. According to the
State of Europe’s Forests [11], on average, 70% of European forests are publicly accessible,
6% are for public recreation, and an index of creativity density recorded within the forests
equal to 16 annual visits per inhabitant. FOWLs are valuable and fragile subsystems; their
maintenance is fundamental for conserving their value, adaptability, and resilience and for
valorising the local economy, as well as guaranteeing the safety of employees, residents,
and tourists. Even if these features are widely recognised today, they are insufficient to
operationalise a worldwide common response to limit current and potential future losses.
For example, Mediterranean forests were threatened in 2021 by numerous fire events, due
to high peaks of temperature which were sometimes co-triggered by man’s carelessness.
In addition, the progressive abandonment of rural settlements due to job demand, remote
geographic location, or difficult accessibility, increases the difficulty in managing FOWLs
and therefore causes their degradation [12–15] and exposure to natural hazards [16,17].

In light of this scenario, the ESs by FOWLs should be well-conserved and managed
for both present and next generations more than ever [16,18–23]. In fact, they play a very
important role in the generation of multiple benefits to people, such as of cultural and
recreational types [11]. Besides the fact that recreational activities can contribute to the
economic growth and attractiveness of a territory, public bodies should bear in mind that
these can play a supporting role in FOWL preservation, valorisation, and management. A
sustainable management of recreational activities can minimise the “use and consumption”
trend in compromising territorial and landscape characteristics (e.g., neglect, inexperience,
vandalism, disturbances to wild life, or diffusion of allochthonous flora and fauna species,
among others).

Over the last few decades, economists approached the field of ecological economics to
explore the relationships between environmental assets (i.e., pure public goods) and their
associated economic values [24]. The idea that an environmental asset can express both
biophysical and economic values has been recently consolidated in the ES literature [25,26].
The estimation of the FOWL economic value through stated preference methods can
help DMs, planners, technicians, and operators to better understand the relevance of
implementing ESs within policy decisions, thus integrating FOWL heritage within the
learning process between the environment, human beings, and landscape. As stated by
the authors of [27], the valuation of forest ecosystem services is mainly motivated by
factors such as incentives for forestry management programmes, or payment for ecosystem
services (PES), or even discovering people’s preferences and their willingness to pay/or
accept compensation related to forest heritage [27–34].

This contribution is part of a research project conducted between the 2019 and 2020 by
a large group of researchers from Politecnico di Torino (Angioletta Voghera—Scient. Coor-
dinator, Luigi La Riccia, Vanessa Assumma, Maurizio Bocconcino, Marta Bottero, Davide
Canone, Federico Dell’Anna, Stefano Ferraris, Gabriella Negrini, Emanuela Rebaudengo,
Emma Salizzoni) and commissioned by the Agenzia Fo.Re.S.T.A.S. of the Sardinia Regional
Authority. This project was aimed at evaluating the ESs supplied by the Goceano’s cork oak
landscapes in the central–northern part of Sardinia, focusing on biophysical and economic
valuations and selecting specific ESs both on regional and local scales to evaluate and map
the multifunctionality value expressed by the cork oak forests [35]. The ESs selected in this
valuation are: (i) provisioning—cork production, forage production, biomass production;
(ii) regulation—hydrogeological protection, carbon sequestration; (iii) cultural—identity
values (for residents and tourists).

The biophysical valuation was developed and described in specific papers [36,37] with
regard to provisioning and regulating ESs, whereas this paper focuses on the economic
valuation of cultural ESs. The contingent valuation method (CVM) is employed with the
aim to explore users’ willingness to pay (WTP) with respect to the conservation, valori-
sation, and management of cork oak landscapes of Sardinia (Italy). The objective of the
paper is to monetise the WTP of residents and tourists to safeguard the Goceano cork oak
area; residents were asked the tax amount they would be willing to pay annually, while
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tourists were asked about the one-off amount they would be willing to pay. The valuation
approach by means of WTP made it possible to obtain values useful for determining the
total economic value (TEV) of the ESs of cork forests in Sardinia.

Therefore, the paper has been structured into the following sections: Section 2 illus-
trates the study case and focuses on Goceano’s cork oak forests; Section 3 is dedicated
to the methodological aspects related to the recreational ESs and to the economic eval-
uation methods for the WTP estimation; Section 4 describes the CVM application; and
Section 5 discusses the survey results and provides an estimation of the total economic
value (TEV). The results of the study are discussed in Section 6. The last section reports
final considerations on the usefulness of the methodology and provides future research
perspectives.

2. Study Area: The Goceano Cork Oak Landscape

Cork oak is a Mediterranean autochthonous and spontaneous species that well-adapts
to both summer and winter climate conditions, and thanks to its “resilience”, the species
can be up to a century old. The region of Sardinia (Italy), such as Portugal and Spain,
is characterised by a great presence of cork oak forests (Quercus suber), thus becoming a
structural factor of their landscape. Sardinian communities have benefitted from cork oak
timber for centuries and employed it for the production and manufacturing of various
products, spanning from building materials, bottling, clothing, and so on. The material
derived is completely renewable and does not require the felling of the plant. The cork oak
landscape is part of Sardinian cultural heritage in harvesting, extraction, and manufacturing
processes as well as in the use and construction of ancient machinery.

In Italy, it is estimated that the area of cork oak forests spans up to 168,000 ha [38]. Most
of these forests are located within Sardinia, where cork oak forests cover about 140,000 ha
of land both as pure stands or wooded pastures.

In the Sardinian region, forests typify large portions of the landscape (particularly in
the subregions of Marghine-Goceano, Gallura, Monte Acuto, Nuorese, Sulcis-Iglesiente,
Montiferru, and Mandrolisai, many of which are classified as ‘internal areas’), taking the
form of both pure stands of cork oaks (around 80,000 ha) and wooded pastures (around
40,000 ha) (see Figures 1 and 2). These are highly productive landscapes and are charac-
terised by strong identity values; indeed, Sardinia is historically the main producer of cork
in Italy [39,40].

The Goceano forest complex particularly includes those of Anela, Fiorentini, and
Monte Pisanu for a total area of 4800 ha. It is located within the Optimal Territorial Ambit
no. 4 (i.e., Ambito Territoriale Ottimale) “SUT Goceano” of the Territorial Regional Plan of
Sardinia (TRP) and includes nine municipalities: Anela, Bottidda, Benetutti, Bono, Bultei,
Burgos, Esporlatu, and Illorai e Nule.

The study area is considered highly relevant for this experimentation, since cork oaks
play an essential role in this delicate ecosystem. In fact, the Goceano forest complex has
considerable potential for active forestry and pastoral management; it is characterised by
the presence of cork oak forests that are among the most productive in terms of quality and
quantity. The persistence of the three forests of traditional forage-pastoral landscapes in
this territory, which are made up of open areas of woodlands with a prevalent zootechnical
function, is of considerable interest. This ecosystem, which is very delicate if not properly
managed, risks disappearing as a result of opposing phenomena, such as the progressive
expansion of forests in areas that are scarcely used by livestock, together with the lack of
cork regeneration in overburdened areas.
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Figure 1. Distribution of cork oak forests in Sardinia. Elaboration: Luigi La Riccia and Angioletta

Voghera, 2019.
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Figure 2. Cork oak forest landscape in Goceano: Sos Nibberos Protected Area, Monte Pisanu

(photograph by Luigi La Riccia, 2019).

Cork oak forests represent one of the best examples of the close relationship between
man and nature: forests with a high conservation value alternate with agricultural land,
integrating extensive agriculture, forest grazing, hunting, and other recreational uses. In
Sardinia, cork oak forests are traditionally multifunctional: they are agroforestry systems
in which forest exploitation is almost always associated with grazing and agriculture. The
relative weight of each component—forest, agriculture, and animal production—in the
overall economic return of the system has changed over time. Recently, agriculture has
been responsible for the opening up of large areas of forests, and cultivation in cork oak
stands has been carried out extensively during the last century. Livestock, fed on natural
vegetation and acorns or improved pastures, has been and still is one of the important
products supported by cork oak stands. Other uses of cork oak forests are based on their
rich biodiversity: mushroom picking, bee-keeping, and aromatic plants.

Current threats include increasing human pressures on environmental resources such
as overgrazing and progressive deforestation, as well as land abandonment, resulting in
poor forest management (bush encroachment and fires) caused by the spread of pests and
diseases that lead to the decline of cork oak. These threats are generally caused by poor
cork extraction and pruning practices that in many cases damage the regenerative tissues
of plants, as well as by market competition and fluctuations in the price of cork [40]. These
threats are also exacerbated by the effects of climate change.

The cork forest landscape, as mentioned, is a multifunctional landscape since the cork
extraction activity never involves the elimination of the trees, but only their decortication
(which consists of the separation of the bark from the trunk), which, if correctly performed,
does not damage plants. This operation makes it possible to safeguard the biodiversity
of these territories since these forests offer shelter to various species of animals, enriching
ecosystems and providing them with ecosystem services of regulation, hydrogeological
protection and carbon sequestration. These ecosystems are therefore highly resilient and,
given the properties of the cork plant, they are also able to deal with the various biotic and
abiotic disturbances due to risk factors, such as fires (since cork is essentially fireproof).

From an economic point of view, however, it is necessary to underline the critical
issues due to competition on the international market of synthetic products (plastic caps) on
cork products and other non-wood products, which are seriously endangering production.
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According to [41], the fate of these ‘traditional’ landscapes depends heavily on innovative
management efforts in this market. In this sense, the assessment of ecosystem services
and the related mapping is absolutely essential to increase the knowledge of the value
of these landscapes [42] and to define, through territorial planning and design, adequate
enhancement perspectives complementary to those strictly economically productive.

Through the classification of forest areas differentiated by the level of density, thanks
to the availability of data on dendrometric measurements, four forest density classes
were therefore identified, together with the relative coefficients useful for calculating the
supply and regulation services. The following table therefore shows the annual economic
values relating to the supply and regulation SEs together with the total economic value
(TEV) (see Table 1 and Figure 3). The integrated interpretation of the data has more
substantially materialized the value of the multifunctionality of Sardinia’s cork forests: the
economic value associated with the production of cork is in fact very high and attests to the
important productive function of these territories. It is true, however, that since productivity
depends heavily on local trees, cork oaks do not significantly affect the possibility of
simultaneously providing other ecosystem services of a more purely environmental nature,
such as hydrogeological protection and carbon absorption. For this reason, the trade-offs
typically existing between ecosystem services of supply and regulation [43], are more
nuanced than in other contexts where the production of wood products prevails.

Table 1. Economic indicators of the ESs of the Goceano cork oaks and TEV (total economic value)

percentage breakdown.

ES Economic Indicator
Estimation

Method
Structure

Economic Value
(EUR/year)

TEV (%)

Cork production Market value of cork
Market price

(EUR/q)
EUR/year 58,879.15 40.2

Fodder production Market value of fodder
Market price

(EUR/q)
EUR/year 24,066.50 16.4

Biomass
production

Market value of biomass for
energetic uses

Market price
(EUR/q)

EUR/year 24,034.26 16.4

Hydrogeological
protection

Surrogacy value of the
protective function of forests

Surrogacy cost EUR/year 26,995.47 18.4

Carbon
sequestration

Market value of carbon
Market price

(EUR/t)
EUR/year 12,433.55 8.5

146,409.93 100%
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Figure 3. Total economic value of the provisioning and regulation ESs related to cork oak forests in a

portion of Goceano. Elaboration: Luigi La Riccia and Angioletta Voghera, 2019.
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3. Methodology

Before illustrating the application of the economic valuation, we refer to a general
premise on the methods that are able to determine the economic value of environmental
goods and services, which are considered useful by other authors.

In economics, goods and services are generally classified into:

• Private assets that are included in the market and regulated by buying and selling
rules;

• Public assets that can be: (i) inseparable, because they are not divisible by simpler parts
and are delivered to a specific user; (ii) non-competitive, since they are not dominated
by market rules; and (iii) non-excludable, because everyone can equally access and
use that asset or service [24,44].

For example, cork oak forests well-fit the category of public goods since they de-
liver multiple benefits to people, such as timber and biomass production, or cultural and
recreational features (Table 2).

Table 2. Classification of goods in economics (adapted from [44]).

Criteria Excludability Non-Excludability

Competitive Private goods (e.g., cars, clothes) Common goods (e.g., water)

Non-competitive
Club goods (e.g., works of art,

cinema)
Public goods (e.g., forests,

landscape)

In the case of public goods, there are economic methods that help the analyst in
building a hypothetical market in which it is possible to establish a monetary value for
them by comparing the utility produced by goods with a decrease or increase in income [45].

The principle of TEV is widely recognised for public goods’ valuation [46] since
both tangible and intangible features are considered. In fact, TEV can be calculated by
considering the use value and the not-use value. The first can be further subclassified
into: (i) the direct use, meaning that those assets that can be extracted, consumed, or
enjoyed (e.g., timber); (ii) indirect use, which is connected to the environment’s functioning
and services that have a positive effect on people who live nearby (e.g., recreational
activities); and (iii) option value, which denotes that the utilisation of an asset for future
benefits (e.g., individual’s entertainment). The latter refers to intangible aspects, such as:
(iv) bequest value, which refers to the value of leaving the asset optima to future generations
(e.g., recreation for future generations) and (v) the existence value, to preserve a good by
a potential damage or loss and also guaranteeing its inheritance for future generations
(e.g., protected assets) [44].

Economists used to group economic valuation techniques into two broad categories:

• The monetary methods are based on monoparameter valuation to measure the benefits
generated by a commodity or service. They can be employed with the purpose of
stating or revealing preferences [47]. The “stated preference” methods can estimate
users’ preferences through the willingness to pay (WTP) or the willingness to accept
for compensation (WTA), depending on whether the asset to be evaluated represents
a positive or negative externality. The “revealed preferences” methods can valuate,
for example, the indirect use of environmental and cultural assets by observing the
information of private properties detected from real estate markets and that are indi-
rectly connected to the characteristics of the public asset to be evaluated. For example,
the hedonic prices method (HP) [48] can estimate the value of an environmental asset
by considering a set of variables that influence the monetary values of nearby private
properties [49,50]; or the travel cost method (TC) can calculate the expenses costs
sustained by tourists for accessing public goods [51–53].

• The non-monetary methods can measure the value of environmental goods by consid-
ering individual characteristics and their globality as well. This is typical of composite
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index valuation that employs a set of indicators that better represent the character-
istics of an asset in order to provide its global performance, such as the economic
value of landscapes [8,24,54,55]. Some research studies have recently added value
to this stream by coupling non-monetary methods with mathematical modelling for
a more dynamic interpretation of complex systems and thus facilitating the design
recommendations capable of fostering transformations [56–58].

This paper is focused on the monetary category and more, in detail, on stated pref-
erence methods. It develops a CVM-based approach for the WTP estimation, which is
intended as the maximum amount that an individual is willing to pay for having a good or
use a service [59,60].

A literature review was developed by the authors using the Scopus database (https:
//www.scopus.com/, accessed on 14 November 2022) to select meaningful contributions
in the relevant literature of stated preferences methods for the ESs’ valuation and also to
investigate their contribution in the field of forest and landscape planning and management:

“stated preferences” AND “WTP” AND “ecosystem services” = 35 results

“stated preferences” AND “WTP” AND “forest” = 30 results

“stated preferences” AND “forest” AND “landscape” = 20 results

“stated preferences” AND “WTP” AND “forest” AND “landscape” = 3 results

“stated preferences” AND “WTP” AND “ecosystem services” AND “forest” AND “landscape” = 2 results

Some publications were selected from the literature review because they are retained
as significant for the objective of the research work (Table 3). For example, WTP can be
estimated to elicit people’s preferences on changes in the composition of forest trees [22],
as well as on the structure and standing related to nature-based interventions. Ref. [61]
focuses on landscape preferences in estimating WTP, whereas [62] deepens this aspect by
considering the role of cultural ecosystem services. Ref. [63] employs the Delphi method
in contingent valuation to assess WTP for preserving the Amazon rainforest by European
households. Ref. [64] explores the WTP in the form of a donation for forest conservation and
management. Ref. [65] has recently developed a choice modelling for exploring people’s
WTP as an ecosystem rehabilitation of a river basin and its ecosystem services.

Table 3. Selection of representative studies on the economic valuation of environmental goods and

services.

Author and Year Description Field of Application

Amirnejad et al., 2006 [66]
Existence value of Iranian forests through the CVM and

dichotomous choice (DC). Use of the logit model to measure
the individual WTP.

Ecological economics

Nielsen et al., 2007 [22]
Valuation of public preferences in forest recreational

benefits and support of nature-based forest interventions.
Silviculture

Sayadi et al., 2009 [61]
Use of CVM and conjoint analysis to valuate landscape

preferences and estimate the WTP for a landscape in Spain.
Rural development

Bastian et al., 2015 [62]
Estimation of the WTP for the appreciation of Saxony

landscape in Germany and of its cultural ESs by tourists and
visitors.

Landscape management

Tinch et al., 2015 [67]

Choice experiment valuation of changes in UK landscapes
to explore the value associated with ES variations under

different management regimes. Calculation of WTP off-site,
on-site, and ex-post at two different time intervals (off-site).

Landscape management
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Table 3. Cont.

Author and Year Description Field of Application

Cao et al., 2016 [68]

Exploration of influencing factors related to an urban
ecosystem in China through logit and oprobit models, and
estimation of the WTP for traveling to green spaces, forests,

lakes, and rivers in Wenjiang (China).

Urban ecosystem and
infrastructure

Price, 2017 [69]
Cost–benefit analysis (CBA) is combined with WTA/WTP

for envisioning positive impact interventions.
Landscape economics

Navrud and Strand, 2018 [63]
Delphi method in CVM to measure the WTP by EU

households for the protection of the Amazon rainforest.
Environmental protection

Schläpfer and Getzner, 2020 [70]
Empirical strategy based on choice experiment future

management for the Austrian forests and investigation of
the effects on WTP.

Forest management

Bamwesigye et al., 2020 [71]
Development of CVM for estimating the WTP for forest

existence value in Uganda
Landscape management and

planning

Alvarez et al., 2021 [72]

Estimation of the differences in WTP for urban and
peri-urban forests in Florida (USA) by considering tree

nativity, number of species, size of trees, and maintenance
costs.

Urban forests

Hanim Mohd Sharif et al., 2021 [64]
Households’ willingness to donate for the conservation and

management of a recreational forest in Melaka using the
double-bound CVM.

Forest management

Khan et al., 2022 [65]
Choice experiment to capture people’s preferences for

policy scenarios for vulnerable ecosystems.
Water management

The Contingent Valuation Method (CVM)

The contingent valuation method (CVM) is a technique that is generally employed in
the valuation of non-market assets and is based on real and potential users’ preferences.
CVM is employed to estimate the willingness to pay (WTP) as a monetary expression of
people’s preferences to preserve, improve, or simply access environmental and cultural
resources, or the willingness to accept (WTA) compensation related to a modification of
the asset value, or a renunciation of accessing it [59]. WTP/WTA estimation can help the
evaluator to estimate the total economic value (TEV) of a given asset. The CVM can develop
a fictitious market by capturing users’ preferences and comparing the utility of a given
asset, providing changes in their income without an effective monetary transaction [73].
The CVM can be synthesised according to the following steps:

1. The identification and description of the main characteristics of the asset to be valu-
ated;

2. A representation of a hypothetical market and definition of payment modalities;
3. A selection of a homogeneous champion of the population who could be interested in

using that asset;
4. The structuring of the survey addressed to the champion;
5. The implementation of the survey (e.g., questionnaire, interviews, and so on);
6. Survey data collection and elaboration;
7. The descriptive and inferential analysis of data;
8. An estimation of the TEV value.

CVM employment requires the development of a survey. The questionnaire is the
most common form of users’ engagement to know their preferences concerning a realistic
scenario. In this way, the users’ choices are led by the same motivations that govern their
behaviour in a real market.

The structuring of the questionnaire is one of the crucial steps of this method. For
example, the clarity in language, the level of detail in describing the asset, the specification
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of use circumstances, or even how long and what type of payment is necessary for the
asset use, can contribute to the survey reliability and help the evaluator in discovering
users’ preferences and determine who should belong to a homogeneous champion of the
population [74].

There are different WTA/WTP elicitation formats:

1. Open-ended questions: The users are asked to provide a value for WTP/WTA, without
any prompting. Some typical questions provided in the questionnaire are:

(a) “How much would you be willing to pay for using the asset?”
(b) “How much would you be willing to pay for accepting the non-use of that

asset?”

Even though this method is the most popular, users could have some difficulty in
autonomously providing a value, and there is a risk of them skipping questions
which they may consider uncomfortable. Open-ended questions should be few but
worthwhile.

2. Closed-ended questions: The users are asked to provide their preferences by an-
swering yes or no, or through an interval value of a monetary amount for paying or
receiving compensation for that asset (e.g., from EUR 5 to EUR 100), or even an ordinal
scale (e.g., “probably yes”), among others [74]. An example of a question could be:
“Would you be willing to pay 10 EUR for the forests fire prevention programme?”.
Since close-ended questions are easier to be answered, these can help in the reduction
of strategic answers.

3. Iterative bidding questions: The interviewer initially provides a figure to the indi-
vidual user. If they accept the figure, a higher figure is provided and the process is
repeated until the user decides to stop it. Then, the interviewer proceeds to suggest
reductions, until the respondent agrees to the reduced figure. This procedure appears
to be the most frequently used. A good practice is to increase or decrease the value of
the monetary amount (i.e., starting point) at the beginning of the questionnaire, for
example, about twice the initial value. In the final phase, much smaller variations
are preferable. The interviewer’s skills are very important as they can contribute
to the quality of the responses. The individual’s ability to understand the declared
amount is important for approaching the point of indifference for the interview and,
subsequently, to appropriately reduce the variations. A limitation of this method is
the production of alternate estimations (i.e., starting-point bias). In the case of a high
initial amount, the individual tends to increase the WTP, whereas if the starting point
is low, the user will tend to state a value lower than the current value.

4. Dichotomous choice questions: This is an alternative approach to the iterative game,
since the starting-point value can be varied randomly from one respondent to another,
and the starting point coincides with the ending point [75].

5. Payment card method: This allows the WTA/WTP of users to be identified by con-
sidering a set of monetary amounts concerning that asset (e.g., between EUR 5 and
EUR 10, and more than EUR 10). Then, respondents are aided in providing more
accurate answers by mirroring their maximum WTP/WTA [74]. However, it should
be taken into account that the payment card method may imply an anchoring bias.
The interviewer, after describing the asset to be valued and the hypothetical market,
tries to identify the income class of the respondent. At that point, he/she explains
the contents of the form corresponding to the interviewee’s income category and,
based on this, is asked to set a value for the asset being estimated. This elicitation
format has recently been extended with more reliable variants (e.g., circular payment
card—PC) [76,77].

A general structure of a questionnaire to be employed in the context of CVM should
have: (i) an introductory section, containing general and attitudinal questions to determine
the users’ familiarity with the asset that is to be evaluated as well as his/her individual
perceptions; (ii) a section containing questions to ask users’ preferences in the form of WTA
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or WTP, along with additional questions contributing to the consistency of the answers
provided; and (iii) a last section, which is devoted to collecting users’ socioeconomic
information and can help in interpreting the results in expressing a given WTP/WTA
with respect to other users. For example, the WTP can be different for subgroups of
users (e.g., age, income, education, job, attitudinal preferences, and degree of attention in
providing information with respect to cultural and environmental issues, among others).

The survey can be developed in various ways: by e-mail, telephone, online platforms,
or through face-to-face interviews. The last modality is retained to be the most effective be-
cause it can provide the interviewer with detailed explanations and additional information
about user preferences, even if it consumes considerable time and leads to resource losses.
The online modality (e.g., LimeSurvey, Google Forms, or Survey Monkey, among others)
can save time and resources, making the survey accessible to everyone and at any time.

Once the survey is concluded, the users’ answers can be collected and organised in a
Microsoft Excel environment to be subsequently processed through the use of probabilistic
models, such as random utility models (RUM) or regression models [78–80].

It is possible to consider different methods for WTP/WTA elicitation. In the case of
the open-ended response, simple elaborations of the WTP/WTA values can be developed,
whereas in the case of the close-ended responses, statistical elaborations can take greater
complexity.

The statistical models which are considered suitable for the estimation are those that
can deal with discrete dependent variables, characterised by different specifications in the
distribution of the error component. For example, WTP is considered in random utility
models (RUM) as a random variable, whereby it is possible, by applying the different
specifications, to estimate the most significant descriptive measures, such as the mean,
median, and variance [73].

4. Survey Set-Up and Data Collection

The CVM was employed in the research project based on an exploratory approach
and is finalised to provide decision makers an overview of the residents and tourists’
willingness to pay (WTP) with regard to Goceano’s cork oak landscape, and to orient the
implementation of future policies in this territory.

The CVM is supported by a partial survey of stakeholders’ preferences. This is due to
the fact that it would not be possible to interview the entire population involved because
it would increase the cost and time of the survey. The questionnaire design and data
collection are reported below.

Questionnaire Design

The survey was conducted during 2019 (between July and September) and addressed
to a sample of the population to assess, in an exploratory manner, the benefits delivered by
the recreational ESs of cork oak forests. The questionnaire was administered to residents,
tourists, and regional citizens, both online via Google Form and through face-to-face
interviews in the Goceano’s context and the regional territory, thanks to the synergic
collaboration between the Politecnico di Torino and the Agenzia Forestas of the Sardinian
region.

The questionnaire was structured into three sections, where the first section aims
to detect the level of knowledge and perceptions about the environmental asset and its
services, the second section provides a realistic scenario to determine the individual WTP,
and the last section is devoted to the user’s socioeconomic profile. The questions were
structured according to the funnel technique (i.e., from simple questions that are easy to fill
in, to those more specific). Open- and closed-ended questions were considered, as well as
numerical preference scales (i.e., Likert scale).

The first section of the questionnaire is user-specific to detect the different points of
view and perceptions in relation to cork oak forests:
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1. Goceano’s residents (those who live and work near cork oak forests and who have
their own awareness of the identity value of the environmental asset) were asked,
for instance, to indicate their city of residence, or how frequently they go to cork oak
forests and the means of transportation used to reach them. Attention was paid to the
local perception of their cultural and landscape values and the potential presence of
eyesores. Moreover, the types of activity performed there were asked so as to detect
the correlation between cork oak forests and recreational activities.

2. Tourists (those who travel for leisure and to visit Sardinia’s environmental assets,
e.g., Nuragic sites, cork oak forests, and traditional territories) were asked to identify
their preferences in visiting cork oak forests as a tourism destination. For example,
tourists were asked to provide the name of the places they were staying at (or would
stay at) to obtain their degree of proximity to the Goceano’s cork oak forests, how
they came to know about these woods (e.g., tourist guides, suggestions from relatives
and friends, organised trips, or the internet) and the factors which convinced them
to go there (e.g., scenic, sport, art and culture, among others), their visiting duration,
and the main elements which they considered important for this landscape.

3. Sardinian citizens were asked, for example, to specify their city of residence and the
places within the region where they spent or would spend time at, and their reasons
of choice. In addition, the respondents were asked whether they had ever visited cork
oak forests and if so, in which area in Sardinia. Attention was paid to receptivity and
accessibility features, asking about the place of stay, if any, and how they reached the
cork oak forests.

Each questionnaire is structured with a scenario description for supporting the WTP
elicitation. Below is an example concerning Sardinian citizens on the issue of forest fire risk:

“Consider for a moment the current situation in Sardinia: the risk of forest fires, also
increasing due to climate change, threatens the existence of the cork forest landscape. Let
us suppose that public resources alone are not sufficient to manage the risk related to fires
and a non-profit foundation takes on the task of conserving and safeguarding Sardinia’s
cork-oak forest heritage, such as restoring cork-oak vegetation, nature education activities
and scientific research on cork-oaks. These objectives would only be achieved if enough
people were willing to finance the foundation by donating a certain amount of money
on a one-off basis. In your opinion, what should be the maximum amount of money
(EUR) each person should donate to support this foundation for the management of the
environmental good? (An only one value can be admitted).”

The last section of the questionnaire collects socioeconomic information to reconstruct
the user profile and of the whole champion. For example, classic questions on age group,
level of education, occupation (if any), and income were considered in the questionnaire,
and whether the anonymous respondent was a member of any non-profit environmental
associations.

Table 4 shows the variables of the questionnaires, with an expected description and
coding that are later used for the processing of the regressions using the Statistical Package
for the Social Science software (SPSS 27, https://www.spss.it/, accessed on 11 July 2022).

Table 4. Variables of the CVM model.

Variable Description Codification

Dependent Variable

WTP a
Willingness to pay for the conservation

and protection of the Goceano cork
forests

In monetary terms (Euro)

Independent Variables

Socioeconomic variables
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Table 4. Cont.

Variable Description Codification

AGE
Respondent’s age group; 18–21, 22–24,

25–34, 35–44, 45–54, >55
Individual choice of age group

GEN Respondent’s gender 1 for male, 0 for female

EDU Respondent’s education level Amount of school years

AFFIL
Respondent’s affiliation to non-profit

environmental associations
1 for membership, 0 for non-membership

Respondent’s occupation

WORK_STUD Respondent is a student 1 representing that the respondent is a student, 0 otherwise

WORK_FARM
Respondent is a

farmer/craftsman/merchant
1 representing that the respondent is a farmer, craftsman, or

merchant, 0 otherwise.

WORK_ENTREP Respondent is an entrepreneur
1 representing that the respondent is an entrepreneur, 0

otherwise

WORK_DEALER Respondent is a dealer 1 representing that the respondent is a dealer, 0 otherwise

WORK_PROFES Respondent is self-employed
1 representing that the respondent is self-employed, 0

otherwise

WORK_RETIRED Respondent is retired 1 representing that the respondent is retired, 0 otherwise

Reason why the respondent visited the Goceano cork oak forests

MOTIVE_SCENIC Scenic landscape

1 indicates reason for visit, 0 indicates no reason
MOTIVE_CULTURE Art and culture

MOTIVE_SPORT Sports and outdoor activities

MOTIVE_OTHER Other reasons

Activities generally carried out in cork oak forests b

ACTIVE_WALK Walk

1 indicates activity carried out, 0 indicates no activity

ACTIVE_LANDM Land maintenance and management

ACTIVE_FOOD Food and wine

ACTIVE_RELAX Relaxation

ACTIVE_SPORT Sport

ACTIVE_OTHER Other

Landscape elements valued and to be enhanced

LANDSC_MAN Human–environment coexistence

0 representing no interest and 1 full interest in landscape
element

LANDSC_RECREAT Recreational aspect

LANDSC_WOOD Ancient trades in the forest

LANDSC_SMELL Olfactory aspect

LANDSC_FOOD
Food and wine aspect and sylvan

pastoral context

LANDSC_SPIRIT Spiritual/religious aspect

Means of transport used to reach the Goceano cork oaks

TRANSP_FOOT On foot

1 indicates used means of transport, 0 indicates unused
means of transport

TRANSP_BICYCLE By bicycle

TRANSP_CAR By car

TRANSP_OTHER Other means
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Table 4. Cont.

Variable Description Codification

Knowledge of the existence of the Goceano cork forests c

MEAN_GUIDES Consulting tourist guides

1 indicates how it became known, 0 means not usedMEAN_RELATIVE Relying on organised trips

MEAN_INTERNET Surfing the internet

a WTP is expressed as an annual payment for residents. While for tourists, it is expressed as a one-off payment.
b For residents only. c For tourists only.

5. Survey Results

In total, 100 anonymous questionnaires were collected (80% response rate) by face-to-
face interviews, but due to incomplete answers, only 78 questionnaires were considered
valid; 32 for residents, 46 for tourists.

5.1. Descriptive Analysis of the Sample

The main socioeconomic data of respondents are shown in Table 5. The frequency
analysis reveals an equal distribution of people under and over 45 years old (46.9% of
the sample between 18 and 44 years old) for residents. The educational profile indicates
that more than 90% of respondents have at least a higher education. Respondents’ travel
attitudes and tourism-related environmental awareness are summarised in Table 6. About
half of the resident respondents visit the Goceano cork forests for work (46.9%). The rest
of the resident respondents for scenic (34.4%), cultural (9.4%), and sporting reasons (25%).
This result testifies to the fact that cork oak forests are frequented mainly by workers, rather
than by residents for recreational activities. With regard to recreational activities carried
out by residents (Table 7) within the cork forest, the most frequent are walking (34.4%),
relaxation (25%), and sports (18.8%). A total of 75% of the respondents stated that they
reach the park by car (Table 8). When asked which elements of the cork oak landscape
they most appreciated and considered important to enhance (Table 9), the aspect related
to human–environment coexistence was the most important (65.9%). The visual aspect
follows (53.1%). The organisation of excursions and rest points is also an important aspect
(37.5%). The aspect related to ancient forest trades and olfactory followed (18.8% and 15.6%,
respectively).

Table 5. Socioeconomic data of respondents.

Age 18–24 25–34 35–44 45–54 >54

Residents Freq. (%) 4 (12.5) 3 (9.4) 8 (25) 11 (34.4) 6 (18.8)

Tourists Freq. (%) 4 (8.7) 5 (10.9) 4 (8.7) 6 (13) 11 (23.9) 16 (34.9)

GEN Male Female

Residents Freq. (%) 23 (71.9) 9 (28.1)

Tourists Freq. (%) 29 (63) 17 (37)

EDU No qualification Primary school Secondary school High school graduate University degree

Residents Freq. (%) 0 (0) 2 (6.3) 11 (34.4) 16 (50) 3 (9.4)

Tourists Freq. (%) 5 (10.9) 0 (0) 12 (26.1) 22 (47.8) 7 (15.2)

Table 6. Reasons for residents and tourists to visit the cork oak forests.

Reason Motive_Scenic Motive_Culture Motive_Sport Motive_Work

Residents Freq. (%) 11 (34.4) 3 (9.4) 8 (25) 15 (46.9)

Tourists Freq. (%) 28 (60.9) 6 (13) 11 (23.9) 0 (0)
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Table 7. Main activities carried out by residents.

Activity Active_Walk Active_Landm Active_Food Active_Relax Active_Sport Active_Other

Residents Freq. (%) 11 (34.4) 1 (3.1) 0 (0) 8 (25) 6 (18.8) 9 (28.1)

Table 8. Means of transport used to reach the site in question.

Transport Means Transp_Foot Transp_Bicycle Transp_Car Transp_Other

Residents Freq. (%) 2 (6.3) 2 (6.3) 24 (75) 1 (3.1)

Tourists Freq. (%) 9 (19.6) 5 (10.9) 30 (65.2) 10 (21.7)

Table 9. Landscape elements and disturbances felt by respondents.

Landscape
Elements

Land_Visual Land_Man Land_Recreat Land_Wood Land_Smell Land_Food Land_Spirit

Residents Freq. (%) 17 (53.1) 21 (65.9) 12 (37.5) 6 (18.8) 5 (15.6) 2 (6.3) 3 (9.4)

Tourists Freq. (%) 22 (47.8) 14 (30.4) 24 (52.2) 12 (26.1) 4 (8.7) 11 (23.9) 3 (6.5)

ENVIRONMENTAL
DISTURBANCES

Yes No

Residents Freq. (%) 7 (21.9) 25 (78.1)

GRAZING
ACTIVITIES

Yes No

Residents Freq. (%) 6 (18.8) 26 (81.3)

5.2. Aggregating and Interpreting WTP

The objective of the paper was to monetise the WTP of residents and tourists to
safeguard the Goceano cork oak area. Resident respondents were asked the amount they
would be willing to pay annually as a tax and the results obtained are statistically described
in Table 10. Tourists were asked about the one-off amount they would be willing to pay
and the results obtained are also statistically described in Table 10.

Table 10. WTP stated by residents and tourists for preserving the area.

WTP
Mean

(EUR/Year)

SD
(EUR/Year

EUR)

Median
(EUR/Year)

Mode
(EUR/Year

EUR)

Zero-Bids
(%)

Min.
(EUR/Year

EUR)

Max.
(EUR/Year

EUR)
N. (-)

Residents
(whole
sample)

Freq. (%) 11.78 25.17 1 0 16 (50) 0 100 32

Residents
(positive

WTP)
Freq. (%) 23.56 31.829 10 10 0 (0) 2 100 16

Mean (EUR) SD (EUR)
Median
(EUR)

Mode
(EUR)

Zero-Bids
(%)

Min. (EUR)
Max.

(EUR)
N. (-)

Tourists
(whole
sample)

Freq. (%) 17.57 21.97 10 10 1 (2) 0 100 46

Tourists
(positive

WTP)
Freq. (%) 17.96 22.06 10 10 0 (0) 1 100 45

Focusing on residents, 50% of the respondents (N = 16) declared a WTP of EUR 0. This
result may be due to the fact that about 50% of the sample consists of personnel employed
in forest management and maintenance activities. On the other hand, it can be said that
residents recognise the site as a public good to be enjoyed free of charge. Considering the
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sample of full residents, the average WTP is 11.78 EUR/year. Instead, tourists declared a
higher WTP, recognising the recreational and cultural value of this natural heritage. The
average WTP stands at EUR 17.57 to enjoy the cork oak forests. However, it must be
remembered that WTP is a sum of money that should be paid annually, which is why it is
lower than that of tourists. The different answers of the respondent sample do not allow a
direct comparison of results to identify the overall WTP. In order to be able to aggregate the
WTP of residents to that of tourists, a reference was made to the fact that the sum declared
by the former is a constant financial performance that occurs at annual intervals and that
in order to be able to calculate a total value per resident, it is necessary to anticipate them
at the time of estimation by means of the formula for calculating initial accumulation. In
particular, a benefit duration of 25 years, equal to the time between generations, and a
discount rate of 3% were considered. The estimate resulted in a total WTP per resident of
about EUR 205.

5.3. Estimation Results

The econometric estimation models developed in this research provided insight into
the associations between the respondents and their WTP. This information complements
and enriches the understanding of the main investigative problem of this research, namely
the assessment of WTP. The statistical technique used in this study is a multivariate analysis
by means of a linear multiple regression analysis for each subgroup identified, taking WTP
into consideration as the dependent variable.

A first regression considered all variables to test their significance. In detail, the p-
value of each variable was taken into account to select the variables to be included in a
reduced model. Considering variables with p-value < 1%, the reduced model is shown
in Table 11. From the results of the reduced model, those who are older are willing to
pay less (bAGE = −2.388). This relationship may be due to the type of activities carried
out in the forest, perhaps more in line with the habits of young people. In fact, the park
is located close to a campsite, which is a very common arrangement among young peo-
ple. Those with a higher level of education are willing to pay more (bEDU = 0.556). This
is likely because a higher income often correlates with an awareness of the ecosystem
services provided by the cork oak forest. The entrepreneurs are more willing to pay for
the conservation of the area than the others, probably due to the fact that they have a
higher income (bWORK_ENTREP = 82.044). Those who have participated in non-profit
environmental associations are willing to pay more (bAFFIL = 6.811). This result is ex-
pected, as the expressed WTP is influenced by the sensitivity of the respondents. Those
who go to the forest more often are willing to pay less (bFREQ = −2.439). This result
is probably due to the fact that those who go most are workers in the forest. Referring
to the reasons why respondents go to the forest, those who go for cultural reasons are
willing to pay less (bMOTIVE_CULTURE = −71.139), while those who benefit from the
scenic benefit would be willing to pay more (bMOTIVE_SCENIC = 9.861). The spiritual
value of the park is most likely a motivation for visitors to go to the forest. Those who
go to the forest to walk are willing to pay more (bACTIVE_WALK = 29.356). The area in
question could be one of the areas available for this activity in the surrounding area. Those
who manage and maintain the park are willing to pay (bACTIVE_LANDM = −65,670).
Respondents seem to be willing to pay more for the elements of the cork oak landscape that
refer to the promotion of ancient forest crafts (bLAND_WOOD = 17.691) and the olfactory
aspect (bLAND_SMELL = 44.378). Those who noticed elements of environmental distur-
bance (e.g., visual or acoustic disturbance) in the cork oak forests are willing to pay less
(bDIST = −12.997), whereas those who consider pasteurisation as a characteristic element
of the Goceano landscape are willing to pay more (bPAST = 5.453). In the restricted model
that can be considered reliable, variables are significant and have a correct sign in line with
the expected sign.
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Table 11. Econometric analysis of the sample of residents.

Non-Standardised
Coefficients

95.0% Confidence
Interval for b

Variables b
Standard

Error
t p-Value

Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

Constant 9.262 1.978 4.682 0.001 4.786 13.737

Socioeconomic
variables

AGE −2.388 0.229 −10.427 0.000 −2.907 −1.870

EDU 0.556 0.110 5.044 0.001 0.307 0.806

WORK_STUD −33.575 2.190 −15.332 0.000 −38.529 −28.621

WORK_EMPLOY −11.965 1.625 −7.364 0.000 −15.641 −8.289

WORK_ENTREP 82.044 2.426 33.816 0.000 76.555 87.532

WORK_DEALER −36.672 1.969 −18.624 0.000 −41.126 −32.218

WORK_PROFES −62.157 1.940 −32.037 0.000 −66.545 −57.768

Environmental
activities and

visiting attitude

AFFIL 6.811 1.169 5.824 0.000 4.166 9.456

FREQ −2.439 0.263 −9.288 0.000 −3.033 −1.845

MOTIVE_SCENIC 9.861 1.267 7.786 0.000 6.996 12.726

MOTIVE_CULTURE −71.139 2.488 −28.589 0.000 −76.767 −65.510

TRANSP_FOOT 11.528 2.296 5.022 0.001 6.335 16.721

TRANSP_CAR 3.010 0.809 3.720 0.005 1.180 4.841

TRANSP_BICYCLE 15.587 1.479 10.540 0.000 12.241 18.932

ACTIVE_WALK 29.356 2.031 14.457 0.000 24.762 33.949

ACTIVE_LANDM −65.670 2.164 −30.342 0.000 −70.566 −60.774

ACTIVE_RELAX −5.586 1.005 −5.559 0.000 −7.859 −3.313

LAND_WOOD 17.691 2.179 8.118 0.000 12.762 22.621

LAND_SMELL 44.378 1.419 31.282 0.000 41.169 47.587

LAND_FOOD −2.815 1.097 −2.566 0.030 −5.296 −0.333

DIST −12.997 1.993 −6.521 0.000 −17.506 −8.488

PAST 5.453 0.923 5.909 0.000 3.365 7.541

F-value 854.883

p-value 0.000

R2 0.998

Considering the tourists’ answers, the following results were obtained (Table 12). Older
people declared a higher WTP (AGE = 3.811). Tourists’ WTP increases with increasing
years of study (EDU = 1.875). Employees, pensioners, and professionals are more willing
to pay more. Those who recognise a cultural value of the property declared a higher WTP
(MOTICE_CULTURE = 12.69). Those who stay in accommodations such as BnBs pay more,
likely related to economic conditions. Those who recognise recreational and food values
are willing to pay more for its preservation.
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Table 12. Econometric analysis of the sample of tourists.

Non-Standardised
Coefficients

t p-Value

95.0% Confidence
Interval for b

b
Standard

Error
b

Standard
Error

(Constant) 136.854 31.626 4.327 0.000 71.431 202.278

Socioeconomic
variables

AGE 3.811 1.883 2.024 0.055 −0.084 7.706

GEN −17.026 5.562 −3.061 0.006 −28.531 −5.521

EDU 1.875 0.620 3.026 0.006 0.593 3.157

WORK_EMPLOY 22.703 9.014 2.519 0.019 4.056 41.351

WORK_RETIRED 31.878 7.888 4.041 0.001 15.560 48.196

WORK_PROFES 24.250 9.540 2.542 0.018 4.516 43.985

Environmental
activities and

visiting attitude

MEAN_GUIDES −46.486 18.759 −2.478 0.021 −85.292 −7.680

MEAN_RELATIVE −23.076 7.081 −3.259 0.003 −37.724 −8.428

MEAN_INTERNET −25.320 10.549 −2.400 0.025 −47.141 −3.498

MOTIVE_CULTURE 12.690 6.948 1.826 0.081 −1.683 27.064

ACCOM_OTHER −58.438 17.700 −3.302 0.003 −95.053 −21.824

ACCOM_CAMP −23.761 9.311 −2.552 0.018 −43.023 −4.499

ACCOM_BNB 37.750 14.889 2.535 0.018 6.949 68.551

ACCOM_RELATIVE 13.541 7.013 1.931 0.066 −0.966 28.048

TRANSP_OTHER −97.447 24.849 −3.922 0.001 −148.851 −46.044

TRANSP_FOOT −32.435 8.201 −3.955 0.001 −49.401 −15.469

TRANSP_BICYCLE −85.747 26.169 −3.277 0.003 −139.881 −31.612

TRANSP_CAR −124.405 25.629 −4.854 0.000 −177.422 −71.388

TIME_ONEDAY −25.347 6.258 −4.050 0.000 −38.293 −12.401

RETURN_YES −23.180 7.547 −3.071 0.005 −38.791 −7.568

LANDSC_RECREAT 13.650 4.874 2.800 0.010 3.567 23.733

LANDSC_FOOD 39.956 5.766 6.930 0.000 28.029 51.883

F-value 5.486

p-value 0.000

R2 0.840

5.4. Estimation of the TEV

Table 13 shows the value of the individual WTP for residents and tourists and the over-
all WTP. The individual WTP was obtained by multiplying the number of residents/tourist
arrivals by the respective WTP obtained through the regression model. The data taken into
account for the calculation relate to the year 2019, which is when the survey for this study
was conducted, prior to the pandemic, which, as we are all aware, disrupted tourism flows,
if not cancelled, for reasonable cause.
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Table 13. Calculation of the individual WTP of residents, the individual WTP of tourists and the

overall WTP mean per Goceano’s municipalities.

Goceano’s
Municipal-

ities
Area (km2)

Resident
Individual

WTP
(Entire
Life)

Residents
2019 *
(No.)

Residents
Individual

WTP

Tourism
Arrives **

Tourism
Individual

WTP

Tourists
Individual

WTP
(EUR)

Overall
WTP
(EUR)

Anela 36.89

205

620 (EUR) 2019 (no.)

17.57

0 7304

Benetutti 94.45 620 127,100 0 0 127,100

Bono 74.54 1809 370,845 729 12,809 383,654

Bottidda 33.71 3481 713,605 128 2249 715,854

Bultei 96.83 673 137,965 112 1968 139,933

Burgos 18.08 897 183,885 35 615 184,500

Esporlatu 18.4 899 184,295 0 0 184,295

Illorai 57.19 382 78,310 0 0 78,310

Nule 51.95 830 170,150 0 0 170,150

Total 482.04 - 1365 279,825 0 - 0 279,825

Mid. value - 10,956 2,245,980 1004 - 17,640.28 2,263,620

* ISTAT—Atlante statistico dei Comuni 2019 https://asc.istat.it/ASC/, accessed on 17 July 2022. ** Notes: Tourism
arrives in proximity of Goceano’s cork forests. http://osservatorio.sardegnaturismo.it/it/dashboard/dati-2019,
accessed on 11 July 2022 (SIRED, Assessorato del Turismo della Sardegna).

For instance, among the municipalities taken into consideration, the municipality
of Bono has the highest individual WTP relative to residents (41,006 euros), followed
by the municipality of Benetutti (21,310 euros), whereas the municipality of Esporlatu
has the lowest individual WTP relative to residents (4500 euros), likely as a result of the
municipality’s small population (only 382). Regarding the individual WTP of tourists near
cork oak forests, the 2019 visitor movements made available by the Region of Sardinia’s
Tourism Department were considered. There are certain tourism flows that are not reported
because of a lack of tourism accommodation and facilities, or the number of arrivals was
much too low that tourism observatories made them unavailable. Due to the lack of data,
the number of tourist arrivals for the municipalities concerned was assumed to be zero
(i.e., Anela, Burgos, Esporlatu, Illorai, and Nule). In order to obtain the overall WTP, the
total WTP of locals and tourists have been summed up. The WTP total sum for the Goceano
area is EUR 2,263,620.

The overall value of WTP obtained by summarizing the total WTP for residents and
tourists (Table 14) contributes to the final calculation of TEV (Table 15), which is equal to
EUR 2,410,030, and thus a monetary valuation of cork oak forests that holds together the
ecosystem and cultural-recreational value is obtained.

Table 14. Calculation of the overall WTP mean related to the Goceano’s surface area (km2).

WTP Residents (EUR) WTP Tourists (EUR) Overall WTP (EUR) Overall WTP (EUR/km2)

2,245,980 17,640 2,263,620 4696

Table 15. Calculation of the final TEV that takes into account both the ecosystemic and cultural-

recreative results.

Goceano’s Cork Oak
Forests Surface (ha)

TEV Ecosystemic
TEV

Cultural-Recreative
Overall TEV

Cork Oak Forests
Parametric Value (EUR/ha)

4800 146,410 2,263,620 2,410,030 502
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6. Discussion

The evaluation carried out can be compared with other studies relevant in the scientific
literature. Particularly, the selection of article proposed by the authors of [27] are CVM
that cover the time range 2006–2022 and are employed to support forest conservation,
management, and restoration. This selection has facilitated the authors in the comparison
between their WTP annual mean (USD) and the one obtained for the Goceano’s cork oak
forests. Thus, Table 16 below validates the results:

Table 16. Comparison of the annual mean WTP value with existing contingent valuation studies.

(adapted from [27]).

Authors and Year Description Country
Annual Mean

WTP Value (USD)

Amirnejad et al. (2006) [66]
Estimation of the existence value of

forests
Iran 44.39

Adams et al. (2008) [81] Conservation of natural protected areas Brazil 1.65

Chukwuone and Okorji (2008) [82]
Community forests management for

conservation of non-timber forest
products

Nigeria 6.53

Sattout et al. (2007) [80] Economic valuation of cedar relics Lebanon 63.95

Tao et al. (2012) [83] Valuation of forest ecosystem services China 46.16

Dumenu (2013) [84] Economic valuation of urban forests Ghana 27.17–28

Ansong and Røskaft (2014) [85]
WTP estimation for sustainable forest

management
Ghana 11.73–24.02

Arowolo et al. (2014) [86]
WTP valuation for sustainable

management of community forests
Nigeria 37

Tuan et al. (2014) [87] WTP estimation for forest restoration Vietnam 7.47–8.32

Al-Assaf (2015) [88] Economic valuation of forest services Jordan 22.40

Amiri et al. (2015) [89]
Valuation of conservation value of

myrtle forests
Iran 22.40

Chen (2015) [90]
WTP for the conservation of urban

heritage trees
China 4.71–5.96

Dare et al. (2015) [91] Management of urban trees forest Nigeria 32.80

Gelo and Koch (2015) [92]
Valuation of community forestry

programmes
Ethiopia 1.24–1.89

Tilahun et al. (2015) [29] Conservation of frankincense forest Ethiopia 5.83–6.42

Amare et al. (2016) [93] Church forests restoration Ethiopia 1.93

Elmi et al. (2016) [94]
Economic valuation for forest

conservation for carbon sequestration
Ethiopia 3.72–6.96

Khuc et al. (2016) [95]
Estimation of urban households’ WTP

for forest restoration
Vietnam 24.15

Ramli et al. (2017) [96]
Economic value for the conservation of

mangrove forests
Malaysia 24.15

Solikin (2017) [97]
WTP valuation to avoid deforestation

and degradation
Indonesia 14.48 and (20.25)

Ariyo et al. (2018) [98] Forest conservation Nigeria 4.39

Iranah et al. (2018) [31]
WTP visitors’ estimation for forest

conservation and restoration
Mauritius 4.28–8.85
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Table 16. Cont.

Authors and Year Description Country
Annual Mean

WTP Value (USD)

Arabomen et al. (2019) [99]
Economic valuation for urban trees’

conservation and environmental
services

Nigeria 16.46

Sardana (2019) [100]
Valuation of tourism restoration of

agroforest ecosystems
India 3.22

Endalew and Wondimagegnhu (2019) [101] Conservation of church forests Ethiopia 7.34

Gordillo et al. (2019) [32] WTP estimation for forest conservation Ecuador 42.95–85.09

Bamwesigye et al. (2020) [71]
WTP estimation for existence value of

forests
Uganda 16.94

Endalew et al. (2020) [102] Conservation of church forests Ethiopia 9.12

Hasan-Basri et al. (2020) [103] Mangrove forests conservations Malaysia 4.90

Khai et al. (2020) [104]
Economic valuation for ecosystem

conservation
Vietnam 49.35

Sharif et al. (2021) [64]
WTP for conservation of recreational

forests
Malaysia 4.48

Truong (2022) [105]
Community perception and

participation in forest conservation
Vietnam 0.014

Kassahun and Taw (2022) [106]
WTP valuation for baobab trees’

conservation
Ethiopia 3.91

CVM can be considered the most methodologically sound approach to obtain the
economic value of natural and cultural assets, as in the case of cork oak forests [80,107,108].
CVM through the estimation of the monetary value can support DMs in the design of
suitable policies and actions for protecting, valorising, and managing cork oak forests,
and more so in general, FOWLs, thus contributing to their sustainable forest management
(SFM) [109]. Moreover, CVM is regarded to be the only one to calculate the economic value
of an asset in all its meanings.

However, some aspects should be taken into account since they may affect the valua-
tion and the precision of the results. For instance, a user could be influenced by the payment
option provided by the questionnaire regardless of whether it is considered less reliable; or
in the case of an iterative game, the beginning value could impact the final estimation. The
presence of outliers could also influence the valuation, for example, the user may condition
the results of the research with a different response than the real monetary measure that
(s)he would have attributed to the valuation objective (e.g., warm glow); or the user may
tend to hide his/her preferences, waiting for other users to state their willingness to pay
for the commodity or service that (s)he probably will not use (e.g., free rider).

A careful design of the survey and the research experience are fundamental to design
the evaluation scenario and reduce the occurrence of strategic behaviours and outliers.

The evaluation method developed in this study has broad employability in various
contexts and with regard to particular geographical issues. The strengths of the method
lie in the definition of an agile, but at the same time comprehensive, set of indicators of
ecosystem services, which allow a dual evaluation (biophysical and cultural) and, above
all, is spatialised by GIS, thus making it useful for planning, territorial, and landscape
policies [110]. In fact, this method of evaluation of cultural ecosystem services can explicit
their role of “bridging concepts”. Ecosystem services are an expression of the widespread
awareness of the need to integrate environmental issues into territorial policies, as well as
an important tool for the definition, implementation, and communication of sustainability
policies, capable of effectively combining conservation and development, thus highlighting
the added value that ecosystems provide to society and the economy. This potential is obvi-
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ously closely related to the clarification of their evaluation, mapping, communication, and
possible ‘payment’ (PES), at the heart of various research and institutional initiatives [25,26]
for the development of large-scale local planning [111–113], with a view to ensure a high
level of biodiversity. From a design perspective, the evaluation of ecosystem services is a
particularly useful tool for determining the quality of the territory, health, and resilience,
and it is essential in order to support the identification of strategic areas for an ecological
network, for the development of green and blue infrastructures, as well as to identify land-
scape, fruitive, and economic values linked to the territories of the waters. The analysis of
the ecological network and the optimisation of the improvement of the connectivity value
on ecosystem services [36,37]—through innovative processing in terms of remote sensing
(3D visualisations and thermographic survey for the evaluation of indicators specifically
related to the fire risk)—is therefore a possible in-depth analysis, which can be developed
in a forthcoming research activity, supporting the identification of strategic areas for the
network, whose potential for strengthening ecological functionality is highlighted. From
this perspective, the increase in ecological connectivity is therefore to be understood as the
bearer of a multiplicity of values, not only those strictly related to biodiversity, but also to
landscape, fruition, and economic values.

7. Conclusions

The paper proposed a CVM as an exploratory approach to valuate the WTP of Go-
ceano’s cork oak forests of Sardinia (Italy). The relatively simple applicability of the method,
which also guided the choice of some estimation methods, responds to the desire to prepare
a tool that can be largely used in the context of landscape, regional, and urban planning.
These same advantages of the method, spatialisation, and easy applicability evidently also
constitute the aspects of partial weaknesses, directing it towards a necessary procedural
simplification.

From the perspective of a further development of the research here presented, it is
possible to foresee, although not wanting to abandon this approach, an in-depth study of
some of the indicators identified, with reference to those of energy use or to the extension of
the evaluation of cultural ecosystem services (as we have seen, more difficult to estimate).
Furthermore, considering this valuation tool as a potential support for planning and
managing policies of the cork oak forest landscapes, it is appropriate that the valuation
carried out is integrated with an analysis of the trade-offs [114], thus identifying the
potential conflicts and synergies between the multiple functions of cork oak forests (first of
all, the economic aspect related to crafts) and effectively supporting the choices of planning
and managing territories.

In general, considering the issue of ecosystem services in territorial and landscape
planning policies supports planning schemes that are oriented towards a sustainable
development perspective in which the act of diversity conservation—not only biological
(biodiversity), but also landscape and cultural—is central, thus supporting an interpretation
of the forests, as well as through an increase in ecological network and the preservation of
its core areas.

However, taking into account this last aspect in relation to the regional landscape plan
(RLP) of the region of Sardinia—currently under review to include inland territories as the
approved instrument (2006) only concerns coastal areas (integration and extension to the
whole territory is in progress, as required by the Italian Cultural Heritage and Landscape
Code)—these types of analyses could constitute an effective support for elaborating an
articulated and complete analysis of the values of the forest landscapes (not only of the
cork oak forests) and, consequently, for declining in an appropriate way, at every level
of government of the territory, the protection measures (constraints), management, and
planning. This need, however, clashes with the complexity of today’s territorial framework:
the poorly defined methods for an active safeguard of environmental and landscape
resources; the need for the reorganisation of urban transformations; the interpretative
uncertainty of the SEA procedures of urban plans; the current incompleteness of the
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guidelines for the adaptation of urban plans to the RLP; and the hydrogeological plan
(which detail the elements connected to the reorganisation of knowledge but reduced to the
mere adaptation of the cartographic drawings)—all of which are aspects that, at the local
level, clearly need different tools and implementation strategies that the current revision of
the RLP is called upon to consider.

In conclusion, the experimentation of methods and tools for evaluating ecosystem
services allow us to bring together the different spheres—biophysical and cultural—that
action on the landscape requires to develop “a multilevel planning ( . . . ) through the
construction of a supply chain horizontal between responsible subjects, to be pursued from
the early stages of elaboration of the regional landscape plan with a concrete participation
of local authorities and the use of guide tools for their action adaptable to the specificities
of the different landscapes” [115].
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Abstract: The concepts of green infrastructures, nature-based solutions and ecosystem services are

today considered an integral part of the broader theme of the urban bioregion, with an intrinsic

character of complexity. It is certainly difficult to structure bioregional processes in a balanced

and sustainable way, able to keep local energy production and consumption cycles closed. It is a

complex issue of knowledge bases, and problems are increased by the participatory dimension of

environmental planning. In fact, when rational planning models have failed in the face of prominent

individual needs and environmental complexity, a path has emerged towards the inclusion of multiple

citizens’ and stakeholders’ knowledge. The cognitive structure of the plans has thus changed from

systems of exclusively expert, formal knowledge to systems of diffused, multi-agent knowledge.

This has involved richness but also significant problems in understanding and managing knowledge

bases. In this complexity, there are some common peculiarities when it comes to socio-environmental

systems. A common feature of the reference domains of ecosystem services, nature-based solutions

and green infrastructures is the water resource. A management model of hydrological data, which

are structurally relevant and cross-sectoral in environmental planning actions, could represent a

flagship initiative. The used approach could be conveyed to more complex and extensive areas of the

environmental domain in a perspective of sustainable planning. The present paper is part of a research

work oriented toward handling complex environmental subjects, such as green infrastructures,

nature-based solutions or ecosystem services, with a knowledge modelling approach. This approach

is based on semantic extensions, elaborated form the concept of semantic web, to allow shared

interpretations of knowledge coming from different languages and scientific domains. It is also based

on using applied ontologies, elaborated from the concept of ontology-based classification, to support a

structured organization of knowledge contents. The main research objective is therefore to investigate

about a knowledge management system with semantic extensions, populated with hydrological

knowledge contents, as well as to propose a preliminary functional architecture. A simple ontology of

data is extracted, aiming at clarifying and improving inter-domain communication, so as to enhance

a common semantic understanding in a complex environmental system.

Keywords: sustainable planning; bioregion; knowledge management; ontology; decision support system

1. Introduction

Within an ecosystem-oriented reflection, the concepts of green infrastructures, nature-
based solutions and ecosystem services are today commonly considered an integral part of
the theme of the urban bioregion. And an inherent character of complexity is associated
with the concept of urban bioregion. Complexity certainly suggests high operational and
management difficulties, but it also witnesses the richness of our spatial, relational and
social contexts. The present paper is part of a research work aiming to address and manage
complex environmental issues using the concept of semantic web [1], which allows shared
interpretations of knowledge coming from different languages and scientific domains.
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According to Thayer, in fact, a bioregion is a space limited by non-political but natural
borders around geographical, climatic, hydrological and ecological features supporting
living communities [2]. This interpretation involves the need to define spatial planning and
organizations that are capable of structuring those processes in a balanced and sustainable
way. The difficulty of such a structuring effort is actually quite clear, even by just recalling
the historical roots of this bioregional thought. In fact, one can look at the pioneering
reflections of Howard and Geddes between the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies, up to Lewis Mumford’s studies. It can be noted that the correspondence between
ecological regionalism and spatial planning and organization tends to remain a theoretical
expectation. In particular, the subsequent human-led transformative actions, especially of a
technological and industrial type, tended to break ecosystem cycles rather than to favor
natural co-evolution over time [3–5]. Cities, especially, which are huge transformation
entities on territories, are finally carrying out processes of constant divergence between pro-
ductions of natural life and consumptions developed by urban metabolism. Newman and
Jennings argue that cities stimulate consumption of resources beyond the actual availability
of their related regions. This makes that territory essentially unable to support the city as
a socioeconomic ecosystem and subject to further passive transformation and consump-
tion [6], p. 188. The possibility of operationally setting up an urban bioregion is therefore
dependent on the possibility of closing local production and consumption cycles. In a
world where more than half of the population now resides in urban areas, these processes
are clearly and intrinsically necessary for the survival of urban areas themselves [6], p. 189.
Indeed, it is a literally complex context, which calls for the restoration of its sustainable
ecosystem layout through suitable environmental planning strategies [2], p. 144. But this
strategic approach actually proves to be similarly complex in itself. In fact, following the
previous reasoning, it should involve spatially articulated and dynamically differentiated
decisions towards the natural environment, the physically transformed environment, the
bioregional environmental regeneration circles, the careful management of local resources,
as well as towards the social and individual needs and behaviors, the local closing circles
of supply and demand [6], p. 212. And in order to implement these decisions, the approach
should be structured on knowledge bases of related phenomena, processes and agents, as
a support to informed and sustainable decisions. Indeed, when environmental planning
places a knowledge-oriented emphasis on ecosystem services, green infrastructures and
nature-based processes, it fits quite well into this perspective. In that case, it can definitely
represent the attempt to structure levels and paths to support the re-functionalization of an
urban bioregion [2], p. 54.

In this context, a famous reflection by Reiniger [7] states that bioregional planning
represents an opportunity for understanding the complexity of ecosystems in relation to
regional culture. The theme of knowledge therefore clearly emerges as a central element in
eco-systemically sustainable spatial planning activities.

In general, environmental planning today tends to be based on knowledge from so-
cial participation. Then, such knowledge becomes more and more structurally integrated
with the expert knowledge of the domain [8,9]. Plans increasingly use rationalities of
multi-agent knowledge [10], coming from place-based (rather than general) systems of
knowledge and reasoning [11,12]. Within plans, in particular within territorial community
plans, the transition from systems of exclusively expert, formal knowledge to systems of
diffused, multi-agent knowledge has created significant problems of understanding and
managing the knowledge itself [13]. This circumstance has paved the way for new methods
of environmental planning, in general based more on ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ computations than in
the past. They are assisted by specific tools to deal with extended dialogues, with massive
amounts of words and associated linguistic variables, as well as with languages from differ-
ent scientific domains [12,14–17]. New approaches to quantitative geography and spatial
cognition have also brought new ideas and methods into the planning domain [18–22].

Indeed, even some doubts have arisen about the effectiveness of traditional participa-
tory planning. Urban and territorial systems show highly complex socio-environmental
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processes and dynamics, difficult to manage in participatory arenas with their typical
turbulence and ‘distortions’ [23]. When only ideals of democracy and mediation shape par-
ticipatory planning, unaware of the knotty problems and tasks of knowledge engineering
to be addressed, the situation clearly becomes very challenging.

A participatory environmental plan involves large amounts of data. They come from
informal multi-agent arenas managed to foster democracy and task success but also from
the formal knowledge of scientific experts. Therefore, the relevant planning steps are
made particularly challenging by the need to interpret and structure both formal and
informal, multi-source data sets. The aim is to trigger this multiform system of knowledge
on the architectures of a spatial plan, traditionally fixed and rigid, as well as to address
the dynamic character of knowledge in environmental processes—a hard nondeterministic
(NP-hard) problem able to produce unsustainable plans, if unproperly managed [24].

Problems are also emphasized by the fact that the participatory dimension of environ-
mental planning is often oriented to mediate between two extremes of free action or inaction
(that is, using urban structures with little or no consideration of the natural environment
or conversely leaving the natural environment uncontaminated). Until recently, given a
transformational aim, policymakers have sought consensus strategies with the participating
community to achieve that aim [25]. Indeed, it tends to be an outdated approach now, due
to a new political and planning consciousness, stimulated by the protection of the systemic
and indivisible nature of the natural environment—humans included—and not necessarily
prevailing [26].

Arguably, many facets of the logic of environmental and, in particular, participatory
planning can be seen as essentially outdated. Today, democratic planning methods and
models are increasingly conceptualized as cognitive exercises [27]. Many scholars recognize
them as voluntary processes of multi-agent, multi-source and cross-domain knowledge in
the field of socio-environmental cognition [10,28,29].

Clearly, in this highly complex context, the need for models and architectures of
data processing and knowledge management becomes essential. The management of
this universe of formal, informal, multi-domain and multi-agent data takes place through
conceptualizations of different origins. Yet these conceptualizations need to interact with
one another and to remain connected through relations with explicit significance links. This
would allow the support of knowledge and decision-managing in bioregional areas. It is
also clear that in an environmental context, the treatment of elements and primitives cannot
be easily undertaken, given the intricate relations characterizing ecosystems. However,
there are still some common peculiarities when dealing with socio-environmental systems,
especially based on urban bioregions, which affect structural and infrastructural areas of
ecological regeneration. In fact, a common feature of the knowledge domains of ecosystem
services, nature-based solutions and green infrastructures is the water resource. It can be
said that efforts to implement knowledge management models in the field of water and
hydrology can have a double value. On the one hand, the model could act as a support
architecture for knowledge management and decisions in an area that is cross-cutting
and structural in environmental planning. Secondly, an effort to model knowledge in the
hydrological field could represent a flagship initiative. It would aim at possibly extending
the approach to more complex and extensive areas of the environmental domain—in a
sustainable planning perspective.

A study toward an applied ontology model for environmental decision-making and
planning is proposed here, just as in the above context. It is based on the concept of
formal interpretation of languages originating from the semantic web to allow shared
interpretations of knowledge coming from different languages and scientific domains [1].
The use of the ontological approach in environmental planning can be found in the recent
literature of planning models [20]. It derives from the need to manage the environmental,
social and relational complexity of anthropized ecosystems in a dynamic and multi-agent
perspective. For example, previous studies have proved to be interesting for structuring
the various spatial and cognitive levels of cities: environmental, social, building, functional,
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etc. [30]. These are attempts to include aspects of complexity in environmental management
and planning, traditionally linked to more manageable environmental reductionisms and
standardizations of social behaviors [14,15]. Scientific research is still in a preliminary stage,
due to greater difficulty compared to traditional models, and so is the present study; yet it
shows encouraging perspectives.

The work is oriented just towards the above research direction. That is, the main
research question is to explore the possible setting up of a semantic-based model to manage
multiagent water-related knowledge as a reference model for environmental planning
purposes. A specific objective has been to analyze the model’s aptitude to support the
creation and development of water-related knowledge contents enriched with semantic
extensions [1]. A further research objective has been to investigate the possible interoper-
ability of the system architecture in a sustainable planning perspective. Therefore, after the
present introduction, the second section explores aspects of interaction between system
and user, framed in the actual research context, as well as the perspectives of realization
and implementation of a knowledge management system, particularly concerning knowl-
edge contents. Additionally, a deeper argument on the ontological approach is provided
in the same section, for better clarity. The paper ends with a final section commenting
on possible ontological modeling based on web ontology language (OWL) features, with
follow-up remarks.

2. Materials and Methods

Hydrology has always been an interdisciplinary science, with important connections
to physical geography, general geosciences and civil engineering. The hydrological cycle
joins many other domains of the natural sciences and the integration of the latter, for a
broader and more in-depth understanding of water systems, requires the collaboration of
several scientists from the respective domains [31].

Hydrology is also an applied science, and the knowledge that belongs to it has im-
portant practical implications. Engineering professionals of different branches, natural
science professionals, hydrologists, public health professionals, policy makers, economists,
social professionals, ecologists, geoscientists, urban planners, employees of the public and
private organizations that are interested in the landscape are part of the water resource
management processes [32]. Thus, even the improvement of water management may
depend on an increase in the degree of interdisciplinarity [33].

The clarification of the theoretical and practical differences of the aforementioned
disciplines as well as the correct specification of the respective data and language differences
becomes of great importance [34,35]. Interdisciplinarity is evidently linked to issues of
language and semantic meaning. For this very reason, there is currently an increase in
the demand for knowledge management IT platforms that can provide support for the
management of water resources [36]. Here, we intend to explore the establishment and use
of a knowledge management system (KMS) extended with semantic technologies in the
scientific domains of hydrology, toward the definition of a useful tool to address some of
the needs described [37].

Furthermore, the possibility for a large group of users to easily create, test, reuse,
extend and maintain contents and meanings would be a further advantage of the tool
in question.

The idea is to create and test a web platform that allows describing a certain set
of knowledge in a simple way for the average user (everyone who has the ability to
write an email, for example) and automatically obtain a formalized description of this set.
This formal description, usable by computers via web semantic technologies (semantic
extension), is expressed in the OWL language. As the ability to express and formally
represent information increases, the level of complexity of the technology used increases
rapidly. Figure 1 shows how increasingly complex computer-based technologies (from
databases to xml to RDF up to OWL2) make it possible to represent knowledge expressible
with increasingly articulated formal languages (from taxonomies to logical theory). This
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makes this knowledge increasingly interoperable by information technology (IT) systems,
from syntactic interoperability to semantic interoperability.

ff

ff

Figure 1. The different levels of knowledge representation with computer-based technics and the

corresponding formal language levels, adapted from Pease [38].

The web platform allows the tracking of the changes made by users to each content
and to decide on the truthfulness of the information in a collective way. Subsequently,
by means of the semantic extensions implemented in the platform itself, this information
is reformulated, and as a last step, it is possible to extract an ontology relating to the
information defined by the users. After having created the platform, in order to verify the
functional architecture in a practical way, a set of information from the hydrology domain
was entered into the platform—in particular, a classification (taxonomy) of the hydrological
models extended up to four models well known in the literature (taxonomy instances).

The first objective of this work is, therefore, the implementation of a knowledge
management system with semantic extensions and the creation of an initial knowledge base
in the hydrological domain. The second, minor goal is to demonstrate KMS interoperability
across water-related disciplinary boundaries by establishing an ontology for the sample
knowledge base. The purpose of the ontology is to help improve communication within and
outside the hydrology community, ensure a common semantic understanding of concepts
and provide a tool for metadata processing.

2.1. The User-System Interaction Scheme

The functional architecture envisaged for the knowledge management system object
of this work is articulated in a series of strongly connected processes with both feedback
and feedforward characteristics. Generally, all the activities that affect the system are
more or less rigidly linked in continuous cycles, due both to the extension of the domain
of interest of the hydrological sciences and to the current trend of unlimited growth of
information volumes.

The processes have the particularity of being almost all collective and are traced over
the entire period of operation in a punctual manner to events. The collective elicitation of
knowledge, in this operating scheme, is of particular importance because it ensures the
truthfulness of the contents; from this point of view, the possibility of tracing the operations
carried out also becomes important.
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Four large groups of information activities can be distinguished: processes internal to
the knowledge management system of a basic type, internal processes of management of
semantic structures, processes to and from the outside oriented to the Semantic Web and
processes to and from the ontology-oriented exterior.

In the knowledge management internally allowed by the platform, two cycles of
evolution of content and meaning can be identified from a logical point of view: contents
can be entered, searched, compared, updated and increased, and at the same time, the
meanings can be modified with actions on categories, properties and structures.

The agents that perform operations in this structure can be both human and artificial,
and one of the main objectives of the semantic web is precisely to make meanings accessible
to software agents. The interaction of the platform could take place both through ad hoc
developed connections and through the Application Programming Interfaces (API) made
available by the platform itself.

Different kinds of expertise are necessary according to the interaction between system
and agent: expertise on the hydrology domain affects the whole system; expertise on
ontologies affects the whole system and becomes particularly important in the processes of
extraction and processing of internal ontologies; expertise on Semantic Web technologies
affects the whole system and assumes greater importance in the connection with other
semantic systems; IT system engineering expertise affects the basic level administration
of the system. A graphical representation of the processes and actors involved in the
functioning of the system is available in Figure 2.

ff
ff

ff

ff
ff

 

ff

Figure 2. The evolution of KMS with semantic extensions [39].

2.2. The Implementation of the Knowledge Management System

Semantic Mediawiki was chosen among different types of semantic wikis available on
the market.

For the architecture of the platform, we have chosen to use free software in the open
source versions in order both to comply with the provisions of the Agency for Digital
Italy (AGID) and to have the possibility of directly making changes to any level of the
software structure (see Appendix A). The architecture as a whole has also been implemented
on virtual machines to meet among others the following requirements: independence
from specific hardware, portability, versioning, development, maintenance, easier backup-
recover “baremetal”. The virtualization environment was Oracle VM Virtualbox, and
the host operating system was Ubuntu LTS server—both shown in Figure 3 as Virtual
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Host tier. The architecture used for Mediawiki with Semantc Mediawiki (SMW), shown
as Application Layer in Figure 3, was implemented on Linux operating system, Apache
web server, Mysql database and on an application server developed in php language—all
shown as the Lamp Stack in Figure 3.

 

Figure 3. The software stack (simplified) of the KMS [39].

For the Mediawiki, the Semantic Mediawiki extension and numerous other devel-
opment “packages” were installed, configured and modified at a later time (e.g., ICU
International Components for Unicode, Lua Scripting Language, Page Forms, Template-
Data, Scribunto, DataValues Validators, ParserHooks, WikiEditor) (see Appendix A). For
the purposes of this research, the platform website was made available on the private
network of the Department of Civil Engineering at Polytechnic University of Bari.

2.3. The Knowledge Content

The creation of content, within a knowledge management system such as the one
used, is a process of continuous creation, enrichment and revision both at the level of basic
information and at the level of the structure of meaning.

This system provides for an operation extended to many users, and all the “actions”
carried out within it are both subjected to a continuous process of collective verification
and validation and punctually tracked.

Specifically, the data used in the initial phase for the population of the KMS were
deduced from the scientific literature and monographic texts of the hydrological sciences
domain; see, for example, refs. [32,33].

The data collected were entered into the KMS using the tools made available by the
system itself: a classification of typical topics of hydrology that extends from the general
definitions to the properties of some models (instances) known in the literature [38,40]
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has been introduced, enriched and modified over time. The scheme of the highest level
taxonomy is shown in Figure 4.

 

 ff

t

Figure 4. General Taxonomy of Hydrological Models [39].

Then, four instances of hydrological models were selected from specific studies and
added to the knowledge base managed by the system:

• DREAM [41]: “a Distributed model for Runoff, Evapotranspiration, and Antecedent
soil Moisture simulation” [39].

A schema of a part of data submitted is reported in Table 1:

Table 1. DREAM model features.

Feature Value

Model Name DREAM
Author’s Name S. Manfreda
Author’s Name M. Fiorentino
Author’s Name V. Iacobellis

Model Distribution Type Semi-distributed
Modules Number 2

Time Scale Daily
Time Scale Hourly

Basin Dimension Medium Sized
Application Zone South of Italy

Developement Language NA
Last Version 2005

Online Availability NA
Download Address NA

License Type NA
Creation Date 2005

• GEOTOP2 [42,43]: “it simulates the combined energy and water balance at and below
the land surface accounting for soil freezing, snow cover and terrain effects” [39].

A schema of a part of data submitted is reported in Table 2:
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Table 2. GEOTOP2 model features.

Feature Value

Model Name GEOTOP2
Author’s Name S. Endrizzi
Author’s Name S. Gruber
Author’s Name M. Dall’Amico
Author’s Name R. Rigon
Model Distribution Type Distributed
Modules Number NA
Time Scale Daily
Time Scale Hourly
Basin Dimension NA
Application Zone North of Italy
Developement Language NA
Last Version 2017
Online Availability YES
Download Address NA
License Type open
Creation Date 2005

• THALES [44–46]: “a physically based hydrologic model, which divides the watershed
into irregular elements based on the streamlines and equipotential lines instead of
representing them by regular rectangular grids. As many aspects of the hydrologic
response depend on topography, this type of terrain-based model is an important devel-
opment to accurately representing the surface and sub-surface runoff processes” [39].

A schema of a part of data submitted is reported in Table 3.

Table 3. THALES model features.

Feature Value

Model Name THALES
Author’s Name Rodger B. Grayson
Author’s Name Günter Blöschl
Author’s Name Ian D. Moore
Author’s Name Thomas A. McMahon
Model Distribution Type Distributed
Modules Number 2
Time Scale Houorly
Basin Dimension Small to Medium Sized
Application Zone NA
Developement Language NA
Last Version NA
Online Availability NO
Download Address NA
License Type NA
Creation Date 1992

• TOPMODEL [47–50]: “a physically based, distributed watershed model that simulates
hydrologic flux-es of water (infiltration-excess over-land flow, saturation overland
flow, infiltration, exfiltration, subsurface flow, evapotranspiration, and channel rout-
ing) through a watershed. The model simulates explicit groundwater/surface water
interactions by predicting the movement of the water table, which determines where
saturated land-surface areas develop and have the potential to produce saturation
overland flow” [39]. A schema of a part of data submitted is reported in Table 4.
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Table 4. TOPMODEL model features.

Feature Value

Model Name TOPMODEL
Author’s Name Keith Beven
Model Distribution Type Distributed
Modules Number NA
Time Scale NA
Basin Dimension Small to Medium Sized
Application Zone NA
Developement Language FORTRAN
Last version NA
Online Availability YES
Download Address NA
License Type open
Creation Date NA

Tables 1–4 respectively show some of the fundamental characteristics of the hydro-
logical models chosen. Starting from these characteristics and from the general taxonomy
of Figure 2, using either a simple markup language made available by the platform or
forms created ad hoc at the beginning categories, subcategories and then properties with
the related datatypes were implemented.

The “meaning” in KMS was gradually broadened with progressive new interventions,
namely

• definition of categories and sub-categories, see an example in Table 1;
• definition of properties and data types, see an example in Table 2;
• implementation of categories and properties with semantic markings;
• implementation of templates and modules for both new annotations and special

requests;
• export/link of contents to other CMSes or data-repositories;

From the simple semantic markup entered by the users of the platform, some of which
are shown in Tables 5 and 6. The system is called to reconstruct a space of logical statements
in a formalized and machine-understandable way.

Table 5. Some of the higher categories and subcategories implemented in the system [39].

Category Higher Category Semantic Markup

Hydrology - [[Category:Hydrology]]

Hydrological Model Hydrology [[Category:Hydrological_Model]]

Runoff Model Hydrological Model [[Category:Runoff_Model]]

Table 6. Some properties defined in the KMS with related Markup and Data-Type [39].

Property Semantic Markup Data-type

Model Name [[HasName:]] Text
Author Name [[HasAutNam:]] Page-List

Model Distribution [[HasDistribution:]] Text
Modules Number [[HasNModules:]] Number

Time Scale [[HasTempScale:]] Text-List
Basin Dimensions [[HasBasDim:]] Text-List
Application Zone [[HasZone:]] Text-List
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Table 6. Cont.

Property Semantic Markup Data-type

Developement Language [[HasSviLan:]] Text-List
Last Version [[HasLasVer:]] Number

Online Availability [[IsOnLine:]] Boolean
Download Address [[HasDownAddr:]] URL

License Type [[HasLicType:]] Text
Creation Date [[HasCreatDate:]] Date

Short Description [[HasShDesc:]] Text
Long Description [[HasLnDesc:]] Text
Reference Works [[HasPubbl:]] External identifier-List
Operativ System [[HasOS:]] Text

Source Availability [[HasSource:]] Boolean
Software Dependencies [[HasSoftDep:]] Text

Manuals Availability [[HasManu:]] Boolean
Last Version Date [[HasLaVerDate:]] Date

Genre of Data Input [[HasDataInType:]] Text
Genre of Data Output [[HasDatOutType:]] Text

Calibration Data [[HasCalibDate:]] Text
ORCID Identification [[HasORCID:]] External identifier

Author Affiliation [[AutAffil:]] Text-List
Author Email Address [[AutEmail:]] Email

2.4. Ontological Approach

In order to check the interoperability of the system in a sustainable planning perspec-
tive, the possibility of the system to relate to other open data repositories and to serve as
a tool for processing metadata was verified [51]. This perspective was explored with the
bottom-up construction of a simple ontology for the tested knowledge base [52].

As Gruber [51] puts it, an ontology defines the “specification of a conceptualization of
a domain of knowledge”. It is aimed at the specific characteristics of a conceptual system,
with objectives related to understanding the elements of interest and the relationships
between those elements. In essence, an ontology is interested in highlighting an explicit
set of constraints existing within a domain. In an extended and general perspective, an
ontology puts an assertion concerning a way in which the world is seen. In this framework,
it is frequently composed through a language that can be read and processed by automatic
machines [53].

There is a preliminary and preparatory phase for the construction and refinement
of an ontology. This is the so-called ontological analysis phase of the reference domain.
It is an important phase, intrinsically and intimately linked to the process of ontological
construction. In fact, it uses and is inspired by ontological principles in order to frame, study
and research a given issue, a given theme or problem. This exercise aims to pursue a fine
understanding of the elements recognized or recognizable as involved in the construction
process, as well as the characters and types of emerging relationships. It also scans the
situations that the analyst considers possible [52].

From what has been said, it is clear that the so-called ontological analysis represents the
truly difficult stage in the processes of research and construction of an ontology. However,
this also indicates that it is the part that mostly determines the quality level of an ontological
characterization effort. In highly complex contexts, situations and/or processes—for
example, in social or environmental systems—the quality of the ontological analysis defines
the effectiveness or even the real usefulness of an ontology [54].

A key concept in this framework is the so-called interpretative or semantic interop-
erability [52]. One of the structurally emerging problems in these cases is, in fact, the
existence of differentiated visions of the world linked to the intrinsic, e.g., agentive, and
cognitive meaning of conceptualization. Indeed, it is a matter of dealing with the manage-
ment of different conceptualizations of reality in methodological and operational terms
through the search for appropriate formalizations. The ultimate aim of these formalizations
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specifically concerns the possibility of guiding the creation of knowledge and information
management systems endowed with some relevant characteristics. First of all, it is true
that a formal ontology should faithfully reflect the vision of reality with respect to the
point of view of the observer. However, it is also true that this representation should not
be cryptic or opaque with respect to the cognitive aspects of reference, and it must not be
a cognitive black box [53]. These aspects, together with the need for an internal logical
structural consistency, represent the necessary framework to guarantee the aforementioned
semantic interoperability.

Starting from the previous Gruber’s definition concerning ontology as a conceptual
structure of a domain of knowledge, it is possible to think of a formal ontology as the
attempt to formally specialize such a definition. The constitutive constraints of this struc-
turation primarily concern the formalization of the language through univocal and clear
terminological and interpretative specifications. They also concern the use of explicit
references to the philosophical foundations that motivate the categories adopted.

It is therefore evident that ontologies, through a fine conceptualizing action, perform a
critical task in the organization of complex knowledge. An ontology can be expressed in
diversified but similarly useful ways, depending on the reference contexts. Its relevance and
value lay in the ability to model the content of knowledge, regardless of the use of natural
language (e.g., WordNet) or more formalized language (e.g., web ontology language, OWL).
In this sense, the construction should be preceded by structural analyses of the subject, as
well as of the objectives of the ontology and of the agents involved in the areas of use and
operation. Depending on the results of such analyses, it is subsequently possible to identify
the object/objects of the modeling and the ways of organizing the knowledge base.

The reference context of the ontological analysis and construction process of this
study is a hydrological knowledge domain embedded in an environmental system. These
are conceptual areas characterized by significant and recognized complexity [40]. An
ontological approach, articulated according to the previous reasoning, seems suitable to
investigate the structuring of KMS based on ontologies.

The ontology should help improve discussion within and outside the communities
of involved agents to ensure a common semantic understanding of concepts as well as to
provide a useful tool for the rigorous definition of descriptive metalevels [55]. Concerning
the knowledge base, an ontology is proposed which describes concepts and relationships
extracted from the KMS using the implemented and characterized features and expressed
firstly using OWL and then Json-LD [55]. A thorough representation of the ontology
cannot be included in the paper as it is too rich, nested and articulated in several relational
levels. However, in order to give a general idea of the organizational structure of the
ontology, sketchy representations are provided as excerpts to help a larger awareness. In
particular, a graphical representation of a small part of the final ontology is shown in
Figure 5 using OntoGraph—a tool providing support for interactive navigation of OWL
ontology relationships.

Another part of the extracted ontology is shown in the Class Hierarchy view of Protégé,
an open source ontology editor and framework for building OWL-based ontological models
(Figure 6). Concepts, instances, properties and relations are structured here as multi-nested
classification trees, which in fact represent the backing framework of the image previously
excerpted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Part of the extracted ontology in OntoGraph.

 

Figure 6. Class Hierarchy View of part of ontology in Protégé (excerpt). 
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Figure 6. Class Hierarchy View of part of ontology in Protégé (excerpt).
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Therefore, the final part of the research has focused on the management of complexity
in hydrological knowledge, proposing to investigate the construction of a knowledge
management system useful for operational decisions in the water domain.

3. Discussion and Conclusions

The domain of reference of the present work is the concept of the urban bioregion
with its inherent system complexity. In this context, the setting up of a semantic-based
model to deal with multiagent water-related concepts has been explored. The research
first explored the system’s ability to support the creation and development of knowledge
contents enriched with semantic expression. Subsequently, a second objective was to
investigate the possible interoperability of the system in a sustainable planning perspective.
Particularly, the possibility of the system to relate to other open data repositories and to
serve as a tool for processing metadata was explored [51]. This perspective was explored
in the final part of the work with the bottom-up construction of a simple ontology for
the tested knowledge base [52], thus further showing the platform’s ability to clarify the
disciplinary boundaries related to water.

Concerning the manageability of complex hydrological knowledge, the model seems
to be more effective than traditional approaches [40]. In particular, it gives operational
suggestions towards the management of multisource and multiagent knowledge, both
in formal and informal contexts. This represents an interesting improvement perspec-
tive, as it allows for the creation of integrated and dynamically updatable knowledge
bases—complex, in one word [37].

Looking at a system capable of dealing with the complexity of hydrological knowl-
edge, the research therefore seems to confirm the possibility of supporting water-oriented
decisions and policies in more informed ways—being akin to complex knowledge. The con-
sequent greater ability to fine-tune concepts and meanings seems to also suggest better per-
spectives of unambiguity and, therefore, less discretionary interpretations of knowledge—a
well-known problem in policymaking [11].

In this framework, the model seems therefore useful to support more informed and
effective decisions and policies in the water domain at different scales of environmental
planning. And based on the above, it seems that this type of approach to knowledge
management can represent an encouraging perspective for broader sustainable land man-
agement and planning operations. In fact, water and hydrology are structural aspects for
any decision-making question related to the futures of cities and environments, especially
in terms of urban bioregion. In particular, various objectives of the UN 2030 Agenda con-
sider water resources as essential in the bioregional future of the territories, with specific
references in goals 11 and 12 [56], p. 423.

Indeed, the aspects of social, environmental, procedural, relational and cognitive com-
plexity represent intrinsic parts of the domain addressed by planning actions. Therefore,
an approach that operationally preserves this complexity should be extremely useful for
those planning actions. In fact, the issue of knowledge management is one of the most
intricate parts of environmental planning. There is extensive literature on the importance
of the contributions of expert knowledge, which is codified, formalized and based on
domain-dependent scientific conceptualizations [13]. An architecture based on ontological
models with semantic extensions could manage such multisource knowledge data in a sys-
temic and structured way. But even non-expert knowledge, the unstructured and informal
knowledge exchanged by community members is today an indispensable contribution to
planning processes [57]. That is, the management of both expert and non-expert knowledge,
characterized by different languages and conceptualizations, represents a very interesting
objective for environmental planning, despite the underlying complexity. And this is a
very topical objective, particularly when dealing with possible architectures to support
the multiscale governance of urban bioregions [55]. The planning, decision-making and
management activities of urban bioregions today need to look at the aspects of resources
with a diffused, formal and informal cognitive approach. This could largely benefit from
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the large amount of data now available and from the various forms of ordering and classifi-
cation that are increasingly available. In this complex but critical and unavoidable context
of knowledge, the effort to explore and define knowledge management architectures repre-
sents a very interesting perspective. The present study about the analysis and structuring
of water-resource ontologies makes it possible to reflect on the potential of approaches of
this kind. Furthermore, its inherent interoperability and structural trans-domain intercon-
nectivity suggest possible scope enlargements and generalizations. Indeed, a perspective
would be to aim at its possible replicability, or possible extension at least, to other complex
domains in the bioregional context.

Clearly, the present study provides only synthetic accounts and operational scenarios
in this sense. Nonetheless, it is able to open interesting follow-up perspectives, and its
development will be pursued by our group in the near future.
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Appendix A

With reference to Section 2.2, open-source software links are:

Apache https://httpd.apache.org/ Accessed on 3 February 2023

Extension: page forms
https://www.mediawiki.org/wi

ki/Extension:Page_Forms
Accessed on 3 February 2023

Extension: scribunto
https://www.mediawiki.org/wi

ki/Extension:Scribunto
Accessed on 3 February 2023

Extensions: parserhooks
https://github.com/JeroenDeD

auw/ParserHooks
Accessed on 3 February 2023

Extensions: validators
https://github.com/DataValue

s/Validators
Accessed on 3 February 2023

Extension: templatedata
https://www.mediawiki.org/wi

ki/Extension:TemplateData
Accessed on 3 February 2023

Extension: wikieditor
https://www.mediawiki.org/wi

ki/Extension:WikiEditor
Accessed on 3 February 2023

Icu http://site.icu-project.org/ Accessed on 3 February 2023

Lua http://www.lua.org/ Accessed on 3 February 2023

Mediawiki https://www.mediawiki.org/ Accessed on 3 February 2023

Mysql https://www.mysql.com/ Accessed on 3 February 2023

Php https://php.net/ Accessed on 3 February 2023

Semantic-mediawiki
https://www.semantic-mediawi

ki.org/
Accessed on 3 February 2023

Ubuntu https://www.ubuntu.com/ Accessed on 3 February 2023

Virtualbox https://www.virtualbox.org/ Accessed on 3 February 2023
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Abstract: In European countries many measures are carried out to improve the disadvantaged

conditions and socio-economic marginality of rural areas in comparison with central places. These

conditions also affect the quality of travel for visitors and tourists. Therefore, in response to a ‘new’

tourist demand, motivated also by the restrictions following the spread of the COVID-19 virus in

recent years, the institutions and the different local actors are working more incisively to improve

rural areas. The rural tourism services offer, combined with the Green Infrastructure (GI) project,

at different scales—from local to regional—interesting territorial development strategies to achieve

the Agenda 2030 objectives. This contribution considers the Sulcis-Iglesiente-Guspinese area, in

the Sardinia Region (IT), as a case study. In this area, the landscape context is marked by past

mining activity, and the project of a path of historical, cultural, and religious values has proven to be

an activator of regenerative processes, in environmental, social, and economic terms. The present

study proposes a methodological approach to develop an index (FI—feasibility index) to assess the

feasibility of the Stop Places (SPs) project along a horse trail to integrate the current slow mobility of

bicycles and pedestrians in the bioregion.

Keywords: green infrastructures; slow tourism; rural tourism; bioregion

1. Introduction

According to UNWTO, rural tourism is a “type of tourism activity in which the
visitor’s experience is related to a wide range of products generally linked to nature-based
activities, agriculture, rural lifestyle/culture, angling and sightseeing” [1]. This type of
tourism can be combined with the slow philosophy of travel that suggests a non-invasive
and sustainable use of space. Slow tourism is a way of traveling focused on in-depth
experience to understand the ecosystem of places and the landscapes in progress, with a
limited impact on the environment, especially when the community chooses to travel by
sustainable transport models (walk, bike, horse) [2,3]. In the rural context, this approach is
a priority for local actors who are planning their landscapes under the banner of economic
competitiveness and the protection of natural and cultural resources. Slow movement
normally takes place along specially created or ‘recovered’ paths that represent the essence
of the place. The rediscovery of identity traces and the consequent development of projects
consider the territory as a common resource/service on which the well-being and quality
of life of the resident and host population depends. In this profile, the value of common
pool resources is combined with that of green infrastructures that assume the role of ‘glue’
between natural and semi-natural areas, and agricultural and built-up areas.

Green infrastructures (GIs), at the local scale, prove to be increasingly strategic in
achieving the objectives of the 2030 Agenda. According to the European Commission (EC),
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a GI is “a strategically planned network of natural and semi-natural areas with other envi-
ronmental features designed and managed to deliver a wide range of ecosystem services [4].
It incorporates green spaces—or blue ones if aquatic ecosystems are concerned—and other
physical features in terrestrial—including coastal—and marine areas” [5]. Moreover, GIs
can provide multiple environmental, social, and economic benefits. These include paths
and other infrastructures for slow mobility.

The EU’s Green Infrastructure Strategy (2019) [6] confirms that the connection of
natural capital in Europe is to be strengthened. In this sense, the quality of the GIs,
understood as a provider of ecosystem services (ESs) and as a system well integrated and
spatially connected, has a significant effect on the conservation and improvement of the
environment [7]. This is why integrating the GI objectives into strategic planning processes
and spatial planning tools is an absolute priority [8].

Another aspect to consider is that the projects of paths and cycle paths, which consti-
tute the network to favor slow mobility [9], contribute to the realization of GIs, recognized
as drivers of territorial regeneration.

This is what is emerging in the Sulcis-Iglesiente bioregion, located in the south-western
part of the Autonomous Region of Sardinia (Sardinia Region) in Italy. This area went
through a phase of economic conversion based on sustainable slow tourism develop-
ment [10–12], as a result of abandoned mines [13].

Within this framework, the objective of this manuscript is to define a methodological
approach to develop a feasibility index (FI) to assess the feasibility of the Stop Places (SPs)
project scenarios along a horse trail to integrate current slow mobility methods (walking and
biking), improving accessibility to the mining heritage. The paper is organized as follows:

1. First section—Introduction and Literature Review—focuses on the overview of the
recent literature of GI and of its integration with slow tourism and bioregion concepts;

2. Second section—Materials and Data—discusses the topic of green infrastructures and
slow mobility in the Sulcis-Iglesiente region and presents principles and approaches
for horse trails planning;

3. Third section—Methodology—proposes a methodological approach to assess the
feasibility of the Stop Places (SPs) scheme along a horse trail;

4. Fourth section—Case Study—is dedicated to the methodology application in the Stop
Places (SPs) along a horse trail in the Sulcis-Iglesiente bioregion;

5. Fifth section—Results—reports and discusses the main research results carried out.
6. Sixth section—Discussion—discusses the major findings within the framework de-

rived from the literature review;
7. Seventh section—Conclusion and Future Development—is dedicated to the conclu-

sions together with the future developments of the research.

1.1. Rural and Slow Tourism—Green Infrastructure

Composing 83% of the total land area of the European Union (EU), the rural world is
home to some 137 million inhabitants (30% of the total population) and is characterized by
its landscape diversity. These diversities are also expressed through multiple weaknesses
linked to depopulation and a weak socio-economic network. In the last twenty years, in
order to counteract the elements that increase the peripherality of these areas in relation
to urbanized areas, Europe has outlined an agenda of action plans and programs focused
on growth, employment, and the sustainable development of spaces. However, the imple-
mentation of Agenda 2000 has also triggered several reforms of development and cohesion
policies in the agricultural sector, which has seen a new model based on the multifunction-
ality of the rural territory [14–16]. In particular, the diversification of the rural economy,
in addition to placing the agricultural production sector in a new framework, has made
it possible to address with greater attention the critical issues related to environmental
protection and the quality of life of native communities [17]. In addition, as a result of
the restrictions of the COVID-19 pandemic, the EU supports the rural world through the
European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development 2021–2027 (EAFRD): funding that can
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be spent by the different Rural Development Programs (RDPs) at national and regional
levels to foster inclusive, cohesive, and sustainable development [18].

The opportunities for rural territories to improve local development can be seized in
the diversified panorama of sustainable tourism activities. In particular, rural tourism expli-
cated in different forms according to the territory and the communities that are involved in
it is prefigured as a tool for the conservation of the landscape and the growth of the socio-
economic value of places through a structured offer of goods and services [19,20]. There
is no universal definition of rural tourism and through the years there have been many
definitions enunciated that differ based on the aspects considered, such as socio-cultural,
administrative, demographic, and economic [21]. In 1998, the European Commission
defined rural tourism as “ . . . the activities of a person travelling and staying in rural
areas—without mass tourism—other than those of their usual environment for less than
one consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes (excluding the exercise of an
activity remunerated from within the places visited” [22]. The multifunctional organization
of the rural space thus acquires a new guise where synergies between local operators
(public and private) can be expressed through cultural, environmental, sporting, and
educational initiatives planning, which also holds all the benefits deriving from the imple-
mentation of multimodal transport for the accessibility of tourist destinations, according
to the MAAS (mobility as a service) perspective, where the public transport system is the
more ecologically and socially sustainable [23,24].

The activation of this integrated offer plays a fundamental role in the processes of
revitalization and local development because it makes it possible to preserve the terri-
torial identity of the many rural villages and, at the same time, allows tourists to enjoy
an ‘experiential’ journey [25–27]. According to Eurostat data, in 2021, in the 27 Member
States, 36% of tourist nights were spent in rural areas, which offers around 12 million
beds [28]. The choice of a holiday in contact with nature and the authenticity of places
is even more motivated by the changes brought to daily life by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Health insecurity and restrictions have prompted tourists to seek ‘staycation’ and ‘slow’
travel experiences [29–32]. Thus, in response to the criticality of overtourism, rural tourism
experiences are combined with the slow philosophy (slow tourism). This last trend, born
with the ‘slow food’ movement, allows us to deepen our knowledge of places by perceiv-
ing their most authentic aspects. The enjoyment of landscape assets, the respect for the
environment, and the propensity to use sustainable means of transport are just some of the
fundamental characteristics of ‘slow’ travel—walking, cycling, horseback riding, etc. [2,3].
Furthermore, the experience of slow travel is completed when visitors and tourists choose
to travel through destinations following sustainable infrastructures. In this context, the
scientific debate on GIs began to appear in the 1990s and, today, the term plays a key role
in policies and strategies aimed at resolving critical environmental issues [33]. Follow-
ing the debates, several definitions of GIs have been enunciated [34,35]. The European
Commission, since 2013, has launched a special strategy to support the green economy
through the development of GIs, and has defined them as: “Green Infrastructure can be
broadly defined as a strategically planned network of high quality natural and semi-natural
areas with other environmental features, which is designed and managed to deliver a wide
range of ecosystem services and protect biodiversity in both rural and urban settings. More
specifically GI, being a spatial structure providing benefits from nature to people, aims to
enhance nature’s ability to deliver multiple valuable ecosystem goods and services, such as
clean air or water” [36]. The Commission published two further guidance documents in
2019 to encourage a more integrated approach and increase investment and planning in
this field. These documents reinforce the idea that the sites included in the Natura 2000
Network represent the core of the GI strategy to which were added “[ . . . ] biodiversity-rich
green spaces such as parks, private gardens, hedges and vegetated buffer strips along rivers
or structure-rich agricultural landscapes with certain features and practices, and artificial
features such as green roofs, green walls, or eco-bridges and fish ladders [ . . . ]” [37].
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GI takes the form of an interconnected network of spaces (urban, peri-urban, and
rural) of significant environmental, cultural, and visual value. Although the scientific
debate on the types of areas that can contribute to the realization of a GI is still in constant
evolution [38], it is believed that its function is to simultaneously preserve and provide
environmental services to affected communities, which include, for example, biodiversity
and wildlife, mitigation of air quality, recreation, environmental beauty, and protection of
disasters [34,39].

Investing in GIs completes the European program “Biodiversity strategy for 2030” [40],
activated to protect member states’ biodiversity. The roadmap for rural spatial planning
therefore requires the creation of an ecosystem network where green goods and grey goods
and services are integrated in a sustainable way [41,42]. GIs have an ecological, cultural,
social, and economic function: the resident community is motivated to follow a healthy
lifestyle, which includes the adoption of sustainable and slow mobility and the possibility
of creating spaces of ‘community friendliness’ more in contact with the natural element [43].

1.2. Bioregion and Sardinia Mining Landscape

The GI plan to provide a network of ‘new’ ecosystem services is part of the vision
of the bioregion [44,45]. This term originated in the 1970s along the American West
Coast. The authors Peter Berg and Raymond Dasmann (1977) [46] can be defined as the
fathers of the concept and the consequent alternative approach that sees localism as an
opportunity to safeguard landscapes. The bioregion is defined as a geographical space and
‘place of consciousness’ in which environmental sustainability, knowledge, and conscious
management of resources allows for a ‘re-inhabitation of place’, as introduced by Berg in
his studies [47]. An environmentalist vision that has since developed in other countries
and, in the Italian case [48], thanks to the territorialist studies of Magnaghi [49,50]. The
bioregion project idea requires an integrated, multidisciplinary approach at different scales
capable of strengthening the cultural identity of the area networks while creating a dynamic
balance between the different rural and urban centers [51] and material and immaterial
dimensions [52]. Thus, bioregionalism, in its capacity as a territorial regeneration project,
qualifies as an essential paradigm for addressing the critical issues of rural areas.

The island of Sardinia represents, due to its environmental characteristics, a peculiar
condition: the geological, paleontological, and mineralogical elements, biological rari-
ties and endemisms, forest stands and wetlands, spectacular natural landscapes in the
morphology of the coasts and of the internal reliefs, the underground cavities and the
archaeological finds all make it a small but whole continent. Sardinia is famous in the
international mining world for the richness of its geology, of its ore deposits and of its
mines [53]. On the 24,000 square kilometers that make up the area of this island, all the
geological eras, from the late Precambrian onwards, are represented through an enormous
variety of heterogeneous rocks, minerals, and fossils. The mining vocation of Sardinia is
manifested in the large number of scattered mines on the entire surface of the island, of
different productive, scientific, and cultural value, but all indispensable for understanding
the extraordinary evolution of events, which, in more than 8000 years of uninterrupted
events, have marked the history of the use of the territory by man [54].

From the lower Paleozoic up to the present, mineral genetic processes have developed,
producing the concentration of metals and minerals of industrial interest in deposits of
different types, genesis, and entity. The orogenetic events and the imposing granitic
intrusions have activated hydrothermal circuits, with depositions of various types of
mineralization, such as talc-chlorite and mineralizations with magnetite and sulphide. The
deposition of carbonate sediments starting from the Jurassic, was completed at the end of
the Mesozoic, when Sardinia emerged completely and several layers of coal deposited in the
south-western area (Sulcis), combined in a calcareous-marly succession. The importance
of each area, within the framework of mining sites, is related to the development of a
particular mineral deposit: from the metalliferous ore deposits to the presence of the
important copper mining (Funtana Raminosa), which played a significant role in the
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history of metallurgy in the Mediterranean area, starting from the Neolithic age. From
the zinc and silver metal deposits, exploited since the Roman colonization, to the metallic
antimony deposits, exploited since the Phoenician and Punic invasions, which made the
area of Sarrabus-Gerrei the second island mining district between 1800 and 1900. The most
important mines are present in the so-called “metal ring of the Iglesiente”, where lead,
silver, and zinc mineralizations are located in the carbonatic geological formations which,
at over 500 million years old, are the oldest paleontological dated rocks in Italy.

The mining activity of Sardinia has primarily involved the communities that have
followed one another in the exploitation of subsoil resources; the traces of this industry,
which has been influenced by the same historical events of the island, are clearly visible in
the territory. It has undergone profound changes that currently characterize it. The features
of the natural landscape are visibly marked by the material culture, social organizations,
and settlements that have arisen around the mining activities, which have generated
new and original forms of landscape and social and cultural environments, such as to
characterize vast areas with a precise identity of universal value, unique and representative
of the entire Mediterranean geo-cultural region. Considering all these values, the Sardinia
Region, through the Sardinian Mining Authority, has intended to promote, starting from
1997, with the involvement of all institutional subjects authorities, first of all the Local
Authorities concerned, the establishment of the Historical Environmental Geo-Mining Park
of Sardinia (Geo-Mining Park) [55], which includes the most important mining districts,
located in the Sulcis-Iglesiente-Guspinese, but also the most significant mining structures
located in other areas of the island.

As part of this renewed awareness, the Santa Barbara Path (SBP) [56] has been es-
tablished (Figure 1) in the Sulcis-Iglesiente bioregion (2017), as well as the homonymous
Foundation—the Santa Barbara Path Foundation (SBPF) [57]—which represent a real
challenge taken on by local communities themselves and, subsequently, by the local admin-
istrations, to promote a virtuous process of territorial transformation.

 

Figure 1. The SBP, in the Sulcis-Iglesiente bioregion (Author: M. Ladu, 2023).
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2. Materials and Data

2.1. Study Area—The Santa Barbara Path and Horse Trail Proposal Network

The Santa Barbara Path (SBP) is an itinerary drawn in the Sulcis-Iglesiente area, in
south-western Sardinia, an historical region that was the most important district for national
and international mining until the 1990s, when the crisis hit the sector, causing the mines’
dismantling [58]. As a consequence, the mining landscape is marked by large open-air and
underground works, mine adits, tunnels, and numerous mine wastes.

The principal result of this extensive mining activity is the economic depression
that required the rethinking of a new development, also through forms of sustainable
tourism [59] capable of enhancing the great heritage of industrial archeology [60] in a
particularly beautiful mining and coastal landscape [61].

The SBP, which extends along a 500 km ring, organized into 30 tracks, follows the
traces drawn by mining activities in the past decades in a unique landscape in transition—
or landscape in progress—understood as the outcome of different stages of human–nature
interaction [62]. In this sense, the SBP represents a response to the demand for a particular
type of rural and slow tourism [63] associated with the use of GIs, which, in the Sulcis-
Iglesiente region (mining bioregion), arises as a driving force for economic development.

Over the last few years, the SBP has been included in the regional register of historical-
religious walks of Sardinia and in the Atlas walk of Italy of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage
and Activities.

In line with the objectives of the Geo-Mining Park, the SBPF constantly promotes
different types of accessibility as a primary condition for a new development phase based
on the concept of rural and slow tourism [64], according to principles that guide the political
strategies of the regional level [65]. As a matter of fact, the construction of a horse trail,
connected to the SBP and to the cycle path (a thematic route connected to the great cycling
network of Sardinia) [66], represents one of the most important projects carried out by
the SBPF (Figure 2). The horse trail consists of a ring route of over 500 km, divided into
18 tracks and 19 Stop Points (SP), which crosses 24 municipalities.

 

Figure 2. The SBP, in relation with the SBP cycle path and the new SBP horse trail (Author: M. Ladu, 2023).
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In this sense, the SBPF intends to enhance the SBP as a GI for rural and slow tourism
for several integrated aspects: the recovery of the old mining tracks; provision of a different
travel way (walk, bike, and by horse); and the offer of a widespread and low-cost hospitality
system, which integrates the existing one. If the project of the tracks is in progress, that of
the Stop Places (SP) represents an important challenge.

Following previous research [67,68], we propose a methodological approach to develop
an index (FI—feasibility index) to assess the feasibility of the Stop Places (SPs) scheme along
a horse trail to integrate current slow mobility methods (walking and biking), referring
not so much to the stages, for which the project is already in progress, as to the SPs,
understood as the main nodes of a network of routes (walk, bike, horse) to support slow
integrated mobility.

2.2. Planning Horse Trails: Principles and Approaches

The geographical Italian context hosts several horse trails, which differ in various
aspects: characteristics of the areas crossed—mountainous, hilly, plain, coastal territory;
localization—they may fall within protected natural areas [69,70], along the rivers [71]
and, in some cases, follow historic roads and ancient transhumance routes [72] or old
railways [73]; length (km); number of tracks; provision of facilities and services along the
route to support the riders and the equids themselves; and connection with other existing
slow mobility networks [74], such as cycle paths and walks [75]. One of the most important
is the horse trail in the Gran Sasso and Monti della Laga National Park (Ippovia Gran
Sasso—Abruzzo Region) [76], which represents the longest horse trail in Europe (520 km). It
crosses 36 municipalities, following the paths which, for centuries, have connected villages
and towns separated by the Gran Sasso, a massif in the Apennine Mountains of Italy, which
have always been used by farmers. Other notable horse trails in Italy are those that cross
regional and national parks, such as the Appia Antica Regional Park (Lazio Region), the
Maremma Natural Park (Tuscany Region), the Majella National Park (Abruzzo Region),
and the Alta Langa Park (Piedmont Region). As a matter of fact, recent research confirms
the importance of nature in the expectations of horse trail ride tourists [77].

The horse trails’ planning and management requires the observation of several criteria
to ensure the safety and well-being of horseback riders and horses [78,79], according to the
environmental context [80]. The main aspects to be considered concern [81]:

• Surface, which should be well-drained, firm, and free of sharp stones or other hazards
that could cause injury to a horse’s hooves;

• Dimension, which should be wide enough for horses to pass each other safely and free
of obstacles that could be dangerous for horses and riders;

• Grade, which should be moderate, with no steep inclines or declines that could be
difficult for horses to navigate;

• Signage, which should be clear and include information about trail difficulty, distance,
and any potential hazards;

• Maintenance, which should be ensured regularly;
• Equestrian facilities, which should include areas for horse camping, loading and

unloading horses, and parking for horse trailers.

Some important references for the horse trail planning in Italy are (Figure 3):

• The National Board of Environmental Equestrian Guide (ENGEA—Ente Nazionale
Guide Equestri Ambientali) guide for obtaining certification. The Certified Horse Trail
Classification Index (ICIC—Indice di Classificazione Ippovie Certificate) reflects the
degree of difficulty of each horse trail [82];

• The specification for the design of Italian horse trails drawn up by Italian Equestrian
Sports Federation (FISE—Federazione Italiana Sport Equestri) [83];

• The specification for the design of Italian horse trails certified by the Italiana Equestrian
Tourism Federation and Trec-Ante (FITETREC-ANTE—Federazione Italiana Turismo
Equestre e Trec—Ante) [84].
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Figure 3. Evaluation criteria for the horse trail planning. Italian references (Author: M. Ladu, 2023).

This topic is particularly important in Sardinia, where the rural landscape constitutes
the connective structure of the wider scenario of the regional landscapes [85], which has
long been at the core of territorial development policies.

The Sardinia Region, with Regional Law No. 16/2017 [86] recognizes the use of equines
(horses and donkeys) for enhancing the tourist and environmental heritage of Sardinia.
This is possible through specific interventions aimed at the creation of a network of horse
trails and the functional recovery of facilities for logistical, resting, and support needs of
riders and animals. Specifically, Article 28 of the Law defines technical criteria regarding
the Network of Hiking, Bicycle Hiking, and Horse Trails. The Sardinian Horse Trails
Network (RIS—Rete delle Ippovie della Sardegna) represents a subset of the paths of the
Sardinian Hiking Network (RES—Rete Escursionistica della Sardegna) for which the walk-
ability on horseback is validated. The measure also establishes a special regional register of
Sardinia’s horse trails. The updating of this register is regulated by the Plan for the Estab-
lishment and Management of the Sardinian Hiking Network (RES), under the coordination
of the Regional Forestry Agency for Land development and environment of Sardinia
(FoReSTAS—Agenzia forestale Regionale per lo Sviluppo del Territorio e l’Ambiente
della Sardegna).

Indeed, horse trails find wide application in Sardinia because there is a long tradition
of horse farming and some types are particularly suitable for trekking [87].

According to FISE and FITETREC-ANTEA, the SPs along the horse trail are defined
as the system of facilities that provide hospitality for riders and/or shelter for horses in
boxes, stalls, pens, suitably equipped with water and hay, which guarantee their safety and
well-being.

In addition, ENGEA identifies the following types of accommodation facilities (farm-
houses, hostels, guesthouses, refuges, hotels, or clubs), and the minimum characteristics of
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each one. This leads to the definition of four main types of SPs, which combine different
services to support riders and horses.

The first ENGEA certification in Italy was awarded in 1998 to the horse trail named
“On the Griffon’s Route” in Sardinia. The “Magical Cala Luna Beach” horse trail is also
included, to date [88]. The first one is 130 km long and runs from the city of Alghero to
the Sale Porcus Oasi in the Sinis peninsula (Province of Oristano), crossing one of the most
internal stretches of the west coast, which is highly interesting for its landscape. The horse
trail, which is an average difficulty, thanks also to its modest elevation gain ranging from
0 to 780 m asl, can be covered in 7 days. The second one, with a length of 136 km, crosses
a complex territory, from the internal areas of the Barbagia (Supramonte mountains of
Orgosolo, Baunei, and Urzulei) to the east coast (beach of Cala Luna) recording a difference
in altitude ranging from 0 to 1200 m asl. The horse trail, of medium-high difficulty, can be
hiked in 3 or 5 days.

At the regional level, one of the most ambitious projects concerns the “Costa-a-Costa”
horse trail [89], which crosses central Sardinia from the east coast to the west coast. This path
mostly retraces old mule tracks and itineraries existing between beaches, Mediterranean
scrub, wilderness, and internal prairie. Each SP ends with the stabling of horses and the
welcoming of riders. The horse trail, about 135 km long, is divided into six tracks.

The regional level horse trail system is also expanding thanks to the interventions
financed by the Sardinia Region to increase the RES and RIS [90].

The proposal for a new SBP horse trail in the historic Sulcis-Iglesiente region is part
of this renewed awareness on the opportunity of horse tourism, in addition to walking
and biking.

3. Methodology

Moving in the research field focused on the accessibility of mining heritage and
geosites [13,91], this study proposes a methodological approach to develop a feasibility
index (FI) to assess the feasibility of the Stop Places (SPs) project scenarios of the horse
trail, in terms of Internal Coherence (IC) criteria and External Coherence (EC) criteria, to
integrate slow mobility methods (walking and biking).

In line with the methodological approach adopted in recent studies to define the com-
plex index for supporting urban policies and planning [73] and developed by the authors
themself in previous research [64], to define a set of indicators to assess the attractivity index
of the SBP tracks, the methodology consists of three quali-quantitative phases (Figure 4):

1. Phase_01—which develops a typing matrix according to a set of typing elements
selected by the literature review and practices analyzed. The typing matrix allows
each SP to be analyzed according to landscape, infrastructure, number of functions,
rank, and ownership characteristics, from which specific project scenarios are de-
rived (output);

2. Phase_02—which defines a coherence matrix according to a set of Internal Coherence
(IC) criteria and External Coherence (EC) criteria for each SP’s project scenario. The IC
criteria, which refer to the intrinsic characteristics specific to each SP project scenario,
are: the number and variety of functions, the intervention types planned (maintenance,
restoration, new construction), the building time required (short, medium, long), and
the circular solutions (water, energy, etc.) adopted. The main EC criteria, which refer
to the external factors specific to the SP context, are the environmental and landscape
constraints and the local planning regulations in force;

3. Phase_03—which defines the feasibility index (FI) of SP’s project scenarios through a
quantitative criteria aggregation.
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FI = 12 (ý  ×  IC)IC  + (ý  ×  EC)EC

Figure 4. Methodological framework (Author: M. Ladu and G. Balletto, 2023).

The methodology provides feedback between the Phase_02 and the project scenarios
(output). As a matter of fact, a possible lack of coherence with the IC and EC criteria, such
as the incompatibility with the regulatory framework, may require the need to redefine the
project scenario.

In line with previous research which proposed guidelines and protocols for the design
of touristic paths, according to the combined use of ecological and historical approaches [92],
as well as other complex models to manage the anthropic pressure in protected environ-
mental areas [93], in this study, the IC and EC criteria meet the objectives at the core of
various case studies examined (Section 2.2), primarily that of the SBPF, which are in line
with the 2030 Agenda Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). They may be summarized
as follows:

• The sustainable planning of horse trails, as well as that of paths (walking and biking)
to support the regeneration of former mining landscapes and deprived internal areas,
in order to guide a new course of development based on rural and slow tourism
(Goal 3; Goal 8; Goal 9; Goal 13; Goal 15; Goal 17);

• The reuse of the existing buildings (mainly heritage of industrial archaeology, proper-
ties of abandoned mining villages) to ensure a network of accommodation facilities
for the well-being of pilgrims (walking, biking and horse riding) and horses (boxes,
paddocks, and support services), in order to realize the SPs during the short to medium
term, thus reducing the time for the commissioning of the horse trail (Goal 11; Goal 12;
Goal 13; Goal 15; Goal 17);

• The compliance of the SP’s project scenarios with the multifunctionality and circularity
criteria, through the redevelopment of existing buildings aimed at achieving water
and energy self-sufficiency, and the realization of equipped areas for horses stabling,
with primary services (water and energy self-sufficiency, water recovery, and waste
recycling). Such conditions are key prerequisites for ensuring environmental and
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economic sustainability even in the subsequent phase of use and management of the
horse trail and its SPs (Goal 6; Goal 7; Goal 11; Goal 12; Goal 13; Goal 15).

3.1. Feasibility Index—FI

The Phase_03 is dedicated to the definition of the FI, edited by the authors and in line
with the literature on the construction of complex indices [94] of the SP project scenarios
through assigning specific weight to the criteria of IC and EC. In particular, the FI can be
defined as a half of the sum of the weighted sum (pi and pe) of the IC and EC, as below.

The proposal of the quantitative index (FI) relating to a SP scenario project is closely
linked to the coherence IC and EC, which constitute the main feasibility assumptions.

FI =
1
2

[

∑
n
i=1(pi × IC)

∑
n
i=1 ICi

+
∑

n
e=1(pe × EC)

∑
n
e=1 ECe

]

(1)

where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . n; e = 1, 2, 3, . . . n, where 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1, 0 ≤ pe ≤ 1, 0 ≤ FI ≤ 1.
The weight assignment to each criteria (IC and EC) have the following characteristics:

pi and pe tend to 1 when the SP project scenario meets full IC and EC.
In particular, if FI = 0–0.25, it represents a critical scenario (Level 4); if FI = 0.26–0.50, it

represents an average critical scenario (Level 3); if FI = 0.51–0.75, it represents an average
positive scenario (Level 2); if FI = 0.76–1, it represents a positive scenario (Level 1).

4. Case Study

The above methodology was applied to three SPs of the horse trail of SBP, which
have been selected by virtue of their geographical, landscape, physical, and functional
characteristics. Moreover, the public or private nature of the SPs is of importance because
the ownership significantly affects the implementation of the projects. The SPs falling
in private areas are already configured, in most cases, as existing stables or riding clubs.
On the contrary, the SPs falling in public areas are places where the design is required,
especially with regard to the structures for the well-being of equids (horse-box, paddocks,
and other services), for which the feasibility study is necessary. For this reason, the case
studies selected to apply the methodology refer only to those SPs located on publicly
owned areas.

The case studies fall in three different municipalities in the South Sardinia Province,
within the perimeter of the Geo-Mining Park DM 08/09/2016 (Figure 5):

• SP_04 “Posada Pitzinurri”, municipality of Arbus;
• SP_08 “Monti Mannu”, municipality of Villacidro;
• SP_14 “Parco is Muras”, municipality of Giba.

A more detailed description is presented below:
SP_04 “Posada Pitzinurri” falls in the former mining village of Pitzinurri, in the

Ingurtosu area, in the Municipality of Arbus. Located in the SP is a building acquired
thanks to the agreement signed between the SBPF and the Municipality of Arbus, already
used as accommodation for SBP users and, therefore, for the overnight stay of riders of the
future horse trail. Along the SBW, accommodation facilities for the well-being of pilgrims
(walking, biking, and horse riding) are called ‘Posadas’ (small accommodation). Adjacent
to this facility, which is named “Posada di Pitzinurri”, there is an area containing stone
structures, in a ruined state. These are the remains of ancient mining buildings. These
structures can be found on the left bank of a small river called “Riu de Naracauli” that
flows into the artificial lake of Pitzinurri. Measures to restore the structures, combined with
those to excavate and consolidate the bank, would provide space for horse stalls.

However, SP_08 “Monti Mannu” falls within the Monti Mannu Forest, which is
a naturalistic, environmental forest complex of Monti Mannu-Oridda-Marganai, in the
municipality of Villacidro. In the SP, which is larger than the previous one, there is the old
“Locanda del Parco”, a building that since 2018 has been acquired by the SBPF. The locanda
has been designated as accommodation (Posada) for SBP users and overnight stays for
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riders of the future horse trail after the restructuring works. Approximately 120 m away
from this structure, which is named “Posada di Monti Mannu”, is the forest compendium
consisting of a main building (forest barracks) and its outbuildings. In addition, there is a
partially equipped area for equids to rest.

 
 
 

 

Figure 5. Framing of the SPs along the horse trail, selected as case studies (Author: M. Ladu, 2023).

The SP_14 “Parco is Muras” lies in an area earmarked for Municipal Park parking
lots (“Parco is Muras”), in the municipality of Giba. In a partnership with the Municipal
Administration, a portion of the area, where the terrain is likely to be flat, will be used to
accommodate equids that will ride the SBW horse trail. Compared to the SPs previously
considered, no accommodations for pilgrims insist on SP_14, and also no buildings to be
redeveloped or rehabilitated.

The application of the three phases of the methodology described above is shown
below. Specifically, Tables 1 and 2 report the typing matrix (Phase_01) and project sce-
narios, and the Internal Coherence (IC) and External Coherence (EC) matrix (Phase_02),
respectively, related to the following SPs: SP_04, SP_08, SP_14.

For Phase_01, the main data source for typing the three SPs are the Sardinia Region
website [95], the SBPF, the Cadastre website, and the authors themself, who produced data
through desk analysis and on-site surveys.

The desk analysis refers to the collection and systematization of data from the follow-
ing institutional sources:

• The SBPF, which represents the main source of information relating to the SBP horse
trail project;

• The Cadastre website, which allows the public to know the public or private nature of
those areas selected by the SBPF to develop the SP project scenarios;

• The Geoportal of the Sardinia Region, which represents the main source of data relating
to the environmental and landscape characteristics of the place (regulatory framework
affecting the areas);
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• The official website of the Local Administrations involved in the SBPF horse trail
project, which represents the main source of the urban planning tool in force.

The on-site survey in those areas selected by the SBPF to implement the SPs has been
fundamental to technically analyze the physical, landscape, and environmental characteris-
tics of the site and provide guidelines for the SPs project scenario.

The project scenarios (output) proposed are the result of the joint work carried out by
the SBPF and the authors themself (Table 1).

Table 1. Typing matrix and project scenarios related to the case studies (Author: M. Ladu, 2023).

PHASE_01—TYPING MATRIX

SP_04 SP_08 SP_14
DATA

SOURCE

TYPING

Landscaping
Environmental 3 3 3

Sardinia
Region
website

Anthropic 3 3 -

Infrastructural

Ports, airports, railways - - -

Road network 3 3 3

Water supply network 3 3 -

Electric distribution grid. 3 3 -

Functional

Buildings and/or areas for horse
well-being (horse-box, paddocks and
other services)

3 3 3

Authors
SBPF
Cadastre
website

Buildings for pilgrim well-being
(accommodation and other services)

3 3 -

Buildings for other services -

Forestry
barracks
and other
buildings

-

Of rank
Single mode (only for pilgrim by horse) - - 3

Multimodal (for pilgrim by walk, bike,
horse)

3 3 -

Ownership
Public property 3 3 3

Private property - - -
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PHASE_02—COHERENCE MATRIX 

 SP_04  SP_08  SP_14 
DATA 

SOURCE 

IC Criteria No. functions 

Buildings and/or areas for horse 
well-being (horse-box, paddocks 
and other services) 

✓ ✓ - 
Authors  
SBPF Buildings for pilgrim well-being 

(accommodation and other 
services) 

✓ ✓ - 

OUTPUT

SP_04 SP_08 SP_14
DATA

SOURCE

Project
Scenario

Buildings and/or areas for horse well-being (horse-box,
paddocks and other services)

3 3 -

Authors
SBPF

Buildings for pilgrim well-being (accommodation and
other services)

3 3 -

Equipped areas for horse well-being (horse-box, paddocks
and other services)

3 - 3

Buildings for other services 3 -

For Phase_01 (Table 1), it can be seen that the typification of the three SPs allows for
the development of specific project scenarios (output). In the SPs in which no buildings to
be redeveloped or rehabilitated exist, the project scenario coincides with the construction of
equipped areas for boxes and paddocks; in the SPs where there is a building stock already
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used for housing or to be redeveloped or recovered for accommodation or other services,
the project scenario contemplates the construction of facilities for animal welfare (boxes,
paddocks, and support services), facilities for the well-being of pilgrims (walking, biking,
and horse riding), and other services to support the users of the horse trail in addition to
the ones mentioned above.

Table 2. Coherence matrix: IC and EC criteria related to the project scenarios developed for each case
study (Author: M. Ladu, 2023).

PHASE_02—COHERENCE MATRIX

SP_04 SP_08 SP_14
DATA

SOURCE

IC Criteria

No. functions

Buildings and/or areas for horse
well-being (horse-box, paddocks and
other services)

3 3 -

Authors
SBPF

Buildings for pilgrim well-being
(accommodation and other services)

3 3 -

Equipped areas for horse well-being
(horse-box, paddocks and other
services)

3 - 3

Buildings for other services - 3 -

Intervention types
(Presidential Decree
380/2001, Art.3; Art. 6)

Free building activities for the
construction of horse-box, paddocks
and other services

- - 3

Ordinary maintenance, extraordinary
maintenance or building renovation of
existing buildings

3 3 -

Restoration and conservative
rehabilitation for the recovery of the
ruins

3 - -

New Construction (NC) - - -

Building time

Short term - - 3

Medium term 3 3 -

Long term 3 - -

Circular solutions
(technological
performance of
buildings)

Water and energy self-sufficiency 3 3 3

Water recovery 3 3 3

Waste recycling (organic material from
horses)

3 3 3

Soil permeability 3 3 -

EC Criteria Regulatory Framework

Environmental constraints 3 3 3 Sardinia Region
websiteLandscape constraints 3 3 3

Local plan in force - 3 3
Local
authorities

For Phase_02 (Table 2), the data source corresponds to the SBPF and the authors
themself, who implemented a set of criteria for the IC and EC matrix.

It is important to underline that the intervention types (IC criteria) are those defined
in Italy by the Presidential Decree 380/2001 (Art.3; Art. 6) and subsequent additions:

• Ordinary maintenance (MO—Manutenzione Ordinaria), extraordinary maintenance
(MS—Manutenzione Straordinaria), building renovation (RE—Ristrutturazione Edilizia)
of existing buildings;
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• Restoration (R—Restauro) and conservative rehabilitation (RC—Risanamento conser-
vativo) for the recovery of the ruins;

• New Construction (NC);
• Free building activities for the construction of horse-box, paddocks, and other services

(EL-Edilizia Libera).

The regulatory framework indicated to assess the EC of each SP consists of:

• Environmental constraints, relating to the presence of protected natural areas (oases,
regional or national natural parks, Natura 2000 Network sites) and areas managed by
the FoReSTAS agency;

• Hydrogeological constraints;
• Landscape constraints, which refer to a comprehensive regulatory framework, at

regional and national level, as the Italian Code on cultural heritage and landscape
(Law enacted by decree no. 2004/42) and the Regional Landscape Plan (PPR—Piano
Paesaggistico Regionale);

• Local plan in force (land use regulation referred to areas interested by the SP).

The assessment of the feasibility index (FI) (Phase_03) requires the determination of
specific weights for each Internal Coherence (IC) and External Coherence (EC) criteria,
consistent with the SBPF goals (Table 3).

Table 3. Attribution of ranges and specific weights to the IC and EC criteria to the SPs project
scenarios developed for each case study (Author: M. Ladu, 2023).

Range Weight

IC Criteria

Nf

1

Pi(Nf)

0.5

2–3 0.8

4–n 1

Nm

1–2

Pi(Nm)

1

3–4 0.8

5–n 0.5

Nc

1

Pi(Nc)

0.5

2–3 0.8

4–n 1

EC Criteria Nce

0

Pe

0

1–2 0.5

3–n 1

The Internal Coherence (IC) criteria and their weights (pi) can be summarized
as follows:

Nf = number of expected functions in each SP (animal welfare facilities, pilgrim
accommodation facilities, equipped areas, other services);

if Nf ⇒ n the weight pi(Nf) ⇒ 1, consistent with the goal of providing the greatest
number and variety of services and functions at the horse trail SPs: pilgrim well-being
facilities (walking, biking, horse riding), animal welfare facilities (box, paddock) and
other services.

Nm = number of months required for the planned intervention in each SP, to be carried
out in the short, medium, or long term, through the following typologies: ordinary and
extraordinary maintenance (MO, MS, RE, R, RC) of public housing heritage to ensure
accommodations and services for pilgrims and places for horses; free building activities for
the construction of facilities for animals (EL);

if Nm ⇒ 0 the weight pi(Nm) ⇒ 1, consistent with the need to bring the horse trail up
to speed as soon as possible.
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Nc = the number of circularity requirements of the SP project (water, energy, organic
material waste, etc.);

if Nc ⇒ n the weight pi(Nc) ⇒ 1, consistent with the goal of ensuring primary services
according to the circular economy principle (water and energy self-sufficiency), water and
waste recycling, and soil permeability.

The External Coherence (EC) criteria and their weight (pe) referring to landscaper
constraints, and zoning regulations can be summarized below:

Nce = number of external coherences
if Nce ⇒ 3 the weight pe(Nce) ⇒ 1; thus, the SP project is consistent with landscape

constraints and urban planning discipline.

5. Results

The application of the method for assessing the FI to the three selected SPs (SP_04,
SP_08, SP_14) gives rise to the following results (Tables 4–6).

Table 4. FI value for the SP_04. (Author: M. Ladu and G. Balletto, 2023).

SP Value Weight Pi × CI

SP_04

IC Criteria

Nf 3 Pi(Nf) 0.8 2.4

Nm 12 Pi(Nm) 0.5 6

Nc 4 Pi(Nc) 1 4

Total 19 12.4

Value Weight Pe × CE

EC Criteria Nce 2 Pe 0.5 1

Total 2 1

FI (PT_04) 0.57

Level 2

Table 5. FI value for the SP_08. (Author: M. Ladu and G. Balletto, 2023).

SP Value Weight Pi × CI

SP_08

IC Criteria

Nf 3 Pi(Nf) 0.8 2.4

Nm 4 Pi(Nm) 0.8 3.2

Nc 4 Pi(Nc) 1 4

Total 11 9.6

Value Weight Pe × CE

EC Criteria Nce 3 Pe 1 3

Total 3 3

FI (PT_08) 0.93

Level 1

The SP_08 achieves the highest FI value of 0.93, followed by the SP_14, with an FI
of 0.91. SP_04 records the lowest value, with an FI of 0.57. More precisely, FI = 0.93 and
FI = 0.91 correspond to a positive scenario (Level 1). At the same time, FI = 0.57 corresponds
to an average positive scenario (Level 2).

Contributing to the highest value of FI for SP_08 were: the high number and variety
of functions (3); the short time required for the redevelopment and change facilities use,
estimated at 4 months; the high number of circularity feature criteria met by the project
(4); and the level of EC, highest (3). The SP_14 project scenario, while also having the
highest degree of EC (3), as it is consistent with landscape constraints and urban planning
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discipline, has a slightly lower FI value than SP_08 because it suffers from the absence of
an existing building stock capable of accommodating pilgrim well-being services and other
functions to support the horse trail. In fact, the only function contemplated by the SP_14
project scenario is the equipped area for the establishment of boxes and paddocks.

Table 6. FI value for the SP_14. (Author: M. Ladu and G. Balletto, 2023).

SP Value Weight Pi × CI

SP_14

IC Criteria

Nf 1 Pi(Nf) 0.5 0.5

Nm 2 Pi(Nm) 1 2

Nc 3 Pi(Nc) 0.8 2.4

Total 6 4.9

Value Weight Pe × CE

EC Criteria Nce 3 Pe 1 3

Total 3 3

FI (PT_14) 0.91

Level 1

Finally, the lower value of FI of SP_04 is mainly determined by two factors: as far as
IC is concerned, the number of months required to carry out the restoration work on the
structure in the state of ruins, near the Posada, and which could house horse boxes; as far
as EC is concerned, the lack of coherence with urban planning regulations.

The scenario presented, which emerged from the proposed method to assess the FI of
the SPs along the SBP, highlighted the opportunities that can be generated by the functional
reuse of existing buildings, mainly in terms of the number and variety of services offered
for the well-being of pilgrims and horses. The redevelopment of the existing buildings
according to circularity criteria also has a strong influence in determining the IC of the
scenarios, as well as the timing for the realization of the interventions. On the other
hand, the lowest FI derived by a limited EC highlights how much coherence with the
superordinate constraints and with the urban planning discipline affects the determining
of the feasibility of the projects.

In light of these results, specific strategies are required to overcome the average
positive scenario and, as a consequence, to increase the level of feasibility of the SBW horse
trail project. First of all, the SBPF may prioritize the implementation of the SPs project
scenarios that record the highest FI, thus reducing the time for the commissioning of the
horse trail. Moreover, with reference to SPs project scenarios that record a low FI, if the
determining factor is the low number and variety of functions, the SBPF could implement
the horse trail planning strategies involving nearby nodes and centralities along the path.
At the same time, if the determining factor is the low degree of coherence with existing
urban planning regulations, the SBPF may promote concertation processes with the local
authorities directly involved.

6. Discussion

Beginning with the analysis of the literature on safety and well-being criteria for riders
and horses in the planning and management of horse trails [78,79], and with due respect for
the environmental values that characterize the different territorial context [80], this study
aimed to define typing and Internal and External Coherence matrices to assess the feasibility
of SP project scenarios to be implemented, taking into consideration multiple aspects.

As compared to the literature reviewed in Section 2.2, concerning horse trails plan-
ning [82–84,86] and the horse and rider rest well-being facilities design [78,79], this study
introduces a set of Internal and External Coherence (IC and EC) criteria to evaluate the SP
project scenarios. In particular, the IC criteria derive from a set of Italian directives and
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guidelines, and previous research focused on the main fields of investigation of this study,
which have been appropriately analyzed and organized to develop the FI:

• Italian directives and guidelines related to the protection and management of equids,
issued by the Ministry of Health (Ministero della salute) [96–98];

• Principles and criteria for the horse trail planning/design, resulting from existing
horse trails or proposed schemes [71,73,76,81];

• Principles and criteria for the horse trail planning/design, clarified in reports issued
by institutions and organizations in Italy, at a national and regional level [82–84,87,90];

• Principles and criteria for horse services and other facilities design (box and pad-
dock) [78,79,99,100].

The EC criteria derive from the analysis of the literature concerning the management
and impact assessment of horse trails in protected areas [69,70,77,80,93], and, above all,
from the systematization of the environmental and landscape constraints and of the land
use according to the local plans in force in the SPs.

Guided by the approaches of Bambi et al. [78], who have planned two different
solutions of structures for the horses observing the principles of low impact, low cost, easy
installation, and complete reuse, additional Internal Coherence criteria were identified: the
number and variety of functions, possible interventions, construction time, and circular
solutions in both buildings and stalls, including stormwater recovery and self-production
of energy.

The criteria were combined through an analytical approach, where specific weights
were assigned to each IC and EC consistent with the goals of the promoting organization
(in this case, the SBPF), inspired by those of the 2030 Agenda, and the challenges imposed
by the ecological transition.

However, this was possible mainly because, as described in Section 2.1, the SBP horse
trail project is a work in progress, particularly with regard to SPs. This condition is a
prerequisite for the development of methodology. The promoting organization’s (SBPF)
principles, goals, and priorities are the ones that guide the assignment of a specific weight
to each identified criterion. Thus, the importance given to multifunctionality, to the reuse of
existing building stock, to the short-to-medium time of implementations of interventions,
and to circular solutions in defining the SP scenario have had a decisive impact on the
calculation of the IF. This takes a sort of priority score considering the objectives of the
main stakeholders [73]. The assigning to EC criteria weights, that is, to the constraining
framework and urban planning regulations insisting on the SP areas, seems to appear
less impactful in directing policies, precisely because these are established and difficult
to change.

The decision to propose an FI to assess the feasibility of SPs, intended as the main
integrated nodes of a path network (walking, biking, horse riding) to support horse mo-
bility, highlights how the study makes a scientific contribution with reference to a more
circumscribed, but still complementary, dimension of the research field investigating the
accessibility of mining heritage and geosites [13,91].

The importance attached to the reuse of existing physical structures [73], including
the ancient tracks related to the miners’ landscape, are common elements of the main
approaches analyzed. These elements add to the necessary and prioritized action of
systemic ecological restoration, but also to the recognition of nodes in the complex spatial
matrix design of accessible places [13].

Hence, the SPs along the horse trail can also be considered nodes integrating with the
other core sites of different value, function, and rank. In this context, the Sulcis-Iglesiente’s
complex and wide bioregion, which is characterized by a significant tie between GIs and
mining heritage, is suitable to host the most recent trends of rural and slow tourism, also
combining the fruition of resources toward sports activities [101]. The SBW horse trail
as a whole (tracks and SPs), like other slow mobility planning perspectives in Italy and
beyond [71], may strengthen the spine of a network of ecological services and existing
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public facilities, enhancing the relations with the small/medium urban centers it goes
through according to the specific characters and lifestyles of these contexts.

7. Conclusions and Future Developments

The cohesive goal included in the territorial planning of countries at an international
level has stimulated the creation of different methodologies for ‘structuring areas’ that
should be safeguarded and managed in a sustainable and multifunctional perspective. This
study examined the issue related to the slow use of the mining landscape (also in terms of
tourism), identifying the creation of a bioregion and the adoption of green infrastructures
as useful strategies for re-territorializing rural areas in a particularly sensitive area charac-
terized by a landscape in transition that is a result of ceased mining activity. Furthermore,
these initiatives at various levels have contributed to strengthening the current network of
protected areas and other effective conservation measures.

In particular, the first section was dedicated to the literature review concerning three
main topics which, although represent well-defined research fields, have been investigated
according to an integrated approach. We considered the integration of the concept of rural
and slow tourism, green infrastructure (GI), and bioregion fundamental to achieve the main
purpose of the paper. Such a preliminary phase represented a starting point for developing
the following sections.

The second section was dedicated to the analysis of the study area, the Sulcis-Iglesiente-
Guspinese bioregion, in the south-western part of the Region of Sardinia, which has already
been the subject of previous analyses and field research carried out by the working group.
Moreover, the area studied has long been the subject of strategies and policies for territorial
valorization at different scales. In addition to the institution of the Geo-Mining Park,
other examples are the creation of the Santa Barbara Path Foundation (SBPF), and the
establishment of the Santa Barbara Path (SBP) and the local network. These initiatives
enabled a regenerative process of the places in environmental, social, and economic terms.
Subsequently, the SBPF launched a project aimed at enhancing the existing path (for
walking and biking and, more recently, horse riding). The horse trail is an itinerary that
only partially coincides with the SBP, which is alternated by SPs that serve as equipped
stopping nodes.

The third section proposed a methodological approach to develop a feasibility index
(FI) to assess the feasibility of the Stop Places (SPs) project scenarios along a horse trail. The
FI derives from the result of typing matrices and coherence matrices for each SP project
scenario, implemented in the fourth section of the paper, where three SPs were selected as
the case study to assess the methodology.

From the policy maker’s point of view, the FI is useful in providing support for
planning future actions in a hierarchical way, considering the stakeholder’s objectives and
the first ambition to carry on the horse trail project as part of a more general perspective
aimed at integrating the SBP (walking, biking, horse riding) with the Green Infrastructure
network, to reap the benefits of adopting multifunctional strategies based on ecosystem
services within the related bioregion. In this sense, the future line of research should take
into account the effects of re-territorialization related to diluting rural identity, diminishing
place distinctiveness, and depleting the cultural and economic sustainability.

Such initial setup of the FI is a basis for future research and applications.
The future developments of this study will cover the assessment of the FI for all

the SPs along the SBP horse trail, in order to guide the whole planning process in an
integrated way. The application of the methodology may require the need to modify the
set of indicators underlying the definition of the FI. As a matter of fact, the FI assessment
here suggested should be implemented in line with the goals, priorities, and criteria to be
pursued and observed in a particular context, such as that of the Sulcis-Iglesiente bioregion,
characterized by a significant mining heritage.

As a matter of fact, the main challenge of this research work lies in the effective
collaboration between public bodies involved in the SBP horse trail planning, as well as
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other local operators interested in investing not only in the tourism sector, but also in
taking advantage of the multifunctionality of the context. Furthermore, it is important to
underline that the success of the SBP horse trail will also depend on the smart community
activities, which, by disseminating and sharing information, promote the SBP and its multi-
accessibility (walking, biking, horse riding). In this sense, among the External Coherence
criteria (EC) selected for the definition of the FI, the pedestrians’, bikers’, and, above all,
riders’ perceived accessibility could also be considered and implemented in the future [102].

In conclusion, it is believed that the methodology proposed can represent a reference
framework applicable to other territorial contexts to achieve the European policy’s goals
for the medium- and long-term landscape conservation and valorization.
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Glossary

EC External Coherence
ENGEA Ente Nazionale Guide Equestri Ambientali (Board of Environmental Equestrian

Guide)
FI Feasibility index
FISE Federazione Italiana Sport Equestri (Italian Equestrian Sports Federa-tion)
FITETREC-ANTE Federazione Italiana Turismo Equestre e Trec—Ante (Italian Eques-trian Tourism

Federa-tion and Trec-Ante)
FoReSTAS Agenzia forestale Regionale per lo Sviluppo del Territorio e l’Ambiente della

Sardegna (Regional Forestry Agency for Land development and environment
of Sardinia).

GI Green infrastructure
IC External Coherence
ICIC Indice di Classificazione Ippovie Certificate (Certified Horse Trail Classification

Index)
RES Rete Escursionistica della Sardegna (Sardinian Hiking Network)
RIS Rete delle Ippovie della Sardegna (Sardinian Horse Trails Network)
SBP Santa Barbara Path
SBPF Santa Barbara Path Foundation
SP Stop Place
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Abstract: In recent years, green infrastructure (GI) has increasingly become a strategic tool to integrate

ecosystem services in spatial planning at different scales. GI has the potential to foster the achievement

of environmental targets and landscape enhancement promoted by several planning instruments that

act at different territorial scales. Despite this, the combination of the GI strategy with other ordinary

plans is poorly investigated and developed due to the difficulty in making planning instruments

dialoguing in a transversal approach. This paper presents a case study in an Italian alpine sub-region

(Media and Alta Valtellina, Province of Sondrio) focused on a regional GI—defined by a landscape

plan—used for testing a replicable methodology to downscale regional strategies by combining them

with sub-regional environmental and landscape rules and recommendations derived from planning

instruments. The aim is to create an organic connection between GI goals and other sub-regional

planning instruments that would otherwise remain siloed within the hierarchical downscaling process

of the top-down planning system. The result is the development of a comprehensive matrix that

is useful for downscaling the strategies established by a regional landscape plan in sub-regional

landscape units that relapse at the local scale; this is also achieved through GI deployment and the

promotion of site-specific nature-based solutions.

Keywords: ecosystem services; strategic planning; landscape planning; landscape quality objectives;

nature-based solutions

1. Introduction

Green infrastructures (GIs), as well as green and blue infrastructures (GBI), are increas-
ingly becoming a common tool to provide ecosystem services (ESs) in spatial planning at
different scales [1–3].

ESs may be described as “the benefits human populations derive, directly or indirectly,
from ecosystem functions” [4]. According to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA),
which was developed by the UN since the start of the XXI century, ESs include provisioning,
regulating, supporting and cultural services, whereas the ability of ecosystems to deliver
their services can be assessed using a variety of qualitative and quantitative methods [5].

The operational connection between ESs and GIs is clarified in the 2013 Green Infras-
tructure Strategy by the European Commission. There, GI is defined as “a strategically
planned network of high quality natural and semi-natural areas with other environmental
features, which is designed and managed to deliver a wide range of ecosystem services
and protect biodiversity in both rural and urban settings” [6].

GIs are based on the following five main principles: (1) integration, considering
the grey–green combination of GI; (2) multifunctionality, which includes the ecological,
social and economic/abiotic, biotic and cultural functions of green spaces; (3) connectivity
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between green spaces; (4) a multi-scale approach taking in all parcels, from the individual
to the community, regional and state scales; (5) a multi-object approach including diverse
types of (urban) green and blue spaces [7–9].

From a governance process perspective, GIs (1) consider a strategic approach in planning
as they aim for longer benefits but remain flexible for changes over time; (2) promote social
inclusion, standing for communicative and socially inclusive planning and management;
and (3) adopt a transdisciplinary approach based on knowledge from different disciplines,
developed in partnership with local authorities and stakeholders [9–11].

In relation to both objectives and spatial structure, GIs are strongly related to ESs as
one of their main goals is to deliver and enhance ESs at different scales [12–15]. Hence,
mapping and assessing the spatial ES provision has become one of the first stages in
designing and implementing a GI or improving existing GIs according to different planning
scenarios [16,17].

Therefore, a GI may be considered an environmentally compatible project aiming to
promote the integration of ESs into planning processes and instruments [18–20] with con-
siderable potential to advance the adoption of environmental best practices [21]. Moreover,
GIs are the backbone of policies that preserve Europe’s natural environment, including the
EU Biodiversity Strategy for 2030 [22–24].

Despite that, Hansen and Pauleit [8] claimed that GI remains a broad and fuzzy concept
when not incorporated in the design process. Studies carried out in recent years [25–27]
show that albeit the gaps in operationalising GIs are still significant, there are promising
examples and opportunities to transfer ES and GI research into good spatial planning
practices [9–11,28,29].

Among the above-mentioned GI principles, the multi-scale approach seems particu-
larly significant for GI spatial design and strategic contents or measures [30,31]. As stated
by the European Commission, “Whilst elements of a GI network can operate at different
scales, they must normally have a certain critical mass and connectivity potential to be able
to contribute effectively to a GI. An individual tree may be an element of the system, but
only if it forms part of a larger habitat or ecosystem that provides a wider function” [6], and
connecting different planning scales is widely recognised as one of the common features of
GIs [32,33]; thus, landscape is considered as “an overall system of ecosystems in which sin-
gle components interact with each other through a multitude of ecosystems and landscape
elements that contribute to create a Green Infrastructure” [34]. The multi-scale approach
integrates individual analyses based on different scales in a combined synthesis [35]. An
ES-based GI is composed of diverse physical features that are specific to each location and
are scale dependent [23,36–38]; this allows for the assessment of ESs at multiple spatial
scales and according to the most suitable size specificity of a phenomenon [39].

As defined by Hansen and Pauleit [8], “GI planning can be used for initiatives at dif-
ferent scales, from individual parcels to community, regional, and state. GI should function
at multiple scales in concert”. Hence, the structure of a GI should be intended as an open
framework that is suitable for supporting a multiplicity of implementations at different
scales. In a large-scale design, a GI covers a wide range of territories, dealing with a high
complexity and variability of landscapes, infrastructures and human settlements [30,40,41]
and acting as a framework to guide and connect future implementation at the local scale.
The connection between these two dimensions requires a common list of recommendations,
prescriptions and planning suggestions [42–44].

In this frame, the GI downscaling process towards local implementation requires
addressing the following two major issues, respectively: the scalability of GI strategies
concerning their spatial dimension, and the coherence within the different planning levels
involved. On the one hand, the translation of broad principles and objectives into site-
specific actions and strategies requires detailing and adapting the GI spatial design [45–47]
as well as acquiring data required for local spatial knowledge and assessing the coherence
between a large-scale spatial design and smaller-scale implementations. A further critical
step is choosing proper and suitable solutions (including nature-based solutions—NBSs)
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to guarantee ecological, environmental, social and mobility benefits to people through
ES improvement [21,48]. On the other hand, the operability of the GI at the local scale
necessarily requires contextualizing the downscaling process within the regulatory and
planning framework in force. This involves both verifying the respondence of the proposed
local strategies to supra-local planning objectives and guidelines, and promoting the
cooperation among different levels of governance as an application of the subsidiarity
principle between the various planning scales [49,50]. In response to such issues, the
multi-scale design of a GI combines objectives, spatial design, regulations and tangible
solutions that should intertwine and find mutual correspondences to build environmental
strategies [51–53]. In turn, strategies should help translate ES-based GIs into feasible land
use planning tools and regulations [25,54].

This paper presents a pioneering example of downscaling a regional GI for future
possible local implementation, developed within a regional landscape plan framework that
identifies different landscape units to facilitate the scaling processes.

The aims of the study are the following: (i) setting a pilot methodology for downscaling
the regional GI to a sub-regional scale; (ii) integrating GI principles and spatial design into
the complex and fragmented framework of different supra-local planning strategies; (iii)
showing how to reach a more detailed implementation of a multi-scale GI by adopting a
set of local interventions (including NBSs) to specific landscape typology.

The materials and methods are illustrated in Section 2, with a preamble presenting the
Italian planning framework. In Section 3, the main findings are illustrated, and in Section 4,
they are discussed, providing possible future applications and defining some limits and
critical aspects. Lastly, Section 5 hosts the conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Framework

2.1.1. The Italian Planning System and Lombardy Regional Framework

The Italian planning system is organised in four tiers, corresponding to the levels of
administrative divisions as follows: (1) national; (2) regional; (3) provincial; (4) local [23].

At the national level, a planning law is in force; furthermore, the government provides
guidelines for territorial development, with jurisdiction in the infrastructural system,
heritage sites and landscape. The planning law in force was approved in 1942 and, in the
following decades, underwent several reforms, shifting spatial planning topics to the local
level and assuming the municipal development plan as the central planning instrument.

As for the regional level, Italian regions have the authority to approve regional plan-
ning laws. Furthermore, regional administrations are committed to approving the Regional
Territorial Plan (RTP) and the Regional Landscape Plan (RLP), in cooperation with the
National Ministry of Culture. Actually, regions can choose whether to have two separated
plans or a single RTP with landscape value. In the Lombardy region, the RLP is included
in the RTP, and it sets out guidelines for the preservation of landscape features and the
restoration of historic and natural areas.

Moreover, the Lombardy RTP provides an additional in-depth planning tool, named
the Regional Territorial Area Plan (RTAP), that could be applied to selected supra-local
contexts involved in major development processes or interventions. It is a medium- to long-
term strategic tool that promotes a multi-level governance approach to enhance territorial
competitiveness and environmental quality.

At the provincial or metropolitan level, administrations prepare the Provincial Ter-
ritorial Coordination Plan (PTCP)—or Metropolitan Territorial Plan for the metropolitan
cities—which is often focused on environmental and infrastructural topics. Finally, land
use decisions at the local level depend on the municipal Territorial Development Plan
(TDP). In the Lombardy region, the regional law on urban planning establishes a regional
framework for integrated planning and programming at different administrative scales to
be implemented through inter-institutional collaboration.
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In the recent process for the re-edition of the new RLP of Lombardy, the following
two main innovations were introduced: (i) an ES-based approach was used for designing a
GI that constitutes the strategic regional landscape spatial structure aimed at promoting
and preserving the natural capital while delivering strategic guidelines for landscape
enhancement and regeneration; (ii) sub-regional territorial units were introduced to allow
for the definition of more site-specific landscape quality objectives [55] within the RLP’s
general framework.

The goals of the regional GI (RGI) are aligned with the guidelines provided by the
European Commission [6]. Specifically, the ES mapping assessment used for RGI deploy-
ment included the following: (i) habitat quality, which is considered an overall indicator of
environmental health; (ii) rural landscape value, which is based on agricultural productivity
and biodiversity in rural land; and (iii) historical, cultural and anthropic heritage value, as
a cultural ES, which includes the spatial distribution of protected and historical/identity
elements in Lombardy [56]. By integrating the ES assessment, it was possible to determine
and identify the areas to be included in the RGI strategic spatial design, which consists of
the following three thematic components derived from the ES mapping: natural RGI, rural
RGI and historical and cultural RGI. Based on ES values, further sub-articulations of each
component were identified to improve the effectiveness of the large-scale GI structure, also
considering the huge variety of landscapes in Lombardy, together with the diversity of risk
and slow-burn factors affecting the region [57,58]. This operation enables the definition of
RGI strategic guidelines that are useful for identifying common priority interventions at
the regional scale.

The strategic design of the RGI also includes design proposals to set new landscape
connections, to increase existing ones along linear elements (such as rivers or trails) and to
improve the landscape integration of infrastructures (highways and railways).

At the same time, the need to target landscape quality objectives, thus fostering the
connection between regional and local and supra-local scales, led to the definition of 57 sub-
units called geographic landscape units (GLUs). GLUs are based on homogeneous geo-
graphical, hydrological, geomorphological, environmental, ecological, anthropic, historical
and cultural features; they are located within or between Lombardy’s various landscapes,
as defined by elements like mountains, hills, lakes, rivers, lowlands and metropolitan
conurbations.

GLUs represent both analytical tools for identifying territorial qualities and dynamics
and operational tools to define quality objectives and strategic priorities to activate multi-
scale landscape planning and regeneration processes [16].

The most relevant features, the landscape structural elements and the pressure or
degradation factors characterising each GLU are identified in descriptive/orientating
reports, which detail the list of landscape quality objectives to support local planning. The
structural elements of the landscape, with their quality objectives, are organised according
to the following four thematic macro-systems: (i) hydrological/geological/morphological
systems; (ii) natural ecosystems; (iii) agricultural and rural systems; (iv) urbanised areas
and historical and cultural systems.

2.1.2. Case Study Area

To test the validation of our methodological proposal in a highly complex spatial unit,
the Media and Alta Valtellina were chosen as a pilot study area. They form a geographical
and historical sub-region of the Central Alps, spanning along the river Adda in the north-
eastern sector of Lombardy, bordering on the north with the Grisons in Switzerland and
on the east with South Tyrol in Italy. The area covers an extent of approximately 1348 km2;
it includes GLU 2.1 (Alta Valtellina) and GLU 2.2 (Valtellina di Tirano), characterised by
different landscape values but, at the same time, are strictly connected and subject to com-
mon dynamics, as they are both involved in the landscape and regional transformations
occurring in the Alpine territories [59–61]. In particular, the RTP for Lombardy recognises
the need for a joint territorial and landscape development in the area, as testified by the
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RTAP Media and Alta Valtellina in force since 2013. An overall strategic vision for the area
is becoming even more interesting because of the Milan–Cortina Winter Olympic Games
scheduled for 2026 [62]. As competition venues, the event will involve alpine towns like
Bormio and Livigno in Alta Valtellina. Besides, Media Valtellina and Valtellina di Tirano
will be relevant infrastructural hubs, thus undergoing significant transformations. Studies
on past events show that the Winter Olympics partly integrated concepts of sustainable
development in their organisation but may still raise concerns about their overall environ-
mental impact [63–65]. Therefore, the choice of the study area was determined by the will
to operate a stress test of the research methodology considering a critical context for the
reasons set out above.

The national, regional and sub-regional geographical frameworks (i.e., GLU) for the
pilot area are displayed in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Study area. (a) The Lombardy region in Italy; (b) location of the province of Sondrio in
the Lombardy region; (c) GLU subdivision and location of Alta Valtellina and Media Valtellina in
the Lombardy region; (d) Alta Valtellina and Media Valtellina. (Source: authors’ elaboration. World
imagery sources: Earthstar Geographics).

2.2. Research Methodology

The working process was articulated into the following two main stages:

(i) Cross-reading and systematization of the extensive set of objectives, prescriptions
and strategic guidelines provided by current planning tools (RLP, RTP, RTAP, PTCP)
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for the study area. Stage one moves from the spatial representation of the structural
landscape elements identified by the GLU reports, integrated with the RGI spatial
design components. As a result, a structural landscape map for the pilot area was
outlined, combining GLU and RGI contents. Then, a cross-reading process of GLU
landscape quality objectives, RGI guidelines and strategic orientations or prescriptions
deriving from other supra-local planning tools were implemented to organise a Matrix
of Planning Objectives. The aim of the matrix is to point out the correlations between
each structural landscape element represented in the structural map and the several
strategic objectives, guidelines or prescriptions directly affecting it, to allow for a
synergic view of the different planning contents referred to spatialised elements.

(ii) Downscaling the RGI spatial design components, from regional scale to GLU scale, as
a result of a further cross-reading process applied to the Matrix of Planning Objectives
contents. While in the first research stage, the cross-reading process was carried out to
point out an exhaustive list of strategic contents selected from different planning tools,
the aim of this further step is to provide a synthetic overview of the whole strategic
contents listed in the matrix, identifying the main priorities of intervention for the
study area, and spatializing them according to the RGI spatial design components.
In stage two, cross-reading allows us to identify cross-cutting issues in order to
combine the several “Planning Objectives” listed in the matrix into more synthetic
“Thematic Objectives”. The so-called thematic objectives represent the strategic goals
for the study area that can be applied to downscale the RGI, detailing both its spatial
structure and the related guidelines, according to site-specific priorities and landscape
features. Thematic objectives can be further ascribed to the following three key topics
(KTs) identified as crucial issues for the entire Lombardy regional landscape: identity,
natural capital, sustainable recreation. As a result of the RGI downscaling process, a
pilot strategic operational map, articulated according to the three KTs, was created.

The methodological workflow presented in our study is graphically summarised in
the following diagrams (Figures 2 and 3):

 

Figure 2. Stage 1 of the proposed methodology. Representation of the worknow performed to create 
a pilot structural landscape map and a Matrix of Planning Objectives derived by cross-reading of 
supra-local plans involving structural landscape elements (source: authors9 elaboration).

Figure 3. Stage 2 of the proposed methodology. Representation of the worknow performed to create 
three pilot strategic operational maps as a result of cross-reading, synthesis and thematization of 

Figure 2. Stage 1 of the proposed methodology. Representation of the workflow performed to create
a pilot structural landscape map and a Matrix of Planning Objectives derived by cross-reading of
supra-local plans involving structural landscape elements (source: authors’ elaboration).
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a pilot structural landscape map and a Matrix of Planning Objectives derived by cross-reading of 
supra-local plans involving structural landscape elements (source: authors9 elaboration).

 

Figure 3. Stage 2 of the proposed methodology. Representation of the worknow performed to create 
three pilot strategic operational maps as a result of cross-reading, synthesis and thematization of Figure 3. Stage 2 of the proposed methodology. Representation of the workflow performed to create

three pilot strategic operational maps as a result of cross-reading, synthesis and thematization of the
planning objectives into key topics and thematic objectives, and their spatialization and prioritization
to accomplish the RGI downscaling process (source: authors’ elaboration).

2.2.1. Assessment of Landscape Structure and Planning Objectives

The pilot structural landscape map was produced by representing all the significant
landscape structural elements of the pilot area for each GLU’s system (see Section 2.1.1).
The hydrogeomorphological system represented, among others, glaciers, lakes, artificial
basins, the hydrological network and environmental impact elements like ski resorts and
quarries. Elements related to natural ecosystems included woodlands and ecological cor-
ridors belonging to the regional ecological network (REN) included in the RTP. Elements
represented within the agricultural and rural system encompassed both the main agri-
cultural features of the local rural landscape, e.g., terraced vineyards, chestnut groves,
orchards and the higher mountain pastures. Finally, the anthropic and historical–cultural
system included urbanised areas, historical settlements, heritage sites scattered along the
area of interest and mobility infrastructures like roads and railways.

Then, the map was integrated with the RGI elements included in the pilot area in-
cluding the three ecosystem-based spatial components—natural, rural and historical and
cultural—also named “Enforcement and enhancement areas”, and the proposals for new or
improved connections and for landscape integration of new infrastructures, jointly named
“Priority reinforcement projects”; thus, a close spatial relationship between RGI strategies
and site-specific landscape context was created. Moreover, the structural landscape map is
strictly related to the Matrix of Planning Objectives, which is an operational tool that aims
to provide an overview of planning strategies and guidelines for the pilot area considering
regional and supra-local levels of territorial governance. The matrix combines the GLU
landscape quality objectives that refer to the landscape structural elements, the strategic
guidelines related to the several components of the RGI, and the strategic contents of some
of the most relevant supra-local planning tools including the RTP, the RTAP for Media and
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Alta Valtellina and the PTCP for the Province of Sondrio, to which the study area belongs
(see Figure 1).

Each of these plans is provided with one or more sets of planning objectives or
addresses, aimed at guiding their implementation strategies. Each set of objectives was
collected and classified by an alphanumeric code allowing us to identify which plan every
objective belongs to.

Using the adopted alphanumeric codes, the whole range of planning objectives was
classified in the matrix according to their relevance to one or more structural elements of the
landscape included in the structural landscape map. Each row of the matrix corresponds to
a landscape element, while the columns correspond to the considered supra-local plans.
Therefore, an objective belonging to one of the considered plans may have one or more
occurrences in the matrix, corresponding to the landscape elements to which it refers.
The complete list of objectives used in the matrix, with the correspondence between their
extended version and the alphanumeric tracking codes, constitutes an essential consultation
tool that integrates the matrix.

The matrix follows the structure of the structural landscape map legend to allow for
cross-reading between the map, the synthetic matrix and the comprehensive list of planning
objectives.

As the result of an integration of different data, the knowledge and prescriptions
that are declined at the GLU scale and are tightly related to the structural landscape map;
the Matrix of Planning Objectives enables planners and policymakers to cross-read the
objectives related to the local landscape’s structural elements to find common themes and
synergies to be handled.

The cross-reading and systematisation process also represented a crucial step in pro-
viding a synthetic framework for the pilot area to be implemented in the following stage
of the research. Some strategic issues emerged during cross-cutting, bringing out possible
common fields of action (or KT) to reorganise and merge the several objectives that are
separately listed in the matrix.

2.2.2. Definition of Planning Strategies and Scaling GI: Data Sources and Spatialisation
Process

Based on the common issues displayed in the Matrix of Planning Objectives, a set of
thematic objectives was implemented for the study area. The thematic objectives were artic-
ulated into three main KTs to emphasise the strategy’s character. KTs are a way to classify
landscape planning objectives and strategies into more general and comprehensive issues
to facilitate replicability of their implementation. The topics are defined by a short title
and condensed into a single keyword to facilitate map reading; they promote a conceptual
synthesis of the contents of the matrix, which is articulated and detailed, making it difficult
to consult by a non-expert public. The topics are the following:

• Protection and enhancement of the structural elements that provide a substantial
contribution in defining the landscape identity of the study area, classified as “identity”
(KT1);

• Protection and reinforcement of natural capital and biodiversity, classified as “natural
capital” (KT2);

• Promotion of leisure and recreational landscape activities compatible with the preser-
vation of local identity and environmental values, simplified as “sustainable recreation”
(KT3).

The topics were set to ideally encompass every possible strategy to be adopted in
landscape planning. They can be matched with the fields in which, according to the pream-
ble of the European Landscape Convention, the landscape has a significant public interest
role [55]; specifically, “identity” corresponds to cultural values of landscape, “natural capi-
tal” represents ecological and environmental values and “sustainable recreation” embodies
social values, as well as the definition of landscape as “a resource favourable to economic
activity”.
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Among the three KTs, “identity” refers to what has been defined as “the perceived
uniqueness of a place” [66], which means the combined result of multiple elements like
physical features, spatial morphology, presence of cultural heritage and socio-economic
image of a landscape [67].

“Natural capital” is a term that was introduced based on a definition of capital as “a
stock that yields a flow of valuable goods or services into the future”; considering natural
assets, their sustainable flow is “natural income”, and the stock that yields the sustainable
flow is “natural capital” [68]. For our purposes, it concerns ecological and environmental
perspectives on landscape and strategies to integrate the preservation and enhancement of
natural values in landscape management to create sustainable landscapes [69,70].

“Sustainable recreation” covers issues related to leisure activities in which visitors
enjoy an experience involving morphological, ecological and cultural landscape features,
and sets strategies both for promoting recreational uses of landscape and for tackling
potential environmental or social threats linked to heavy tourist flows [71,72].

The definition of thematic objectives is the fruit of a cross-reading of the objectives
classified in the Matrix of Planning Objectives; starting from the detection of thematic
contents of each planning objective, a conceptual abstraction was performed to identify
their thematic cores, to cluster them as subsets of the main strategic framework and ex-
press them in a synthetic formulation, to identify priorities of intervention in the study
area and to promote the integration between the several planning levels. In this stage,
GLU-scale landscape quality objectives from RLP were chosen as a baseline and looked
for thematic correspondences in objectives derived from other planning tools. This allows
for inner coherence, considering that the whole research process was framed into the RLP
tools. Therefore, for example, thematic objective KT2a, which is “Promoting maintenance,
reinforcement or reinstatement of ecological connectivity and high habitat quality” (see
Supplementary File S1, KT2), is defined based on indications from GLU quality objectives
for ecosystems, environment and nature, connectivity objectives from RGI and REN, terri-
torial resilience objectives for the mountain territorial system from RTP and objectives for
well-being and environment from RTAP.

Then, to achieve the RGI downscaling process, thematic objectives were spatially
translated into one or more strategic priority areas, identified by specific mapping criteria
and provided with a set of design solutions.

Priority areas coincide with those spatial extents, landscape elements or spatial land-
scape strategies that require a special focus based on scrutinised planning objectives. They
allow us to detail or to integrate the RGI spatial design at the local scale. The whole list of
priority areas and their correspondence to thematic objectives and key topics are illustrated
in Figure 4.

Locating and mapping each priority area was a complex and challenging phase of the
research, requiring a wide array of spatial data sources and different GIS processing. Differ-
ent data were combined with RGI spatial components to accomplish the RGI downscaling
process, i.e., (i) data from regional and supra-local plans (RTP, RTAP, PTCP) identifying
core areas or elements involved in spatialised strategies or projects (e.g., natural protected
areas and protected cultural heritage; regional ecological network corridors or core areas;
planned mobility infrastructures; planned soft mobility networks; main viewpoints and
scenic routes; other elements or areas specifically addressed by surveyed territorial plan-
ning tools); (ii) spatial data from land use/land cover maps; (iii) data from sector plans
spatializing specific phenomena (e.g., forestry management data; quarries management
data); (iv) data from ministerial or recognised scientific databases spatializing risk phenom-
ena or occurred damages affecting landscape (e.g., landslide danger or hydrogeological
instability maps; data on damaged or degraded natural areas); (v) socio-economic datasets
provided by recognised national or regional research institutes or organizations (e.g., pro-
duction sites of agricultural and food products protected by geographical indications;
tourism data).
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Supplementary File S1, KT2), is deoned based on indications from GLU quality objectives 
for ecosystems, environment and nature, connectivity objectives from RGI and REN, 
territorial resilience objectives for the mountain territorial system from RTP and objectives 
for well-being and environment from RTAP.

Then, to achieve the RGI downscaling process, thematic objectives were spatially 
translated into one or more strategic priority areas, identioed by specioc mapping criteria 
and provided with a set of design solutions.

Priority areas coincide with those spatial extents, landscape elements or spatial 
landscape strategies that require a special focus based on scrutinised planning objectives. 
They allow us to detail or to integrate the RGI spatial design at the local scale. The whole 
list of priority areas and their correspondence to thematic objectives and key topics are 
illustrated in Figure 4.

 

Figure 4. Key topics, thematic objectives and priority areas (source: authors’ elaboration).

Selection and representation criteria adopted for strategic priority areas and the related
data sources are reported in a table of strategies and criteria connected to the operational
maps (see Supplementary File S2). Criteria can be subdivided into the following four main
categories:
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a. Representation of landscape elements in their spatial conformation: Natural, rural
or anthropic landscape elements recognised as deserving specific strategies (e.g.,
glaciers, historical and cultural heritage, quarries, hydroelectric power plants, etc.)
were represented, with geometric simplifications in some cases. They could be al-
ready included in the RGI spatial components, or they could interact with them. (Spa-
tial data sources: regional and provincial geographic datasets, local socio-economic
maps.)

b. Representation of planned spatial strategies: Strategies set by supra-local plans (e.g.,
corridors or passages from regional ecological network, RGI buffer zones mitigat-
ing planned infrastructures, focus areas to implement landscape or environmental
strategies, etc.), provided with inherent values and allocated to proper KTs, were
represented without modifications. They could allow us to better detail the RGI
spatial components or to integrate RGI design at local scale. (Spatial data sources:
strategic datasets derived from planning tools in force, such as RLP; RTP; RTAP.)

c. Elaborations by the authors combining RGI spatial components with datasets or
elements involved in spatialised strategies: Starting from a group of territorial el-
ements or spatial representations set by supra-local plans, the location of strategic
areas descends from aggregation, filter and, in some cases, classification procedures
(e.g., clip via RGI extent or risk areas, selection via contact with RGI, classification
via landscape subtypes). They could allow us to better detail the RGI spatial com-
ponents and the related strategic guidelines, or to integrate RGI design at local
scale. (Spatial data sources: regional and provincial geographic datasets, national
maps of hydrological instability areas, strategic datasets derived from the following
plans: provincial forestry management plan; RGI; regional wildfire prevention plan;
provincial quarries management plan.)

d. Elaboration by authors combining several datasets to spatialise and prioritise strate-
gic actions facing ongoing territorial phenomena: With various degrees of complexity,
strategic areas are identified by authors’ elaborations consisting of, e.g., spatial anal-
ysis based on transformations in land use/land cover; selection of high visibility
areas derived from GIS-based analysis; classification and interpretation of local socio-
economic data. (Spatial data sources: regional and provincial geographic datasets,
socio-economic data from the national institute for statistics, strategic datasets de-
rived from RGI.)

The latter category includes complex elaborations aimed at identifying site-specific
strategic solutions to the following four priority issues identified as crucial for a mountain
context: the prevention of hydrogeological risk; the protection of the mountain landscape
features; the limitation of agricultural soil sealing in the valley floor; the management of
winter tourism impacts and criticalities. Therefore, the corresponding procedures require
a broader methodological explanation than the synthetic one provided in the table of
strategies and criteria available in Supplementary File S2. The following are extended
descriptions of the articulated procedure to locate strategic areas:

- Priority areas to tackle structural modifications and prevent risks on the hydrographic
network (KT1a): The regional land use/land cover (LULC) of Lombardy was resized
on high hydrological instability areas provided at a national scale by ISPRA (Italian
Institute for Environmental Protection and Research acting under the vigilance and
policy guidance of the Italian Ministry for the environment and energy security),
locating areas next to rivers and streams that are at risk of flooding. Then, the selection
was classified by predominant LULC types to diversify strategic actions. Selected
areas that were primarily permeable (rural or natural LULC) were classified as “areas
of safeguard of the river morphology and increase of the naturalistic values”, linking
actions of increasing vegetation cover, supervised flooding or restoration of the natural
river course. When waterways penetrated urban areas, priority areas were classified as
“areas of hydrological risk prevention and increase of naturalistic values in urbanised
context”, with actions of desealing or creation of retention basins. Priority areas
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along minor hydrographic networks were classified regardless of LULC type; for
those areas, strategic actions include maintaining riparian vegetation and increasing
morphological diversity of riverbeds.

- High mountain landscapes visibility to be preserved (KT1a): With the aim of con-
sidering the perceptual characters of landscapes for preservation and enhancement
purposes, a procedure to select high visibility reliefs in the pilot area was implemented,
starting from a GIS-based visibility analysis. Using a digital terrain model (DTM) with
a spatial resolution of 5 m, viewsheds from the main panoramic viewpoints, paths
and routes were separately calculated. The procedure was integrated by calculating
viewsheds from a selection of the most photographed points in the pilot area based
on the visitation, recreation and tourism model of the free open-source suite of soft-
ware models InVEST (Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem Services and Tradeoffs) [73],
developed through a collaboration between different universities and international
research and conservation centres for ES mapping and assessment. In particular, the
visitation, recreation and tourism model aims to display the rate of visitation across
landscapes using geotagged photos posted on the website Flickr as a proxy for the
presence of visitors [74]. Raster viewsheds calculated from each layer of observation
points were clipped to exclude valley floors and focus on mountains and slopes and
then classified by visibility values adopting the natural breaks (Jenks) classification
method to provide a consistent classification among the different viewsheds [75].
Finally, cells belonging to higher visibility classes were selected and aggregated, thus
generating an overall map of high visibility areas in mountain landscapes, subject to
specific preservation and enhancement actions.

- Peri-urban rural areas to be preserved (KT2b): Chosen with the aim of detecting
rural areas along urban fringes, which can be considered at risk of being enclosed
by anthropic elements. A GIS-based selection by share of contact was performed.
Rural plots from the regional LULC map were selected as priority areas if more than
50% of their perimeter was in contact with urban fabric or infrastructures. Then,
to diversify strategic actions, RGI values were used as a filter to classify rural plots.
Most of the selected areas, in fact, were included in the rural component of RGI and
provided significant environmental and/or historical and cultural values. This led to a
three-sided classification where RGI values’ co-presences are considered as vocations
to guide strategic actions. In areas with high environmental values, local actions
included the creation of allotments to be managed according to agroecology principles
and increasing vegetation equipment for ecological restoration; in areas with high
historical and cultural values, actions may also involve their reuse as public gardens
or the refurbishment of abandoned rural buildings to support recreational uses. Areas
with high values for both environmental and historical and cultural components are
suitable to host actions related to both vocations.

- Priority areas to tackle linear conurbation trends (KT2b): Firstly, LULC transitions
from rural or natural land uses to urbanised areas that occurred in the past two
decades were detected by clipping urbanised areas from current regional LULC
maps on areas that were rural or natural in 1999, according to a former regional
LULC map; then, a visual analysis was performed to identify conurbation trends,
considering the spatial distribution of new urbanised areas, their linear aggregation
along mobility infrastructures and the presence of neighbouring urban settlements
subject to conjoining trends at the expense of rural or natural open spaces. Linear
conurbation trends were represented as two collinear lines with converging arrows,
indicating the direction of urban expansion. Strategic actions to tackle such trends
include green buffer zones, hedgerows or tree rows along peri-urban rural areas and
incentives to reuse abandoned buildings or complexes to avoid land take.

- Attention and mitigation areas linked to possible functionality loss of low altitude
ski resorts (KT3d): Present and future impacts of decreasing snowfalls on mountain
activities are a risk factor for ski resorts, with increasing use of artificial snowmak-
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ing [76,77]. Ski resorts that can be more affected by the snowfall reduction were
identified, suggesting alternative recreation strategies. Because climate in mountain
areas may substantially vary depending on local factors, a recognised and potentially
replicable criterion was chosen, known as the line of snow reliability (LSR), defined
as the altitude that allows for a snow cover that is sufficient for at least 100 skiing
days per season in a ski resort. OECD [78] estimates an LSR rise of 150 m per 1 ◦C
of warming, starting from an LSR of 1500 m in alpine areas. Based on a supposed
future scenario where LSR is set at 1650 m, percentages of each ski resort in the pi-
lot area located below this altitude were calculated. Looking at the results, resorts
whose future functionality may be considered at risk were selected by adopting a
threshold corresponding to 40% or more of ski resort area below 1650 m. Priority
areas descending from this procedure include a ski resort next to the town of Aprica
(GLU 2.1) and some cross-country tracks generally located at lower altitudes than
alpine skiing tracks.

- Attention and mitigation areas linked to over-tourism impacts (KT3d): Since Media
and Alta Valtellina territory relies considerably on tourism, issues related to tourist
flows in fragile mountain contexts were highlighted, suggesting possible tackling
strategies. In this case, tourism intensity—defined as the ratio of total overnight
stays to total resident population [79]—was mapped at a municipality scale using
data from Istat (the Italian National Institute of Statistics). The towns of Bormio and
Livigno (GLU 2.1) show values remarkably higher than the other municipalities in
the pilot area. They are, therefore, identified as attention and mitigation areas, where
planning decisions that are able to combine the positive economic effects of tourism
with environmental and landscape preservation must be adopted.

- Areas substantially depending on winter tourism (KT3d): These priority areas rep-
resent municipalities where the local economy is tied to winter tourism activities—a
condition that, combined with vulnerability to decreasing snowfalls, shall be consid-
ered a risk factor for the economy. To select such areas, municipal Istat data were
analysed, including variance between tourist flows in the high season (winter and
summer) and in the low season; the variance between winter and summer tourist
flows; share of tourist facilities on overall local businesses. As a result of this combi-
nation of factors, Aprica municipality stands out as the most dependent on winter
tourism and may take future advantage of diversifying recreation strategies.

3. Results

3.1. Strategic Operational Maps for the Pilot Area

The outcomes of the described procedure are the strategic operational maps for the
pilot area. During the design phase, the downscaling process of the RGI contents from
the regional scale to the context of the study area was pivotal. In fact, several priority
areas were identified by intersecting the RGI extent with the local landscape elements
mentioned by the objectives in the matrix. In other cases, the RGI connection projects were
classified according to their recreational or environmental primary purpose and added to
the corresponding KT.

Three operational maps related to the major KT for the pilot area were produced. Their
content frameworks are traceable by reading the Matrix of Planning Objectives.

Below, a combined representation of the operational maps is presented (Figure 5). A
high resolution version of each map, including excerpts of a significant sub-area (municipal-
ity of Bormio in Alta Valtellina and its surroundings) and the legend of thematic objectives
and priority areas, is available as Supplementary File S1.
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Figure 5. Combined representation of the strategic operational maps, with the location of strategic
priority areas identified to achieve the RGI downscaling process: (a) Identification of involved
GLU (2.1 Alta Valtellina; 2.2 Media Valtellina); (b) KT1: identity; (c) KT2: natural capital; (d) KT3:
sustainable recreation. High resolution versions of each strategic operational map, with related
legends, are available as Supplementary File S1. (Source: authors’ elaboration.)

The layout and contents of each KT are described hereinafter.

3.1.1. KT1: Identity

The first strategic operational map (Figure 5b) is designed to set and locate strategies
for preserving and enhancing the elements of the landscape that assume relevance in
defining the identity of the pilot areas. Since this KT mostly recalls landscape preservation
and protection actions, referring to the maintenance of both the physical and perceptive
features of landscape structural elements, the thematic objectives included in KT1 are the
following:

KT1a. To preserve unity and perceptions of hydrogeomorphological elements;
KT1b. To preserve landscape values of natural elements;
KT1c. To preserve constitutive features of the rural landscape;
KT1d. To preserve the features representing the identity of the anthropic landscape.
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Within this KT, the RGI—particularly its rural component with a co-presence of high
historical and cultural values—defines the priority areas for preserving and enhancing the
historically valuable agricultural landscape.

Moreover, the features representing the identity of the anthropic landscape coincide
with the historical and cultural components of the RGI. At the same time, the panoramic
paths identified as primary connective elements of the RGI are selected as strategic view-
point sources to determine the high-visibility mountain landscapes to be preserved.

3.1.2. KT2: Natural Capital

The second strategic operational map (Figure 5c) promotes environmental preservation
and reinforcement of biodiversity, including strategies to cope with anthropic impacts.

The priority areas belonging to this KT can be synthesised into the following three main
thematic units: the first one is the preservation of natural or rural areas provided with
relevant ecological/environmental values; the second one includes hybrid peri-urban
landscapes distinguished by suitable biodiversity hotspots and/or corridors; the last one
focuses on detecting anthropic elements and activities producing high impacts and threats
on nature and biodiversity. In that case, the actions aim at tackling, limiting and mitigating
potential impacts for natural capital conservation. Hence, the thematic objectives defined
for KT2 are the following:

KT2a. Promoting maintenance, reinforcement or reinstatement of ecological connectivity
and high habitat quality;
KT2b. Promoting reorganisation and defragmentation of peri-urban landscapes tackling
loss of biodiversity;
KT2c. Limiting, containing and mitigating impacts of anthropic activities.

The RGI is widely used to define priority areas related to these strategies; RGI rein-
forcement connections and new connection projects that are primarily meant to increase
ecological values are represented as a component of the KT2a objectives. In KT2b, frag-
mented rural areas scattered along urban fringes are selected based on their inclusion in
the RGI rural component and then classified via vocation according to the co-presence of
natural and/or historical–cultural values. In KT2c, the priority areas to contain the impact
of quarries are identified by selecting those that are surrounded by the RGI; likewise,
industrial, commercial and accommodation facilities are identified as priority elements to
activate mitigation strategies when their area is larger than 50,000 m2 and they are next to
the RGI. Lastly, buffer zones for the mitigation and landscape integration of projected new
mobility infrastructures become a further priority area for containing anthropic impacts.

3.1.3. KT3: Sustainable Recreation

This operational map (Figure 5d) collects strategies to harmonise the promotion of
leisure and recreational values of local landscapes with the preservation of ecological and
social values, fostering soft mobility connections and enhancing the quality of food and
agricultural supply chains. Since Media and Alta Valtellina highly rely on winter tourism,
which has multiple effects on landscape and risks related to temperature and precipitation
patterns, strategies for alternative tourism solutions were added. The thematic objectives
for KT3 are the following:

KT3a. Promoting sustainable recreation in natural heritage through soft mobility networks
and landscape connections;
KT3b. Supporting traditional and quality supply chains in farming, forestry and dairy
products as multi-functional activities;
KT3c. Promoting and enhancing recreation in historical and cultural heritage;
KT3d. Exploring and promoting alternative tourism and recreation.

Within this KT, as in KT2, a selection of RGI reinforcement connections and new
connection projects is represented; here, the RGI connections that are mainly related to
recreation and soft mobility are a component of KT3a. Moreover, mountain pastures
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with a high recreation potential are identified by selecting pastures within the RGI extent,
according to the sustainable recreation purposes of the RGI of Lombardy.

As stated in Section 2, in addition to the strategic operational maps, a table of strategies
and criteria was implemented, including KTs and thematic objectives, strategic priority
areas, spatial data sources, descriptions of spatial selection and representation criteria
adopted, and local NBSs or other design solutions related to each priority area. The table is
available as Supplementary File S2.

3.2. From GI to NBS: A Set of Actions for Local Implementation

As already introduced, one of the most significant challenges in downscaling GI is
transitioning from general/specific objectives to site-specific planning recommendations.
This process has the following two main obstacles: selecting the contents represented in the
tables, whose edits are traceable in the Matrix of Planning Objectives, and the cartographic
representation for implementing planning strategies through local spatial design actions.

Since GIs are planning tools that aim to deliver and increase ESs, one of the most
effective strategies to fulfil their goals at a local scale and to operationalise that strategy
is to adopt design solutions based on the use of natural elements and/or principles, i.e.,
NBSs. NBSs “are designed to address various environmental challenges in an efficient and
adaptable manner, while simultaneously providing economic, social, and environmental
benefits” [80,81]. So, NBSs are greening design actions that can contribute to developing
GIs in urban areas [21].

In the pilot area, design solutions, including NBSs, were selected to implement the
thematic objectives and the related actions and strategies identified by the three strategic
operational maps. By considering each priority area, a selection of possible alternative de-
sign solutions were identified to specifically respond to its objective, defining a framework
for future projects. The design process at the local level is therefore not rigorously defined
in advance but will be developed, for instance, based on available financial resources and
by considering local peculiarities. The set of actions is structured as an implementable tool
that can support local planning and design processes in identifying possible operational
solutions.

NBSs and other solutions are strictly related to the purposes of the thematic objectives
on which they are based (e.g., risk management, natural/cultural heritage conservation,
ecological/landscape reconnection) and to the landscape elements involved. Examples of
suggested solutions include creating tree rows along the border of rural areas, increasing
riparian vegetation to prevent runoff, preserving or defragmenting ecological passages
threatened by land take process through natural buffer zones, enhancing peri-urban rural
plots by creating allotments or public green spaces and improving the energy efficiency of
industrial or commercial sites and accommodation facilities.

The complete list of actions linked to each priority area is available in the table of
strategies and criteria (Supplementary File S2).

4. Discussion

4.1. Main Findings of the RGI Downscaling Process

As stated in the introduction, the methodological approach developed for the Media
and Alta Valtellina pilot area aims to enhance the GI’s role as a multi-scale and multi-
functional strategic planning tool. In this frame, the RGI downscaling process meets
different purposes.

Firstly, it promotes a more integrated approach to territorial planning by implementing
cross-reading procedures within different plans or components of the same plan. Specifi-
cally referring to the case study, the RGI guidelines and GLU landscape quality objectives
were intended to be used as a framework to guide the systematisation of the contents pro-
vided by several supra-local plans that were analysed. As a result, the structural landscape
map combined with the Matrix of Planning Objectives represents an operational tool that is
able to emphasise the correlations and possible integrations between the different levels of
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the planning system that affect the pilot area. At the same time, the structural landscape
map provides a connection between the physical landscape elements to which the planning
objectives relate and the spatial dimension of the RGI. Identifying possible correlations and
synergies at different scales could contribute to implementing the RGI guidelines at the
local scale, both from an operational and an institutional point of view.

Secondly, the RGI downscaling process allows us to spatialise the several planning
objectives within the priority intervention areas identified at the local scale through a
selective and site-specific approach. The methodology aims to overcome some critical
issues of the downscaling approach by proposing a step-by-step workflow. The spatial and
multi-functional dimensions of the RGI played a crucial role in the process, combined with
the elaborations of the datasets related to the KT that inform the three strategic operational
maps. On the one hand, the spatial structure of the RGI was considered a strategic tool
aimed to localise and select the priority areas of intervention within homogeneous territorial
contexts deriving from the analysis of the dataset. On the other hand, several combinations
of RGI values were considered to determine site-specific actions and strategies within
the priority areas. Furthermore, while each strategic operational map is selective in the
representation according to the priorities of its respective key issue, some priority areas are
included in multiple strategies because of their multi-functional value.

Finally, the proposed methodology allows for regional spatial and landscape strategies
to be operationalised, integrating NBSs and other design solutions in the planning process,
and providing an effective cross-scale approach. The RGI downscaling process moves from
a regional strategic overview to defining local priorities and actions. The three KTs and the
respective thematic objectives define a common framework that allows for the achievement
of both a site-specific approach to identify possible actions to implement at the local scale
and a replicable approach that can even be adopted for other GLUs. In general, the research
outcomes introduce some innovative elements that can be applied even to other planning
processes.

The relevance of our findings for policy makers and practitioners may be highlighted
from at least three points of view.

Firstly, the Matrix of Planning Objectives sets a punctual correspondence between
landscape systems and elements, and supra-local planning objectives. Thus, at a local scale,
it can be used as a consultation tool to verify the coherence between the objectives set by
supra-local plans and the objectives defined during the local planning process.

Secondly, the strategic operational maps and RGI downscaling process aim to set
specific intervention areas and planning priorities, whose extent and related strategies
may be confirmed, detailed or modified according to further analysis in support of local
planning. In particular, downscaling the RGI to provide more site-specific indications
and to intersect local land uses or strategic areas may support the local design of GIs to
be implemented in local plans and, at the same time, preserve a broader spatial design
continuity given by the supra-local scale.

Lastly, the variety of design solutions linked to each priority area is an important
catalogue that allows for policy makers and practitioners to choose the most suitable
solutions based on local spatial contexts and issues.

4.2. Replicability and Further Implementation

The described workflow is conceived to be replicable in each GLU of the Lombardy
region and, in a more general way, in each planning tool that requires a synthesis of different
strategies for their implementation by local authorities.

Within the Lombardy region, the three KTs identified for the pilot area can deal with
issues and planning needs coming from remarkably different spatial units. In particular,
comparisons with GLUs provided with different landscape structures and features show
that most of the thematic objectives identified for Media and Alta Valtellina are also suitable
for driving strategic interventions while maintaining their structure. More significant
differences may be expected when it comes to the criteria for selecting and identifying
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strategic priority areas, which are more dependent on geographic context, land use change
dynamics and socio-economical characteristics.

Within the Italian national context, the most recent regional landscape plans [82] show
several elements that are in common with the LRP and some differences in the approach.
For instance, the landscape plans drawn up by the Tuscany, Apulia, Piedmont and Friuli
Venezia Giulia regions identified quality objectives related to strategic guidelines that can be
referred to homogeneous landscape contexts through descriptive/guiding reports. Except
for the Piedmont plan, the reports present thematic maps that are representative of specific
issues that detail the analysis carried out by the plan for the regional territory at the scale of
the landscape unit, generally proposing some synthetic maps of landscape criticalities and
structural elements. On the other hand, only the Piedmont plan has developed a proper
regional “Landscape Connection Network”, comparable to the multifunctional Lombardy
RGI, to identify the relationships between ecological, historical and cultural or recreational
territorial components [83]. In contrast, the other plans mentioned above mainly consider
them separately. Finally, the plans are composed of several regulative and strategic tools or
guidelines with different purposes and objectives that need to be related.

In this framework, the methodological approach developed for the Media and Alta
Valtellina pilot area appears to be replicable to enhance the contents of the mentioned
landscape plans, to achieve the following different goals: (i) to promote a more integrated
approach to territorial planning, implementing cross-reading and systematisation processes
within different plans or different components of the same plan (e.g., the Friuli Venezia
Giulia plan); (ii) to spatialise the quality objectives according to the main regional strategic
priorities (e.g., the Piedmont plan); (iii) to prioritise areas of intervention at the local scale,
detailing the quality objectives identified for the whole landscape unit (e.g., the Tuscany
plan); (iv) to operationalise regional landscape strategies integrating NBSs and other design
solutions in the planning process, providing an effective cross-scale approach (all the
mentioned plans).

In addition, it may be noticed that the proposed approach is applicable both in Italian
regions with the RTP and RLP as different plans, and in regions with a single regional
territorial and landscape plan, since both frameworks are supposed to have one or more sets
of planning-related objectives to survey and classify in the Matrix of Planning Objectives.

At the same time, possible implementations of the proposed methodology are not
limited to regional landscape planning and can be extended both to other forms of spatial
planning in the Italian context and to other European planning systems that adopt GI
strategies.

With regard to contextualisation and comparisons at the European scale, firstly, we
focus on the European national planning frameworks, reporting data from the ESPON
Compass project [84]. The project set the goal of conducting an integrated study of planning
frameworks in Europe and their changes since the year 2000. According to the final report,
in 21 of the considered countries, there are three administrative levels responsible for
planning; in nine states, there are two competence levels; in three states, including Italy,
there are four levels, while only Portugal reaches five levels. The relationships between the
types of planning tools and the administrative levels show a mainly strategic or framework-
setting character at the national level, a mainly regulatory character at the local level and a
substantial variability at the sub-national, supra-local level. Except for some small-sized
countries, where national-level plans can interact directly with the local level, all countries
have one or more intermediate-scale instruments, which relate to the local scale. Despite
the diversity of the planning principles and practices, it can therefore be assumed in the
first instance that our methodological approach can be replicated in other European states.
The same report also highlights how the EU legislation and guidelines have had a growing
influence in guiding the planning activities of member states in recent decades.

As for the GI policies, Slätmo et al. [42] state that as of 2017, 11 of the 32 European
states considered in their study (EU members plus Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and
Switzerland) had adopted or were adopting national policies for GI and, moreover, that the
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perceived scope of GI covers, in particular, the sectors of land use and spatial development
planning, water management, agriculture, forestry and fisheries, climate change mitigation
and adaptation, environmental protection and rural development.

Within this framework, the ES approach adopted to develop the Lombardy RGI
appears to be widely integrated in spatial and landscape planning [28,85].

With respect to the integration of GIs at different scales in planning, especially
landscape-oriented planning, the study conducted by Hersperger et al. [86] shows how
landscape-related contents of strategic plans are frequently linked to the concept of a GI as
an operational tool to enhance the landscape setting, to support the creation of “landscape
corridors”, to increase landscape structural functions and to facilitate recreational activities.
This widespread orientation of supra-local planning tends to confirm the opportunities for
a GI downscaling towards the local level, within a broader strategic framework.

Finally, we report two European case studies dealing with the relationship between
ES mapping, supra-local planning levels and GI implementation.

The first one [30] concerns the Barcelona Metropolitan Region in Catalonia, Spain. The
area is regulated by the General Territorial Plan of Catalonia, under whose guidelines the
Territorial Metropolitan Plan of Barcelona was developed. The authors map the supply
and demand of two ESs (outdoor recreation and air purification) at the metropolitan scale
and compare their results with the preservation and enhancement strategies envisaged by
the metropolitan plan; they highlight the mismatches between the analysis and current
planning strategies suggesting, among other things, how the Barcelona Green Infrastructure
and Biodiversity Plan approved by the City Council in 2020 may offer a relevant opportunity
to improve outdoor recreation.

The second study [87] describes the uneven development process of the French Green
and Blue Network policy, a GI project with mainly environmental purposes. The policy
was developed by national regulations and guidelines but shall be applied through the
interaction with regional and sub-regional administrative levels, up to the transposition
of supra-local strategic guidelines into local requirements and regulations (the authors
show, as a good practice, the case of the Local Urban Plan of the Le Cheylas municipality,
Grenoble urban area, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes).

The cited analyses and examples show how, although planning frameworks in the
European context may display remarkable diversities, testing the backbone of our method-
ological approach appears to be feasible in most European countries.

4.3. Methodological Limitations

In this frame, the methodology developed for the Media and Alta Valtellina pilot area
shows some possible limitations in replicability, partly depending on the availability of
data and information. One issue is related to performing analogous spatial processing
to identify akin priority areas because of differences in spatial data sources for selection.
For example, identifying woodlands with high landscape values is the output of the
classification adopted by the forestry management plan for Alta Valtellina. In other areas of
Lombardy, forestry management plans may have different classification layouts, leading to
the adoption of different selection parameters. Furthermore, strategic plans like an RTAP
do not always cover all the regional extent; therefore, in GLUs that are not provided with
an RTAP, its contribution in identifying objectives and priority areas should be replaced
with other sources.

Another critical issue is the need to set an operational threshold in comparing and
matching objectives derived from involved tools to create a common Matrix of Planning
Objectives. In other words, not all the hierarchical subsets of the objectives of each plan can
be considered to avoid their excessive proliferation when composing the matrix. However,
when the objectives matrix is properly used as a guide to manage a further consultation
of planning tools, their in-depth contents can be recovered and employed in the strategy
definition stage.
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Considering other national or international territorial contexts, the above-mentioned
issues related to data sources and spatialisation processes may be even more relevant.
It is important to notice that such a process is inevitably partly based on a combination
of data sources and analysis related to specific landscapes or spatial units; nevertheless,
the general framework of the procedure—which consists of the recognition of structural
landscape elements, the synthesis of relevant supra-local planning tools, the identification
of common objectives and the spatialisation of planning strategies—may be tested and
possibly adopted in remarkably different spatial contexts, using adequate planning contents
and proper local data sources for spatial processing.

Regarding the systematisation of planning objectives and their transposition into
strategies and design solutions, it may be useful to note that a common path to guide
similar processes in a European context may be, once again, the European Landscape
Convention [55]; in fact, its Article 6 urges the parties to undertake the definition of
landscape quality objectives for landscapes that are identified and assessed. Multi-scale
landscape-oriented planning procedures are therefore able to consider such objectives,
recognised within national planning frameworks, as a cornerstone upon which to build
strategies.

4.4. Future Development and Perspectives

The workflow integrates tools designed at different scales within an intermediate
supra-local geographic unit to support local administrators and planners in operationalising
large-scale goals and objectives.

Once GLU-based strategic priority areas and design solutions are defined at the pilot
area scale, surveys and checks should be conducted to test the aptness of the outcomes and,
if needed, they should be modified. Given the extent of the pilot area, it was impossible to
fulfil this further task during the research stages conducted so far; however, in a long-lasting
perspective, this may be considered a future workflow development.

Then, to implement the research outcomes and integrate them into local planning
strategies, they should be discussed and further developed through round tables involving
local authorities and public participation forums open to citizens and stakeholders. Thus,
strategies and actions defined during the research stage will be validated, modified or
integrated considering local knowledge and requests. This fine-tuning phase should be
incorporated into the overall downscaling procedure for each GLU, or other territorial
units where the described workflow should be adopted.

In this context, regional administration would have a coordinating role, with the task
of managing and balancing local requirements within a large-scale planning framework,
thus fulfilling an actual multi-scale approach.

Regarding NBSs and other local design solutions, it would be useful to classify them
from a replication perspective, concerning their suitability in different landscapes. For
this purpose, a development of the pilot research should include a targeted replication
in GLUs representing diverse landscapes; for Lombardy, in addition to alpine landscapes
addressed in the pilot area, hilly landscapes, plain landscapes, river landscapes and highly
urbanised landscapes should be considered. In this way, NBSs and local actions defined in
the different pilot areas can be assembled and linked to landscape types to create a global
catalogue of landscape-specific design solutions to be used as a source to choose the proper
local actions for each geographic unit.

5. Conclusions

Starting from raising the awareness of existing gaps in operationalising a landscape-
oriented GI within actual planning tools, our research aims at setting a pilot, replicable
methodology to downscale a regional GI into a sub-regional landscape unit; to integrate GI
principles and designs into a complex framework of supra-local planning strategies, thus
obtaining a spatialised set of common strategies; and to further detail their implementation
by adopting site-specific design solutions, including NBSs. Media and Alta Valtellina,
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a mountainous sub-region in Lombardy, Italy, was chosen as a test area because of its
geographical and environmental relevance and was also stress tested for the use of the
methodological framework in a multi-layered fragile spatial unit.

Our methodological approach consisted in identifying and mapping the main terri-
torial and landscape elements of the pilot area; assessing existing supra-local planning
tools to match their objectives with landscape structural elements; and in combining them
into strategic operational maps, in which the regional GI serves as the main spatial filter,
together with other spatial data sources, to identify strategic priority areas.

The results show that the pursued methodology can provide effective operative out-
comes; moreover, unlike other experimentations where a GI is integrated into a single
planning tool, the novelty of the approach lies in the downscaling process of a regional GI
as a strategic key to simultaneously implement multiple wider planning strategies towards
a local size.

The whole process is designed to be replicable in other comparable landscape units,
but its methodological principles may also be adopted at wider or smaller scales. The main
critical issues and limitations affecting replicability are the potential dissimilarities in the
planning and territorial data sources to be employed in the spatialising strategies, due to
differences in the sub-regional planning frameworks or in the spatial data organisation,
and the need to summarise the contents of each planning tool involved in the process by
extracting comparable sets of planning objectives to be combined into common strategies,
thus reducing their complexity.

As for comparisons with the international context, replicability is partly dependent on
national planning frameworks and involves the overall methodology rather than specific
strategic outcomes; the planning approaches and case studies comparable to our effort
can be found in the literature. Moreover, the growing influence of EU regulations and
guidelines could help with the integration and standardization of planning frameworks
and practices.

Future development perspectives include the use of local surveys to test the aptness of
the identified strategic priority areas and to properly select specific design solutions as the
final operational level of the process, and discussing the research outcomes through round
tables and participation processes involving local authorities, citizens and stakeholders.

Finally, the inherent and more general value of the adopted methodology lies in the
opportunity to organise the implementation of supra-local planning tools from an ES-based
planning standpoint, ensuring ES provision by integrating multiple plans with a GI acting
as a strategic spatial key.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/su151511542/s1, Supplementary File S1: Strategic operational maps for
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Abstract: A wide body of research in recent years has studied either green infrastructures as providers

of multiple ecosystem services, especially at the urban level, or ecological corridors and the issue of

connectivity between landscape patches in the face of growing fragmentation. However, not many

studies have analyzed how the two concepts can be combined to ground evidence-based policy and

planning recommendations. In this study, a methodological approach for such a combination is

proposed: after mapping a regional green infrastructure building upon the assessment of multiple

ecosystem services and a network of ecological corridors through the resistance to movement of

species, the two spatial layouts are combined so as to analyze correlations between the potential

provision of ecosystem services and the resistance to movement. The methodology is applied in the

case of the island of Sardinia, whose self-containment makes it possible to discard potential effects

from surrounding areas, hence facilitating the implementation of the model. The outcomes of the

regression model point out three ecosystem services as the most important factors that should be

targeted by appropriate spatial policies if connectivity is to be increased: regulation of micro and

local climate, forestry productivity, and cultural identity and heritage values.

Keywords: ecological corridors; green infrastructure; ecosystem services; spatial planning; environmental

planning; Sardinia

1. Introduction

Two common and recurring themes that encompass different definitions of Green
Infrastructures (GIs) are multifunctionality and connectedness [1,2]. The European Com-
mission [3] has, for almost a decade, promoted GIs as networks of green spaces that are
simultaneously multifunctional because they deliver multiple functions that result in the
provision of goods and services to people and are interconnected, meaning that smaller and
larger patches are interlinked within a single, planned, and managed system that comprises
natural, semi-natural, or even artificial green areas.

Within the planning domain and literature [4–6], GIs are considered a means for
simultaneously delivering, in an integrated way, several policy objectives. This entails
that a wide range of different goals are pursued, particularly as far as urban settlements
are concerned [7], where environmental goals can clash with social and economic ones.
Such different and sometimes contrasting objectives are delivered through the functions
performed by GIs; these, in turn, translate into the supply of multiple ecosystem services
(ESs) [8], although the semantic ambiguity of the term “function”, which takes differ-
ent meanings in the ES lexicon and in the GI lexicon, can lead to imprecision or even
confusion [9].

A typical characteristic of GIs is, therefore, multifunctionality, here considered as the
landscape’s capacity to provide, through properly functioning ecosystems, a number of
benefits that are sought after and valued by human beings; that is, a number of ESs [10,11],
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notwithstanding the fact that at the very local level, and especially in urban areas, the
conception, design, and implementation of GIs is usually monofunctional [12,13], for
instance, driven by the need to regulate floods or to mitigate the heat island effect. For
them to be an effective planning tool to improve sustainability, resilience, and wellbeing
within a landscape or even within urban spaces, GIs must, therefore, be properly designed,
planned, and managed with a view to multifunctionality. This entails operationalizing the
ES approach in spatial planning and moving away from traditional planning and mindsets
that pursue monofunctionality, for instance, through zoning schemes and segregated
land-use allocations [1,8].

The second outstanding feature, connectivity, points to the concept of ecological
corridors (ECs). As a matter of fact, GIs can be conceived of as a system of core areas
or nodes, i.e., the most significant areas in terms of the potential supply of ESs, which
are interlinked through branches, i.e., through ECs, hence allowing for the movement
of species and for fostering spontaneous biological exchanges across core areas. The
effectiveness of ECs in improving the operational capacity of GIs is based on decreasing the
effects on biological and species flows generated by forestry and agricultural production,
urbanization and related infrastructure, and pollutant emissions to air and water, whose
degradation or even depletion of natural ecosystems result in negative impacts on ECs and,
in turn, on GIs [14].

However, some landscape elements can prevent ECs from effectively contributing to
supporting biological flows and exchanges within a GI. The most prominent are physical
obstacles, be they natural (such as water courses, which can act as barriers to movement
for some species) or human-made (such as boundary walls or roads, railroads, and linear
infrastructure in general); also worthy of note is the presence or absence of areas that
provide key contributions to support species’ life cycles, such as suitable habitats and
nourishment [14–16]. Therefore, the absence of such physical obstacles is a prerequisite for
putting GI’s potential to good use, as ensuring connectivity through ECs is key to allowing
for species’ movement along suitable linear branches that connect core areas within a
GI [17].

According to the European Commission, a GI is identified as a spatial network that
provides a set of ESs since a GI is “[A] strategically planned network of natural and semi–
natural areas with other environmental features designed and managed to deliver a wide
range of ESs. It incorporates green spaces (or blue if aquatic ecosystems are concerned) and
other physical features in terrestrial (including coastal) and marine areas. On land, GI is
present in rural and urban settings” [3] p. 3, and “The work done over the last 25 years to
establish and consolidate the network means that the backbone of the EU’s GI is already in
place. It is a reservoir of biodiversity that can be drawn upon to repopulate and revitalize
degraded environments and catalyze the development of GI. This will also help reduce the
fragmentation of the ecosystems, improving the connectivity between sites in the Natura
2000 network and thus achieving the objectives of Article 10 of the Habitats Directive” [3]
p. 7. This entails that planning policies aimed at increasing and enhancing the provision of
services supplied by nature and natural resources should target GIs as networks providing
a large set of ESs while protecting their environmental features [2].

The operational definition by the European Commission entails that GIs are relevant
systems with reference to conservation and the improvement of biodiversity, increase in
ecosystem continuity, and the enhancement of ESs provision [18].

It also implies that the increase in the supply of ESs, and the conservation and enhance-
ment of biodiversity, must be prioritized as management objectives for the implementation
of GIs [2,19].

In this study, we regard GIs as both providers of ESs and networks of core areas
interconnected through ECs, and we contribute to the current academic debates on the
relationship between ES supply and connectivity [20,21], not only by quantitatively investi-
gating such relationship but also by identifying evidence-based policy recommendations
aimed at strengthening its significance. The second section provides the reader with some
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background information on the study area, as well as on methodological approaches that
can be used to map an RGI based on patches’ suitability both to simultaneously provide
several ESs and to belong to linear ECs that connect core areas. In the third section, the re-
sults from the implementation of the models in the study area are presented: by overlaying
the spatial configuration of ECs upon the map of potential provision of ESs, a regression
model is implemented to analyze correlations between the two key characteristics of the
GI. Next, the fourth section discusses, in light of the current literature, some highlights
from the regression model, which concern those ESs that contribute the most to increasing
an area’s suitability to belong to an EC. Finally, the fifth and concluding section provides
suggestions for policymakers and planning practitioners, with a view to improving the
environmental characteristics of an RGI in order to enhance its capacity to supply ESs;
moreover, the exportability of the adopted methodological approaches to other Italian and
European Union (EU) regional contexts is also discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Sardinia is a Mediterranean island with a land mass of about twenty-four thousand
square kilometers and a coastline of approximately 1850 km; from an administrative point of
view, it is an autonomous region with a population of nearly 1.6 million residents. Because it
is an island, its GI can be regarded as self-contained and not affected by factors concerning
proximal or contiguous areas; therefore, it constitutes an ideal context to investigate a
regional GI (RGI) and its characteristics in terms of both provision of ESs and layout of
terrestrial ECs.

A GI is here regarded as a network whose branches are linear ECs that enable connec-
tivity among core areas. In Sardinia, core areas are taken as those that are protected under
national or regional laws (Protected Areas, henceforth PAs) for their natural characteristics,
and that can be listed as follows (Figure 1), following Lai et al. [22].

• The four natural regional parks established under the provisions of Regional Law
no. 31/1989.

• Public woods managed by the Regional Agency for Forests and the “permanent
oases of faunal protection”, identified by Regional Law no. 23/1998, whose maps are
available from the Geoportal of the Autonomous Region of Sardinia [23].

• The Ramsar sites designated by the Ramsar Convention, signed in 1971; nine Sardinian
Ramsar sites have been established since 1977.

• The Natura 2000 sites, broadly classed into two groups: Sites of Community Inter-
est (SCIs) and Special Areas of Conservation (SACs), designated under the Habitats
Directive [24], and Special Protection Areas (SPAs), designated under the Birds Di-
rective [25]; in Sardinia 128 sites have been established under the provisions of such
Directives: 31 SPAs, 97 SCIs, and 10 that have been designated both as SPAs and as
SCIs; 84 former SCIs have recently been designated as SACs [26].
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Figure 1. Map of the Sardinian natural protected areas (PAs).

2.2. Data

Seven ESs were selected to spatially assess multifunctionality, i.e., the potential and
simultaneous delivery of a number of ESs. The choice of which ESs was to be included was
made in such a way to comprise at least one ES for each of the three sections identified
within the hierarchical taxonomy offered by the Common International Classification of
Ecosystem Services (CICES) [27], as follows.

1. Regulating and maintenance section, “Regulation of physical, chemical, biological
conditions” division.

• Preserving levels of habitat quality that are suitable to support the life cycles
of wild plants and animals that can be useful to people (HAB_QUAL), within
the class “Maintaining nursery populations and habitats (Including gene pool
protection)”, group “Lifecycle maintenance, habitat and gene pool protection”.

• Micro and regional climate regulation through the mitigation of land surface
temperature (REG_LST), within the class “Regulation of temperature and hu-
midity, including ventilation and transpiration”, group “Atmospheric composi-
tion and conditions”. Carbon sequestration and storage in soils and vegetation
(CARB_SEQ), within the class “Regulation of chemical composition of atmo-
sphere and oceans”, group “Atmospheric composition and conditions”.

2. Provisioning section, “Biomass” division.
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• Value of agricultural and forest land, taken as a proxy for agricultural crop
production and harvested wood (CROP_WOOD), encompassing three classes
(“Cultivated terrestrial plants (including fungi, algae) grown for nutritional
purposes”, “Fibers and other materials from cultivated plants, fungi, algae and
bacteria for direct use or processing (excluding genetic materials)”, “Cultivated
plants (including fungi, algae) grown as a source of energy”) within the group
“Cultivated terrestrial plants for nutrition, materials or energy”.

3. Cultural section.

• Endangered species or habitats and areas that are relevant for conservation
purposes (CONSERV), within the class “Characteristics or features of living
systems that have an existence, option or bequest value” class, “Other biotic
characteristics that have a non-use value” group, “Indirect, remote, often indoor
interactions with living systems that do not require presence in the environmental
setting” division.

• Ecosystems’ capacity to support nature-based recreation (RECREAT), within the
class “Characteristics of living systems that enable activities promoting health,
recuperation or enjoyment through active or immersive interactions”, “Phys-
ical and experiential interactions with natural environment”, “Direct, in-situ
and outdoor interactions with living systems that depend on presence in the
environmental setting” division.

• Landscape features that support local identity, cultural heritage, and tourism
(CULT_HER), within the class “Characteristics of living systems that are resonant
in terms of culture or heritage”, group “Intellectual and representative interac-
tions with natural environment”, “Direct, in-situ and outdoor interactions with
living systems that depend on presence in the environmental setting” division.

2.3. Methodological Approach

This section presents, in three subsections, the steps of the methodological approach.
The first subsection is devoted to the analysis and mapping of the seven chosen ESs, on
whose basis the multifunctionality of the RGI is assessed. The second subsection presents
an approach that relies upon resistance maps to spatially identify the layout of ECs. For
both of the first two subsections, the reader can refer to Isola et al. [28], chapters 2 and 3,
respectively, for more details on the methodological approaches implemented to model the
ESs and the ECs. Finally, the third subsection explains how the regression model was used
here to unveil correlations between the RGI and the ECs was implemented.

A graphic representation of the methodological approach adopted in this study is
provided in Figure 2.

2.3.1. Assessing GI’s Multifunctionality

For each selected ES, Table 1 lists the variable abbreviation and provides an overview
of input data requirements, data sources, and available tools or conceptual models. An
off-the-shelf set of tools developed by the Natural Capital Project is InVEST [29], which
makes it possible to map both HAB_QUAL and CARB_SEQ by means of two tools, termed
“Habitat quality” and “Carbon Storage and Sequestration”. Another ready-to-use tool
used to assess REG_LST is a QGIS plugin [30] that makes it possible to map land surface
temperature by using free and worldwide available satellite imagery as the only input
data. A conceptual model to be tailored to the scope, aim, and scale of the assessment
is ESTIMAP [31,32], one of whose outputs provides the spatial layout of areas showing
different levels of potential suitability for nature-based recreation and is used here to
map RECREAT. Concerning the other three ESs, the approach developed by Lai and
Leone [33] was implemented to map both CONSERV and CULT_HER: as for CONSERV, its
spatial assessment is grounded on qualitative and quantitative data concerning the Natura
2000 Sardinian network contained within the Standard Data Forms, i.e., on descriptive
forms that are compulsory and standardized across the European Union [34] and within a
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monitoring report commissioned by the Sardinian Regional Government; as for CULT_HER,
its assessment relies on the spatial dataset of landscape features protected under the
Regional Landscape Plan (RLP) and on a qualitative score that reflects the protection level
to which each feature is subject, under the assumption that the stricter planning provisions
and restrictions correlate with higher supply of this ES. Finally, in the absence of detailed
regional data (either biomass or market values) on agricultural crops and harvested wood
production, CROP_WOOD was assessed based on the land value of agricultural and
forestry areas, under the assumption that land values correlate with productivity [35].

Figure 2. Graphical overview of the three-step methodological approach.
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Table 1. Spatial datasets developed to assess multifunctionality: ESs, input data, sources, tools.

ES Variable Input Data Input Data Source(s) Tool/Model

Non-use value of
biodiversity (existence

and bequest)

CONSERV

Habitats of Community
interest

Regional monitoring report

Regional administration
dataset

Natura 2000 standard data
forms

Environmental ministry’s
website

Ecosystems’ capacity to
provide nursery for

species
HAB_QUAL

Regional land cover map
Protected areas map

Threats to biodiversity
(spatial data only)

Sardinian regional
geoportal

InVEST
(Habitat quality model)

Expert judgments Questionnaires

Ecosystems’
attractiveness for
recreational uses RECREAT

2018 Corine land cover
map

Copernicus Land
monitoring service

ESTIMAP
(Ecosystem-based

recreation potential
model)

Potential vegetation series

Potential distribution of
vegetation series and

geoseries by Bacchetta
et al. [36]

Nitrogen inputs National Census

Livestock density
National Zootechnical

Register

Natural protected areas
and landscapes

Sardinian regional
geoportal

Distance from the coastline
Sardinian regional

geoportal

Coastal geomorphology
EEA website,

EUROSION project

Bathing water quality
European Environment

Agency website

Cultural identity,
heritage value

CULT_HER
Regional landscape plan

(RLP) dataset
Sardinian regional

geoportal

Ecosystems’ capacity to
provide food, fibers,

timber

CROP_WOOD

2018 Corine land cover
map

Copernicus Land
monitoring service

Land value
(Agricultural areas)

CREA website

Land value (Forestry areas)
National Revenue
Agency’s website

Ecosystems’ capacity to
regulate local climate

REG_LST
Landsat 8 TIRS and OLI

satellite imagery

USGS’s Earth Resources
Observation and
Science’s website

REG_LST QGIS plugin
by

Ndossi & Avdan [30]

Ecosystems’ capacity to
regulate global climate

CARB_SEQ

Regional land cover map Regional geoportal

InVEST
(Carbon Storage and
Sequestration model)Carbon pool data

2005 National Inventory
of Italian Forests

Regional pilot project on
land units and soil

capacity in Sardinia

For each selected ES, a raster map was produced with a spatial resolution of 300 m.
Since each ES had its own unit of measurement and scale, unity-based normalization was
performed to bring the values into the [0, 1] range to ensure homogeneity and compa-
rability, where zero corresponds to the absence of ES provision, while 1 means that the
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ES is provided at the maximum level in Sardinia. For this reason, inversion of the scale
was required in the case of REG_LST so that zero would correspond to the maximum
temperature and one to the minimum.

2.3.2. The Spatial Layout of the ECs

Widely used models to spatially assess connectivity between patches of land are those
that map resistance, which “represents the willingness of an organism to cross a particular
environment, the physiological cost of moving through a particular environment, the
reduction in survival for the organism moving through a particular environment, or an
integration of all these factors” [37] p. 778. Among these models, those based on the circuit
theory [38] and on individual behavior [39] are the most complex because of the amount of
required data and accuracy in their selection [40]. Therefore, least-cost-path (LCP) models
are most often used to analyze spatial connectivity and to map ECs [41,42] as linear strips
of patches having low resistance to the movement of animal species. The general axiom
of the LCP approaches is that animals own an intrinsic comprehensive perception of the
environment they live in, which allows them to choose the best way when moving [40].

The methodology implemented in this study to retrieve a connectivity map builds
upon Cannas et al.’s approach [43–46] and develops through the following stages.

• Identification of the regional spatial taxonomy of the habitat suitability.
• Identification of the regional spatial taxonomy of the ecological integrity.
• Identification of the regional spatial taxonomy of the resistance.
• Identification of the ECs connecting the regional PAs.

In the first stage, a habitat suitability vector map is produced for the study area based
on the probability that organisms use selected habitats located in the land parcels where
they live and move. This map takes, as input data, the regional land cover map [47] together
with a lookup table where each land cover is assigned, for each considered species, a score
ranging in the 0–3 interval that represents its suitability to provide a suitable habitat for
the species. Such scores are provided in a report [48] that is part of a regional biodiversity
monitoring project assessing the conservation status of habitats and species located in
Natura 2000 sites. The scores of the habitat suitability concerning the land cover classes
belonging to the Natura 2000 network, reported in the study, are extended to the same
classes located outside the network, and, in doing so, a vector spatial taxonomy of the
habitat suitability is identified for the whole regional land.

In the second stage, Burkhard et al.’s method [49,50], where the landscape capacity
to deliver various ESs is assessed through qualitative judgments from experts in the [0, 5]
range, is applied to develop a vector map of ecological integrity. The basic connection
between ecological integrity and spatial connectivity is that ecological integrity is positively
correlated with an organism’s attitude to movement.

In the third stage, a resistance map is obtained following LaRue and Nielsen’s ap-
proach [51], which comprises four steps. First, the two vector maps representing habitat
suitability and ecological integrity indices are converted into raster ones. Next, the two
indices are inverted, and two inverted raster maps are produced. Afterward, the two
inverted raster maps are rescaled in the [1–100] interval, following an approach proposed
by the European Environment Agency [19], where the higher the value, the higher the
resistance. Finally, the newly produced (i.e., inverted and rescaled) raster maps are summed
through raster algebra to develop a total resistance map.

The total resistance map, together with the vector map of the regional PAs, feeds
into the model to map ECs through the “Linkage Pathways” tool, part of the ArcMAP
“Linkage Mapper” toolbox [52], which implements an LCP-related model whereby the
Cost-Weighted Distance (CWD) is mapped [53]. The CWD between two elements of the
PAs vector map is calculated as follows: (i) the average values of the resistance of couples of
adjacent areal units along the connecting path are calculated; (ii) these values are multiplied
times the Euclidean distance between their centers [54]; and (iii) such results are summed
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up across the patches of the path. The Linkage Pathways tool returns, as final outputs, a
raster map representing the CWD and the spatial and linear configuration of the ECs.

2.3.3. A multiple Linear Regression to Identify How the ECs Relate to the ESs Provided by
the RGI

The ECs detected through the Linkage Pathways tool overlay the RGI spatial layout,
which builds on the seven ES typologies earlier defined. ECs include spatial units whose
CWDs are lower than the second decile. The CWD of a spatial unit j, included in an EC,
which connects two PAs labeled M and N, is identified as follows:

CWDj = CWDjM + CWDjN, (1)

where CWDjM and CWDjN are the CWDs from spatial unit j to PAs M and N.
A regression model is implemented that estimates the marginal effects of variables

representing the supply of ESs on the CWD of the spatial units overlaying ECs, i.e., whose
CWDs feature values are lower than the second decile. These spatial units are considered
the core patches of the RGI. The model takes the following form:

CWD = γ0 + γ1 CONSERV + γ2 HAB_QUAL + γ3 RECREAT + γ4 CULT_HER + γ5 CROP_WOOD +
γ6 REG_LST + γ7 CARB_SEQ + γ8 ELEVATION + γ9 AUTOCORR,

(2)

where dependent and independent variables come from the intersections of spatial units
supplying ESs and the ECs, as follows.

• CWD represents the cost-weighted distance of a spatial unit overlaying an EC.
• CONSERV, HAB_QUAL, RECREAT, CULT_HER, CROP_WOOD, REG_LST, and

CARB_SEQ are variables that lay in the [0, 1] interval, and that represent the po-
tential provision of the ESs described in Section 2.

• ELEVATION is a covariate that controls for the altitude of the spatial units overlaying
the ECs, whose values are detected from a digital elevation model retrieved from the
geoportal of the Sardinian region.

• AUTOCORR is a control variable related to the spatial autocorrelation phenomenon.

The model provides the estimates of the marginal impacts of the explanatory variables
on the CWD of the spatial units overlaying the ECs. The use of the regression model is
motivated by the fact that no priors are identified with reference to the marginal effects on
CWD of the covariates that represent the ESs, which feature the RGI [55–58]; that being
so, the n-dimensional hypersurface that stands for the phenomenon at stake can be locally
represented by its linear approximation, expressed by model (2) [59,60].

The covariate representing the elevation of patches identifies systematic differences in
marginal effects related to altitude. The p-value related to the elevation coefficient allows to
detect if its estimate is significant; if this is so, altitude is an important determinant of the
size of the contribution of ESs provided by the spatial units of the RGI to the ECs detection.

The AUTOCORR variable controls for autocorrelation as a spatially lagged covariate;
its identification is based on Anselin’s studies [61,62], as implemented by Zoppi and Lai [63],
and computed through GeoDa [64].

Finally, the estimated coefficients of the explanatory variables allow to detect, through
their p-values, if their estimates are significant, for instance, at 5%.

3. Results

This section provides the reader with the results of this study, structured into three
subsections. First, the spatial taxonomies of the supply of the seven ESs are described as a
basis for the Sardinian RGI, and their outstanding features are highlighted. Next, the ECs
are identified as connections between the Sardinian PAs. Finally, the results of the estimates
of model (2) are reported; these identify a hierarchy in the relevance of different ESs as
regards their contribution to the inclusion of patches in the ECs’ spatial system.
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3.1. The Spatial Assessment of the Potential Delivery of Ecosystem Services

Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of the seven values listed in Section 2.2 (i.e.,
CONSERV, HAB_QUAL, RECREAT, CULT_HER, CROP_WOOD, REG_LST, CARB_SEQ)
and modeled as per Section 2.3.1. A further map, obtained by summing up the seven
values, is also provided.

Figure 3. Mapping multifunctionality: the spatial layout of the seven selected ecosystem services,

normalized in the [0, 1] range, and of their sum.

CONSERV takes null values in almost two-thirds of the regional land, while the
highest values are mostly clustered within areas belonging to the regional Natura 2000
network and in their proximity. This is consistent with expectations since CONSERV
accounts for endangered habitats and areas that are relevant for conservation purposes,
including habitats of community interest and Natura 2000 sites. Only a small percentage of
the island (0.90%) has values higher than 0.75; 4.95% have values between 0.50 and 0.75,
and 27.80% have values below 0.50.

HAB_QUAL equals zero in only 3.44% of the island land mass; 35.51% hosts low-quality
habitats (HAB_QUAL ≤ 0.33), 62.45% middle-quality habitats (0.33 < HAB_QUAL ≤ 0.66),
while 13.8% hosts high-quality habitats (0.66 < HAB_QUAL ≤ 1). The highest values can be
found either within national or regional PAs or in areas occupied by forests and woodlands.

As for RECREAT, around 49.5% of the island takes low values (RECREAT ≤ 0.33), and
around 44.75% takes mid values (0.33 < RECREAT ≤ 0.66), while only the remaining 5.75%
takes very high values (0.66 < RECREAT ≤ 1). Null values concern only a tiny fraction
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of the regional land mass. As for its spatial layout, RECREAT shares some common traits
with HAB_QUAL, but, contrary to the latter, it is characterized by its distinctively large
values across coastal areas.

CULT_HER is null in over 60% of the island’s land mass. The highest values are usually
associated with the following three landscape goods, protected against land transformation
and development under the provisions of the landscaper plan in force: “Coastal strip”
(clearly visible along the coastline in Figure 3), “Lakes, reservoirs, wetlands and their
300-m buffers”, and “(listed) Rivers, creeks and their 150-m buffers” (also clearly visible
in Figure 3).

CROP_WOOD equals zero in approximately a third of the region; low values (lower
than 0.33) dominate in nearly a half of the island, with less than 5% taking high values, i.e.,
over 0.66. As Figure 3 shows, the latter is remarkably clustered along the two main plains:
Nurra to the north, and Campidano, which stretches from the mid-west to the south.

REG_LST takes low values (lower than 0.33) in nearly 40% of the island; because
REG_LST is a value that represents the ecosystems’ capacity to regulate micro and regional
climate through the mitigation of land surface temperature, low values of REG_LST are
associated with hot land surface temperatures. Less than 2% of the regional land mass
takes high values of REG_LST, while mid-normalized values concern nearly 60% of the
island. No real clusters emerge, here: the small, dark blue spots on the map generally
correspond to lakes and wetlands, while lighter shades of blue in general correspond to
mountain chains and peaks.

As for CARB_SEQ, a mere 4.8% have low values (0 < CARB_SEQ ≤ 0.33), while the
large majority, i.e., about 74.4%, have mid values (0.33 < CARB_SEQ ≤ 0.66), and around
18.6% have high values (0.66 < CARB_SEQ ≤ 1), which leaves the remaining 2.2% with null
values. Low values are usually found either in artificial land covers or in water courses.

A basic assessment of multifunctionality can be carried out by calculating the multiple
ecosystem services landscape index (MESLI) [65,66], whose spatial distribution is provided
in the eightieth map in Figure 3. This index is simply calculated as the sum of the seven
selected values; since each value varies between zero and one, the MESLI can, in principle,
range in the [0, 7] interval. The underlying assumption here is that the higher the index, the
higher the ES multifunctionality; this is actually a simplification since large values of the
index could be due to either the high supply of a few ESs or to the low supply of a larger
number of ESs. However, the map can provide an expeditive tool to highlight the areas
that, in principle, are more multifunctional and should, therefore, deserve to be included in
a GI.

3.2. The Spatial Layout of the Network of Ecological Corridors

The taxonomy of CWD and the spatial plot of the ECs that connect the Sardinian re-
gional PAs are the outcomes generated by the methodology implemented in the previous sec-
tion.

Such outcomes show 240 ECs, detected through spatial units identified by CWDs lower
than the second decile, whose length is included in the 0.07–27.34-km interval (Figure 4).

3.3. The Regression Outcomes

The results of the implemented regression model display the marginal impacts of the
provision of the seven types of ESs on the CWD of the spatial units overlaying the ECs
(Table 2), and, in so doing, an ESs hierarchy is identified on the basis of the size of their
contribution to boost the connection capacity within the ECs regional network.
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Figure 4. Spatial representation of PAs, ECs, and spatial units whose CWDs are lower than the

second decile.

Table 2. Regression outcomes.

Explanatory
Variable

Coefficient
Standard
Deviation

t-Statistic p-Value
Mean of the
Explanatory

Variable

CONSERV 378.9043 46.0212 8.233 0.000 0.1357
HAB_QUAL 844.6393 35.8077 23.588 0.000 0.4134

RECREAT 345.0859 67.1934 5.136 0.031 0.4210
CULT_HER −180.8370 22.4312 −8.062 0.000 0.3078

CROP_WOOD −157.3472 45.2657 −3.476 0.000 0.2128
REG_LST −773.2409 74.6302 −10.361 0.000 0.4485

CARB_SEQ 516.6964 57.6843 8.957 0.000 0.5606
ELEVATION 0.9055 0.0361 25.059 0.000 356.8034
AUTOCORR 0.5340 0.0022 241.749 0.000 5597.6660

Dependent variable: CWD: Mean: 4925.448 km; Standard deviation: 2866.052 km; Adjusted R-squared: 0.523.
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The estimate of the coefficient of the elevation-related variable is significant in terms
of the p-value, and it shows a positive marginal effect. Therefore, it can be stated that the
higher the elevation, the higher the CWD of patches belonging to ECs. On average, an
increase of 100 m in altitude implies an increase of about 1% in CWD.

The spatially lagged variable AUTOCORR, which accounts for the spatial autocorre-
lation phenomenon, shows a positive and significant value as well, which indicates that
CWD is positively influenced by autocorrelation or that autocorrelation has a negative
impact on the performance of patches in terms of their eligibility to be included in ECs.

All in all, the estimates of the two control variables’ coefficients are significant, and
they highlight negative effects on the patches’ performance.

That being so, the analysis of the estimated coefficients concerning the other covariates
can be straightforwardly enacted, and, therefore, the size of the impact of each of the seven
types of ESs on the CWD of spatial units included in the ECs’ regional network was easily
identified. Moreover, the p-values of the estimated coefficients are always significant at 5%,
which gives strength to the assessment of the model estimates.

Three ES types show negative effects, i.e., their increase is associated with a decrease
in CWD and, thus, with an increase in the connection potential of ECs. The corresponding
variables are REG_LST, CROP_WOOD, and CULT_HER. REG_LST reveals the largest effect,
with an average decline in CWD of 7.7‰ related to a 10% increase in REG_LST, while the
corresponding increases in CROP_WOOD and CULT_HER are associated with a 1.6‰ and
a 1.8‰ decline in CWD, respectively.

Furthermore, CONSERV, HAB_QUAL, RECREAT, and CARB_SEQ reveal positive
impacts since a 10% growth in the covariates is correlated to 3.8‰, 8.4‰, 3.5‰, and 5.2‰
increases, respectively.

As a consequence, the estimated model shows that the ESs, whose provision is as-
sociated with their capacity to host plants and wildlife (CONSERV and HAB_QUAL), of
supplying recreational and leisure time-related infrastructure and services (RECREAT) and
of capturing and storing carbon dioxide (CARB_SEQ), are the most challenging when deal-
ing with the identification of ECs within the Sardinian regional context, whereas mitigation
of land surface temperature (REG_LST), crop and forest production (CROP_WOOD), and
landscape heritage (CULT_HER) are the most functional ESs to drive connections within
the spatial network of the Sardinian PAs.

4. Discussion

The results from the regression models point to three values, i.e., REG_LST, CROP_WOOD,
and CULT_HER, as the prominent factors that affect the suitability of a parcel of land to be
included within an EC.

As for the first, i.e., REG_LST, lower values correlate with diminishing CWD, which
can be explained by looking at farmland areas. Agricultural land uses can hamper species’
movement across ECs, hence hindering connectivity [67], mainly because of the widespread
use of boundary walls and artificial fences [68], but also due to farming techniques that
are neither soil-friendly nor species-friendly, such as tillage, which alters the physical
characteristics of soils [69], or the use of fire to clean the fields once the crop is yielded [70], or
improper application of chemicals, including biocides and fertilizers [67,71]. Furthermore,
as argued by Lai et al. [72], REG_LST can be negatively affected by farming activities as
these can hamper the cooling effect generated by air circulation and evapotranspiration in
the case of dense and thick low vegetation [73].

As with REG_LST, CROP_WOOD is also affected by agricultural uses and farming
practices, which, again, can hinder species’ movement. It is pretty intuitive that connectivity
decreases when agricultural potential productivity (which depends both on locational
characteristics, first and foremost, elevation and soil type, and on crop type) increases, for
the very same reasons highlighted with reference to the relationship between CWD and
REG_LST. On the contrary, connectivity is positively influenced by forests and woodlands,
as shown by lower CWD in wooded land covers. Following Santos et al. [74], land cover
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changes in forest areas are prominent drivers of habitat loss for a number of species due to
reduction in patch sizes and increase in landscape fragmentation, which result in lower
variety and population numbers of species that can survive [75]. Moreover, small forest-
covered patches may seem irrelevant in terms of connectivity; however, they do play a key
role in connecting remote and isolated patches [76], and additionally, small forest-covered
patches can work as stepping stones to foster species movement [77] and as fundamental
habitats for some species [76], as shown in the case of the Stołowe Mountains National Park,
where a staggering 40% of epiphytic bryophytes are hosted by broadleaved forest-covered
patches, although these account for less than 5% of the area [78].

Concerning CULT_HER, the outcomes of the regression model revealed that the
higher the CULT_HER, the lower the CWD. It is worth underlining that CULT_HER is
assessed based upon landscape assets protected under the provisions of the Sardinian
RLP, and the values of the corresponding covariate are identified with reference to the
restrictions in force, in such a way that the stricter the rules, the higher the CULT_HER
values are. The Italian Code on cultural heritage and landscape (Law enacted by decree
no. 2004/42) defines landscape assets as buildings and areas that are expressions of the
historical, cultural, natural, morphological, and aesthetic values of a spatial context. In
relation to environmental assets, which are a type of landscape assets, the highest values
are associated with water courses and their 150-m buffers, as well as with natural lakes,
artificial water basins, and wetlands together with their 300-m buffers. According to article
no. 20 of the RLP implementation code, any transformation is generally precluded in
non-urbanized areas within the coastal strips. According to article no. 25 of the RLP
implementation code, within the spatial system that includes rivers and their surroundings,
the following operations are prohibited: (i) anthropic interventions on riverbeds and
banks, including riparian vegetation removal; (ii) reforestation with non-native species; and
(iii) river sand sampling and substitution in the absence of specific projects that demonstrate
the compatibility of regeneration. Furthermore, the connectivity function performed by
water courses, one of the most common types of landscape assets across the island, is well
established in the literature: though riparian vegetation, an umbrella term for several plant
species that grow along the riverbanks and stretch into the floodplain, water courses offer
shelter and suitable reproduction habitats for many species [79], as well as nourishment
and water [80]. Riparian vegetation, therefore, represents, per se, a suitable EC for many
species, among which are not only fish but also birds, amphibians, and reptiles [79]. On the
other hand, the role of riparian formations in terms of species movement can be hindered
by human-induced activities and geomorphological conditions [81].

By shedding light on how the potential supply of ESs impacts the suitability of land
patches to belong to EC, taken as the branches of a GI, this study contributes to the recent
academic debates on the relationship between connectivity and multifunctionality of a
GI with a novel perspective. Thus far, studies have investigated such interaction using
two broad approaches. The first takes connectivity as a driver of direct or indirect impacts
on the supply of ES, and it focuses on investigating how fragmentation and decreased
connectivity degrade natural capital, in turn, affecting ES provision [20,21,82]. This group
of studies posits that ES provision depends on the spatial interaction between patches [83]
and that such dependency is complex when looking at multiple ESs, not only because of
the synergies and trade-offs among the services but also because, rather counterintuitively,
fragmentation and patch interspersion can positively affect the flow of some ESs by making
nature more accessible to ES beneficiaries; that is, human beings; this holds especially as far
as recreational, and provisioning services are concerned [82]. The second approach attempts
to integrate the concept of multifunctionality within either circuit models or LCP models in
two different ways: either by considering patches that simultaneously provide multiple
ESs as nodes of the graphs [84,85] or by regarding areas rich in wildlife as nodes and
identifying branches, hence corridors, as linear aggregations of patches that simultaneously
provide multiple ESs [86–88]. The approach taken in this study is, in our view, novel
because, although it assumes that a causal relationship exists between connectivity and
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multifunctionality, as the first approach does, it changes the direction of the relationship
by regarding connectivity as a function of variables that represent multifunctionality to
explain the causal relationship. Moreover, and differently to the second approach, the
identification of the ecological corridors and the spatial assessment of selected ESs are
carried out independently of each other, which is a prerequisite if causal relationships are
to be analyzed through the regression model.

5. Conclusions

In this section, some suggestions for planners and policymakers are offered, drawing
upon the outcomes of the model and their discussion through the lens of the extant literature.
Such suggestions aim to improve the suitability of land parcels to be included within a GI by
focusing on the three aspects discussed in the previous section (i.e., mitigating land surface
temperature, increasing forest and woodland in size, improving the protection regime of
landscape assets), which have been found to be key to strengthening the EC network.

Following Lai et al. [89], whose study concerns the Sardinian region, land surface
temperature can be lowered, and, therefore, the REG_LST variable used in this study can
be increased in value through regional afforestation policies.

Moreover, since heat waves and islands characterize urbanized areas, especially the
consolidated fabrics of urban centers, policies aimed at decreasing air temperature should
be based on targeting urban contexts at the micro-scale level. Urban greening measures,
aimed at increasing existing green areas and setting up new ones, planting rows of trees
and urban woodland, are the most successful in order to mitigate climate change impacts
related to LST on urban areas [90–92].

An outstanding paragon of the implementation of such policies is offered by the
London Green Grid, which counters a 3 ◦C increase in average temperature in the London
area [93], which drives sensible decreases in the urban life quality and health conditions
and water supply, and increases in focuses of insect- and vermin-related infections, and
drought-affected open-spaces and urban parks. Green grids, facades, and walls are the
most effective planning measures that characterize the implementation of the London
Green Grid conceptual approach into the East London Green Grid, which entails a dense
tissue of blue and green paths that feature city landscapes where densely-built areas, sealed
land, and hub centers used by commuters are intertwined with the Green Belt and Thames
green and blue infrastructures [94].

The increased supply of ecosystem services that mitigate heat island and wave phe-
nomena improves the quality of urban life [95]. These measures implement a number of
planning policies that may boost virtuous approaches on behalf of urban communities,
organized citizen groups, building enterprises, and public administrations [96]. An im-
portant issue is connected to the narrow relation between the price of the urban land and
the buildable volume size, be it for new houses or service buildings. That being so, since
targeting urban areas for greening-oriented interventions, be they enlarged existing ones
or newly vegetated, implies a significant decline in their property values, the implementa-
tion of such planning policies should entail the establishment of compensatory measures
concerning the landowners’ loss of value generated by the local administration pursuing
sustainability-oriented goals concerning urban heat waves and islands. Steady building
rules should state that newly-built settlements or existing ones should be endowed with
an appropriate amount of green spaces, which may possibly be complemented with green
facades and roofs or with blue and green lanes, as has happened as regards the Green Grid
of East London [97,98]. Moreover, due to the outstanding relevance of the availability of
financial resources, a scheme of allowances should be designed aimed at increasing the
number of green elevations and rooftops and blue and green lanes in new and existing
developments, which would make such settlements more interesting to building enter-
prises [99,100]. Such incentives could consist of discounts on impact fees, and taxes on
property and value-added, and allowances granted to building entrepreneurs to enhance
the quality of the local environment [101,102]. Lastly, the implementation of infrastructures
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such as blue and green lanes, green roofs and facades, etc., would drive attention and
consensus, on behalf of the local communities, to the local administrations’ positive attitude
towards environmental quality and landscape protection [103,104].

Afforestation policies should target not only urban areas but also non-artificial ones;
in Sardinia, where agriculture is generally associated with the highest temperature val-
ues in non-urbanized areas; this entails targeting rural, farmland areas. Moreover, the
implementation of afforestation policies in rural areas would also be beneficial as far as
CROP_WOOD is concerned, as shown by the coefficient of the regression model related
to this variable. Therefore, implementing afforestation actions would feed two birds with
one scone, as it can significantly improve an RGI by contributing to both the regulation
of micro and regional climate and providing wood, fibers, and other materials retrievable
from sustainably managed forests.

In rural areas, this would entail supporting land cover transition processes from
agriculture to forestry, which have been studied by Ryan and O’Donoghue [105], who
analyze the social and economic factors that feature such processes. From this perspective,
a relevant opposite role is played by the social and cultural ties between farmers and
their agricultural land [106]. Such a relationship is grounded on their familiarity with
the flexible and low-pressure practices that characterize crop production [107] and with
their historically consolidated farming know-how, which often acts as a substitute for the
increase in income that can come from transitioning towards forestry production [105].
Moreover, land-cover change from agriculture to forestry is feasible in the case it concerns
extensive, low-rent cropland, while afforestation is almost unfeasible with reference to
intensively cultivated, highly profitable arable land [108]. In the case of processes related
to extensive agriculture, afforestation should be encouraged by financial resources made
available in order to cover transition and retraining costs [109].

When dealing with transition policies concerning afforestation related to cropland, the
issue of the weakening of rural areas should be carefully assessed since afforestation implies
a net decrease in the presence of farmers and, as a consequence, a potential social and
cultural deterioration of rural environments [110]. Another relevant question is represented
by the need for a careful assessment of the affordability of the public investment entailed
by the implementation of afforestation policies in order to identify the optimal land-cover
change size [111].

Although not as important as low land surface temperature and high forestry activities,
a third factor that has been found to be relevant in this study to improve an RGI by
strengthening ECs that connect core areas is the endowment of landscape-protected goods
and assets. In the Sardinian case, such goods and assets can be natural features (such
as the coastal strip or the riverine network) or artifacts (such as archaeological sites); for
both, the RLP mandates that transformations be restricted, if not totally forbidden. Thus,
decision-makers have two main tools at their disposal to increase the value of CULT_HER:
one possibility would rely on making landscape protection policies even stricter than
they currently are by increasing the levels of restrictions for those landscape features and
goods that are already protected within the RLP; a second possibility would, instead, entail
increasing the protection scope of the RLP by including further categories of landscape
features to be protected, in the future, through the RLP provisions. This second direction
can, in principle, be very powerful if linear landscape elements can effectively act as
corridors, and are treated as landscape assets and goods to be protected. For instance,
vegetated edges along agricultural plots or tree lines along linear infrastructures can foster
connectivity [112], as well as enable landscape heterogeneity and, as a consequence, can
support larger varieties of species [113–115], and facilitate their movement, especially as
far as small animals are concerned [116]. Policymakers are, therefore, recommended to
include such landscape elements, widely treated as cultural and identity features [117,118],
among the goods and assets to be protected against land transformation and to encourage
their inclusion in new developments.
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In this study, we have implemented an integrated and flexible methodology that can
be readily applied and tailored to other local contexts. Elements that can be adjusted to
account for data availability and scholars’ expertise, or even for local needs and legal
frameworks, include but are not limited to, the scores that were here used the build the
resistance map or the taxonomy of core areas to be connected through the ECs, or the choice
of ESs to be considered to assess multifunctionality, or the selection of models that were
implemented here to map the selected ESs.

Finally, the limitations of this study that should be taken into account in directions
for future research concern the validation of the data in relation to both REG_LST and
REC-REAT. The spatial layout of LST could not be compared with real data. Therefore,
direct and in situ observations would be needed to validate the baseline dataset concerning
LST. On the one hand, in relation to the in situ observations, continuous and effective
monitoring of LST values is unattainable due to the inhomogeneity in the spatial distri-
bution of the measurement sites and the inaccuracy of the model simulations [119]. On
the other hand, remote sensing approaches are characterized by significant uncertainty
due to atmospheric effects in terms of attenuation and emissions and the inhomogeneity
of land surface emissivity [120]. The absence of a validated dataset risks jeopardizing the
possibility of implementing planning policies aimed at influencing LST values. In relation
to the RECREAT variable, the model estimates the potential supply of natural recreational
services; therefore, as with REG_LST, a comparison with direct and in situ observations
would be worthwhile to validate the dataset by looking at the effective use of recreational
services. Moreover, the methodological approach used to identify ECs does not take into
consideration physical (either artificial or natural) barriers to movement, such as roads,
railways, and rivers. Further research is hence needed to evaluate and adjust the ECs; in
this regard, a possible approach is that by Wu et al. [41], who use remote sensing to adjust
the EC layout by overlaying the potential ecological corridors with fragmenting elements,
such as roads and human settlements.
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Abstract: According to the European Commission, green infrastructure and spatial connectivity

concerning the provision of ecosystem services are strictly related to the conceptual category of

ecological networks. In particular, regional and urban planning processes should adequately manage,

improve and monitor the effectiveness of green infrastructures as ecological networks which provide

ecosystem services and the spatial connectivity of such systems. Building on a methodological

approach defined in previous studies, this article aims at identifying ecological corridors through a

least-cost path model with reference to the spatial layout of a set of protected areas. Moreover, such a

methodological approach is implemented in the context of the Sardinian region to map ecological

corridors, which form, together with protected areas, a network representing the spatial framework

of regional green infrastructure. Finally, the study discusses the relation between ecological corridors

and the spatial taxonomy of the landscape components featured by environmental relevance, identi-

fied by the Regional Landscape Plan, through multiple linear regression analysis, in order to assess

if, and to what extent, the present regional spatial zoning code can be used as a basis to implement

regulations aimed at protecting ecological corridors. This methodological approach is relevant to

defining planning policies and measures to strengthen the operational capacity and effectiveness

of regional networks of protected areas through the protection and the improvement of the spatial

framework of ecological corridors.

Keywords: ecological corridors; protected areas; landscape components; least-cost path model;

multiple linear regression analysis

1. Introduction

This study aims at defining and implementing a methodology to identify ecological
corridors (ECs) as edges of spatial networks whose nodes are represented by areal units
which provide a wide range of ecosystem services (ESs). This methodology detects ECs as
important spatial structures aimed at improving the effectiveness of ecological networks
by supporting their connection capacity for migration of wild species, their spatial layout
and their potential in terms of genetic exchange. EC connection capacity can manifest
through minimizing impacts on wild species and genetic flows coming from pressures
generated by human activities, such as agriculture and forestry, air and water pollution,
gray infrastructure and urban expansion. These threats could cause negative environmental
effects as a consequence of the break–up of ecosystem matrices [1].

This study identifies a methodological approach to map ECs and implements such
an approach with reference to a network of protected areas located in the spatial context
of Sardinia, an Italian insular region. ECs form, together with protected areas, a network
representing the spatial framework of regional green infrastructure (GI). Finally, the relation
between the ECs and the spatial taxonomy of the landscape components featured by
environmental relevance (LCFERs), identified by the Regional Landscape Plan (RLP), is
analyzed, in order to assess if, and to what extent, the present regional spatial zoning code
can be used as a basis to implement regulations aimed at protecting ECs.
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The conceptual category of connectivity expresses more precisely than that of connec-
tion the capacity of connecting ESs, since it includes environmental and landscape aspects,
such as the spatial position, the physical continuity, and the presence, type and dimension
of natural and anthropic structures, and functional and ecological features, such as the
functional perception of species, their ecological and behavioral needs, and their specializa-
tion characteristics as well [1–3]. This is in line with Baudry and Merriam [4] who claim
that flows of species across ecological networks are often correlated to the connectivity of
spatial, mostly linear, elements, which can be defined as ECs.

As per the operational definition of GIs given by the European Commission, spatial
connectivity concerning the provision of ESs is strictly related to the conceptual category of
ecological network, since a GI can be considered as “[A] strategically planned network of
natural and semi-natural areas with other environmental features designed and managed
to deliver a wide range of ESs. It incorporates green spaces (or blue if aquatic ecosystems
are concerned) and other physical features in terrestrial (including coastal) and marine
areas. On land, GI is present in rural and urban settings” [5] (p. 3) and, “The work done
over the last 25 years to establish and consolidate the network means that the backbone
of the EU’s GI is already in place. It is a reservoir of biodiversity that can be drawn upon
to repopulate and revitalize degraded environments and catalyze the development of GI.
This will also help reduce the fragmentation of the ecosystems, improving the connectivity
between sites in the Natura 2000 Network and thus achieving the objectives of Article 10 of
the Habitats Directive” [5] (p. 7). This implies that GIs and ESs are strictly related to each
other, and that public policies should prioritize ecological networks in terms of environmental
protection and enhancement [6]. As a consequence, regional and urban planning processes
should adequately manage, improve and monitor the effectiveness of GIs as an ecological
network which provides ESs and the spatial connectivity of such systems.

This also entails that GIs are particularly important as in the restoration of biodiversity,
the decrease of ecosystem fragmentation and the increase of their capacity of providing
ESs [7]. That being so, an operational management goal concerning GIs can be identified as
its role in promoting and improving ES provision and habitat restoration [6,8].

The concept of landscape connectivity was introduced by Taylor et al. [9] as a relevant
measure of the landscape structure in line with the theory developed by Dunning et al. [10].
According to Taylor et al. [9], landscape connectivity is defined as the “degree to which the
landscape facilitates or impedes movement among resource patches” (p. 571). According
to With et al. [11], landscape connectivity concerns “the functional relationship among
habitat patches, owing to the spatial contagion of habitat and the movement responses of
organisms to landscape structure” (p. 151).

In particular, the second definition reflects the dual nature of connectivity, which entails
a structural and a functional dimension (structural connectivity, functional connectivity).
Structural connectivity is environmentally oriented, while functional connectivity is species-
oriented [12]. In this study, the second dimension of connectivity is considered and used.
In a nutshell, functional connectivity concerns the movement capacity of species as a
function of their intrinsic mobility and of spatial patch suitability to facilitate species
movement [9,13].

The concept of landscape connectivity as a means to counter landscape fragmenta-
tion has been increasingly embedded into environmental policies, e.g., through technical
categories such as greenways, GIs and ECs, in order to address the problem of biodiver-
sity loss [14,15]. The concept of EC is treated in the literature with reference to different
scientific and technical profiles (among many, [16–18]). According to Hess and Fisher [18],
the use of the term “corridor” is associated with two important theories of conserva-
tion biology, i.e., island biogeography [19] and metapopulations [20], which focus on
functional connectivity.

Functional connectivity is often analyzed through resistance-based models, where
resistance “represents the willingness of an organism to cross a particular environment, the
physiological cost of moving through a particular environment, the reduction in survival
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for the organism moving through a particular environment, or an integration of all these
factors” [21] (p. 778). Resistance-based models are widely described and discussed in
the literature. The most complex models, such as the circuit theory-based [22] and the
individual-based models [23], are difficult to implement due to the overwhelming quantity
of input data, and the needed accuracy in data collection and computational power [24].
Building on consolidated approaches available in the current technical and scientific liter-
ature [23,25], in this study a least-cost path (LCP) model is defined and implemented in
order to identify the spatial structure of ECs.

The article is structured into four sections. In the next section, the study area is
described with reference to the protected areas which are assumed as the nodes of the spatial
layout of the Sardinian ecological network, and the LCP-based methodology adopted to
identify ECs is presented. Moreover, the methodological approach used to analyze the
spatial relationship between ECs and LCFERs, identified by the RLP, is described as well.

Section 3 shows the results concerning the identification of Sardinian ECs and the
assessment of the relation between ECs and the LCFERs.

Policy implications are discussed in Section 4, whereas future research directions are
proposed in the concluding section, with particular reference to the positive aspects and
drawbacks of the study.

2. Materials and Methods

This section is organized as follows. The first subsection describes the study area
and the set of protected areas that are identified as the nodes of the Sardinian regional
ecological network. This subsection was written by Lai and reproduced from a previous
article by Lai et al. [26]]. The following subsection presents the LCP-based methodological
approach implemented to identify the ECs, which is based on studies by Cannas published
in a set of articles between 2017 and 2018 [27–30]. Finally, the third subsection discusses the
regression model used to assess the relation between ECs and the LCFERs, identified by
the RLP. Figure 1 reports a diagrammatic representation of the methodology implemented
in this study.

2.1. Study Area

Our case study is related to the Sardinian regional context. Sardinia is the second
largest Italian island, located in the Western Mediterranean, with an area of around
24,000 km2 [31]. Sardinia is part of the European Mediterranean biogeographical
region [32,33].

Two regimes of environmental protection are identified by the Italian legislation, that
is, natural protected areas (NPAs) and Natura 2000 sites (N2Ss). In this study, Sardinian
NPAs and N2Ss are identified as the Sardinian natural protected sites (NPSs). The set of
Sardinian NPSs is shown in Figure 2.

N2Ss are managed by the national government, whereas regional governments rule
over the regional NPAs.

Four regional natural parks are established under the provisions of Regional Laws nos.
1999/4, 1999/5, 2014/20 and 2014/21 respectively, that is, Porto Conte, Molentargius-Saline,
Gutturu Mannu and Tepilora.

Moreover, our study includes, among the regional NPAs, public woods, permanent
oases of faunal protection and Ramsar sites. Public woods, managed by the Regional
Agency of Forests, are characterized by significant environmental and landscape values,
whose conservation and enhancement are important in order to address and mitigate
negative impacts caused by natural disasters, such as fires, floods and landslides. Regional
Law no. 1998/23 identifies the permanent oases of faunal protection. Nine Sardinian sites
are protected under the provisions of the Ramsar Convention, signed in 1971.

As regards the N2Ss, the Natura 2000 Network includes areas designated under
the provisions of Directive no. 92/43/EEC (the Habitats Directive) and Directive no.
2009/147/EC (the Birds Directive), and encompasses more than 27,000 sites, representing
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the backbone of the European Union’s policies on the protection of nature and biodiver-
sity [34]. N2Ss include the following: sites of community interest (SCIs) and special areas
of conservation (SACs), established under the Habitats Directive, and special protection
areas (SPAs), established under the Birds Directive. SPAs are designated by the European
Union member states in relation to a number of scientific criteria, in order to provide bird
protection. As regards SCIs and SACs, the designation process develops from Member
States’ proposals addressed to the European Commission which is responsible for their
establishment. SCIs can become SACs within six years of their establishment, provided
that conservation measures are identified. Sardinian N2Ss are classified as follows: 31 SPAs,
87 SACs and 10 SCIs [35].

Figure 1. The methodological approach.
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Figure 2. The system of the Sardinian protected areas.

2.2. Spatial Identification of the Ecological Corridors

LCP models detect spatially identified pathways, which connect habitat patches, char-
acterized by the minimum resistance to species movement, or by the highest probability of
movement to take place. LCP models postulate that organisms have an in-depth knowledge
of the landscape that leads them to follow the optimal route [14].

According to Sawyer et al. [36], the attractiveness of this typology of models reflects
three important points. First, LCP models make it possible to quantitatively compare
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potential movement paths within large areas. Secondly, the complex effects of habitats
on species movement can be integrated into these models. Finally, LCP models go be-
yond the limits of analyses based exclusively on structural connectivity by incorporating
the species’ perception of the surrounding environment. LCP models are particularly
effective regarding computational efficiency, model implementation ease, and flexibil-
ity related to the inclusion of different environmental profiles and aspects in the model
structure [24,37,38]. LCP models often integrate experts’ judgments into spatial datasets in
order to identify resistance values of areal units [36,39–41].

Building on a methodology developed by Cannas [27–30], the spatial taxonomy of
connectivity is identified on the basis of an LCP model, through four phases, as follows:

• definition of a habitat-suitability map;
• definition of an ecological-integrity map;
• definition of a resistance map;
• spatial identification of ECs.

The detail of the input data used in this study is reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Description, publication or creation year and source of input data used in this study.

Data Description Year Source

Sardinian land cover map

Sardinian land cover map is a vector map
produced by the Regional Administration of

Sardinia, where land covers are classed in
relation to four levels. The first three levels

report the CLC nomenclature. Linear features
include linear entities with a width of less than

25 m, related to roads, railways, and
hydrography. As regards polygonal features, the
minimum unit mapped is 0.5 hectares within the

urban area and 0.75 hectares elsewhere

2008

https:
//www.sardegnageoportale.it/

index.php?xsl=2420&s=40&v=9&
c=14480&es=6603&na=1&n=10

0&esp=1&tb=14401 (accessed on
19 April 2022)

Species-specific values of habitat
suitability

Habitat suitability species-specific values are
defined within a study commissioned by the

Regional Administration of Sardinia to
AGRISTUDIO et al. [42]. The values concern
species and habitats of community interest

within the Sardinian N2Ss. The study provides
habitat-suitability species-specific values, on an
ordinal scale between 0 and 3 (0: non–suitable; 3:

extremely suitable), for each CLC class of the
Sardinian land cover map in relation to each
Sardinian N2S. The evaluation is based on

experts’ judgments

2011 Unpublished work

Values of ecological integrity

Ecological integrity values are developed by
Burkhard et al. [43,44] in relation to each of the

44 third-level land cover classes of the CLC
taxonomy through experts’ judgments. The

ecological-integrity index is equal to the sum of
the scores associated to seven ES-supply

indicators (abiotic heterogeneity, biodiversity,
biotic waterflows, metabolic efficiency, energy

capture, reduction of nutrient loss and
storage capacity)

2009

https://landscape-online.org/
index.php/lo/article/view/LO.

200915/67 (accessed on
19 April 2022)
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Table 1. Cont.

Data Description Year Source

Map of core areas

The map of core areas is a vector map,
developed by the authors which combines

different typologies of protected areas: national
parks (NPs), regional parks (RPs), public woods

(PWs), permanent oases of faunal protection
(POFPs), Ramsar sites (RSs) and N2Ss

2009 as for NPs

https://webgis2.regione.
sardegna.it/geonetwork/srv/

ita/catalog.search#/metadata/R_
SARDEG:YDBMD (accessed on

19 April 2022)

2013 as for RPs
and RSs

https://webgis2.regione.
sardegna.it/geonetwork/srv/

ita/catalog.search#/metadata/R_
SARDEG:585dc615-71d2-4318-

ade6-6b3341781987 (accessed on
19 April 2022)

2009 as for PWs

https://webgis2.regione.
sardegna.it/geonetwork/srv/

ita/catalog.search#/metadata/R_
SARDEG:BLFQZ (accessed on

19 April 2022)

2005 as for POFPs

https://webgis2.regione.
sardegna.it/geonetwork/srv/

ita/catalog.search#/metadata/R_
SARDEG:DSDPP (accessed on

19 April 2022)

2013 as for RSs

https://webgis2.regione.
sardegna.it/geonetwork/srv/

ita/catalog.search#/metadata/R_
SARDEG:f52f111d-2a2e-4870-a6

23-6d6f11dc4f1d (accessed on
19 April 2022)

2021 as for N2Ss

https://www.eea.europa.eu/
data-and-maps/data/natura-13

/natura-2000-spatial-data/
natura-2000-shapefile-1 (accessed

on 19 April 2022)

Landscape components featured
by environmental relevance

The LCFER map is a vector map developed by
the Regional Administration of Sardinia in

relation to the RLP implementation code. As
explained in Section 2.3, the LCFER map

classifies the regional land into three typologies
of areas: natural and subnatural, seminatural,

and agricultural and forestry

2005

https://webgis2.regione.
sardegna.it/geonetwork/srv/

ita/catalog.search#/metadata/R_
SARDEG:BYBET (accessed on

19 April 2022)

The first phase aims at defining a habitat-suitability map, where habitat suitability
is defined as the probability of habitat use by species. The elaboration of this map is
based on the Sardinian land cover vector map and on a study concerning species-specific
values of habitat suitability. Land covers are classed according to the Sardinian land cover
vector map produced by the Regional Administration of Sardinia in 2008, at the third
level of the CORINE Land Cover (CLC) nomenclature. Moreover, species-specific values
of habitat suitability are identified on the basis of a study by AGRISTUDIO et al. [42],
commissioned by the Regional Administration of Sardinia, concerning the conservation
status of species and habitats of community interest within the Sardinian N2Ss. The study
provides habitat-suitability species-specific values, on an ordinal scale between 0 and 3
(0: non–suitable; 3: extremely suitable), for each CLC class of the Sardinian land cover
map in relation to each Sardinian N2S. The evaluation is based on experts’ judgments. A
habitat-suitability map is elaborated on the basis of two assumptions. First, the habitat
suitability species-specific values, associated with land cover classes located in the N2Ss
by the AGRISTUDIO et al.’s [42] study, are associated with the same land cover classes
of areas outside the N2Ss as well. Secondly, the total value of the species-specific habitat
suitability associated with each land cover class is equal to the average value of the single
species-specific values associated with the land cover class. Finally, a habitat-suitability
vector map is defined, which identifies a taxonomy concerning the entire regional area.
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The second phase aims at defining an ecological-integrity map, which builds on
studies developed by Burkhard et al. [43,44], where an assessment of land cover classes’
capacities to provide ESs is implemented through experts’ judgments, on the basis of
the founding concept that the higher the ecological integrity, the higher the suitability to
species’ transition and movement. Ecological integrity concerns supporting ESs defined
as ESs which help to maintain and enhance the supply of the other types of ES, namely
provisioning, regulating and cultural ES. The ecological-integrity index is equal to the sum
of the scores associated with seven ES supply indicators (abiotic heterogeneity, biodiversity,
biotic waterflows, metabolic efficiency, exergy capture, reduction of nutrient loss and
storage capacity) that represent supporting ESs in relation to each of the 44 third-level land
cover classes of the CLC taxonomy. As a result, by mapping the values of the ecological-
integrity index, an ecological-integrity vector map is obtained for the entire regional area.

The third phase aims at defining the resistance map by means of the habitat-suitability
and ecological-integrity maps, building on a study by LaRue and Nielsen [45]. First, the two
vector maps are converted into raster maps; secondly, two maps are defined by mapping
the inverse of the sum of the habitat suitability and of the ecological-integrity index; thirdly
the new raster maps are scaled, on an ordinal scale between 1 and 100 (1: the lowest
resistance; 100: the highest resistance), according to a study by the European Environment
Agency [8]. Finally, the values of the two rescaled raster maps are summed-up and mapped
on a patch-by-patch basis. The resulting spatial taxonomy is the resistance map.

The fourth phase aims at spatially identifying ECs that connect the Sardinian NPSs
through the use of the Linkage Pathways Tool (LPT) of the GIS Linkage Mapper (LM)
Toolbox. LPT implements the LCP approach by identifying the Cost-Weighted Distance
(CWD) [46]. The LCP laying between two core areas is identified by the path which shows
the minimum CWD. Input data required by the LPT are a vector map of core areas and
a raster resistance map. In this study, each core area is identified either by a single NPS,
in case the overlapping of multiple NPSs does not occur, or by the spatial envelope of
overlapping NPSs, whereas phases 1 thru 3 identify the resistance map.

The CWD of a path between two core areas is obtained by: i. averaging the resistance
values of pairs of adjacent patches; ii. multiplying such average values times the geometric
distance of the patches’ centers [47]; and, iii. Summing up the results of item ii. along the path.

The relevant outputs offered by LPT are the linear developments of the ECs and the raster
map of the CWD values. Figure 3 shows the implementation of the LPT processing process.

LPT proceeds as follows, in order to identify the LCP between two core areas A and B.
First, the normalized distance related to each patch i connecting A and B, NDiAB, is

calculated, as follows:

NDiAB = CWDiA + CWDiB − LCWDAB, (1)

where: NDiAB is the normalized distance between A and B measured along a path which
includes patch i; CWDiA and CWDiB are the cost-weighted distances from patch i to core
areas A and B; and, LCWDAB is the least CWD, i.e., the CWD measured along the LCP
connecting A and B [46].

Secondly, the LCP, i.e., the EC, connecting A and B, is identified by the spatial sequence
of patches j’s which show NDiAB = 0.

2.3. Relation between ECs and Landscape Components

The LCFERs represent a spatial taxonomy of the regional land aimed at defining
differentiated levels of protection depending on the value of nature and natural resources.
This taxonomy was defined in the RLP approved by the Deliberation of the Sardinian
Regional Government no. 36/7 of 5 September 2006, and implemented a protection
regime which did not take account of ecological corridors, whereas their importance was
recognized by art. 10 of the Habitats and Birds Directives, according to which ECs make
the Natura 2000 Network internally connected from the functional and ecological points
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of view. As a consequence, ECs can be considered areal structures connecting habitats to
enhance and support biodiversity, and, in so doing, increase the ES provision [29,30].

Figure 3. Processing process of LPT. Source: McRae and Kavanagh [46] (p. 11).

Thus, the implementation of EC protection into the Sardinian spatial planning frame-
work, established under the provisions of the RLP code, has to be developed by identifying
ECs as areas with the highest protection level among the LCFERs.

The spatial layout of ECs connecting core areas is defined by the raster map of CWD
values clustered into ten deciles, whose second upper limit is assumed as the threshold for
the inclusion of a patch in an EC [27]. The CWD of a patch j, included in an EC connecting
the core areas A and B, is calculated as follows:

CWDj = CWDjA + CWDjB, (2)

where CWDjA and CWDjB are the cost-weighted distances from patch j to core areas A and B.
The assessment of the relations between ECs and LCFERs is implemented through a

linear regression model which relates the eligibility of a patch to be included in an EC and
the areas of the LCFERs overlaid by the corridors.

The LCFERs classed by the RLP implementation code (IC) are the following:

• natural and subnatural areas, which include: scrub vegetation in dry areas and wet-
lands (areas covered with sparse vegetation, between 5% and 40%; riparian areas
covered with non–arboreal vegetation; Mediterranean scrub; river beds larger than
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25 m; inland marshes; salt marshes; rock faces); and, woodlands (mixed coniferous
and broadleaf woods; broadleaf woods);

• seminatural areas, which include: grasslands (steady meadows; natural pastures; thickets
and shrublands; garrigues; natural recolonization areas); and, cork and chestnut woods;

• areas dedicated to agriculture and forestry, which include: specialized and tree crops
(vineyards; orchards; temporary olive– and vineyard–related crops; temporary crops
related to other permanent crops); artificial woods (coniferous woods; poplar, willow
and eucalypt woods; other trees for timber; arboriculture with coniferous forest trees;
artificial recolonization areas); and, specialized herbaceous crops, agricultural and
forest areas, and uncultivated areas (non–irrigated arable land; artificial meadows;
simple arable land and full-field horticultural crops; paddies; breeding grounds;
greenhouse crops; complex parcel cropping systems; areas characterized by prevailing
agricultural crops and residual important natural land; uncultivated areas).

According to the RLP IC, the protection regime concerning natural and subnatural
areas forbids whichever spatial transformation, including new buildings or land use modi-
fications, which is likely to undermine the ecosystem structure, steadiness and functionality,
or the landscape enjoyment potential. As for dunal and retrodunal habitats featured by
non–arboreal vegetation or Mediterranean scrub, vehicle and pedestrian access and tempo-
rary installations are not allowed if they may put at risk natural resources conservation.
Moreover, the RLP IC forbids the implementation of spatial transformations which may
cause water pollution or landfill as regards wetlands. Finally, afforestation is not allowed if
potentially harmful to priority habitats designed by the Habitats and Birds Directives, with
the exception of conservation operations.

As for seminatural areas, the RLP IC states that whichever spatial transformation,
including new buildings or land use modifications, which is likely to undermine the ecosys-
tem structure, steadiness and functionality, or the landscape enjoyment potential, is not
allowed, with the exception of operations aimed at improving the ecosystems structure
and functioning, the conservation status of biotic and abiotic natural resources, and at
mitigating environmental hazard and degradation of natural resources. In woodlands,
land-use modifications are forbidden except for land-use changes related to the devel-
opment of new faunistic or floristic populations and to the enhancement of the habitats
of protected wildlife. Moreover, new facilities are not permitted, whereas restoration of
existing buildings is allowed provided that they will be used to improve the conditions of
nature and natural resources, and that the operations do not entail an increase in building
volume, floor area and covered surface.

New infrastructure, such as roads, power lines, hydraulic pipelines, etc., which may
alter the forest land cover or increase fire or pollution hazards are not allowed in semi-
natural areas, with the exception of operations aimed at forest management and soil
protection. Furthermore, the RLP IC forbids new roads, power lines and wind turbines
close to wetlands and to areas characterized by the presence of species of community
interest, especially with reference to birdlife, which may generate negative impacts on
the landscape perception. River systems and riparian areas have to be protected from
soil–sealing operations, afforestation implemented by using alien species and removal of
sand and sediments from the river beds.

As for dunal systems and sandy seashores, vehicle traffic is strictly forbidden, and
sand and sediment removal are not allowed as well. Finally, a general rule concerning
seminatural areas concerns a ban on the use of alien species for afforestation, reforestation,
and renaturation.

With reference to areas dedicated to agriculture and forestry, and uncultivated ar-
eas, the RLP IC forbids transitions from agriculture and forestry to other land uses, with
the exception of changes motivated by reasons related to the implementation of relevant
public utilities for which it is demonstrated that no other location is presently available.
Limited land-use transitions are allowed to make more effective infrastructure, facilities
and machinery exclusively devoted to agriculture or forestry. Moreover, the biodiversity
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improvement as regards native species of agrarian interest, the conservation of local tra-
ditional agricultural systems and the protection of typical rural scenery are indicated as
important addresses, stated as planning rules as per art. 29 of the RLP IC, in particular
with reference to periurban zones and historic terrace farming areas.

All in all, the RLP IC identifies rules concerning natural, subnatural and seminatu-
ral areas which are almost entirely consistent with a nature protection regime aimed at
strengthening the effectiveness of ECs. The main regulatory feature of the RLP IC with
respect to these areas is the general objective of protecting the structure and functional-
ity of ecosystems, biodiversity, nature and natural resources, with particular attention to
habitats and species identified by the Habitats and the Birds Directives, dunal and coastal
environments, and wetlands as main sources of biodiversity, especially as regards birdlife.
In woodlands, modifications of land use are not allowed, except for the improvement of
wildlife habitats and an increase in faunistic and floristic populations. Rules concerning
agriculture and forestry are less restrictive since land-use transitions are allowed if they aim
at improving farm and forest productivity, even though protection of traditional practices,
scenery and biodiversity protection with reference to rural landscapes and environments
are targeted as important planning policy goals.

The relation between ECs and the LCFERs described so far is analyzed through a
multiple linear regression model which assesses the correlations between CWD and the
areas of the LCFERs which overlay ECs. The model takes the following form:

ECWD = β0 + β1SCRB + β2WOOD + β3GRAS + β4CCHW + β5SPTC + β6ARWO + β7HAFU + β8ALTD, (3)

where dependent and explanatory variables identify the areal dimensions of ECs and of
the overlays of ECs and the LCFERs:

• ECWD is the CWD of a patch included in an EC;
• SCRB is for scrub vegetation in dry areas and wetlands;
• WOOD is for woodlands;
• GRAS is for grasslands;
• CCHW is for cork and chestnut woods;
• SPTC is for specialized and tree crops;
• ARWO is for artificial woods;
• HAFU is for specialized herbaceous crops, agricultural and forest areas, and unculti-

vated areas;
• ALTD is a control variable that represents the average altitude in an EC.

The outcomes of the regression model identify the quantitative correlations between
the linear dimension of ECs, ECWD, and the presence of LCFERs.

As per many studies related to correlations between spatial variables, a regression
model is used since no prior hypothesis seems to be plausible as regards the effect of
covariates on the dependent variable (among many: [48–51]).

Thus, a surface, characterized by an unknown equation, representing a spatial phe-
nomenon featured by n factors, is approximated, in an infinitesimal neighborhood of one
of its points, by its tangential hyperplane. The infinitesimal area shared by the hyperplane
and the surface is identified by the known equation of the tangential hyperplane, that is,
by the linear relation between the covariates. Such linear relation locally approximates
the unknown surface. That being so, the multiple regression model (3) estimates the
trace of an eight-dimensional hyperplane on an eight-dimensional surface whose equation
is unknown [52,53], which shows the linear correlations between ECWD and the eight
dependent variables defined above.

The variable ALTD is utilized as a control variable to check the effect of the altitude of
an EC on its areal dimension; so, if the estimate of the coefficient β8 were significant, this
would imply that the altitude is likely to cause a relevant impact on ECWD. The sign of the
estimated coefficient indicates if the impact is positive or negative, i.e., if the greater the
altitude, the lower ECWD, or the other way around.
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Finally, a 5% p-value significance test is used with reference to the estimated coefficients
of model (3) to see if their estimates are significantly different than zero.

3. Results

This section is organized as follows. The first subsection presents the spatial layout of
the ECs identified through the implementation of the methodology described in Section 2.2.
The following subsection operationalizes the regression model defined in Section 2.3.

3.1. The Spatial Layout of Ecological Corridors

The implementation of the methodological approach developed by Cannas [27–30],
and described in Section 2.2, is developed through four phases, which each generates one
or more outputs necessary to carry out the following phase.

The first phase provides a habitat-suitability map (see Figure 4), where habitat suit-
ability species-specific values range from 0.1 to 1.65.

The second phase produces an ecological-integrity map (see Figure 5), where ecological
integrity values range from 0.1 to 32.

The third phase delivers a resistance map (see Figure 6), where resistance values range
from 2 to 200.

The last phase generates two outputs: i. the raster map of the CWD values; ii. the
spatial identification of the ECs that connect the NPSs of the Sardinian protected area
network. Figure 7 shows the ECs identified in the study area and Figure 8 reports the CWD
values, included in a range between 0 to 225,201 km. As described in Section 2.3, the CWD
values are clustered into ten deciles, whose second upper limit is assumed as the threshold
for the inclusion of a patch in an EC. The CWD values included in the first two deciles
range from 0 to 9741 km. In Figures 7 and 8, the ECs are shown as linear elements.

Through LPT, 240 ECs are identified, with CWD ranging between 0.07 km and
27.34 km. Moreover, two important qualitative attributes of the ECs connecting two core
areas have to be emphasized: the ratio of the CWD to the Euclidean distance (CWD/ED)
and the ratio of CWD to the length of the EC (CWD/LCP) [54,55]. The former measures
the resistance to species movement between two core areas in relation to their proximity,
i.e., the connectivity quality of the connecting EC, as long as the latter identifies the average
resistance to species movement along with the EC which connects two core areas.

With reference to the CWD/ED index, ECs nos. 22, 112, and 122 show the lowest
values and, as a consequence, the highest connectivity quality (see Table 2 and Figure 9),
whereas ECs nos. 12, 228, and 9 show the highest values and, that being so, the lowest
connectivity quality (see Table 2 and Figure 10).
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Figure 4. Habitat-suitability map.
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Figure 5. Ecological-integrity map.
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Figure 6. Resistance map.
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Figure 7. Ecological corridors connecting the NPSs.
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Figure 8. Identification of ecological corridors and of CWD values included in the second’s upper limit

decile (map on the right), and the overlapping map of CWD values and the LCFERs (upper-left map).
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Table 2. Name and typology of NPSs included within core areas connected by EC which shows the

highest and lowest values of CWD/ED index and CWD/LCP index.

EC Code Core Area Code Name of Connected NPSs Typology of NPSs

22
7

Monte dei Sette Fratelli SPA

Monte dei Sette Fratelli e Sarrabus SAC

Monte Genis Permanent oases of faunal protection

Castiadas-Sette Fratelli Permanent oases of faunal protection

Campidano Permanent oases of faunal protection

Campidano Public woods

Campidano Santo Barzolu Public woods

Castiadas Public woods

San Vito Public woods

Sa Scova Public woods

Sette Fratelli Public woods

Villasalto Public woods

24 Baccu Arrodas—Rio Molas Public woods

122
47 Olzai Public woods

148 Monte Gonare SAC

112
49

Ussai Permanent oases of faunal protection

Barigadu Public woods

40 Foresta di Uatzo Public woods

12

4

Parco Naturale Regionale di
Molentargius saline

Natural regional park

Monte Sant’Elia, Cala Mosca e
Cala Fighera

SAC

Stagno di Cagliari, Saline di
Macchiareddu, Laguna di

Santa Gilla
SAC

Stagno di Molentargius e territori
limitrofi

SAC

Torre del Poetto SAC

Stagno di Cagliari SPA

Saline di Molenatrgius SPA

Santa Gilla Permanent oases of faunal protection

Stagni di Quartu Molentargius Permanent oases of faunal protection

Stagno di Molentargius Ramsar Site

Stagno di Cagliari Ramsar Site

10

Bruncu de Su Monte
Moru—Geremean (Mari Pintau)

SAC

Costa di Cagliari SAC

Capo Carbonara e stagno di
Notteri—Punta Molentis

SPA

Fascia litoranea sud orientale Permanent oases of faunal protection
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Table 2. Cont.

EC Code Core Area Code Name of Connected NPSs Typology of NPSs

228

140 Stagno di Santa Caterina SAC

152

Stagno di Porto Botte SAC

Isola Rossa e Capo Teulada SCI

Promontorio, dune e zona umida di
Porto Pino

SCI

9

3

Sassu-Cirras SAC

Stagno di S’Ena Arrubia e territori
limitrofi

SAC

Stagno di S’Ena Arrubia SPA

S’Ena Arrubia Permanent oases of faunal protection

S’Ena Arrubia Ramsar Site

5

Stagno di Pauli Maiori di Oristano SAC

Stagno di Santa Giusta SAC

Stagno di Pauli Maiori SPA

Pauli Maiori Permanent oases of faunal protection

Stagno di Pauli Maiori Ramsar Site

192

80

Altopiano di Campeda SAC

Catena del Marghine e del Goceano SAC

Piana di Semestene, Bonorva,
Macomer e Bortigali

SPA

Monte Pisanu Permanent oases of faunal protection

Foresta Anela Permanent oases of faunal protection

Anela Public woods

Bono Public woods

Monte Artu Public woods

Monte Bassu Public woods

Monte Burghesu Public woods

Monte Pisanu Public woods

81

Foresta Fiorentini Permanent oases of faunal protection

Fiorentini Public woods

Monte Pirastru Public woods

119

43 Pabarile Public woods

142
Riu Sos Mulinos—Sos Lavros—M.

Urtigu
SAC
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Table 2. Cont.

EC Code Core Area Code Name of Connected NPSs Typology of NPSs

14
4

Parco Naturale Regionale di
Molentargius saline

Natural regional park

Monte Sant’Elia, Cala Mosca e
Cala Fighera

SAC

Stagno di Cagliari, Saline di
Macchiareddu, Laguna di

Santa Gilla
SAC

Stagno di Molentargius e
territori limitrofi

SAC

Torre del Poetto SAC

Stagno di Cagliari SPA

Saline di Molenatrgius SPA

Santa Gilla Permanent oases of faunal protection

Stagni di Quartu Molentargius Permanent oases of faunal protection

Stagno di Molentargius Ramsar Site

Stagno di Cagliari Ramsar Site

15 Ovile Sardo Permanent oases of faunal protection

As regards the CWD/LCP index, ECs nos. 192, 119, and 112 show the lowest values
and, as a result (see Table 2 and Figure 11), the lowest average resistance to species move-
ment along the path, while ECs nos. 12, 228, and 14 show the highest values and, for that
reason, the highest average resistance to species movement (see Table 2 and Figure 12).

3.2. Discussion on the Overlay of Ecological Corridors and Landscape Components

The estimated coefficients of the explanatory variables of model (3) show the correla-
tions between the ECWD of a parcel included in an EC and the covariates of the multiple
linear regression, identified by the LCFERs and by the control variable ALTD.

The descriptive statistics related to dependent and explanatory variables of model (3)
are shown in Table 3, whereas Table 4 reports the estimates of the multiple linear regression.

The estimated coefficient of the altitude-related variable shows significant p-values
and a positive sign. This implies that a decrease in ECWD is associated with lower altitudes,
everything else being equal, which is entirely consistent with expectations, since higher
connectivity, or lower ECWD, is expected to take place in flat areas, generally characterized
by comparative lower altitudes. Our findings entail that a decrease of 100 m in altitude will
be correlated to a decrease of about 145 m in ECWD.

Since the estimate of the coefficient of the control variable is statistically significant and
consistent with expectations, the estimated effects on ECWD generated by the covariates
related to the LCFERs can be considered reliable as regards the implementation of model (3).

The results of the coefficient estimate of model (3), reported in Table 4, are related
to the explanatory variables expressed by the percentage share of the area of a landscape
component in the total area of a patch. Such estimates show the marginal effects of the
explanatory variables on ECWD. The estimates exhibit p-values lower than 6.6%, with the
exception of scrub vegetation in dry areas and wetlands (SCRB), which, at any rate, shows
a weakly significant p-value (10.8%). The comprehensive goodness of fit is also endorsed
by the value of the adjusted correlation coefficient, which exceeds 70%.
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Figure 9. Spatial identification of the ECs which show the lowest values of the CWD/ED index.

Moreover, the regression results put in evidence that all the LCFERs are correlated
to increases in the eligibility of a patch to be included in an EC, i.e., an increase in the
percentage area of an LCFER is correlated to a decrease in ECWD everything else being
equal, except for specialized and tree crops (SPTC), whose coefficient is positive and
indicates that an average increase of 1% in SPTC is associated to an average increase of
7.7 m in the CWD of ECs.

As for the other LCFERs, the outcomes show that woodlands (WOOD) and cork
and chestnut woods (CCHW) are the most suitable to enhance the effectiveness of ECs,
since their marginal effects on ECWD imply that a 1% increase is correlated to 7.2- and
6.9-meter decrease in average CWD, respectively. Less relevant positive effects on the
eligibility of a patch to be included in an EC are exhibited by grasslands (GRASS) and
artificial woods (ARWO), whose marginal effects on ECWD are 5.81 and 5.33 m. The
impacts of the covariates associated to scrub vegetation in dry areas and wetlands (SCRB),
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and specialized herbaceous crops, agricultural and forest areas and uncultivated areas
(HAFU), are definitely less important since their coefficients entail that an average increase
of 1% is correlated to a 2.77- and 3.16- meter decrease in ECWD, respectively.

 

Figure 10. Spatial identification of the ECs which show the highest values of the CWD/ED index.
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Figure 11. Spatial identification of the ECs which show the lowest values of the CWD/LCP index.

These outcomes make it easy to identify relevant planning policy implications related
to the enhancement of the regional network of protected areas through the protection and
the improvement of its ECs.
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Figure 12. Spatial identification of the ECs which show the highest values of the CWD/LCP index.
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Table 3. Definition of variables and descriptive statistics related to model (3).

Variable Definition Mean St.dev.

ECWD
Cost–weighted distance of a
patch included in an EC (km)

4947.08 2865.14

SCRB
Scrub vegetation in dry areas
and wetlands in a patch
included in an EC (ha)

16,962.44 26,775.40

WOOD
Woodlands in a patch
included in an EC (ha)

18,038.76 29,513.47

GRAS
Grasslands in a patch
included in an EC (ha)

18,879.67 27,314.39

CCHW
Cork and chestnut woods in a
patch included in an EC (ha)

3190.58 12,865.24

SPTC
Specialized and tree crops in a
patch included in an EC (ha)

3107.70 11,326.36

ARWO
Artificial woods in a patch
included in an EC (ha)

4721.13 16,500.74

HAFU

Specialized herbaceous crops,
agricultural and forest areas,
and uncultivated areas, in a
patch included in an EC (ha)

23,207.82 31,984.68

ALTD

Control variable which
represents the average
altitude in a patch included in
an EC (m)

365.36 275.76

Table 4. Estimate of multiple linear regression model (3).

Variable Coefficient t-Statistic p-Value

SCRB −2.77172 −1.60534 0.108428
WOOD −7.20867 −4.16805 0.000031
GRAS −5.80510 −3.35834 0.000785
CCHW −6.91227 −3.49271 0.000479
SPTC 7.70003 3.69729 0.000218
ARWO −5.33205 −2.85482 0.004309
HAFU −3.16692 −1.84476 0.065081
ALTD 1.45191 22.37541 0.000000

Adjusted R-squared: 0.7123

4. Discussion

The results of model (3), shown in the third section, make it possible to assess if, and
to what extent, the current zoning code of the RLP can represent a solid basis for effectively
protecting ECs, and highlight important implications for spatial planning practice.

The transition from agricultural to forest land uses, which should be supported by
financial grants aimed at compensating differential yields, is associated with a decrease in
CWD, and, as a consequence, a strengthening in the EC’s spatial structure.

Planning measures focused on agroforestry transition are more straightforward and
easier to implement as regards the areas classed as HAFU (as for specialized herbaceous
crops, agricultural and forest areas, and uncultivated areas), and, even more, with reference
to zones classed as SPTC (as for temporary crops related to other permanent crops). On
the other hand, land cover transitions from intensive agricultural production areas, char-
acterized by high crop yields, to less profitable woodlands (WOOD) or cork and chestnut
woods (CCHW), can hardly be compensated by means of public grants, due to the size
of the needed financial effort [56]. As regards intensive agricultural production zones,
agroforestry transition should be implemented through a cooperative and integration-
oriented policy by the involved public administrations at different spatial scales, in terms
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of technical expertise and financial feasibility assessment [57–59]. For instance, in the case
of goat and sheep farming, land cover change from grazing land to wooded areas can be
effectively financed through public grants, so as to mitigate or even fully compensate for
the yield decrease implied by such transition. Different is the case of cattle grazing areas,
characterized by very high yields, whose transition would possibly generate relevantly, and
even dramatic and destabilizing, impacts on the regional livestock economy, since wooded
pasture, such as the Spanish dehesa, is not economically suitable for cattle farming.

Furthermore, afforestation intensity should be carefully assessed. As per Li et al. [60],
an increasing trend in wooded areas may possibly be associated with a progressive rise
in the ratio of costs to benefits of afforestation processes. Feng et al. [61] show that the
unbalanced development of woodlands is likely to put at risk food safety. This implies that
trade-offs between the provision of different ecosystem services and their economic and
social benefits should be analyzed in detail.

A specific assessment of the question of afforestation, based on the land cover transi-
tion from farming to forestry, is proposed in a study related to social and economic factors
driving from croplands to afforestation, which are particularly focused on the identification
of the determinants concerning policy-making decisions [62]. From this standpoint, the
perception of benefits coming from farming is an important obstacle regarding afforesta-
tion [63]. This is basically due to the farmers’ strong perception of the positive effects
related to the non-market value generated by flexible farming-related practices, and to their
unwillingness to lose their durable expertise, which in their view is likely to be more im-
portant than the expected increase in income coming from afforestation [62]. The transition
from intensive farming to forest land cover differs significantly from afforestation which
originates from extensive croplands [64]. In the former case, a transition is quite unlikely,
whereas it is much more probable in the latter since the expected income from forestry
is likely to exceed the income coming from extensive farming, while intensive farming,
which develops from permanent agriculture through high-yielding crops, is expected to
have the highest rent [65]. Extensive and intensive farming should be targeted in terms of
planning measures to decrease LST, based on incentive schemes. Agricultural farmers may
possibly engage in afforestation, and, by doing so, disengage from low-income farming.
The incentive effectiveness is likely to be identified in afforestation coming from transitions
from mosaic farmlands and grazing lands, whereas it is quite unlikely that this is the case
regarding intensive agriculture [56]. Moreover, the expansion of forest areas throughout
rural zones featured by high-income farming should be carefully assessed by planning
agencies in terms of financial feasibility as much as they should carefully consider the
negative impact of afforestation on the traditional rural framework in terms of economic,
social and landscape degradation [66].

All in all, planning policies and measures to strengthen the operational capacity
and effectiveness of the regional network of protected areas through the protection and
the improvement of the spatial framework of its ECs have to be studied, structured and
implemented by focusing on the ruling concept that habitat quality, ecological integrity,
and ecosystem conditions have to be enhanced and boosted-up [67].

Since the nodes of the networking spatial structure of the regional GI are identified
with the system of the regional protected areas, whose protection regime implies conser-
vation and enhancement of habitat quality, ecological integrity and ecosystem services,
strengthening such spatial structure entails the establishment and implementation of plan-
ning policies aimed at extending to ECs the protection regime related to protected areas.
Indeed, the locations of ECs are generally characterized by less restrictive planning rules
than protected areas, in terms of conservation of nature and ecosystems. For example, as for
the sites of the Natura 2000 network, which represents a relevant share of the nodes of the
regional GI, conservation measures are established and implemented, under the provisions
of the Habitats and Birds Directives, with reference to the nodes of the network, that is
SCIs, SACs and SPAs, whereas the edges, that is ECs, are exposed to hazards coming from
residential settlements and industrial activities. Urbanization and land-taking processes
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should be targeted by planning policies aimed at protecting ECs as fundamental elements
of the regional GI. Mitigation or prevention of land uptake and soil sealing should develop
from interdisciplinary scientific bases, and should provide the public administrations with
analytical technical skills in order to define policy measures aimed at implementing re-
gional and local development processes based on the improvement of habitat quality, ESs
provision and ecological integrity. The extension of the protection regime of the Natura 2000
Network as a point of reference to define and implement a comprehensive planning approach
based on the conservation of habitats and species can be effectively supported by the increase
in the number of the established Natura 2000 sites, which can be the outcome of thorough
lobbying pressures by the local municipalities on the regional, national and European public
authorities, based on sound scientific motivation, analysis and assessment of the connection
between land-taking and soil-sealing processes, and qualitative and quantitative decrease in
ESs provision [29]. From this standpoint, afforestation and reforestation can be considered
highly supportive and complimentary planning policies, as discussed above.

Planning policies aimed at strengthening the ECs spatial structure should take account
of the possible trade-offs between the supply of different ESs types. As for the Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment [68], habitat quality, biodiversity flows opportunities and ecological
integrity are classed as supporting and regulating ESs, whose supply can very possibly
compete with provisioning and recreational ESs, such as cattle and farming production,
and sport and leisure infrastructure. As discussed above, the transition from agricultural
to forest land uses is a typical example of how to address a trade-off issue concerning
provisioning and supporting ESs by increasing the supply of supporting ESs and, by doing
so, strengthening the spatial structure of ECs., Kovács et al. address this question by
assessing ESs trade-offs as regards three protected areas located in Hungary [69].

5. Conclusions

Building on a methodological approach defined by Cannas [27–30], in this study the
issue of the identification of ECs is discussed, and ECs are detected with reference to the
regional spatial context of Sardinia. Moreover, public policy-makers are provided with
sound effective support for the conservation and enhancement of regional networks of
NPSs and ECs on the basis of the implications of the methodology implementation.

Such methodology, which entails the mixed use of the least-cost path and regression
models, shows two innovative aspects. First, the data used in this study are open-source
and easily accessible to decision-makers, planners and research scholars. Therefore, the
methodological approach is cheap in terms of cost and time. Secondly, the current literature
mainly focuses on how to identify ECs within either regional or national contexts, whereas
the normative aspects are often understated. Indeed, assessing if, and to what extent,
spatial zoning codes can be used as a basis to implement regulations aimed at protecting
ECs is still an under-explored research theme.

From this standpoint, it has to be highlighted that the methodological approach
defined and implemented in this study can be easily exported to the EU local, regional
and national scales, since spatial databases consistent with each other are available for
Sardinia and Italy as for the other regions and countries. Moreover, such methodology
shows a flexible structure that makes it easy to adjust in real-time the ever-evolving process
of identification, protection and enhancement of the spatial structure of ECs. This is
particularly relevant as regards ESs provision and related data, expertise involvement and
information retrieval.

Habitat-suitability and ecological-integrity maps are based on scientists’ and practi-
tioners’ expertise. Indeed, such expertise provides the public administrations with sound
and effective advice on habitat-suitability species-specific values, which works as a foun-
dation for the elaboration of habitat-suitability maps, and on ecological integrity values,
which is the basis for the definition of ecological-integrity maps. Nevertheless, the use of
these maps suffers from a certain degree of subjectivity, which implies controversial results
in their application, especially if scientific and technical knowledge is lacking.
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This is an important issue as regards future research on the methodology defined
in this study, which can be identified with reference to the ecological integrity map re-
lated to the Sardinian regional context. As was described in Section 2.2, such ecological
integrity map is based on experts’ judgments concerning the supply potential of CLC land
cover classes with reference to seven ESs, that is, abiotic heterogeneity, biodiversity, biotic
waterflows, metabolic efficiency, energy capture, reduction of nutrient loss and storage
capacity, identified by Burkhard et al. [43]. At present, a systemic and detailed scientific
and technical information concerning the relations between CLS classes and ESs provision
is not available for Sardinia and for the other Italian regions, and, that being so, the method-
ological approach defined in this study, whose prototypical implementation is based on
experts’ judgments reported in the Burkhard et al.’s article, will be usable in the real world
if, and only if, scientific and technical knowledge on the supply potential of CLC classes
in terms of ESs provision will be readily and transparently available in open -data format.
This implies an important further effort in theoretical and applied research on ESs and
land covers and land uses, and in the implementation of these outcomes in the planning
practices of the bodies at the different levels of the public administration.
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Abstract: To rapidly adapt cities to the growing impacts of climate change, the open space system can
play important functions as climate regulators and accelerators of sustainable urban development.
To this end, this paper aims to provide a methodology that classifies open spaces on the basis of
their physical characteristics and their contribution to climate vulnerability and articulates them
according to the costs required for adaptation and the benefits brought. The method was applied
to the city of Naples, which is an interesting case study due to its heterogeneous territory in terms
of geomorphological features, such as hilly conformation and coastal location, and urban assets
characterised by densely built urban fabrics with different distributions and kinds of activities.
The results showed that (i) the open spaces with both low thermal and hydraulic performance
are predominantly located in the peripheral part of the city, and (ii) the central area is strongly
characterised by this dual issue. The latter output confirms the need to update the transformation
rules of high historical-architectural value areas by introducing new resilience requirements criteria
that cities are asked to have.

Keywords: urban open spaces; climate vulnerability; mitigation and adaptation interventions; nature-
based solutions; urban resilience; Naples (Italy)

1. Introduction and Aim of the Work

Since the early 1990s, urban and territorial transformation policies and strategies
have been oriented to guarantee the sustainable use of natural resources by balancing
development needs that are intrinsic in complex and dynamic systems like urban ones [1,2].
The overall aim of “living well within the limits of our planet” [3] continues to be a
foreground in national political agendas to remark the sustainable development concept
and, then as now, it cannot be reached without rethinking methods and tools to govern
cities and changing lifestyles. For instance, European households use, on average, nearly
three times the amount of water than the minimum required for basic human needs
(144 litres vs. 50 litres per person per day) [4]. The urban land take is still an ongoing
process, with the total urban area expanding by approximately 7.3% between 2000 and
2020 [5]. The urgent need for collective action in response to these challenges is reflected
in the 2030 Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that explicitly call
for “transformative goals . . . transformative vision . . . [and] structural transformation”.
Not surprisingly, over half of the 234 indicators of the SDGs framework refer to the urban
dimension so that the Recovery Plan for Europe—NextGeneration EU implementation can
also be monitored [6,7].

The broad topic of how urban areas can be transformed towards the objectives of
sustainable development has generated a stream of literature engaging with “urban trans-
formation”. This literature stream is oriented to study how urban areas can be rapidly
and substantially transformed to become more sustainable and equitable [8,9] and, due
to the urgency to face climate change impacts, to make cities inclusive, safe and climate
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neutral. To help frame these urban transitions, policymakers are boosting a “greening
transformation” of the built environment that include interventions such as street trees,
parks and green open spaces, green roofs, and facades. These urban greening solutions
are recognised from the IPCC special report on global warming of 1.5 ◦C [10] as the most
suitable options for climate change mitigation and adaptation at the local scale. Further-
more, according to World Health Organization (WHO) and numerous scientific works, an
interconnected network of green spaces, both on a neighbourhood and city level, provides a
wide array of benefits related to energy saving, air and noise pollution reduction, managing
stormwater, the extent of possible flooding reduction, urban quality, and liveability and
can drive protection and enhancement of unbuilt and abandoned natural areas into spatial
planning [11,12]. Reaching these positive effects requires reorganising the urban system
and optimising its physical resources use to overcome the shortage of available space for
the realisation of new green areas. In densely built and stratified cities such as those in the
Mediterranean, it becomes strategic to transform the open space system made of existing
green areas and open built-up spaces (such as squares) in a resilient way, to strengthen
their eco-system capacities and to improve their adaptive capacity to climate change. This
approach is also being called by the EU, which considers built and unbuilt open spaces
as elements of a single system for cooling down cities and enabling long-term adaptation
thinking based on bringing nature back to cities [13,14].

The key role of open and green spaces was further emphasised during the COVID-19
lockdowns, as they were recognised as essential places in urban areas to promote human
health and wellbeing (see, for example, [15–18]). This increased recognition of the numer-
ous benefits of urban greening has accompanied the launch of ambitious tree-planting
programmes in many cities. Notable examples include Beijing’s 50 Million Trees Pro-
gramme [19], as well as the Million Trees Projects in New York, Los Angeles [20] and
Singapore [21]. Cities like Vancouver, Milan and Philadelphia have become green boosters,
using pro-environmental branding strategies and practices to make them more attractive
and desirable places where investing and living [22]. A green city brand can be related to a
vision for increased urban environmental political oversight and/or ambition to develop
urban environmental qualities to gain a competitive advantage.

The restoration, enhancement and maintenance of existing urban green elements and
the development of an integrated green and open spaces network provide a valuable asset
to which the definition of Nature-Based Solutions (NBS) to address the local impacts of
climate change can be added. NBS refer to the “concept of nature-based solutions embodies
new ways to approach socio-ecological adaptation and resilience, with equal reliance upon
social, environmental and economic domains” [11] (p. 15). The implementation of NBS
can be particularly effective, as they include both mitigation and adaptation actions and
interventions in line with the European Climate Law (EU Regulation 2021/1119) and the
Recovery Plan for Europe—Next Generation EU [6], which are the main pillars for the
implementation of the ecological transition in Europe.

NBS also include further green interventions like rain gardens, bioswales, retention
ponds and permeable pavements useful to restore water balance by capturing, retaining
and improving the infiltration capacity to adapt urban areas to flash floods and also
to alleviate water stress in cities with low rainfall and/or high population density, as
rainwater/stormwater is recognised as a secondary source of water [23,24]. These solutions
also contribute to evapotranspiration processes and heat island effect mitigation [25].

In general, it can be asserted that within the scientific debate, it seems that alongside
the numerous studies aimed at measuring the positive benefits generated by the presence
of green spaces in urban areas, a segment of studies is emerging concerning the utility of
spatial optimization of NBS, to help decision makers to better meet multiple sustainability
objectives when developing long term urban development strategies. These studies are
mainly based on an optimisation algorithm using probability-based acceptance criteria
to intelligently search iteratively for better solutions. For instance, [26] applied it in a
Northeast England town to demonstrate how spatial Pareto-optimisation can be employed
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to derive spatial development patterns that are sensitive to climate-induced hazards, such
as heatwave and flood risk. Huang et al. [27] proposed a space optimisation strategy to
improve the quality and accessibility of green spaces by using this optimisation method
within the urban planning process. Similarly, Zhang et al. [28] developed a multi-objective
model to define the best locations and configurations for new green spaces according
to their cooling effect. Multi-objective models were also used by [29,30] to improve the
connectivity of green spaces and allow people to reach them by walking within a 5-min
threshold. Other studies integrated fuzzy set and AHP approaches with the GIS for the
assessment of land use suitability for urban green land development [31,32].

According to this scientific framework, this paper is geared toward answering the
following research question: how to transform the open space system (including open-built
spaces like squares and unbuilt spaces like green areas) to adapt it to climate change and
increase urban resilience?

To this end, a methodology based on the following steps is provided:

• Definition of the physical characteristics of open spaces and of the urban context where
they are located;

• Classification of open spaces and the neighbourhoods hosting them, according to the
contribution they can provide to reduce climate vulnerability;

• Articulation of open spaces on the basis of the costs required to adapt them in terms
of climate resilience and the benefits in terms of the inhabitants involved;

• Early definition of a decision support tool aimed at adapting open spaces to climate
change impacts.

In other words, the main aim of the work contained in these pages is to define a
methodology that reduces, on the one hand, features that may contribute to accentuating
vulnerability through mitigation interventions and implements and, on the other hand,
features that play in favour of resilience through adaptation interventions. The outputs of
the method support local decision-makers in the definition of the most suitable adaptation
interventions for open space systems, according to their physical and urban context charac-
teristics, as well as the needed costs and the likely positive effects. The paper is structured
in three parts: the first describes the methodology aimed at transforming the open space
system to increase urban resilience; the second describes the results by highlighting the
climate performance of open spaces; the third describes the results by highlighting the
interventions to be implemented and the possible choices due to costs.

2. Methodology to Classify Open Spaces and Urban Areas Oriented to Climate
Change Adaptation

The paper is oriented toward providing a methodology that classifies open spaces
based on their physical characteristics and their contribution to climate vulnerability and
articulates them according to the costs required for adaptation and the benefits brought.
The methodology consists of five main phases (Figure 1).

The first step involves defining the set of variables useful for measuring the physical
and performance characteristics of the open space system (squares, green areas...) for
reducing climate vulnerability. In this first phase of work, we focused mainly on two types
of extreme events: flooding and urban heat island (UHI). The most recent reports [10,32],
which develop medium and long-term climate risk forecast scenarios at national and local
levels, make it possible to identify them as the main impacts affecting different urban areas.

Heatwaves, heavy precipitation, flooding and droughts are identified as extreme
climate events whose frequency and magnitude are expected to increase in Europe. South-
European cities are required to face the highest projected increase in the frequency of
heat waves combined with the lowest provision of green space and the most pronounced
urban heat island (UHI) effect. On the other side, the increase of surface sealing in cities
and the inadequacy of sewerage infrastructure to the heavy precipitation events make
Mediterranean cities vulnerable to urban flooding.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed methodology.

For the first type of event, flooding, variables relating to morphology (slope bands),
runoff capacity and surface drainage of the soil (runoff coefficient, permeable surface and
impermeable surface) were identified.

These variables allow, in practice, the consideration of vulnerability to flooding as
determined by the number of impermeable surfaces and the retention capacity of conven-
tional drainage systems. As described by [33], runoff coefficients represent the percentage
of runoff resulting from a storm event and are strongly influenced by land cover and soil
permeability, but also by the slope and intensity of rainfall. The presence of an imperme-
able surface prevents precipitation from penetrating the soil, increasing the amount of
runoff [34]. Major floods are more likely to occur in locations with steeper slopes than in
areas with a lower slope [35].

For the second type of event, UHI, the variables refer to: the land surface temperature
(LST), or “the radiant temperature measured at the interface between the surface of a
material (tree canopy, water, soil, ice or snow) and the atmosphere” [36], also considered as
the “skin temperature of the soil”, influenced by solar reflectance, thermal emissivity and
heat capacity [37]; the intensity of the urban heat island; the urban area benefiting from the
cooling effect due to the presence of green spaces of a particular size [38–41].

Through evapotranspiration, solar radiation energy absorbed by leaves is converted
into latent rather than sensible heat flux, thus lowering the temperature of the canopy and
surrounding air [42,43]. Green areas, particularly those characterised by the presence of
trees, can also lower air temperature by intercepting solar radiation, thus preventing the
underlying surface from absorbing shortwave radiation, a process known as the shadow
effect [44]. Based on these processes, the air temperature in urban green spaces can be
1–3 ◦C to 5–7 ◦C cooler than in neighbouring built-up areas, and this effect can also extend
to the surroundings [45,46].

Such mitigation is particularly important in hot climates, such as the study area
(Naples), where the heat island can elevate urban temperatures by up to 6 ◦C [47], posing
a significant threat to the most vulnerable segments of the population to heat waves,
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including the elderly, children, as well as the poorest who often do not have the possibility
of benefiting from summer air conditioning systems in their residences [48].

The size of the urban area that benefits from the cooling effect, thanks to the presence
of green spaces, is the result of integrated microclimatic simulations in a GIS environment
(described by the authors in previous works [38–41]). These simulations allowed defining
the microclimatic behaviour of the three most widespread types of urban fabric charac-
terised by different values of built density and different sizes of green spaces (ranging
from 1000 sqm to 35,000 sqm), which are likely to be found in stratified contexts. After
performing simulations using the ENVI-met software, green areas sized around 5000 sqm,
which can lower the average temperature by 1 ◦C on the surrounding built area between
100–150 m from them, were found to be more effective and efficient [38–41]. In this study,
the size range of the areas due to relative climate performance is defined.

Open spaces also promote social cohesion as places of aggregation and participation,
and, in this perspective, the enjoyment of these urban endowments should be guaranteed
to all segments of the population. Therefore, variables related to climate vulnerability
are integrated with those of improving urban usability and accessibility to contribute to
the improvement of citizens’ quality of life (step two). The variables are related to open
spaces accessibility, such as Local Public Transport (LPT) (no. of stops near the green area),
quality of pedestrian paths (width of sidewalks, quality of pavement, etc.) and parking
areas (no. of parking spaces).

After collecting the related data, the database was populated in a GIS environment
using the open-source software QGIS (step three). Except for the eight variables related to
the runoff coefficient, permeable and impermeable surfaces, land surface temperature, cool-
ing distance, cost and population, the initial quantitative values of the other five variables
(slope bands, heat island intensity and accessibility) were classified into three qualitative
ranges (low, medium, high).

The measurement of the 13 variables for each open space is followed, in the fourth
step, by the overall measurement of permeability, thermal comfort and accessibility to
assess the current functioning/performance of the entire open space system about each of
the objectives. For this purpose, the following three synthetic indices were defined:

IPl = (Runoff coefficient + Permeable surface + Impervious surface + Slope)/n, (1)

ITCl = (LST + UHI + Cooling area)/n, (2)

IAl = (Parking accessibility + LPT accessibility + Pedestrian accessibility)/n, (3)

where IPl is the Local Permeability Index, ITCl is the Local Thermal Comfort Index, IAl is
the Local Accessibility Index, and n is the number of variables defined for each objective.

To measure these indices, it was first necessary to standardise the scale of values of
some variables of the IPl and ITCl, due to the different “significance” that a high or low
value determines for each objective and then to carry out the normalisation. For example,
a high value of the permeable surface area favours the improvement of permeability, in
contrast to the case of the impermeable surface area and the runoff coefficient, which
contribute to the achievement of the objective when characterised by low values.

The characteristics of individual open spaces, both for improving permeability and
thermal comfort, also depend on the characteristics of the urban context in which they are
located. Indeed, the morphology and layout of the territory contribute to determining the
“response” of the open space to an extreme climatic event, also conditioning its usability.

With this in mind, a Total Permeability Index IPt and a Total Thermal Comfort Index
ITCt are calculated for each neighbourhood to assess the capacity of the territorial context
to contribute to reducing the risk of flooding and heat island risk and to classify the
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neighbourhoods concerning these 2 climatic aspects (taken individually) identifying the
most critical ones:

IPt = (Runoff coefficient + Natural surface + Impervious surface + Slope)/n, (4)

ITCt = (UHI + Building density)/n, (5)

where the values of the two variables are the average values for the neighbourhood. For the
calculation of this index (step five), unlike the ITCl of individual open spaces, the density
of the built-up area was taken into account both because this variable is closely related to
the phenomenon under consideration, as it contributes to the storage of heat in the urban
area by capturing a large part of the incident solar radiation, and is therefore relevant in
considering the context characteristics, and because the value of the area affected by the
cooling effect determined by the presence of a green space already takes into account the
density characteristics of the urban fabric in which the open space is inserted [38–41].

Steps four and five allow for the identification of neighbourhoods that constitute
“warning areas” within the urban territory.

In step six, within the individual neighbourhoods, the open spaces characterised by
the lowest and highest values of the local IPl and ITCl indices, respectively, are identified
and thus constitute the priority ones for which appropriate adaptation solutions should
be provided. The proposed intervention for each of these open spaces is to be carried
out to contribute simultaneously to both the improvement of permeability and thermal
comfort, thus optimising the use of the resources available to local administrators and
taking into account that the reference context is the stratified historical city, typical of the
European reality. The choice of intervention is such to guarantee the compatibility of the
transformation with the intrinsic characteristics of the space (such as the surface, the slope
and the current use) and with those of the urban context in which the space is inserted
(such as the type of fabric and its historical-artistic-architectural value).

In step seven, adaptation interventions are defined with reference to the National
Climate Change Adaptation Plan [49] and to the digital platforms and guidelines devel-
oped by the European Union to increase resilience through appropriate transformations
(e.g., Climate-ADAPT, Blue App. Climate-ADAPT, Blue App; [50]).

The selected interventions include both mitigation interventions (such as permeable
surfaces and parking gardens) to reduce the contribution of open space features to climate
vulnerability and adaptation interventions (such as greening with tree species that promote
microclimate regulation, filtered strips, bio-retention areas, rain gardens, water squares)
aimed at strengthening features that make a positive contribution to urban resilience.

In step eight, the effectiveness of the proposed interventions is assessed by estimating
their implementation costs to subsequently sort out both the open spaces and the relevant
neighbourhoods where it is appropriate to intervene.

The calculation of the costs requires referring to some guide criteria for the design of
the interventions [11,50,51] to have the first reliable quantification of the financial burdens
that the local administration would have to bear for the implementation of the interventions
(Table 1).

Table 1. Main criteria to estimate intervention costs to improve the permeability of open spaces.

Adaptation Intervention for Increasing Permeability Slope Surface

Rain garden <8% <8000 sqm
Bioretention area <10% <8000 and at least 200 sqm

Permeable surface <5% <15,000 sqm
Filter strip <5% -

Water square <6% -
Parking garden <6% -
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The hydraulic and thermal modelling of individual interventions, which are useful for
detailed design purposes, can be integrated at a later stage of the work, further verifying
it with respect to the more purely engineering aspects. In fact, this paper is aimed at
providing an initial cognitive and methodological result for the resilient transformation of
the open space system.

The cost estimate refers to the Prezzario delle Opere Pubbliche (Public Works Price List),
which is the reference tool for the prior quantification, design and realisation of regional
public works, as required by Article 23 of Legislative Decree 50/2016 (Contracts Code).
Table 2 shows the main costs of the proposed adaptation interventions.

Table 2. Main criteria to estimate costs of interventions to improve the permeability of open spaces.

Climate Adaptation
Intervention

Estimated Unit Cost
[€/sqm]

Climate Vulnerability

UHI Flooding

Rain garden 70 x x
Bioretention area 80 x

Permeable surface 35 x
Filter strip 150 x

Water square 250 x
Parking garden 110 x x

New trees *
(in existing green areas)

64 * x x

Greening 69 x x
* Cost per single tree.

In step nine, the effectiveness of adaptation interventions is assessed for each climatic
problem that may characterise an open space: low permeability, high thermal stress, and
coexistence of both conditions. Effectiveness is evaluated based on two criteria:

• The criterion of variance between the dimensional weight (in terms of area) of the
open space and the economic weight of each permeability improvement intervention
to be carried out; the second weight refers to the economic charge of the same type of
intervention on all identified attention districts;

• The cost-benefit criterion in terms of reducing the effects of UHI is based on the
number of inhabitants that fall within the cooling area (determined, as we have
already mentioned, by the type of urban fabric and the size of the green area itself).
The number of inhabitants is related to the cost of the relevant greening intervention
to obtain the cost that each inhabitant would have to bear to take advantage of the
thermal improvement.

Evaluating the effectiveness of adaptation interventions based on these two criteria
provides local decision-makers with a sorting of the open spaces that are in priority need of
adaptation to increase the resilience of the urban system. This output represents the first
tool that guides the public decision-maker in choosing the most effective intervention to
be implemented.

3. Study Area: Physical Characteristics and Urban Context of the Open Space System
in the City of Naples

The Municipality of Naples (Latitude 40.8517746 and Longitude 14.2681244) is the
capital of the Campania Region in Southern Italy and takes a key role in the Italian urban
structure as it is the centre of a very wide metropolitan system and embraces great social,
economic and cultural contradictions. The city lies over an area of 118 km2 and, with around
950,000 inhabitants and a population density of approximately 7.754 inhabitants/km2 [52],
is among the most populated Italian cities. Naples is characterised by a progressive ageing
of the population, with rates above the national average [53], and it is still among the
European cities where the population aged 65 and over is expected to be higher the 25% of
the total number of inhabitants [54].
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According to [55,56], this kind of demographic scenario represents “a risk due to a
combination of exposure and increased psychosocial susceptibility or social vulnerability as
older people are more susceptible to disease and the effects of stresses on the food and water
supply, and reduced ability to mobilise themselves in an extreme weather event”. In this
perspective, the study case of Naples can provide effective insights into the development
of a comprehensive set of adaptation measures, actions, and interventions that can feed
into the current development of the city resilience plan. In our case, the impacts considered
about the objective of reducing climate vulnerability are heat waves and flooding due to
intense rainfall, which will tend to occur with greater frequency and intensity: more than
90 consecutive days of temperatures above 37 ◦C and intense rainfall every 4 years instead
of every 10 [56].

Based on these forecasts, objectives were identified to improve urban permeability,
help facilitate the drainage of rainwater, and to improve thermal comfort, to encourage a
decrease in the heat island phenomenon and the consequent energy consumption related
to summer air conditioning. In this regard, [57] estimated that “an additional 235 billion
euros of investment and operational expenditure will be required for the generation and
transmission of electricity for space cooling” in the absence of appropriate interventions
and adaptation actions.

Most of the data useful for measuring the variables were retrieved through processing
in a GIS environment from open databases, such as ISTAT for population, Urban Atlas
for area rates and Open Street Map for the road network. In particular, the physical and
geometric characteristics of the arcs of the pedestrian network within a 400 m area of each
open space were identified punctually, and the stations of the rail network and stops of the
road network were geolocated to measure pedestrian and LPT accessibility, respectively.
For parking allocations, data retrieved from Open Street Map were integrated with those
from the Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan of the city of Naples currently being drafted [58].
The definition of the three classes for the accessibility variables was done considering the
willingness of the most fragile segments of the population to walk to reach open space, for
which the distance of 400 m is the maximum distance to walk due to their behaviours.

Raster image processing was carried out for runoff coefficient, slope, and temperature
variables. Specifically, for the slope, it was necessary to process the digital terrain elevation
model (DEM) of the study area and then carry out the acclivity analysis, which allowed
defining 4 bands (low, medium, high and high slope).

The measurement of temperature and related urban heat island intensity values, on
the other hand, required the processing of multispectral and thermal data from Landsat
8 satellite images, which are made available from the U.S. Geological Survey website and
are among the most effective for monitoring and mapping the environment at the spatial
level [59,60]. Specifically, a medium-resolution (30 m/pixel) raster image was processed
to analyse the spatial variation of air temperatures at the urban layer between the ground
surface and 2 m, normally referred to as the canopy layer, about vegetation (Figure S6).
From the temperatures of the canopy layer for the day 25 July 2022 (the date at which
an image of the study area characterised by the almost complete absence of clouds was
available), the urban heat island was calculated as the difference between the average
temperature measured for the urbanised area and the average temperature measured in
the non-urbanised (rural) area (Figure S7).

Naples case study is also interesting due to its heterogeneous territory in terms of
geomorphological features, such as hilly conformation and coastal location, and urban
assets characterised by densely built urban fabrics with different distributions and kinds
of activities.

The city has undergone an urban transformation process over time [61,62]: starting
from the 1990s, a strong planning framework was developed to recover the largely derelict
industrial area of Bagnoli (the western part of the city, Figure 1); to enhance the histori-
cal central area (e.g., Montecalvario, Avvocata and San Ferdinando districts, Figure 2) by
rehabilitating residential buildings, restoring and reusing other historic buildings, and
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transforming public spaces in pedestrian areas; to regenerate the Eastern periphery (Barra,
Ponticelli, Secondigliano, Figure 2) where building public infrastructures and new collec-
tive functions.

 

Figure 2. Localisation of open spaces (green and open built areas) in the 30 Naples districts.

Therefore, the open spaces system in a densely stratified built city like Naples repre-
sents a relevant resource to increasing urban resilience by cooling the built environment,
improving stormwater management, and encouraging sustainable mobility.

Figure 2 shows the system of 179 green areas and 266 open-built spaces located in
Naples. The first includes districts and green pocket spaces also equipped for play and
sports, while the second refers to squares and sealed but unbuilt areas that are meeting
and exchange places, shared places of urban living. Both kinds of spaces refer to the public
ones with a minimal surface of 55 m2 since, below this value, it is no longer a space but
an element of street furniture (e.g., a roundabout with vegetation or a road intersection
area). Zona Industriale is the only neighbourhood where there are no open spaces due to
its manufacturing land use.

The distribution of the open space system is indicative of the urban planning processes,
or lack of such, that have determined the urban asset of different parts of the city. In the
consolidated central neighbourhoods, the result of a unified urban project, the co-presence
of both types of spaces can be identified: this is the case in Vomero, Chiaia, San Ferdinando
and partly Arenella. The adjacent neighbourhoods such as Avvocata, Montecalvario, San
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Lorenzo, and Porto are characterised by the exclusive presence of impermeable open spaces
whose dimensions and forms highlight not always controlled urban development processes.

It is worth noting that during the early 2000s, the open spaces (and main streets) of
this central part of the city were interested in numerous urban redevelopment interven-
tions aimed at favouring pedestrian usability to improve the tourist attractiveness of the
relevant cultural and architectural heritage. The increase in pedestrian usability resulting
from such interventions, as well as adequate accessibility through transportation offer-
ings, significantly characterises neighbourhoods such as San Ferdinando, Chiaia, Vomero,
Montecalvario, and Porto (Figures S3–S5).

The widespread presence of small-sized open spaces characterising the most stratified
part of the city contrasts with those of larger dimensions located above all in the Northern
suburban districts such as Scampia and Secondigliano. The lack of maintenance of these
spaces located within the impressive public residential building complexes (the best-known
example is Vele di Scampia) and of safety perceived by people when using them contribute
to making these districts anonymous neighbourhoods with a low quality of life. The related
open spaces are characterised, overall, by lower runoff coefficient values than those located
in the central area of the city, due to the different urban fabric that appears to be of a unified
design and recent formation.

Finally, if the limited presence of open spaces in the western districts of Barra, San
Giovanni is attributable to their main productive connotation, in the eastern districts such
as Pianura, Soccavo and Bagnoli, the “aggressive” building has speculated on spontaneous
settlements, to the detriment of the provision of public spaces and collective services.
The open space system of the eastern part of the city, as well as the western part of the
city, appears to be characterised by numerous deficiencies in terms of both accessibility,
especially pedestrian accessibility and adaptability to the impacts of climate change, due to
the high values of UHI and runoff coefficient (Figures S1, S3 and S7).

4. Results and Discussion of the Classification of Open Spaces and Neighbourhoods
According to Their Contribution to Reducing Climate Vulnerability

The objectives of improving permeability, thermal comfort and accessibility were
measured by aggregating the respective variables into appropriate indices for each of the
445 open spaces in the study area (step 4 of the methodology, Figure 1).

Starting from Figure 3a, which shows the classification of open spaces considering
local permeability index (IPl) values, it can be seen that these are strongly characterised by
a lack of drainage capacity. Almost 73% of the spaces are found to have low IPl values, and
this may be attributable to the type of soil and/or the type and maintenance of the drainage
pavement present (permeability decreases in part over time due to the accumulation of dust
in the joints between the slabs). This percentage of open spaces with low IPl is widespread
in most of the neighbourhoods of the city of Naples, except Pianura, Bagnoli, San Carlo
all’Arena, Piscinola and Chiaiano, which are instead predominantly characterised by
spaces with medium and high permeability; in particular, the last two neighbourhoods just
mentioned include almost the few spaces (40) with the best water drainage performance.

The open space system of the city of Naples is characterised by an average ITCl of 47%,
distributed mainly in the districts of Fuorigrotta, Scampia, Porto, Vomero, and Poggioreale.
This result can be attributed, on the one hand, to the cooling effect due to the contiguity
between open spaces, causing an amplification of the cooling effect (Figure S2) and, on
the other hand, to the circumstance that in these neighbourhoods, the LST values do not
exceed 31 ◦C on average (Figure S6).

It is interesting to note that open spaces with a low ITCl value characterise almost
36% of the 455 spaces, which fall almost entirely in the districts of Pianura, Arenella,
Piscinola, Ponticelli and Barra, confirming the relevance and urgency of defining effective
adaptation solutions in the face of both heat waves and flooding, in the light of what has
been described for IPl. Scampia, San Carlo all’Arena, Stella, Chiaia and Vomero are, finally,
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the neighbourhoods in which most of the 73 spaces with low ITCl are located (Figure 3b)
thanks to the consistent presence of green spaces (Figure S2).

As far as IAl is concerned, open spaces turn out to have, on the whole, medium-high
accessibility (about 73% of the total, Figure 3c) due to the adequate supply of both the
LPT and pedestrian network (Figures S3 and S4). These are, for example, the open spaces
located in the neighbourhoods of Arenella, Vomero and San Ferdinando, neighbourhoods
characterised by significant tourist attractiveness, and those found in Fuorigrotta, Scampia
and Vicaria, neighbourhoods with an adequate pedestrian network.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. Cont.
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(c) 

Figure 3. Classification of open spaces system according to the Index of Local Permeability (a), Index
of Local Thermal Comfort (b) and Index of Local Accessibility (c).

The measurement of the permeability and thermal comfort indices of the open space
system was followed by that of the neighbourhoods to identify the “warning areas” re-
garding these two aspects (step five of the methodology, Figure 1). In general, it is possible
to note that neighbourhoods such as Pianura, Chiaiano, Bagnoli and San Carlo all’Arena
are characterised by a significant presence of natural surface (between 2 and 5 sq km), as
shown in Figure S8; furthermore, the same figure shows the IPt values (which are high)
for the calculation of which the rate of unbuilt territory was considered. Within these
neighbourhoods, open spaces reach medium-high IPl values, which seems to demonstrate
the key influence of context factors such as permeability.

In the rest of the city, there are neighbourhoods, mainly located in the central and
eastern area, with low IPt values (Figure 4a) and high permeability of individual open
spaces, and neighbourhoods, mainly located in the western area, with medium IP values
and low permeability of individual open spaces, which can be attributed to the intense
degree of sealing.

As far as the thermal comfort index on a neighbourhood scale is concerned, the urban
area of Naples is characterised by medium-high values of ICTt (Figure 4b) due to the
high values of both LST, which strongly characterise the municipal territory, and building
density, which contributes to exacerbating the UHI phenomenon (Figures S6, S7 and S9).

This is the case of Arenella, Avvocata, San Lorenzo and Barra, with high values even
of ITCl relative to open spaces (Figure 3b). In neighbourhoods such as Posillipo, Pianura,
Soccavo and San Carlo all’Arena, the key role of vegetation in terms of regulating the urban
microclimate is evident, which contributes to determining, on the whole, an average ICTt,
with the same values of built density (Figure S9).

Chiaiano, Bagnoli and San Giovanni a Teduccio are, finally, the neighbourhoods
characterised by low ICTt (Figure 4b) values due to the medium-low values of both UHI and
building density, but where the open spaces present a lack of thermal comfort attributable
to the presence of sealed surfaces and high emissivity materials, which contribute to storing
solar radiation (Figure S7).
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4. Classification of neighbourhoods and open space systems according to the total and local
Permeability Index (a) and to the total and local Thermal Comfort Index (b).

The “warning areas” are the neighbourhoods that have IPt and ICTt values, respec-
tively lower and higher than the average ones (Figures 5 and S10). The coexistence of these
conditions results in a high climatic vulnerability for 11 neighbourhoods located mainly
in the central and eastern areas of the city of Naples: Avvocata, Barra, Fuorigrotta, Mon-
tecalvario, Pendino, Poggioreale, Ponticelli, San Ferdinando, San Lorenzo, Secondigliano
and Vomero.
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Figure 5. Total permeability and thermal comfort indexes of Naples neighbourhoods and related
average values. * Zona Industriale has not open spaces.

5. Results and Discussion of the Classification of Open Spaces Based on the Costs and
Benefits and Definition of the Decision Support Tool

In these warning neighbourhoods, the open spaces characterised by the worst climatic
performance were taken into consideration, i.e.,: those with a low IPl value, those with a
high ICTl value and those with the “critical” values of both indices at the same time. The
occurrence of one of these conditions would require the implementation of an adaptation
intervention, which was proposed with an estimate of the main implementation costs.
Each solution was suggested by considering the main climate vulnerability, the physical
characteristics of the open space and the neighbouring urban context. These three elements
are oriented to guarantee that the interventions are consistent with the existing land use
and urban asset to reach transformation compatibility.

First, the results of step 6 of the methodology (Figure 1) related to the different climate
adaptation interventions that were proposed for the open spaces located in the “warning
districts” are presented and discussed (Sections 5.1–5.3). Next, the results of steps 8 and 9 of
the methodology (Figure 1) related to the sorting of the proposed interventions, according
to their effectiveness assessed in terms of costs and potential benefits, are presented and
discussed (Section 5.4).

5.1. Open Spaces with Low IPl Value

Starting with the 77 open spaces characterised by permeability problems (Figure 6a,b),
these are mainly located in the historic and consolidated neighbourhoods in the central
area of Naples, such as Avvocata, Pendino and San Lorenzo. While in the Avvocata
neighbourhood, the open spaces are almost empty spaces enclosed in the dense built-up
fabric, which extends to the slopes of the Arenella hill area, in the adjacent neighbourhoods
of San Lorenzo and Pendino, the system of open spaces consists of numerous squares, some
of which are the result of the redefinition of the street grid and urban fabric that took place
at the end of the 19th century, such as Piazza Nicola Amore and Piazza Calenda.

This urban layout has made it possible to propose “small-scale” interventions (rain
gardens, filtered strips, bioretention areas) to improve the permeability of the system of
open spaces located in these neighbourhoods of a historical layout, as well as those in
the Vomero district. For the open spaces where there are areas for parking, the proposed
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intervention is the parking garden to ensure functional compatibility with a view to greater
sustainability, especially in the central area (Pendino, San Lorenzo), where finding new
spaces for parking would not be an easily achievable objective.

It is worth noting that for two open spaces located in the neighbourhoods of Sec-
ondigliano and Vomero, integrated interventions have been proposed (filter strips and
rain garden in the first case, bioretention and filter strip in the second case) to improve
the permeability of the unbuilt surface area and facilitate drainage also by improving the
channelling of rainwater, due to the limited surface area available.

The greater extension of open spaces in the Poggioreale, Secondigliano and Ponticelli
neighbourhoods also is appropriate for interventions such as water squares. The latter
allows to satisfy both the needs for temporary water storage during heavy rainfall as well as
those for the redevelopment of public spaces, key places for aggregation and participation
in neighbourhoods characterised by phenomena of social distress such as those of the
north-eastern suburbs of the city of Naples.

Figure S11 shows that interventions aimed at improving permeability alone amount
to approximately 26 million euros, with larger investments in the Vomero, Fuorigrotta
and Poggioreale neighbourhoods due to the larger and more numerous areas in which to
intervene. Almost all of the open spaces also fall within the historic centre, which is also
recognised as a UNESCO heritage site, which implies the presence of urban planning rules
and regulations oriented towards protecting the heritage of historical, architectural and
cultural interest to the detriment of possible transformations that climate change has now
made unavoidable.

 
(a) 

Figure 6. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 6. Classification of open spaces with local Low Permeability Index in warning districts (a) and
some examples of interventions and related costs of open spaces with a Low Permeability Index (b).

5.2. Open Spaces with Low ITCl Value

The 31 open spaces found to be deficient in terms of thermal comfort are mainly
located in the central-western part of the city (Figure 7a,b). Here, the neighbourhoods of
Fuorigrotta and Vomero are mostly green areas where, presumably, the evapotranspiration
process is affected by the UHI phenomenon and the intense presence of built-up areas, es-
pecially those located in the latter neighbourhood (Figures S7 and S9). In the Secondigliano
neighbourhood, on the other hand, the open spaces are areas intended for parking, except
a larger area characterised by the presence of an extensive green area. In the latter case,
the proposed intervention is aimed at increasing the number of trees to help improve the
cooling effect; this solution also concerns the other green spaces located in Fuorigrotta
and Vomero.

For the remaining open spaces not currently characterised by the presence of vege-
tation and distributed both in the districts just mentioned and in the remaining ones in
Montecalvario, San Ferdinando, San Lorenzo and Barra, the suggested interventions are
those of greening to mitigate the effects of the UHI and contribute to the reduction of
energy consumption.

The costs to be borne for the implementation of these types of interventions amount
to just under 5 million euros, with the highest rate due to the ex novo planting of tree
species which also concerns areas located within the historical centre of the city of Naples
(Figure S12).
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5.3. Open Spaces with Low IPl and ITCl Values

Turning finally to the 58 open spaces characterised by both thermal comfort and per-
meability problems, these are distributed in almost all the neighbourhoods that constitute
the city warning areas identified above, with the exception of Pendino and Poggioreale
(Figure 8a,b). It is worth noting that the neighbourhoods of Fuorigrotta, Secondigliano,
Barra and Ponticelli are almost exclusively green areas subject to significant thermal and
stormwater runoff loads caused by the highly impermeable context in which they are
located. This state of affairs may be ascribable to a process of both expansions that have
not always been planned and orderly and redevelopment that does not yet seem to have
fully valorised and renewed urban places, also because of the current climatic-energetic
scenarios. The only exception in this respect is an open space intended for parking located
near the Maradona stadium in the Fuorigrotta district.

Moving to the central area of the city, numerous open spaces are located in the San
Ferdinando district and play an important role in the usability and attractiveness of this
area, given their proximity to buildings and places of cultural and architectural interest, as
well as their intrinsic historical value. This is the case of piazza Municipio, the Molosiglio
area, and piazza Santa Maria degli Angeli, to name but a few. To these can be added piazza
Montecalvario, located in the district of the same name, which constitutes one of the few
voids within the stratified building fabric, and piazza Giannone and piazza Carlo III in the
San Lorenzo district which, although close to each other, differ in size (the former has a
limited surface area compared to the latter, which is among the city’s largest squares) and
in current use (the former is entirely intended for parking).

 
(a) 

Figure 7. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 7. Classification of open spaces with local High Thermal Comfort Index in warning districts (a)
and some examples of interventions and related costs of open spaces with a Low Permeability
Index (b).

The proposed interventions require a total cost of just under 8 million euros and
relate to both an increase in vegetation, to be implemented above all in the open spaces
of Secondigliano, Barra and Ponticelli, and integrated solutions such as the creation of
permeable surfaces and bioretention areas to support the existing drainage network by
reducing runoff volumes and increasing the presence of vegetation above all in the open
spaces of the peripheral districts such as Barra and Fuorigrotta (Figure S13).

In the open spaces located in the central urban area, the prevalent interventions are to
increase vegetation and rain gardens, thanks to both the high ITCl values and the physical
characteristics that guided the choice of interventions to be proposed. In particular, in
the case of Piazza Municipio, it was decided to create a rain garden to further enhance
the redevelopment of the open space now being completed and to act on improving
permeability, given the presence of vegetation, albeit limited.

Remaining within the San Ferdinando district, it is worth noting that for the Molosiglio
area, the work to strengthen the presence of trees fits in well with the redevelopment project
for this green space located in the section of the promenade between the maritime station
and the seafront, to contribute to increasing its attractiveness and usability, also by tourists,
especially during the summer period of greatest thermal stress.

The cost estimate for adapting the open space system of the city of Naples to climate
change seems to be higher for permeability improvement interventions due to the problem
of the widespread vulnerability in different parts of the municipal territory and to the
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consistency of the interventions requiring a greater degree of transformation of the space,
compared to greening solutions which seem to be the least costly from an economic point
of view.

5.4. Sorting Open Spaces According to Costs and Potential Benefits

Finally, the proposed adaptation measures were evaluated based on their effectiveness
in carrying out a sorting useful to public decision-makers for the choice of open spaces
to be transformed with priority. The sorting was carried out for each of the three climate
vulnerability conditions considered (low IPl value, high ICTl value and co-presence of
both “critical” values of both indices) and because of the two criteria underlying the study
defined earlier (deviation criterion and cost-benefit criterion).

The orders were also defined by applying the Jenks algorithm that sets the limits
between the various classes in correspondence with discontinuities or “jumps” in the
distribution of values. In particular, this algorithm was applied as far as permeability is
concerned, considering the size of the areas, and as far as thermal comfort is concerned,
bearing in mind the cost per inhabitant. It was, thus, possible to define a first cluster of
open spaces based on their size (defined by the largest jump in size in the Jenks sorting)
and based on cost per inhabitant (defined by the significant jumps in the Jenks sorting),
and a second cluster including all the other spaces (defined by the lack of significant jumps
in the two sortings).

 
(a) 

Figure 8. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 8. Classification of open spaces with local Low Permeability Index and local High Thermal
Comfort Index in warning districts (a) and some examples of interventions and related costs of open
spaces with a Low Permeability Index (b).

In detail, as far as permeability is concerned, the first cluster is composed of 11 open
spaces located mainly in the peripheral area (Table 3), having both positive signs (identify-
ing a low possibility of the economic burden of adaptation) and negative signs (identifying
a high possibility of the economic burden of adaptation). Among the negative ones, two
have a high delta signifying a significant economic burden related to the intervention of
water squares. It is emphasised that all values with a positive sign refer to adaptation
measures such as rain and parking gardens and bioretention areas to be realised in all areas
of the city.

Table 3. Sorting and clusters of open spaces with low permeability, according to ∆ values.

ID
Surface
[sqm]

District
Climate Adaption

Intervention
Estimated

Cost [€]
Context Area

Dimensional
Weight of

Open Space
%

Economic
Weight of

Open Space
%

∆

77 85,951.13 Poggioreale water square 12,892,669.80 Peripherical ring 29.82% 49.50% −19.68%
76 35,467.85 Poggioreale rain garden 993,099.74 Peripherical ring 12.31% 3.81% 8.49%
75 26,638.03 Barra water square 3,995,704.50 Peripherical ring 9.24% 15.34% −6.10%
74 24,565.03 Fuorigrotta parking garden 1,621,292.18 Peripherical ring 8.52% 6.22% 2.30%

73 8395.37 Secondigliano filter strips and rain
garden 990,653.42 Peripherical ring 2.91% 3.80% −0.89%

72 8070.28 San Lorenzo bioretention areas 258,249.02 Historical ring 2.80% 0.99% 1.81%
71 7744.56 Pendino rain garden 216,847.57 Historical ring 2.69% 0.83% 1.85%
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Table 3. Cont.

ID
Surface
[sqm]

District
Climate Adaption

Intervention
Estimated

Cost [€]
Context Area

Dimensional
Weight of

Open Space
%

Economic
Weight of

Open Space
%

∆

70 7394.53 Vomero bioretention areas
and filter strips 902,132.78 First ring 2.57% 3.46% −0.90%

69 6321.09 Poggioreale bioretention areas 202,274.88 Peripherical ring 2.19% 0.78% 1.42%
68 4945.77 Fuorigrotta rain garden 138,481.42 Peripherical ring 1.72% 0.53% 1.18%
67 3770.04 Poggioreale bioretention areas 120,641.34 Peripherical ring 1.31% 0.46% 0.84%
66 3726.93 Pendino filter strips 335,423.97 Historical ring 1.29% 1.29% 0.01%

65 3463.71 San Ferdinando rain garden 96,983.82 Historical ring 1.20% 0.37% 0.83%

64 3228.01 Fuorigrotta rain garden 90,384.22 Peripherical ring 1.12% 0.35% 0.77%

63 2713.25 Pendino parking garden 65,117.95 Historical ring 0.94% 0.25% 0.69%

62 2179.46 Avvocata parking garden 52,307.06 Historical ring 0.76% 0.20% 0.56%

61 2069.04 San Lorenzo filter strips 186,213.33 Historical ring 0.72% 0.71% 0.00%

60 1944.51 Fuorigrotta bioretention areas 62,224.22 Peripherical ring 0.67% 0.24% 0.44%

59 1926.56 Barra rain garden 53,943.74 Peripherical ring 0.67% 0.21% 0.46%

58 1864.44 Montecalvario filter strips 167,799.60 Historical ring 0.65% 0.64% 0.00%

57 1839.17 San Ferdinando rain garden 51,496.82 Historical ring 0.64% 0.20% 0.44%

56 1837.22 San Lorenzo rain garden 51,442.19 Historical ring 0.64% 0.20% 0.44%

55 1775.09 Avvocata bioretention areas 56,802.91 Historical ring 0.62% 0.22% 0.40%

54 1707.33 San Lorenzo filter strips 153,659.70 Historical ring 0.59% 0.59% 0.00%

53 1643.94 Avvocata filter strips 147,954.33 Historical ring 0.57% 0.57% 0.00%

52 1639.47 Pendino rain garden 45,905.08 Historical ring 0.57% 0.18% 0.39%

51 1401.48 Avvocata filter strips 126,133.02 Historical ring 0.49% 0.48% 0.00%

50 1350.54 Montecalvario filter strips 121,548.51 Historical ring 0.47% 0.47% 0.00%

49 1304.90 Pendino parking garden 54,805.93 Historical ring 0.45% 0.21% 0.24%

48 1273.84 Avvocata rain garden 35,667.60 Historical ring 0.44% 0.14% 0.31%

47 1213.14 San Lorenzo rain garden 33,967.78 Historical ring 0.42% 0.13% 0.29%

46 1173.49 San Lorenzo parking garden 49,286.50 Historical ring 0.41% 0.19% 0.22%

45 1155.04 Pendino filter strips 103,953.69 Historical ring 0.40% 0.40% 0.00%

44 1100.03 San Lorenzo rain garden 30,800.73 Historical ring 0.38% 0.12% 0.26%

43 1099.31 Vomero filter strips 98,937.81 First ring 0.38% 0.38% 0.00%

42 1012.56 Montecalvario rain garden 28,351.62 Historical ring 0.35% 0.11% 0.24%

41 924.17 San Lorenzo filter strips 83,175.57 Historical ring 0.32% 0.32% 0.00%

40 906.62 Avvocata filter strips 81,595.62 Historical ring 0.31% 0.31% 0.00%

39 891.25 San Lorenzo rain garden 24,955.00 Historical ring 0.31% 0.10% 0.21%

38 887.06 San Lorenzo filter strips 79,835.58 Historical ring 0.31% 0.31% 0.00%

37 885.77 Pendino rain garden 24,801.62 Historical ring 0.31% 0.10% 0.21%

36 874.73 Vomero bioretention areas 41,987.14 First ring 0.30% 0.16% 0.14%

35 823.89 Pendino filter strips 74,150.19 Historical ring 0.29% 0.28% 0.00%

34 799.41 Montecalvario rain garden 22,383.59 Historical ring 0.28% 0.09% 0.19%

33 780.34 San Lorenzo filter strips 70,230.96 Historical ring 0.27% 0.27% 0.00%

32 770.35 Montecalvario rain garden 21,569.86 Historical ring 0.27% 0.08% 0.18%

31 768.70 Vomero bioretention areas 36,897.50 First ring 0.27% 0.14% 0.13%

30 732.06 Pendino filter strips 65,885.49 Historical ring 0.25% 0.25% 0.00%

29 726.68 Vomero rain garden 20,347.04 First ring 0.25% 0.08% 0.17%

28 662.57 Pendino filter strips 59,631.03 Historical ring 0.23% 0.23% 0.00%

27 657.87 Pendino parking garden 27,630.37 Historical ring 0.23% 0.11% 0.12%
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Table 3. Cont.

ID
Surface
[sqm]

District
Climate Adaption

Intervention
Estimated

Cost [€]
Context Area

Dimensional
Weight of

Open Space
%

Economic
Weight of

Open Space
%

∆

26 646.03 Barra rain garden 18,088.92 Peripherical ring 0.22% 0.07% 0.15%

25 638.52 San Lorenzo filter strips 57,466.98 Historical ring 0.22% 0.22% 0.00%

24 638.44 Pendino filter strips 57,459.78 Historical ring 0.22% 0.22% 0.00%

23 615.56 Pendino rain garden 17,235.79 Historical ring 0.21% 0.07% 0.15%

22 577.55 Avvocata bioretention areas 27,722.35 Historical ring 0.20% 0.11% 0.09%

21 565.29 Pendino filter strips 50,876.37 Historical ring 0.20% 0.20% 0.00%

20 558.67 Pendino rain garden 15,642.73 Historical ring 0.19% 0.06% 0.13%

19 494.87 San Ferdinando filter strips 44,537.94 Historical ring 0.17% 0.17% 0.00%

18 474.03 San Lorenzo filter strips 42,662.52 Historical ring 0.16% 0.16% 0.00%

17 468.77 Pendino filter strips 42,189.39 Historical ring 0.16% 0.16% 0.00%

16 468.55 San Lorenzo filter strips 42,169.14 Historical ring 0.16% 0.16% 0.00%

15 465.30 Pendino rain garden 13,028.40 Historical ring 0.16% 0.05% 0.11%

14 453.73 Pendino rain garden 12,704.47 Historical ring 0.16% 0.05% 0.11%

13 445.28 Avvocata bioretention areas 21,373.44 Historical ring 0.15% 0.08% 0.07%

12 404.69 San Lorenzo parking garden 16,997.15 Historical ring 0.14% 0.07% 0.08%

11 396.45 Pendino rain garden 11,100.66 Historical ring 0.14% 0.04% 0.09%

10 392.90 Montecalvario rain garden 11,001.28 Historical ring 0.14% 0.04% 0.09%

9 386.61 Montecalvario filter strips 34,794.99 Historical ring 0.13% 0.13% 0.00%

8 366.33 Vomero bioretention areas 17,583.89 First ring 0.13% 0.07% 0.06%

7 329.61 Avvocata filter strips 29,664.90 Historical ring 0.11% 0.11% 0.00%

6 303.21 Pendino rain garden 8489.91 Historical ring 0.11% 0.03% 0.07%

5 302.75 Avvocata rain garden 8477.08 Historical ring 0.11% 0.03% 0.07%

4 284.39 San Lorenzo filter strips 25,594.83 Historical ring 0.10% 0.10% 0.00%

3 263.79 Montecalvario filter strips 23,741.37 Historical ring 0.09% 0.09% 0.00%

2 188.73 Montecalvario filter strips 16,985.25 Historical ring 0.07% 0.07% 0.00%

1 109.65 San Lorenzo filter strips 9868.41 Historical ring 0.04% 0.04% 0.00%

The second cluster consists of open spaces located mainly in the central districts of
Avvocata, San Lorenzo and Pendino, characterised by more limited burdens (Table 3).

Within this cluster, it is possible to define groups of open spaces classified according
to the type of intervention and the urban sector (peripheral crown, first crown, central
crown) in which it falls to provide the local decision maker with further useful elements for
choosing how and where to intervene (Figures S14 and S15). For example, rain gardens
and filter strips are the most widespread interventions to improve permeability, which
especially lack in the peripheral area (Figures S14 and S15).

As far as thermal comfort is concerned, the effectiveness was evaluated concerning
the cost per inhabitant of the greening intervention to be carried out due to the results of
the previous work developed by the authors. Again, two clusters were identified. The first
is made up of four open spaces (characterised by a higher economic burden to bear) located
in the peripheral districts of Fuorigrotta, Secondigliano and Barra (Table 4). The second
cluster consists of 27 open spaces located in more densely populated areas, which entail a
lower unit cost of just over 150 euros.

Depending on the type of intervention and the urban sector (peripheral crown, first
crown, central crown) in which each open space falls, greening interventions are needed in
the most stratified areas, while in the peripheral areas, interventions aimed at improving
thermal comfort are needed (Figures S16 and S17).
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Table 4. Sorting and clusters of open spaces with high thermal comfort, according to cost per
inhabitant values.

ID
Surface
[sqm]

District
Climate

Adaption
Intervention

Estimated
Cost [€]

Context Area
Cost Per
Inhab.

Inhab.

19 31,273.59 Secondigliano greening 1408.271.42 Peripherical ring 1635.62 861
7 8962.93 Fuorigrotta greening 403,907.63 Peripherical ring 585.37 690

31 39,463.07 Fuorigrotta
increasing the

presence of trees
174,085.51 Peripherical ring 391.20 445

3 19,104.92 Barra greening 860,361.58 Peripherical ring 375.38 2292
6 13,416.13 San Ferdinando greening 603,981.85 Historical ring 150.88 4003

29 30,742.18 Vomero
increasing the

presence of trees
135,713.57 First ring 110.61 1227

4 6017.33 Vomero greening 271,163.67 First ring 82.05 3305

28 18,507.79 Vomero
increasing the

presence of trees
81,882.28 First ring 56.78 1442

8 2534.14 Vomero greening 114,420.35 First ring 53.59 2135

30 32,083.21 Fuorigrotta
increasing the

presence of trees
141,614.10 Peripherical ring 45.22 3132

20 962.04 Vomero greening 43,675.89 First ring 36.52 1196

9 1932.27 Fuorigrotta greening 87,335.93 Peripherical ring 27.21 3210

26 13,442.93 Vomero
increasing the

presence of trees
59,596.89 First ring 26.87 2218

5 653.90 Vomero greening 29,809.59 First ring 26.08 1143

27 17,594.65 Fuorigrotta
increasing the

presence of trees
77,864.46 Peripherical ring 24.79 3141

17 1733.07 Secondigliano greening 78,372.33 Peripherical ring 23.81 3292

23 10,771.52 Fuorigrotta
increasing the

presence of trees
47,842.70 Peripherical ring 22.36 2140

18 1.606,77 Secondigliano greening 72,688.52 Peripherical ring 21.70 3350

25 13,418.23 Vomero
increasing the

presence of trees
59,360.20 First ring 18.84 3150

16 1150.11 Secondigliano greening 52,139.13 Peripherical ring 15.90 3280

24 13,229.43 Fuorigrotta
increasing the

presence of trees
58,657.50 Peripherical ring 14.62 4011

15 339.53 San Ferdinando greening 15,342.90 Historical ring 7.15 2145

13 353.62 Fuorigrotta greening 16,296.81 Peripherical ring 6.67 2442

21 2841.12 Fuorigrotta
increasing the

presence of trees
12,820.92 Peripherical ring 5.78 2220

22 3779.97 San Lorenzo
increasing the

presence of trees
16,951.86 Historical ring 5.17 3281

2 289.28 Vomero greening 13,209.78 First ring 4.14 3188

12 78.02 San Ferdinando greening 3894.81 Historical ring 3.55 1098

1 248.63 Barra greening 11,380.53 Peripherical ring 3.20 3555

11 59.11 Montecalvario greening 3043.73 Historical ring 1.40 2172

14 94.05 Montecalvario greening 4296.25 Historical ring 1.38 3122

10 52.53 Montecalvario greening 2428.03 Historical ring 0.77 3155
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A third result of the work is the identification of spaces that need contextual adaptation
to the two types of vulnerability (Table 5).

Table 5. Sorting and clusters of open spaces with low permeability and high thermal comfort,
according to ∆ values and cost per inhabitant values.

ID
Surface
[sqm]

District
Climate

Adaption
Intervention

Estimated
Cost [€]

Context Ring

Dimensional
Weight of

Open
Space

%

Economic
Weight of

Open
Space

%

∆
Cost Per
Inhab.

Inhab.

1 45,010.06 San Ferdinando rain gardens 1,890,422.52 Historical ring 13.3% 43.0% −29.7%
29 14,983.65 San Ferdinando permeable surfaces 183,549.71 Historical ring 4.4% 4.2% 0.3%
21 13,299.43 Fuorigrotta permeable surfaces 162,918.03 Peripherical ring 3.9% 3.7% 0.2%
20 13,229.43 Fuorigrotta bioretention area 423,341.79 Peripherical ring 3.9% 9.6% −5.7%
30 12,329.24 Fuorigrotta bioretention area 394,535.74 Peripherical ring 3.7% 9.0% −5.3%
59 11,652.30 Fuorigrotta parking gardens 512,701.16 Peripherical ring 3.5% 11.7% −8.2%
27 11,538.52 Fuorigrotta permeable surfaces 141,346.92 Peripherical ring 3.4% 3.2% 0.2%
47 11,518.50 Barra permeable surfaces 120,944.22 Peripherical ring 3.4% 2.8% 0.7%
26 10,938.55 Ponticelli bioretention area 350,033.73 Peripherical ring 3.2% 8.0% −4.7%
46 9831.81 San Ferdinando increasing presence of trees 51,065.39 Historical ring 1021.31 50
35 25,801.66 Ponticelli increasing presence of trees 48,513.64 Peripherical ring 312.99 155
39 13,526.49 Fuorigrotta increasing presence of trees 43,643.95 Peripherical ring 256.73 170

19 8822.32 Fuorigrotta permeable surfaces and
bioretention area 727,841.32 Peripherical ring 2.6% 16.6% −13.9%

45 7289.34 Ponticelli rain gardens 306,152.36 Peripherical ring 2.2% 7.0% −4.8%

36 5753.30 Ponticelli permeable surfaces and
bioretention area 312,116.47 Peripherical ring 1.7% 7.1% −5.4%

28 5140.09 Ponticelli permeable surfaces 62,966.08 Peripherical ring 1.5% 1.4% 0.1%

43 4840.49 Barra permeable surfaces and
bioretention area 166,996.94 Peripherical ring 1.4% 3.8% −2.4%

41 3172.22 Barra permeable surfaces 33,308.31 Peripherical ring 0.9% 0.8% 0.2%

4 2364.85 San Lorenzo bioretention area 75,675.17 Historical ring 0.7% 1.7% −1.0%

9 2021.07 San Ferdinando rain gardens 140,666.33 Historical ring 0.6% 3.2% −2.6%

7 1182.67 San Lorenzo bioretention area 37,845.47 Historical ring 0.4% 0.9% −0.5%

6 1086.70 Montecalvario rain gardens 75,634.11 Historical ring 0.3% 1.7% −1.4%

15 844.99 San Lorenzo bioretention area 27,039.74 Historical ring 0.3% 0.6% −0.4%

11 730.94 Montecalvario rain gardens 30,699.27 Historical ring 0.2% 0.7% −0.5%

10 545.40 San Ferdinando rain gardens 37,960.05 Historical ring 0.2% 0.9% −0.7%

2 537.95 San Lorenzo parking gardens 23,669.76 Historical ring 0.2% 0.5% −0.4%

3 487.01 San Lorenzo rain gardens 33,896.10 Historical ring 0.1% 0.8% −0.6%

13 361.16 San Lorenzo bioretention area 11,556.96 Historical ring 0.1% 0.3% −0.2%

44 28,357.89 San Ferdinando v presence of trees 837.46 Historical ring 20.94 40

37 28,089.60 Fuorigrotta increasing presence of trees 837.46 Peripherical ring 111.46 814

22 26,888.62 Fuorigrotta increasing presence of trees 124,902.72 Peripherical ring 105.40 1185

40 23,053.21 Ponticelli increasing presence of trees 118,693.91 Peripherical ring 73.03 195

55 21,023.59 Barra increasing presence of trees 113,911.31 Peripherical ring 61.45 1118

52 20,591.57 Ponticelli increasing presence of trees 101,818.10 Peripherical ring 60.31 1968

50 16,777.54 Ponticelli increasing presence of trees 92,887.80 Peripherical ring 57.56 1979

24 15,527.81 Ponticelli increasing presence of trees 90,730.89 Peripherical ring 41.45 2241

33 13,466.58 Secondigliano increasing presence of trees 68,706.36 Peripherical ring 41.12 954

34 13,466.58 Secondigliano increase presence of trees 59,900.54 Peripherical ring 39.56 2574

48 11,518.53 Barra increasing presence of trees 59,636.94 Peripherical ring 37.89 1574

8 10,536.70 San Lorenzo increasing presence of trees 59,380.94 Historical ring 35.16 385

18 8827.36 Barra increasing presence of trees 46,489.49 Peripherical ring 22.75 1009

38 7640.75 Secondigliano increasing presence of trees 15,473.50 Peripherical ring 21.16 986

44 28,357.89 San Ferdinando increase presence of trees 837.46 Historical ring 20.94 40

31 7058.82 Avvocata increasing presence of trees 39,224.38 Historical ring 20.52 968

51 6792.21 Secondigliano increase presence of trees 34,003.29 Peripherical ring 19.85 3017

49 5766.92 Barra increase presence of trees 31,442.79 Peripherical ring 19.53 3041
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Table 5. Cont.

ID
Surface
[sqm]

District
Climate

Adaption
Intervention

Estimated
Cost [€]

Context Ring

Dimensional
Weight of

Open
Space

%

Economic
Weight of

Open
Space

%

∆
Cost Per
Inhab.

Inhab.

17 5366.68 Fuorigrotta increasing presence of trees 30,013.74 Peripherical ring 18.30 1245

16 5142.64 Vomero increasing presence of trees 25,502.45 First ring 17.03 1846

53 5129.80 Ponticelli increase presence of trees 23,997.37 Peripherical ring 15.00 3100

54 5129.80 Ponticelli increasing presence of trees 23,011.59 Peripherical ring 13.78 2178

23 4683.99 Secondigliano increase presence of trees 22,955.12 Peripherical ring 11.33 3001

32 4427.60 Barra increasing presence of trees 22,782.72 Peripherical ring 11.29 1270

25 3755.27 Barra increase presence of trees 20,865.56 Peripherical ring 9.96 2310

42 3172.22 Ponticelli increasing presence of trees 19,865.42 Peripherical ring 8.95 2682

14 3149.29 San Ferdinando increasing presence of trees 16,651.19 Historical ring 7.72 2005

58 3047.32 Secondigliano increasing presence of trees 14,341.77 Peripherical ring 6.37 4001

57 2385.66 Fuorigrotta increasing presence of trees 14,240.88 Peripherical ring 5.08 165

5 2006.34 San Lorenzo increasing presence of trees 13,536.22 Historical ring 4.53 3677

12 1395.41 San Lorenzo increasing presence of trees 10,624.90 Historical ring 3.67 2898

Therefore, two clusters were identified based on both the delta between dimensional
weight and economic weight (for permeability) and the cost per inhabitant (for thermal
comfort). The first cluster is represented by open spaces with a negative delta, i.e., with the
highest economic burden to be borne, relative to rain garden interventions (in the San Ferdi-
nando district) and parking garden and bioretention area interventions (in the Fuorigrotta
district); by open spaces with numerically lower positive deltas (e.g., Barra neighbourhood,
Table 5); by open spaces with the highest cost per inhabitant relative to increases in trees
(in the San Ferdinando neighbourhood) and very large open spaces (14,000 sqm) in a
non-densely inhabited area (in the Ponticelli and Fuorigrotta neighbourhoods).

Interventions to increase vegetation are the most numerous for the reduction of
the dual climatic vulnerability that characterises the open spaces under consideration
(Figure S18). The peripheral part of the city is the one where the open spaces with low
thermal and hydraulic performance are mainly located (Figure S19); however, it is worth
noting that the central crown is also strongly characterised by this dual problem, confirming
the need to update the transformation rules of areas of high historical-architectural value
with the criteria that take into account the resilience essentials cities require.

6. Conclusions

Climate change is a long-term challenge, but the pace and intensity of its effects that
affect cities all over the planet require urgent and innovative strategies not only in the
“mitigation” of the phenomena but, above all, in the “adaptation” of cities to the growing
impacts of these new climatic events. This is even more true for the urban systems of
the countries bordering the Mediterranean, which are threatened by the effects of global
warming. In this geographic area, a large part of the population lives in coastal areas,
which are more exposed and vulnerable to the natural phenomena associated with climate
change [63,64].

To rapidly adapt cities to new climatic conditions, reducing their vulnerability to
likely negative impacts, the open space system can play a relevant role in cooling the built
environment, improving stormwater drainage and promoting sustainable mobility. These
spaces can be assigned important climate-regulating functions as drivers and accelerators
of sustainable urban development, urban regeneration and resilient systems [65–67].

From this perspective, this contribution represents the first result of a work aimed at
developing a decision-support tool to sustainably transform the open space system (built
and unbuilt spaces) by reducing its vulnerability and increasing its attractiveness and
urban quality.
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The application of the proposed method to the urban scale allows for (i) obtaining
an initial cognitive result of the system of open spaces in terms of their characteristics
(physical, climatic and usability) and the external agents by which they may be affected
(such as heat waves and extreme rainfall events) and (ii) outlining some possible adaptation
strategies in the different parts of the city that also take into account the resources required
for their implementation. The estimated costs, the type of intervention proposed and the
urban reference context represent three possible elements for local decision-makers to vali-
date/choose the climate change adaptation interventions to be implemented. The results
can represent useful inputs to support the development of climate adaptation strategy and
plan at the urban scale that is strongly needed in populous and built densely cities like
Naples, where chronic social and economic issues can be exacerbated by the increase of
frequency and intensity of extreme precipitation events and heat waves, representing a
signal of the ongoing climate change [10].

The low performance of the open spaces to extreme climatic events, like flooding
and UHI, is mostly due to the high imperviousness and building density levels of the city.
Two hundred and seventy-nine open spaces out of a total of four hundred and forty-five
require adaptation interventions with a higher financial burden for permeability improve-
ment, which underlines the relevance of the issue of land use in relation to sustainability
and urban resilience. The context of the densely built and stratified city, where the need to
adapt the physical, functional and architectural heritage is bound to clash, inevitably, with
the immobility of transformations determined by urban planning and building rules and
regulations, makes the results significant for the Italian panorama.

The proposed work, in the next step of the research, will allow defining intervention
practices that, according to the preservation of a city’s historical heritage, will stimulate
the sensitivity of local administrators in innovating the urban planning tools in force in the
light of current climatic-energy requirements.

To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first to provide climate adapta-
tion interventions based on NBSs and relative estimated costs for the Naples case study
and, representing an initial result, in a subsequent phase of work, it will be necessary to
measure the weight of the relationships between context characteristics and open spaces
and to define the “connection network” between open spaces and the set of adaptation
interventions for each space. Further applications will rely on flood and microclimate
simulations to assess the hydrological and thermal suitability effects of the proposed in-
terventions. Different scenarios can be simulated to measure and compare consequent
benefits in terms of reduction of temperature and runoff coefficient and level of pluvial
floods. Through these future developments, the following current limits of the work can be
overcome: (i) the lack of data on the flooded surfaces, as they require hydrologic models
and sewer system information; (ii) the statistical significance of the variables to assess the
influence of the territorial context on permeability and thermal comfort properties of the
open spaces; (iii) the data related to microclimate changes consequent to the realisation of
the proposed NBSs.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at:
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/su15108111/s1, The supplementary materials contains
additional maps and tables related to the classification of open spaces and neighbourhoods based
on (i) physical characteristics that are relevant to climate vulnerability and (ii) estimated costs and
benefits determined by proposed climate adaptation interventions. Figure S1. Classification of open
spaces based on Runoff coefficients. Figure S2. Classification of open spaces based on cooling effect,
according to green areas dimensions and urban fabrics building density. Figure S3. Classification
of open spaces based on Pedestrian accessibility. Figure S4. Classification of open spaces based on
LPT accessibility. Figure S5. Classification of open spaces based on Parking supply accessibility.
Figure S6. Land Surface Temperature (30 × 30 m grid). Figure S7. Classification of districts based on
UHI levels. Figure S8. Amount of natural surfaces within districts and their classification based on
IPt. Figure S9. Classification of districts based on Building density. Figure S10. Naples neighbour-
hoods representing “warning areas” due to their permeability and thermal comfort values indexes.
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Figure S11. Proposed adaptation interventions for increasing permeability and related estimated
costs. Figure S12. Proposed adaptation interventions for improving thermal comfort and related
estimated costs. Figure S13. Proposed adaptation interventions for improving permeability and
thermal comfort and related estimated costs. Figure S14. Classification of open spaces, according to
adaptation interventions for improving permeability. Figure S15. Classification of open spaces for im-
proving permeability, according to their district localisation. Figure S16. Classification of open spaces,
according to adaptation interventions for improving thermal comfort. Figure S17. Classification of
open spaces for improving thermal comfort, according to their district localisation. Figure S18. Classi-
fication of open spaces according to adaptation interventions for improving permeability and thermal
comfort. Figure S19. Classification of open spaces for improving permeability and thermal comfort,
according to their district localisation.
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Abstract: Urban ecosystems represent the main providers of ecosystem services in cities and play a

relevant role, among the many services, in the regulation of the urban microclimate and mitigation of

the urban heat island effect. The amount, localization, and spatial configuration of vegetation (i.e.,

urban trees) are key elements for planners and designers aiming at maximizing the climate regulation

potential and therefore extending the related benefits to a higher number of residents and city users.

Different factors and constraints related to urban morphology and socio-economical characteristics

of the urban environment influence the localization of new greening scenarios, therefore impacting

the potential benefits that can be obtained by residents. This paper investigates these factors by

identifying high-resolution greening scenarios that are able to maximize the cooling benefits for

people and local residents. For the case study of metropolitan areas of Catania (Italy) with a hot

Mediterranean climate, scenarios are derived by modelling physical and socio-economic factors as

spatial constraints with the UMEP model and GIS spatial analysis. Results show that new greenery

should be mostly located in public areas that are mostly used by residents. Built on the results

obtained in the case study analyzed, the paper also proposes some general planning criteria for the

localization of new urban greenery, which should be extended to other geographical urban contexts.

Keywords: climate simulations; climate regulation; urban planning; UMEP

1. Introduction

Urban systems are complex thermodynamic systems that are far from thermodynamic
equilibrium and import energy, matter, and information from outer sources and dissipate
heat as the result of different activities that make use of energy [1]. Urban environments
are increasingly characterized by different issues related to climate change with global
and local patterns, such increasing temperatures and pollution degrees and an increased
quantity of water run-off and decreased quality of stormwater [2,3]. Such issues pose
dramatic environmental and public health issues, impacting cities with increased frequency
in the last decades [4,5], especially for highly vulnerable social subjects [6].

The positive role of urban vegetation in addressing the abovementioned urban issues
is well known, as demonstrated by the rich and still-growing body of research, but also
implemented urban projects and policies [7,8]. When strategically planned and designed
in an integrated green infrastructure, urban vegetation and related ecosystems have the
capacity to deliver a full array of ecosystem services, with direct and measurable benefits to
urban communities and their well-being [9–11]. In the last years, the awareness of residents
and city users of the importance of the services provided by urban vegetation has sharply
increased so that requests for projects and tangible actions toward greener cities and more
ecological neighbors are intensifying [12].

Among the many ecosystem services, climate regulation is of utmost importance in
cities and represents the high concern of residents, who are increasingly asking for public
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policy and actions to improve the local climate conditions of urban environments [13]. In
Mediterranean geographical context, the rate of mortality due to heat waves has shown an
increasing trend in the last 10 years. For example, data for 2021 in regions of south Italy
revealed an increase of 15% in mortality [14].

Climate regulation of urban ecosystems is achieved by three main functions: physical
shading of elements of the built environment; the modification of the flow of air; and the
decrease in outdoor air temperature by evapotranspiration processes [15]. These functions
generate relevant positive impacts on the energy consumptions of buildings that are directly
shaded by trees and cool the air around buildings, with the effect of reducing the need of
energy for cooling inside the buildings [16,17].

The positive effects of urban vegetation can be even more significant for elements of the
urban environment that are directly and daily used by people. These include, streets, side-
walks, parking areas, and all different types of open spaces. Correct planning and design
strategies of new greening can therefore reduce pedestrians’ and other city dwellers’ heat
exposure thanks to the shading, transpiration, and wind-breaking functions [18,19] while
also contributing to keeping impervious surfaces cooler, so they can emit less longwave
radiation [20].

For these reasons, planting of urban trees is becoming a crucial planning and design
strategy to reduce the excess heat in contemporary cities [21], and choosing the most
effective spatial configurations of street trees may help optimize reductions of excessive
heat, for example, by focusing on the street locations most in need of tree shade [22].

Climate simulations are modelling tools to the evaluate environmental behavior of
specific environments (buildings and urban environments) and therefore inform planning
choices on policy for urban greening and the localization of new vegetation, for example, by
identifying portions of cities most in need of tree shade. Many researchers have explored
the optimization of the location of trees shapes to reduce urban heat and mean radiant
temperature according to specific urban geometries [23,24], and very recently, studies have
specifically targeted the positive effects of new trees on pedestrians [20,25]. Furthermore,
most of the research focuses on the spatial optimization of urban greenery, mainly at a very
local scale (i.e., single building) [20] or at a wider regional scale [26].

However, limited efforts have been made to integrate results from these advanced
pieces of research with more practical indication for urban planning [27] while taking into
account the real opportunities offered by urban environments and morphologies [28]. More
specifically, the integration of physical and socio-economic factors acting as important
constraints in the planning and design of new urban vegetation remains unexplored. Such
factors include land tenure, actual conditions of land use and land cover, and the possibility
of generating benefits for a large number of residents. This paper thus proposes a spatially
explicit method to identify high-resolution scenarios that are able to maximize the cooling
benefits of urban vegetation for people and local residents by modelling physical and
socio-economic factors as spatial constraints for the localization of new vegetation. At
the same time, this research proposes planning criteria for the localization of new urban
greenery that are built on the results obtained in the case study analyzed.

Section 2 presents the case study and data/material used. Section 3 introduces the
methodology used, based on climate simulation and socio-environmental spatial analysis
on the characteristics of the urban environment. Section 4 presents the results obtained
with related maps, while Section 5 discusses them in the light of other relevant literature
and recent research. Finally, the objectives of the research, main findings, and possible
future work are summarized in Section 6.

2. Case Study and Material

The method was applied in three peri-urban areas located in the metropolitan area
of Catania, Sicily, Italy (Figure 1). The metropolitan areas is the largest conurbation in the
region, accounting for more than 700,000 residents in 27 municipalities. More than 60% of
the total residents live in the municipalities surrounding the main city of Catania, which
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has seen a progressive move of the population from the main city to smaller municipalities
of the metropolitan area.

 

ff
ff

ff
ff

Figure 1. Location of the three case studies (north, center, and south) in the metropolitan area of

Catania in Sicily (Italy).

These areas were chosen as they include different types of land use and land covers
(Figure 2) with differentiated residential complexes, ranging from isolated villas to semi-
detached houses and multi-story apartment complexes, which are typical features of
European metropolitan areas [29]. Such variety of land use and land cover is functional
in the evaluation of the impact of planned greening scenarios on different types of urban
environments and is also useful for identifying different design options.

 

ff ff

Figure 2. Land use of the three case studies.
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From a climatic point of view, the Catania metropolitan area has a hot-mild Mediter-
ranean climate (37.62◦ N, 15.17◦ E, 50 m a.s.l., annual average temperature of 17 ◦C) with
hot summer temperatures very often above 30 ◦C, combined with a strong solar radiation
of about 800 W/m2 [16]. The close presence of the Mediterranean sea tends to ease natural
ventilation, produces local cooling effects. In such climate conditions, the shadow effect of
vegetation is a crucial factor that should be increased as much as possible by appropriate
greening interventions in the built environment [16].

3. Method—Planning Criteria for Greening Scenarios

The methodology for the identification of greening scenarios is based on three main
criteria that interact in the overall choice for the location of new greenery, with the aims of
generating higher benefits for residents and, at the same time, ensuring a physical and socio-
economic viability. The criteria are as follows: identification of areas with high outdoor
thermal stress, physical/social feasibility of greening scenarios, and the maximization of
the number of potential beneficiaries. The integration of these criteria identifies suitable
areas for the planning of new greening scenarios. The criteria are illustrated in the next
sub-sections.

3.1. High-Resolution Climate Simulations

The first step of the method identifies the areas with the most unfavorable conditions
in terms of outdoor thermal comfort. They were selected by the evaluation of outdoor
comfort in a reference condition of an hot summer day by the use of the Urban Multi-scale
Environmental Predictor (UMEP) model.

UMEP is an integrated, open-access set of tools and models for urban climatology
and climate-sensitive planning application, whose applications are mainly related to out-
door thermal comfort, consumption of urban energy, and climate change mitigation [30].
The most important feature of the model is its complete integration in the Geographical
Information System (specifically QGIS open-access software). This allows users to use in a
spatially explicit way all parameters of the model and, more importantly, to edit and map
inputs and results directly in the GIS.

Among the different tools and models of UMEP, SOLWEIG (Solar and Long Wave
Environmental Irradiance Geometry) is a model that simulates spatial variations of 3D
radiation fluxes and Mean Radiant Temperature (Tmrt) in urban contexts [31]. Tmrt is one
of the key meteorological variables accounting for energy balance and the thermal comfort
of human beings, integrating shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes (both direct and
reflected) to which the human body is exposed in outdoor and indoor environments [32]. In
urban environments, Tmrt depends on building 3D geometries, street network, the albedo
of building’s facades, and land cover, and for this close relationship with urban morphology,
it was chosen as a proxy of thermal comfort in this work. In SOLWEIG, Tmrt is derived by
modelling shortwave and longwave fluxes in six directions (upward, downward, and from
the four cardinal points) and angular factors.

To successfully perform a simulation, a set of information is requested by the model:
meteorological data (global shortwave radiation, air temperature, and relative humidity),
a digital surface model of buildings (including their height from ground) and vegetation,
land cover above and below the canopy and maps of sky view factors. Vegetation and land
cover (below-canopy land cover) maps are used to model the relationship between the
built environment and vegetation so as to increase the accuracy of the results obtained. The
reference day used for the meteorological data is the 9 July 1985, which was characterized
by a maximum air temperature of 38◦, humidity of 35%, and solar irradiance of 900 W m2.
The final outputs of SOLWEIG are raster maps of values of Tmrt for the reference day
considered. The raster data necessary for the model are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Input and output spatial layers in the SOLWEIG module of the UMEP model.

The above- and below-canopy land-cover values were analyzed by visual interpre-
tation of high-resolution orthophotos (25 cm) available from regional cartography and
further validated by comparison with photos from Google™ Street View. The following
land-cover categories were identified: deciduous trees, evergreen trees, grass, paved areas,
building, bare soil, and water. These categories are the land-cover types that are used as
input layer in the SOLWEIG and, at the same time, represent typical land-cover classes that
can be found in many urban and peri-urban contexts.

3.2. Physical/Social Feasibility of Greening Scenarios

The areas selected in the previous step were further evaluated in terms of social
and physical constraints related to their potential transformation into green areas. The
considered factors are the current land cover and land tenure. The first represents a
constraint because greening scenarios can be developed on specific land-cover categories
such as grass or bare soil, while other categories are unsuitable for the presence of buildings
or trees (evergreen and deciduous trees) or less suitable due to their higher costs related to
the planting of trees in paved and impervious areas.

Land tenure represents a socio-economical constraint because greening retrofitting
in privately owned areas is more difficult to plan by public administrations and is often
dependent on the willingness of single owners, although they can be subject to specific
financial mechanisms to promote private greening interventions [33].

The categories of below-canopy land cover were further reclassified according to their
suitability of being used as new areas to plant new trees in the greening scenarios. Suitable
land-cover types included bare soil and grass but also paved areas belonging to roads’
sideways or public squares. Despite the higher costs of implementation, some paved areas
can be considered suitable for planting new trees because they are likely to generate benefits
in terms of shading to higher number of people (see Section 3.3) [16].

Land tenure was derived by reclassification of available land-use maps in two main categories,
namely private (mainly for residential/commercial and agricultural land-use categories) and public
(for roads, public areas, parks, and public facilities). The land-use layer was derived from the urban
atlas [34] of the metropolitan area of Catania, which was validated by visual interpretation of the
available aerial photos.

The two vector layers derived by the re-classifications of land cover and land use are
intersected in the next step of the method (Section 3.4) with the raster maps obtained in the
climate simulations described in Section 3.2 to identify the proposed greening scenarios.
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3.3. Maximization of the Number of Beneficiaries from Greening Scenarios

The third criterion considered was the potential usability of the built environment by
pedestrians moving in the city, as they are the social subjects that can directly benefit from
the presence of trees, especially when they make use of important urban elements such as
sideways or other public spaces [35]. We analyzed the most highly used public areas so as
to identify the areas where new greening scenarios could maximize their cooling effects on
a higher number of beneficiaries. Such areas include highly used roads (including space for
sideways, where pedestrian movement can occur), public spaces, and parking lots.

The most-used roads are considered to be those with the highest level of traffic, as
traffic conditions are often related to the central localization of roads and high density
of urban uses [36,37]. The roads with the highest level of traffic were selected by using
traffic data extracted by the World Traffic Service of Arcgis™ Online Resources on a typical
working day (13 October 2022). This service includes different types of traffic data, such as
historical, live, and predictive traffic [38].

Other public spaces with a high level of usability (squares, green spaces and other
public open spaces, and parking areas) were selected from the available land-use and
land-cover vector layers.

3.4. Identification of the New Greening Scenarios

Greening scenarios are intended as spatial configurations of new trees to be planted
in the three sub-areas and were obtained by the spatial integration of the three planning
criteria introduced in the previous sections. Two scenarios were designed.

The first greening scenario involves public areas only. From the climate simulation
performed with the SOLWEIG module of UMEP model, the areas with Tmrt values above
70◦ were selected, as these values represent a typical threshold value for outdoor thermal
discomfort, and therefore, these areas represent prior targets for greening actions. From
the criterion of physical/social feasibility of greening scenarios, pervious land (belonging
to land-cover categories of bare soil and grass) and public areas were selected. From the
criterion of the maximization of the number of beneficiaries, streets with a high level of
traffic and all public areas were selected.

The second scenario was designed by adding private areas with pervious land covers
to the areas already selected in the first scenario.

The vector layers expressing the above conditions for the three criteria were spatially
overlaid, and the result was further refined by visual analysis and deleting or adjusting
specific unsuitable situations (i.e., street with no space for sidewalks or areas with no
physical accessibility by pedestrians). Table 1 summarizes the specific conditions of the
three planning criteria that were used for the design of the greening scenarios.

Table 1. Criteria for the identification of the greening scenarios.

Criterion Scenario 1 (Public Areas) Scenario 2 (Public + Private Areas)

Identification of areas with high outdoor
thermal stress

Areas with median radiant temperature > 70◦ Areas with median radiant temperature > 70◦

Physical/social feasibility of greening scenarios

Land-cover categories

- Bare soil
- Grass

Land tenure:

- Public

Land-cover categories

- Bare soil
- Grass

Land tenure:

- Public
- Private

Maximization of the number of beneficiaries of the
greening scenario

Highly used street
Public areas:

- Squares
- Open spaces
- Parking areas

Highly used street
Public areas:

- Squares
- Open spaces
- Parking areas
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Finally, new simulations on the two newly designed greening scenarios were per-
formed with SOLWEIG module of the UMEP model to quantitively evaluate the resulting
changes in Tmrt. Specifically, new evergreen trees with an average height of 9 m and canopy
volume equal to 25% of the total volume of each tree (default option) were simulated in
SOLWEIG. These trees are located in the areas identified in the two scenarios.

4. Results

4.1. Areas with High Outdoor Thermal Stress

Figure 4 maps the above-canopy land cover of the three areas. As already dis-
cussed, land-cover information is one of the input layers of the SOLWEIG module of
the UMEP model.

Figure 4. Maps of land cover for the three study areas.

Results from the simulation of the current situation are shown in Figure 5. Because of
the considered very hot day on a summer afternoon, many pixels with very high values of
Tmrt (above 80◦) can be found, with similar values in the three areas. The share of values
of Tmrt (classified by equal interval) is reported in Table 2 and Figure 6.

Table 2. Share of TMR values in the three areas.

Area 1 (South) Area 2 (Central) Area 3 (North)

Min: 40; Max: 85
Mean: 55

Std. Dev: 14

Min: 39; Max: 87
Mean: 63

Std. Dev: 14

Min: 38; Max: 86
Mean: 63

Std. Dev: 13

40–50 52% 39–50 35% 38–50 27%

50–60 3% 50–60 11% 50–60 6%

60–70 10% 60–70 1% 60–70 16%

70–85 33% 70–87 53% 70–86 51%
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Figure 5. Results from the climate simulation for the current scenario.

Figure 6. Distribution of Tmrt for the three areas in the current scenario. Pixels with Tmrt higher

than 70◦.
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Pixels with Tmrt higher than 70◦ are present in relevant portions of the areas and are
mapped in Figure 6. They represent 33% for area 1, 53% for area 2, and 51% for area 3, with
an average of 45%.

All the three areas show similar distribution of values and are concentrated on lower
values (around 40–45◦) characterizing rural context and extreme values (around 70–75◦)
for buildings, streets, and paved areas but also bare soil. Being the most rural, area 1 has
average and maximum values of TMR lower than the other two areas.

4.2. Physical/Social Feasibility of Greening Scenarios

Figure 7 maps the physical constraints related to the suitability of land-cover categories
that can be used as new areas to plant new trees in the greening scenarios. Suitable land-
cover categories sum up to 61% of area 1, 55% of area 2, and 54% of area 3. Figure 8 maps
the land tenure for the three areas, with public areas accounting for 15% in area 1, 23% in
area 2, and 11% for area 3.

Figure 7. Physical constraints for greening scenarios: suitable land-cover categories.

Figure 8. Social constraints for greening scenarios: land tenure.
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4.3. Areas That Maximize the Number of Beneficiaries

Figure 9 maps the most-used spaces of the three areas (highly used streets with space
for sideways and other public areas) where the new greenery can generate potential benefits
to a high number of pedestrians and users of the urban environment.

Figure 9. Highly used streets, squares, green spaces, and other public areas.

4.4. Greening Scenarios and New Simulations

The planning criteria reported in Table 1 were applied to the geographical layers
presented in the previous Section 4.1, Section 4.2, and Section 4.3, following GIS geo-
processing and further local refinement of the results obtained by visual validation using
Google Street View.

Figures 10 and 11 map the two scenarios obtained after Table 1, where the areas
highlighted in cyan are the portion of the urban environment where new trees can be
located. Scenario 1 includes public areas only, while scenario 2 includes both public and
private areas. The extent of new greenery in the three areas is reported in Table 3. Area 1 is
the one where the higher amount of new greening can be planned for the two scenarios.
This is mainly due to the presence of an urban park, which is central to the area, that
can be retrofitted with a good amount of new trees. Areas 2 and 3 show similar results,
and new greening is mainly located along the sideways of the most-used streets and, to
a more limited extent, in other public or private areas (squares, small urban parks, and
private courtyards).

Table 3. Amount of new greenery in the 3 areas.

Area 1 (South) Area 2 (Central) Area 3 (North)

Extent of New
Greening (m2)

% Total Area
Extent of New
Greening (m2)

% Total Area
Extent of New
Greening (m2)

% Total Area

Scenario 1
(Public areas)

22,646 9, 2 6992 2, 9 5534 2, 3

Scenario 2
(Private + Public areas)

39,627 16, 2 9906 4 13,109 5, 4
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t

Figure 10. New greening scenarios in public areas (scenario 1).

Figure 11. New greening scenarios in private and public areas (scenario 2).

The maps of Tmrt simulated from the two greening scenarios are shown in Figures 12 and 13
for scenarios 1 and 2, respectively.
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ff

Figure 12. Results from the climate simulation for the scenario 1—public areas.

ff

Figure 13. Results from the climate simulation for the scenario 2—public and private areas.

Changes in values of Tmrt with respect to the current situation are almost entirely
localized in the space occupied by the new trees or in the areas that benefit from the direct
shade of the trees. A very limited effect of the mass canopy can be seen from the resulting
reduction of Tmrt. Table 4 reports the share of areas belonging to four classes of Tmrt
values. The positive contribution of the new greening scenarios is visible yet limited: the
comparison with the current scenario (Table 2) highlights that the amount of area with
critically high Tmrt (>70) slightly decreases, and the area belonging to classes with the
lowest Tmrt (40–50 and 50–60) increases by 2–3%.
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Table 4. Tmrt values in the three areas for the two scenarios simulated.

Area 1 (South) Area 2 (Central) Area 3 (North)

Min: 40; Max: 84 Min: 39; Max: 87 Min: 38; Max: 86

Mean: 55 Mean: 63 Mean: 63

Std. Dev: 14 Std. Dev: 14 Std. Dev: 13

Tmrt Values
Scenario

1
Scenario 2 Tmrt Values Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Tmrt Values Scenario 1 Scenario 2

40–50 54% 55% 39–50 36% 39% 38–50 28% 29%

50–60 4% 3% 50–60 6% 6% 50–60 8% 6%

60–70 10% 11% 60–70 12% 10% 60–70 17% 20%

70–85 32% 30% 70–87 45% 45% 70–86 47% 45%

To highlight the spatial differences of Tmrt values between the current and the greening
scenarios, Figure 14 shows a smaller portions of area 1 (south) where the new greening is
concentrated. An example of a possible design for area 3 (north) related to scenario 2 is
shown in Figure 15.

ff

Figure 14. Excerpt from the simulations of Tmrt values for the greening scenarios in area 1 (south).

 

ff

ff

ff

Figure 15. Design of greening scenario 2 (public + private areas) for area 2 (north).
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5. Discussion

5.1. Evaluating the Effectiveness of Greening Scenarios in Decreasing the MRT

The main reason for the limited reduction in the average values of Tmrt is due to the
location of the greening scenarios, mainly concentrated in the most urbanized areas, where
the highest values of Tmrt can be found due to the presence of impermeable surfaces and
buildings. Similar values have been reported in the same metropolitan area of Catania
(Italy) by [39]. The reduction of Tmrt may also seem more limited than in other studies [40],
but this is mainly because of the small spatial extent of the two greening scenarios. However,
it must be highlighted that the scenarios were identified by taking into consideration the
actual physical and socio-economic constraints present of the urban environment: such
constraints limit the possible choice for the areas to be included in the greening scenarios
but return planning options that are closer to reality. This relationship with the actual
urban environment and socio-economic condition represents the main element of novelty
of this research.

5.2. Proposal of General Planning Criteria for New Urban Greening Based on the
Performed Simulations

The results from the simulations of the current and new scenarios of urban greening
indicate some useful planning criteria that can be generalized to different urban contexts
with similar climatic characteristics and greening objectives. These criteria are about the
type, location, and extent of the greening and the choice of the species that can be used.

First, simulations highlight that trees represent the most effective type of green el-
ements in terms of cooling capacities, while the contribution of other types of greenery
(shrubs, grass, and herbaceous vegetation) is more limited because of the reduced height
and canopy volume. This is in line with other studies [40,41] and suggests that shrubs and
grass can be used for ornamental or ecological purposes, i.e., for completing vegetation
levels in parks or public spaces or to generate other important functions such as noise
reduction or carbon sequestration [42].

Prior choices for the location of new trees should select public areas (sidewalks, streets,
and public areas) with permeable land cover for the easier suitability and economic viability
of tree planting. Areas at lower priority can include private areas, where landowners must
be convinced or supported economically with specific incentives for planting trees [13].
Moreover, impervious land cover represents areas with lower suitability due to the higher
costs for planting new trees. This highlights an important trade-off for current impervious
street sideways between the maximization of the benefits that can be obtaining and the
costs for planting new trees. Furthermore, areas close to buildings with aspects to the south
and/or west can be chosen to maximize the shading potential of new trees [43,44].

The extent of new greenery is a variable depending on the cooling objectives assumed
by the greening scenarios as well as the available economic resources. The extent of new
greenery should be large enough to cover all areas of the urban environment under thermic
stress (i.e., with Tmrt higher than an assumed threshold). The extent of the greenery should
also include highly used portions of the city, such as streets and public areas, so as to
maximize thermal comfort for people.

Given a specific climate and overall water availability, the most suitable species
should have some characteristics in order to maximize their climate regulation potential:
high-density canopy, deciduous species for hot climates, evergreen for cold climates, and
fast-growing, cheap to plant and manage, and able to maximize the ecological heterogeneity
of the urban context. However, in some cases, not-autochthonous species can be accepted
as suitable species, as demonstrated by the widespread presence of Australian species in
southern Italian urban contexts [45]. Possible suitable species for Mediterranean climates
include, among others, Pinus pinaster, Ficus benjamina, and Quercus ilex [16,45].
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5.3. Economical Viability

It is widely acknowledged that investments in urban greening can ensure posi-
tive returns on the quality of urban environments and human health and in economic
terms [46–48]. However, specific political and economic factors might hamper the actual
implementation of greening projects. The most common of these factors is the need for
public acquisition of the land where the greening scenarios should implemented because,
often, public administrations do not own such land. The availability of economic re-
sources required to buy land from private landowners thus represents a strong constraint
for the final implementation and maintenance of greening projects. To face this lack of
economic resources, public administration must find alternative sources of funding or
design incentive-based mechanisms, compensations for land acquisition, and payment for
ecosystem services [49,50].

For this reason, public areas (i.e., streets, sidewalks, and open spaces) represent
high-priority areas in which to concentrate economic resources for the implementation of
greening scenarios because they do not need to be acquired.

As already stated, the greening scenarios have been identified with the main objectives
of improving the outdoor thermal comfort of the urban environment, but it must be
underlined that these scenarios are able to generate many other positive contributions to
an urban environment and its residents. For example, in terms of regulation of urban water
run-off and pluvial flooding reduction, new trees located along streets would be crucial
elements [10,51].

5.4. Limitations

There are some limitations that can be acknowledged in this research. First, the
scenarios of reduced values of Tmrt are missing a ground validation, which can be very
useful for better tuning the model results to the actual conditions of the urban environment
under analysis and therefore identifying more reliable and effective greening scenarios.
However, this process can be long and complex, as it would require identifying existing
green elements in specific parts of cities (i.e., street trees or trees on sidewalks) to be used as
a reference configuration for the ground measurement of Tmrt with radiometers. Results
from these measurements of Tmrt can then be compared with the values of simulated Tmrt
for scenarios with similar configuration of green elements. With this approach, it would be
possible to better understand the difference between the simulated and measured values
of Tmrt.

The SOLWEIG module has specific characteristics and simplifications. In its formu-
lation, it does not evaluate the contribution of evapotranspiration of vegetation, which is
a relevant benefit that can be directly perceived by people who are walking or moving
close to trees. It makes use a single value for the albedo for all the facades of buildings,
and it also does not allow the modelling of the contribution of shrubs but only of trees and
grass, so other forms of urban greenery such as green roofs and walls, which are important
options for urban planners and designers, cannot be included in simulations.

Finally, the results of the simulations used to identify urban areas with high levels of
thermal stress referred to the hottest hour of the day (3 p.m.) (see Figure 6). In other times,
different areas can show high values of thermal stress so that different greening scenarios
can be identified. However, from our analysis, the total amount of areas with high levels of
thermal stress were at their maximum at 3 p.m., so this hour can be considered as a reliable
reference condition because it represents the worst thermal situation to be addressed with
greening scenarios.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a spatially explicit method to identify planning scenarios to
maximize the cooling benefits of urban vegetation for people and local residents, which
represent the main beneficiaries of any public policy and action for climate regulation. Built
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on high-resolution simulations of mean radiant temperature and modelling of physical and
socio-economic factors acting as spatial constraints, two greening scenarios were designed.

The case studies are three peri-urban areas located in the Catania metropolitan areas
in Sicily, characterized by a hot and dry Mediterranean climate and exposed to several
extreme hot days during the summer.

The proposed greening scenarios represent feasible and viable planning options, where
the positive contribution of trees in reducing the values of Tmrt is concentrated to the areas
where the trees can be planted. This outcome highlights the importance of developing
greening projects targeting the highly used areas of the built environment, such as sideways
and other public spaces. This is very relevant, especially for public administrations with
limited economic resources to implement these scenarios.

The integration of the actual physical and socio-economic conditions of the urban
environment and the high resolution of the analysis in identifying the greening scenarios
represent the main elements of novelty of this research.

Based on the results obtained, the general planning and design criteria were proposed
with regards to the type, location, and extent of the new greening and the choice of the
tree species. Such criteria can be used to maximize the benefits of climate regulation while
at the same time ensuring the actual socio-economic viability of the identified options of
urban greening.

Further research can be oriented toward the integration of the contribution of evapo-
transpiration in the evaluation of outdoor comfort by using other spatially explicit models
and economic valuations of the greening scenarios to dynamically understand the correct
return of public investments over a designed period of time.
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Abstract: European spatial planners deal with two major concerns: adaptation to climate changes

(ACC) and the design and management of green infrastructures (GIs). ACC calls for the renewal

of spatial planning with constant appeals to the need to adequately prepare for extreme climate

events. GIs deliver ecosystem services (ES), which consist of beneficial functions to living beings

in terms of, for example, helping people adapt to climate change. An effective implementation of

adaptation measures at the regional and sub-regional scale is based on an efficient and prompt spatial

planning system and GIs management. In this paper, we aim at comparing the attitudes of Italian

and Polish spatial planning systems with respect to the integration of concepts related to ACC and

GIs. We describe commonalities and differences between the two spatial planning frameworks by

scrutinizing regional plans adopted in Sardinia (Italy) and Wielkopolska (Poland). We found out

a scarce consideration of both ACC and GIs planning and management. The findings suggest that

the regional spatial planning tools need to be updated to be fully satisfactory in terms of ACC and

GIs concepts.

Keywords: planning systems; spatial planning; regional plans; climate resilience; green infrastructures;

assessment criteria

1. Introduction

The European Union (EU) has emphasized the need to adapt to climate change by
adopting in 2013—and updating in 2021—the EU strategy (EU strategy) on adaptation to
climate change (ACC) [1,2]. While there are many definitions of ACC, here we mean ACC
as the “adjustment of human and natural systems to climatic actual or expected events,
in order to minimize damage or maximize benefit” (after [3,4]). The EU strategy aims at
making the European member states more climate-resilient, remarks on the need to adopt
adaptation measures from national to regional levels, and stresses the urgency to “achieve
coordination and coherence at the various levels of planning and management through
national adaptation strategies” [2]. In 2013, the Polish government published the “Strategic
adaptation plan for sectors and areas sensitive to climate changes in Poland by 2020, with
an outlook by 2030” (SPA 2020, developed as a part of the Klimada Project [5]). The SPA
2020 was the first document dealing with adaptation to climate changes in Poland. In
2015, the Italian Ministry of the Environment and Protection of Land and Sea adopted
the National Climate Change Adaptation Strategy [6]. Italy is also developing a National
Climate Change Adaptation Plan (December 2022, latest update; [7]).

According to the EU strategy, the Mediterranean basin is vulnerable to climate
change [2]. In this regard, in February 2019, the Autonomous Region of Sardinia adopted
the Regional Strategy for Adaptation to Climate Change (RSACC) with the purpose of
paving the way for increasing the climate resilience of the region to extreme weather
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events [8]. Regional planning should be consistent with the RSACC: thus, spatial planning
is crucial for the promotion of adaptation approaches from regional to local scale. Polish
regional strategic documents are being drawn up to adapt cities to the climate change
presented in global and regional climate scenarios. However, these documents take only
a limited account of current knowledge on assumed climate change or the nature of this
change for the quality of human life.

Spatial planning (SP) has been defined in a variety of ways. In this paper, we follow
Davoudi’s definition of SP: “actions and interventions that are based on ‘critical thinking
about space and place’ [that] involve not only legislative and regulatory frameworks for
the development and use of land, but also the institutional and social resources through
which such frameworks are implemented, challenged and transformed” [9]. According
to Busayo et al., lately, “spatial planning laws on the global scene have metamorphosed
to cover broader areas and facets that call for the integration of planning systems into
diverse sectors for addressing societal issues including climate change adaptation” [10].
Spatial planning is instrumental in fostering the integration of adaptation goals according
to different institutional hierarchical levels to address budgetary constraints and develop
synergies [4,11]. Developing a strategy at the regional and local level is of fundamental
importance and is extremely difficult not only in Poland [12]. Regional planning tools are
usually drafted through multi-actor collaboration and could be frameworks for defining
successful adaptation measures sub-regionally, for example through municipal master
plans [4]. According to Ledda et al. [4], “the regional plans are relevant to local planning
and might be key to link national and regional adaptation principia and strategies to local
adaptation measures”. However, we found a certain lack of studies—a research gap—that
deal with adaptation to climate change in regional spatial plans (or regional plans strictly
related to spatial planning issues) in Italy and Poland and that consider results obtained
from the comparative approach of two European regions.

According to Cortinovis and Geneletti (2018) and Lai et al. (2019) [13,14], the inte-
gration of green areas (including green infrastructures) in urban planning processes can
contribute to provide ecosystem services and benefits for humankind, including adaptation
to climate change solutions [15]. Therefore, a proper understanding of the usefulness of
green infrastructures for enhancing environmental quality is both theoretically and practi-
cally relevant to local urban planners [16]. In this paper, we mean Green Infrastructure (GI)
as “a strategically planned network of natural and semi-natural areas with other environ-
mental features designed and managed to deliver a wide range of ecosystem services. It
incorporates green spaces (or blue if aquatic ecosystems are concerned) and other physical
features in terrestrial (including coastal) and marine areas. On land, GI is present in rural
and urban settings” [17]. Scientific literature has scarcely addressed systematically the
inclusion of GI in regional planning tools in Italy and Poland. De Montis et al. (2022) [18]
state that the “scrutiny of green infrastructures related concepts integration patterns in
planning documents would lead to a better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses
of planning frameworks”.

Thus, this study aims at filling two research gaps via two research questions (RQs) by
scrutinizing a set of regional plans adopted in Sardinia (Italy) and Wielkopolska (Poland):
(i) How do Sardinia and Wielkopolska consider adaptation to climate change and GI in
regional spatial planning tools or regional plans closely related to spatial planning issues
(RQ1)? Can the organization of the spatial planning system of Italy and Poland contribute
at the integration of adaptation to climate change and GI in regional (and subregional)
spatial planning tools (RQ2)?

RQ1 aims at investigating if—and to what extent—key concepts of adaptation to
climate change and GI characterized the regional planning process and pointing out the
main strengths and weaknesses of the tools. RQ2 has the purpose of stressing if and how the
current organization of the spatial planning system of both the states has potential to ease
the integration of adaptation issues and ecosystem services—delivered by GI—into practice.
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The manuscript unfolds as follows. In Section 2, we provide the reader with an
overview on the main elements that characterize the planning systems of Italy and Poland.
In Section 3, we report on a brief literature review concerning spatial planning and ACC
and spatial planning and GI. In Section 4, we exemplify the methodological approach.
In Sections 5 and 6, we illustrate and discuss the results (Section 5) and, respectively,
summarize the concluding remarks (Section 6).

2. Spatial Planning in Italy and Poland

Italy, in southern Europe (Figure 1), is a democratic republic, which belongs to the
European Union. The state extends over a surface area of 302,073 square kilometers and
is characterized by a predominantly hilly area (41.6% of the total area), while mountain
and plains cover about 175,202 square kilometers (respectively, 35% and 23.2% of the
total area; Italian National Institute of Statistics, 2014 [19]). The Italian peninsula con-
sists of 20 administrative regions, which host about 60 million residents (Italian National
Institute of Statistics, 2021 [20]) in 7904 municipalities (Italian National Institute of Statis-
tics, 2022 [21]). The municipalities are clustered in—and administered by—80 Provinces,
2 Autonomous Provinces, 14 Metropolitan Cities, and 6 Free Municipal Consortia (Italian
Republic, 2022 [22]).

4 4

4 4

3

called <command and control= scheme, according to which the regulatory apparatus 

Figure 1. Geographical context.

Italy approved laws with the aim of regulating human behavior in a meticulous way
(Italian Republic, [23–27]). We can recognize a juridical tradition of Italian law, which
assumes that a correct behavior must constantly be referred to a written normative source.
The tradition of Italian law has determined a planning system largely based on the so-called
“command and control” scheme, according to which the regulatory apparatus requires a
top–down approach, i.e., the public administrations promote territorial transformations
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that are conformed to certain characteristics and check that these transformations take place
in accordance with the plans [28].

The Italian urban planning law [23] could be considered as one of the most innovative
when it was enacted “as it introduced multi-level planning and urban development plans
extended to entire municipal territories and limited the building activities of municipalities
lacking urban development plans” [29]. The Italian urban planning law of 1942 was never
repealed or replaced and is still in force. In the 1970s, the legislative activities concerning
urban planning were delegated to the 20 administrative regions and were characterized by
weak strategic regulation and strong heterogeneity [29–31], “thus easing forms of control
and increasingly delegating decision-making to [also very small and demographically
irrelevant] municipalities” [30].

While the urban planning law of 1942 [23] focused on the urban development, in the
last decades in Italy, the processes of urban growth have undergone a drastic setback, and
it has been understood that beyond certain limits the urban sprawl has negative effects for
the economy and for the real estate market [32].

The plans can be classified by the function they perform or by their scale (national,
regional, sub-regional, municipal scale). Table 1 summarizes the main spatial planning
activities of Regions, Provinces, Metropolitan Cities, and municipalities according to Petron-
celli [32].

Table 1. Main spatial planning activities of Regions, Provinces, Metropolitan Cities, and municipali-

ties (after Petroncelli [32]).

Body Spatial Planning Activities
Main Spatial

Planning Tool
Type

Region
Urban planning, Social and

territorial planning, Guidelines
for local authorities, . . .

Regional landscape or
territorial plan

Strategic

Province

Proposal of provincial
multiannual programs of general
and sectoral type, Coordination
of municipal planning activities,

Drafting and adoption of the
spatial coordination plan, . . .

Provincial spatial
coordination plan

Strategic

Metropolitan City
Spatial planning of the

metropolitan area
Metropolitan plan Strategic

Municipality
Local urban planning, Adoption
of the municipal master plan, . . .

Municipal
master plan

Operational

According to De Montis [28], the coordination plans (e.g., the provincial spatial co-
ordination plans) refer to large portions of the territory (at least inter-municipal scale)
and define a framework for the territorial transformations; the operational plans (e.g., the
municipal master plans) are approved in accordance with the coordination plans usually at
the municipal level and affect the local administrative area; the executive plans concern the
implementation of measures—included in the operational plans—in practice.

Italy acknowledges four administrative levels: state, region, province, and munici-
pality (Figure 2, after [33]; Larsson [34]). National sector plans adopted at the state level
are very rare, as the “planning competences have been transferred to the lower-level
administrative bodies” [4]. Regions, provinces, and municipalities adopt a plurality of
instruments—coordination, operational regulation, and implementation instruments—to
regulate their own development. Usually, regional and provincial governments draw up
instruments (e.g., coordinator territorial plans) aimed at regulating the development of
large areas through general provisions, while municipalities regulate changes to their land
through municipal master plans [35–38].
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Figure 2. Organization of spatial planning system in Italy. Based on—and modified from—

Bragagnolo et al. [33].

Poland, officially Republic of Poland, is a country in central Europe (Figure 1) and
since 2004 is a member state of the EU. Poland covers an area of 312,696 km2 and is the fifth-
most populous member state with a population of over 38 million. The implementation
of the spatial policy in Poland obeys the Spatial Planning and Development Act (SPDA)
approved in 2003. The SPDA regulates the spatial planning system in Poland, including the
development of spatial policies and spatial plans (concepts, plans, studies) and attributed
different powers to the administrative tiers of government [39]. The Polish spatial planning
and management system has changed a lot over the last 30 years. The most relevant
transition occurred after the fall of socialism [40]. During the socialist era, planning and
decision making were centralized so that local authorities had no influence and were
mere executors of spatial transformations in their own area. Between 1989 and 2003, the
Polish Government established and implemented a roadmap for building a new spatial
planning and management system. Similarly, other central and eastern European countries
restructured their spatial planning and management system. For most countries, this
restructuration has been steered and eased by the process of adhesion to the European
Union [41–43].

According to the Polish Constitution, the territorial system of the Republic of Poland
ensures the decentralization of public power [39]. Governmental bodies operate in four
hierarchical tiers (Figure 3): the state, at the national level; sixteen regions (Voivodeship), at
the regional level; 379 provinces (Powiat), at the intermediate level; and 2477 municipalities
(Gmina), at the local level. National, regional, and local level administrations are committed
to land use planning. The national government steers spatial planning, according to
the Long-term National Development Concept (Poland 2030), which has integrated and
substituted the National Spatial Development Concept. These documents set out the
conceptual framework and address the development of the whole country, by organizing
the environmental and landscape protection system. Voivodeships play a limited role in
spatial planning through the Regional Spatial Plans together with spatial development
plans for urban functional areas. Powiats have only minor functions related to planning.
The main actors in land-use planning are the municipalities, which elaborate mandatory
studies on local planning scenarios for the whole communal area and the Local Spatial
Development Plan for part of the community, the only legally binding zoning plan. The
disadvantage of local plans is that they are recommended but not mandatory. According
to a hierarchical scheme set out by the SPDA, the local plan is drafted in conformance
with the spatial development plan of a voivodeship, which obeys to the National Spatial
Development Concept and Long-term National Development Strategy (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Organization of spatial planning system in Poland, according to the Spatial Planning and

Development Act (SPDA) issued on 27 March 2003.

3. Literature Overview

The scientific cornerstones of this paper consist of the integration in spatial planning of
adaptation to climate change and green infrastructures. We report on the literature review
in the following two subsections.

3.1. Adaptation to Climate Change and Spatial Planning

Multi-level and multisectoral approaches can support effective adaptation to climate
change [44,45]. However, in human—ecological systems, there is no guarantee that multi-
level governance will be effective [4,46]. ACC can be addressed at supranational, national,
regional, and sub-regional (local) scale, although scholars have been focused more on
national and local than the regional scale [4,47]. ACC involves cascading decisions in which
both public agencies and individuals act [48]. According to Lukat et al. [11], the connection
between ACC and SP can promote the consideration and introduction of climate change
adaptation objectives at both local and regional scales by fostering synergies, for example
“for flood protection and biodiversity protection” [11]. Similar concepts are expressed by
Carter et al. [49] quoted by Busayo et al. [10] (p. 5). SP has proven to be key in promoting
ACC and resilience mainly in cities [10]. Bruneniece and Klavins [50] emphasize the critical
importance of regional and local governmental agencies in terms of adaptation. Indeed,
these institutions usually hold accurate information regarding both local contexts and
conditions that can foster or hinder environmental change. Lazoglou and Serraos also
emphasized that the Regional SP frameworks “of Western Macedonia [are] central to
promote the adaptation to the expected impacts of climate change” [51]. Hurlimann and
March [52] remark on the role of SP, in the context of adaptation and report on six reasons
why SP can deal with adaptation. Wilson [53] focuses on adaptation to climate change
and the task of SP and development plans in the UK. The author emphasizes the pivotal
function of local SP as a means for promoting adaptation. Thus, the role of SP is crucial for
ACC [4,50,52,53].

Ledda et al. [4] stress that the regional plans represent a framework for introduc-
ing adaptation concepts at a sub-regional scale, “i.e., for addressing municipal master
plans to making local landscapes and territories more resilient to climate changes” [4].
Ledda et al. [4] stressed a certain lack of studies addressing ACC in regional SP tools
adopted in Sardinia. Thus, they proposed and applied a set of criteria to assess the perfor-
mance of the regional plans and programs in terms of ACC.
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3.2. Green Infrastructure and Spatial Planning

The European Commission considers GI as strategic solutions for safeguarding bio-
diversity and ecosystem services and important adaptation and mitigation measures to
address climate change effects [17,54,55]. Nature-based solutions, GIs, and ecosystem-based
adaptation are strategic in the challenge to climate change and communities’ resilience [56].
In this regard, GIs provide benefits, in terms of hydrological flow regulation, reduction
in soil erosion phenomena, pollutant filtration, restoration of degraded biodiversity [57].
GIs can contribute at safeguarding ecosystems and communities that are vulnerable to
extreme climate events and natural disaster such as flooding, storms, forest fires, and
avalanches [17]. The negative effects of these events “can often be reduced using GIs solu-
tions such as functional flood plains, riparian woodland, protection forests in mountainous
areas, barrier beaches and coastal wetlands [ . . . ]” [17]. Green roofs, a special type of GIs,
contribute to the reduction in stormwater runoff [58] and heat island effect [59,60].

Gill et al. [61] address green infrastructures (GIs) as a resource for adapting urbanized
areas to climate change and remark on the need to emphasize the role of GI in terms of
adaptation in planning and policy instruments at all levels. SP is key to promoting the use
of GI as a solution to address climate change [62]. Irga et al. [63] analyzed the dissemination
of policy instruments aimed at the design of GIs in Australia, which concerned green roofs
and green walls. Irga et al. [63] claimed the importance of local spatial planning to favor GIs
designs by developing strategies and adopting aimed policies. On the other hand, a better
integration of GIs in spatial planning could be achieved through a multi-level approach:
spatial multi-scale integration by improving connectivity; resources integration by detecting
GIs components and related ecosystem services; social–economic integration, which can be
achieved by updating current spatial planning methods [64]. The implementation of GI
depends on: planning aspects, for example the availability of specific planning tools [63];
stakeholders’ interest; institutional organization; participation and coordination [62]. A lack
of financial resources hinders the planning of GIs at a local scale [65]. Matthews et al. [62]
argued that the planning and successful implementation of GIs as climate adaptation
measures depends on biophysical and social factors, i.e., areas available for greening,
species characteristics and urban morphology, but also governance aspects and involvement
of citizens in decisional processes. SP should involve the design of large-scale green
infrastructure to enhance its function in adapting to climate change: e.g., a metropolitan
area can be divided into more vulnerable climate zones and GIs could be planned for each
zone and assessed by comparing different climate scenarios to make GIs planning more
effective [66]. Ecosystem services mapping, with a focus on supply and demand at the
municipal level, can promote actions concerning GIs implementation, including parks
and urban ecosystems, and the updating of urban plans [62]. The integration of GIs in
spatial planning could be eased through appropriate indicators [67–69]: institutions should
expand the GIs database to determine more specific city-scale indicators that include social,
ecological, and environmental factors suitable for GIs implementation and monitoring [68].
Some authors have addressed the role of GIs in flood protection and stormwater runoff
mitigation by focusing on spatial planning and indicators to identify priority areas [70].
Italian institutional bodies dealt with adaptation to climate change by integrating GIs’
regional or local policies. As an example, some Italian cities adopted the so-called Green
City Guidelines [71], which include GIs as a measure for promoting adaptation to climate
change. In 2020, the Metropolitan City of Genoa for GIs planning explicitly focused on
adaptation to climate change [72]. In 2020, the Region of Umbria considered GIs in a
guidance for drafting the Spatial Strategic Program mainly for reducing climate change
effects [73]. Thus, in Italy, a certain interest in GI is growing for promoting adaptation to
climate change in spatial planning processes.

4. Materials and Method

In this section, we describe the methodological approach. Firstly, we provide the
reader with the list of regional plans considered in this study. Secondly, we introduce the
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criteria adopted to scrutinize the plans in terms of inclusion of adaptation to climate change
and GI concepts.

4.1. Planning Tools Selection

We scrutinized the regional planning tools (including the strategic environmental
assessment—SEA—report when available) described in Table 2.

Table 2. The pool of documents scrutinized in this study.

Code Name References
Year of

Approval
Main Mission SEA Report

Sardinia
(Italy)

RHP
Regional Hy-
drogeological

Plan

Autonomous
Region of

Sardinia [74]
2006

Land defense and
hydrogeological risk

prevention
No

RLP
Regional

Landscape Plan

Autonomous
Region of

Sardinia [75]
2006

Protection and
valorization of local

landscapes
No

Wielkopolska
(Poland)

EPP
Environmental

Protection
Programme

The
Wielkopolska

Regional
Parliament [76]

2020

Undertaking activities in
the field of landscape

protection and shaping
in the process of

planning development

Yes

SDP
Spatial

Development
Plan

The
Wielkopolska

Regional
Parliament [77]

2019

Conducting spatial
policy within the

administrative
boundaries of the region

Yes

As for Sardinia, the Regional Hydrogeological Plan (RHP) has been adopted in 2006
by the Autonomous Region of Sardinia. The plan provides guidelines, sectoral actions,
technical standards, and general prescriptions for the prevention of hydrogeological haz-
ards and risks in the regional river basin and hydrogeological hazard areas. RHP regulates
areas of very high, high, medium, and moderate hydraulic and landslide hazard. The
Regional Landscape Plan (RLP) aims to protect the landscape, with the dual purpose of
preserving its quality elements and promoting its improvement through restoration and
restructuring, even deep restoration when it appears degraded and compromised. RLP
relies on three pillars, meaning ‘environmental’, ‘historical and cultural’ and ‘settlement’
settings, and it affects the regional territory, particularly twenty-seven coastal landscape
units (LU). An LU consists of regional areas with similar environmental, historical and
cultural, and settlement characteristics. The municipal master plans adopted in Sardinia
must be consistent with RHP and RLP.

As for Wielkopolska, the Spatial Development Plan (SDP) has been adopted in 2019
by the Wielkopolska Regional Parliament. This is the most important strategic document
for the Wielkopolska Region, which defines the spatial policy within the administrative
border of the region. The plan defines the model of spatial development, the objectives of
spatial policy and directions of spatial development of the region as well as the distribution
of public purpose investments of supra-local importance. This document also contains
a detailed analysis of development directions for the functional area of the voivodeship
capital. The Environmental Protection Program (EPP) for the Wielkopolska Region until
2030 has been adopted in 2020 by the Wielkopolska Regional Parliament and implements
an ecological policy for the region with the assumptions of the most important national and
EU strategic documents. Conclusions and recommendations formulated in both documents
should be reflected in planning documents at the regional and local level.
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4.2. Adaptation to Climate Change: Assessment Criteria

We applied the criteria proposed by Ledda et al. [4]. Ledda et al. [4] focused on the
regional plans adopted by the Autonomous Region of Sardinia (Italy), south European
Mediterranean region, which is an area that will be negatively affected by climate change
in the coming decades. Ledda et al. [4] aimed at proposing and applied a method rooted
in the scientific literature and adaptation strategies with the purpose of scrutinizing a set
of regional plans related to spatial planning issues. The authors performed a document
analysis according to the following steps: (i) collection of the main strategic regional plans;
(ii) scrutiny of the plans by using specific criteria (Table 3), to assess if, and to what extent,
adaptation to climate change concepts were considered by the plans.

Table 3. Criteria applied to scrutinize the plans (after Ledda et al., 2020; [4]).

Criteria Description References

Reference to adaptation
strategies

The plans refer to climate change
adaptation strategies.

[2,78]

Inclusion of explicit or
implicit adaptation measures

The plans include (i) explicit adaptation
measures (i.e., measures specifically set as a
response to climate change), or (ii) implicit

measures (i.e., measures that have not been set as
a response to climate change but can be effective

in terms of adaptation to climate change).

[2,6,79–81]

Identification of responsible
bodies for implementing

Explicit adaptation measures

The plans clearly identified the responsible
bodies for implementing Explicit

adaptation measures.
[2,82]

The criteria were used to scrutinize if the plans: referred to adaptation strategies (re-
gional, national, European, or international climate change adaptation strategies); included
explicit (measures specifically defined in response to climate change) or implicit (that have
not been defined as a response to climate change but are useful for adaptation) measures;
identified the responsible bodies for implementing explicit adaptation measures.

4.3. Green Infrastructure and Spatial Planning: Assessment Criteria

De Montis et al. [18] focused on the integration of Green Infrastructure (GI) concepts
in regional plans and programs and proposed and applied a complex index to do so. The
study aimed at clarifying if—and to what extent—GI concepts were included in regional
plans and programs adopted in Sardinia (Italy). De Montis et al. [18] defined and applied a
quali–quantitative multicriteria method for selecting and scrutinizing regional plans and
programs. This method was based on content analysis, inspired by similar criteria-based
frameworks, and designed to enable a comparative assessment of Sardinian planning
tools with respect to other countries and regions. The method included the use of a
composite indicator—i.e., the Complex Index of Green Infrastructure Integration (CIGI)—
for ascertaining the intensity of the consideration of GI themes and criticalities in plans and
programs. While the methodologic details on the design of CIGI can be retrieved in De
Montis et al. [18], here, we focus on the main elements: simple criteria (Table 4), scoring
rule (Table 5), and criteria aggregation pattern (Equations (1)–(3)).
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Table 4. Complex Index of Gi Integration: simple criteria (source: De Montis et al., 2022; [18]).

Domain Code Criteria

Explicit

EC1 Definition of GI

EC2
Provisions concerning the design, valorization,

management, maintenance of GI

EC3 Indicators

Implicit

IC1
Strategies based on ecological networks, natural and

semi-natural areas conservation

IC2
Provision of actions for soil conservation and

ecosystem/habitat/landscape protection

IC3 Indicators

Table 5. Scoring system applied to assess the integration of Green Infrastructure (GI) concepts in the

plans (after De Montis et al., 2022; [18]).

Score
Motivation

Quantitative Qualitative

1 No integration GI concepts are not mentioned.
2 Barely acceptable GI concepts are considered in a barely acceptable manner.
3 Acceptable GI concepts are considered in an acceptable way.
4 Good GI concepts are mentioned in a good way.
5 Excellent GI concepts are satisfactorily considered.

The full expression of the composite indicator CIGI reads as follows (De Montis
et al., [18]):

CIGI = w1∗CIGEI + w2 ∗CIGII (1)

where w1 and w2 (with w1 + w2 = 1) are the weights of the domain indicators Complex
Index of GI Explicit Integration (CIGEI) and Complex Index of GI Implicit Integration
(CIGII), which are calculated according to the following equations:

CIGEI =
3

∑
1

wEi∗ECEi (2)

CIGII =
3

∑
1

wIi∗ICIi (3)

where wEi and wIi are the weights of—respectively—the simple explicit (ECEi) and im-

plicit (ICIi) criteria, with ∑
3
1 wEi = 1 and

3

∑
1

wIi = 1. Weight of CIGEI = 2/3; weight of

CIGII = 1/3.

5. Results and Discussion

In this section, we describe and discuss the main findings.

5.1. Adaptation to Climate Change

Table 6 summarizes the scrutiny of the regional plans. The second column lists the
plans, while from the third to the sixth column, a check mark (X) indicates if the criterion
is met.
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Table 6. Scrutiny of the regional plans: findings (after Ledda et al. [4]).

Plans

Criteria

Reference to ACC
Strategy

Indication of Adaptation Measures
Indication of Responsible

Bodies for Implementation
of Explicit Measures

Explicit Implicit

Sardinia RLP X

HSP X

Wielkopolska EPP X X X

SDP X

On the one hand, the Sardinian regional plans are devoid of reference to adaptation
to climate change strategies and explicit adaptation measures (and thus the responsible
bodies for their implementation). On the other hand, RLP and HSP include measures
that can be effective in terms of adaptation to climate change (implicit adaptation mea-
sures). The implicit measures include “gray and green [measures], such as environmental
regeneration, drainage systems, safeguarding of watercourses, and preserving ecologi-
cal connectivity” [4]. As an example, the RLP refers to: depollution and environmental
regeneration; preservation of ecological connections between coastal and inland areas
through river corridors; maintaining the functionality of watercourses flowing toward the
coast by ensuring the natural flow of surface water; etc. Meanwhile, the HSP refers to:
riverbank protection; adjustment or construction of river embankments; slope protection
from runoff phenomena; protective barriers against rock falls and landslides; reconstitution
of vegetation cover; etc.

In case of the Wielkopolska Region, only the Environmental Protection Program [76]
implements rules from higher-level adaptation strategies and plans (national and EU). In
addition, this strategic document includes explicit adaptation measures and identifies some
responsible agencies for the implementation of explicit adaptation measures. For this reason,
the Environmental Protection Program, due to the lack of regional strategy for adaptation
to climate change, should play a role of guidance for mainstreaming adaptation in the
current spatial planning practices. Recommended directions of adaptation activities for the
Wielkopolska Region include: flood protection of areas located in floodplains; recognition
of the possibility of growing thermophilic plants and preparation of programs to secure
good quality water. The Spatial Development Plan [77] includes only some measures
that can be effective in terms of adaptation to climate change, but much more should be
undertaken in this aspect. For example, the Spatial Development Plan (2019) includes some
general recommendations such as: maintenance and introduction of mid-field; roadside and
waterside plantings to improve ecological and climatic function; reducing low pollutant
emissions; introducing environmentally friendly sources of local and regional transport; or
designation of green areas supporting the process of self-cleaning atmosphere, especially
in urban areas. However, the main provisions of the Spatial Development Plan (2030) are
consistent with the adopted concept of the Environmental Protection Program (2020).

Three out of four regional plans lack clear references to climate change and adaptation
concepts. However, the plans set implicit adaptation measures that can increase the re-
silience of the regional contexts against the negative consequence due to climate change [4].
Implicit measures—such as roadside and waterside plantings improving ecological and
climatic function (SDP, Wielkopolska Region) and drainage systems dealing with the excess
of water and the design of green areas (RLP and HSP, Sardinia)—can have a key role as
entry points for explicit adaptation measures [4,78]. However, the plans need to be updated
to clearly introduce adaptation principles and guidance acknowledged at international [83]
and European [1] levels. Furthermore, the two plans adopted in Sardinia will have to be
consistent with the regional strategy for adaptation to climate change approved in 2019 [8]
as they are the framework for sub-regional planning tools.
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The EPP (Wielkopolska) met three criteria, which are the most relevant to adaptation.
The plan clearly provides a reference to adaptation strategies, adaptation measures, and
an indication of responsible bodies for implementation of the explicit measures. The
reference to adaptation strategies can be considered as the first step to introduce adaptation
principia from a higher (European or national) to sub-regional (provincial or municipal)
scale [4]. According to England et al. [44], the consistency among policies is important in
terms of increased efficiency and effectiveness and reduced competition for scarce budgets
and resources. The definition of explicit adaptation measures should be considered the
minimum to meet adaptation objectives consistent with adaptation strategies. However,
adaptation measures have to be tailored to specific geographical and climate contexts to be
effective [4,81]. Finally, the plan identifies the agencies for the implementation of explicit
adaptation measures, and this is a key issue in terms of effective adaptation [84] partly
because “[ . . . ] each node of the administrative network should be known, and alerted
when needed, across horizontal and vertical levels. In such a network, the nodes are the
actors, who are responsible for certain adaptation measures, while the links stand for the
relationships and interactions between the actors” [4].

In the case of Sardinia, we analyzed documents approved 15 years ago. Therefore, the
plans need to be updated to include the principles and objectives of the regional strategy
for adaptation [8]. By contrast, the Wielkopolska region shows very recent (i.e., approved
in 2019 and 2020) tools, even though they are still not sufficiently adapted to climate change
issues. This is due to the lack of regional strategy for adaptation, which should be a starting
point in this context. The Marshal Office of the Wielkopolska Region should prepare the
Regional Strategy for Adaptation to Climate Change as soon as possible.

5.2. Green Infrastructures

Table 7 summarizes the outcomes. The criteria (columns 4–9) quantify the qualitative
assessment on the performance of each plan.

Table 7. CIGI: scores assigned to the simple criteria and resulting values for domain and composite

indicators plans (after De Montis et al., 2022; [18]). ‘A’ stands for the arithmetic mean of the scores

assigned to RHP and RLP; as an example, for Sardinia, the arithmetic mean A of EC1 = (1 + 1)/2 = 1.

‘B’ stands for the arithmetic mean of the scores assigned to EPP and SDP; as an example, for Wielkopol-

ska, the arithmetic mean B of IC2 = (3 + 4)/2 = 3.50. ‘C’ stands for the arithmetic mean of ‘A’ and ‘B’,

i.e., (A + B)/2.

Regions (Code) Plans Calculation EC1 EC2 EC3 IC1 IC2 IC3 CIGEI CIGII CIGI

Sardinia (A) RHP 1 2 1 1 4 1 1.33 2.00 1.56
RLP 1 1 1 2 3 1 1.00 2.00 1.33

Mean A 1.00 1.50 1.00 1.50 3.50 1.00 1.17 2.00 1.45

Wielkopolska (B) EPP 1 1 1 3 3 2 1.00 2.66 1.55
SDP 1 1 1 4 4 1 1.00 3.00 1.67

Mean B 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.50 3.50 1.50 1.00 2.83 1.61

Mean C 1.00 1.25 1.00 2.50 3.50 1.25 1.08 2.42 1.53

Sardinia (A-C)/C 0% 20% 0% −40% 0% −20% 8% −17% −5%

Wielkopolska (B-C)/C 0% −20% 0% 40% 0% 20% −8% 17% 5%

RHP and RLP do not report any definition of GIs (EC1). The RHP suggests the use
of GIs as a countermeasure to hydrogeological instability, such as landslides and floods
(EC2 and IC2). The RHP refers to “green roofs, permeable flooring, grassy canals, plant
strips, and buffer strips” [18] and includes both structural and not-structural naturalistic
engineering measures. Indicators are not mentioned in the plan (EC3 and IC3). The RLP
refers to GIs (IC2) in implicit terms such as “[ . . . ] urban green spaces, conservative farming
for soil conservation, cover crops” [18]. The RLP aims at establishing, enhancing, restoring,
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and conserving natural areas through landscape and habitat connectivity (IC1). The plan
does not mention any indicators (EC3).

In the case of the Wielkopolska Region, there is no national document or strategy in
Poland which will implement GIs from the national to regional level. Furthermore, in the
absence of a coherent spatial planning system, Poland is increasingly losing its natural
potential to create GIs due to a growing fragmentation of ecosystems. Currently, one of
the major barriers is the lack of effective legal instruments, regulations and guidelines.
So, the level of GIs integration is barely acceptable because none of the scrutinized docu-
ments explicitly include definitions, provisions and indicators concerning GIs. They have
implemented only some general recommendation: preventing ecosystem fragmentation;
maintaining ecological connectivity; and re-naturalizing degraded and anthropogenically
transformed areas.

According to the CIGI, the plans of the Wielkopolska Region show a better perfor-
mance than the plans adopted in Sardinia. However, the regions show similar very low
quality in terms of GIs concepts integration, excluding IC1 compared to which Wielkopol-
ska has a significantly higher average score (+40%) than Sardinia. The Sardinian plans did
not refer to the concept of GI: this because the plans are very old (2006) and cannot refer to
strategies such as the EU Strategy to GIs [17].

Both Sardinia and Wielkopolska show a certain lack of consideration of GIs. The
findings confirm the results of previous studies [18,85,86]. The plans did not explicitly refer
to the definition of GI (EC1), provisions concerning the design, valorization, management,
maintenance of GI (EC2), and indicators (EC3). In this regard, our results are similar
to the output obtained by Di Marino et al. [85], who investigated the regional planning
policy of the Uusimaa Region (Finland) and found that “the concept of GI has not been
introduced yet” [18]. Grădinaru and Hersperger [86] also found comparable findings
in a study concerning spatial plans adopted by European urban regions. As for EC2,
the Sardinian RHP addressed GI implementation, management, and conservation, also
implicitly (IC2) as EPP and SDP (Wielkopolska). GIs are implicitly integrated in the
plans, and this could pave the way for an explicit consideration of GIs. However, this
conjecture needs to be investigated with further research. The plans did not include any
explicit reference to GI indicators (EC3), while EPP refers implicitly to them. According
to De Montis et al. [18], “[the] inclusion of ecological indicators specifically defined for
measuring the effectiveness of GIs would be desirable”, as such indicators can be used to
“measure climate and microclimatic modifications [ . . . ]” (De Montis et al., [18]; see also
Pakzad et al., [87]). In addition, GI indicators are also useful in strategic environmental
assessment procedures: for example, in the monitoring phase of plans and programs that
may affect the environment [18].

6. Conclusions

Spatial planning has a key role in the promotion of adaptation to climate change (ACC)
and green infrastructure (GI) concepts and principles as well as adequate planned measures.
In this paper, we answered to two research questions (RQs). RQ1 aimed at investigating
if—and to what extent—key concepts of ACC and GI characterized the regional planning
process of Sardinia (Italy) and Wielkopolska (Poland) and pointing out the main strengths
and weaknesses of the tools. RQ2 had the purpose of stressing if and how the current
organization of the spatial planning system of both Italy and Poland has potential to ease
the integration of ACC and ecosystem services—delivered by GI—into practice.

As for RQ1, we found out that the major regional spatial planning tools of both
regions are deficient in terms of consideration of ACC and GI issues. The plans mainly met
implicit performance criteria. Thus, future updates of the plans must integrate ACC and
GI concepts according to European, national, and regional strategies (ACC) or provincial
guidance (GIs).

As for RQ2, the multi-level and multi-actor planning system of Italy and Poland
can contribute at the integration of adaptation to climate change and GI concepts at the
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regional and sub-regional scale. Italy has adopted a national adaptation strategy in 2015 [6].
Thus, Sardinia benefits from a national (and from 2019, regional) framework that promotes
adaptation to climate change, i.e., the national [6] and regional adaptation strategy [8].
In this regard, the planning system of both states has a central role for the promotion of
adaptation from a higher (state) level to lower (sub-regional) level. Neither Italy nor Poland
have adopted a national GI yet, but some Italian public administrations adopted guidelines
for the design and implementation of GI at the provincial level.

We might speculate that the regional plans show a weak attitude to integrating ACC
and GI concepts because of the slowness of the regions to fully integrate such concepts
into the regional legislative framework (see Wielkopolska) and to update the plans (see
Sardinia). On the one hand, a satisfactory integration of the EU strategies on ACC and
GI into regional regulations and guidance documents of Wielkopolska might be relevant
to the mainstreaming of ACC, resilience and GI in plans related to SP issues. SP could
promote the consideration of such concepts into planning processes, e.g., in the context
of strategic environmental assessment. On the other hand, Sardinia needs to update
the regional plans, according to the regional strategy for ACC and better include GI
concepts into the SP processes. In Poland, there is a clear need to develop or update
planning documents and adaptation strategies for regions and subregions, which undergo
energy transformation processes relating to moving away from coal. These are strongly
transformed areas, in which the processes of mitigation and ACC play a special role. In the
case of the Wielkopolska region, this applies to the Konińskie Basin of Brown Coal.

We feel that this research can contribute to the scientific panorama as: (i) it provides
the scholars with a methodological approach replicable in similar European geographical
contexts; (ii) the study might be of inspiration for planners to assess the quality of regional
plans and stress their strengths and weaknesses; (iii) the performance criteria proposed in
this study have potential to be utilized as a checklist, i.e., a sort of list of criteria that need
to be met in the context of planning processes; (iv) it emphasizes the role of adaptation
to climate change and GI concepts in regional spatial planning and provides the regional
administrations with reasons that support the need to increase the climate resilience of
territories and population to preserve human (and non-human) life. European regions can
be inspired by this study to promote the use of GIs for increasing territorial resilience.

The main limitations of this research regard: (i) the small set of regional plans scru-
tinized and (ii) the basic performance criteria adopted. We aim at increasing the sample
of plans and considering additional performance criteria in future research. A further
limitation concerns the need to investigate how regional plans are implemented in practice.
Future research should investigate what barriers—regulatory or otherwise—hinder the
implementation of the scrutinized plans in regard to ACC and promoting the use of GI.
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